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INTRODUCTION.

Br W. J. MAC NEVEN.

TThE storm of abusive misrepresentation, with which the

proceedings, motives and objects, of a large majority of the

Irish people have been recently assailed in this city, has

forced the editor to submit to the public the following pieces

concerning the more recent history of his native country. The

same virulence of invective, the same violation of truth, the

same distortion of fact, that have marked the conduct of the

English faction towards the United Irishmen in Europe, have

been revived against them here by the retainers and hirelings of

the same enemy.

Those outrages seem to have lain ready for explosion, and the

match to have been applied, when the pretensions of Mr. Rufus

King to public confidence were made a subject of enquiry, at

the late election for New-York. That gentleman, while minis-

ter from this republic to the English court, thought fit to resist

the emigration of a considerable number of avowed republicans,

many of whom were men of large properties, from Ireland to

America. The consequence to them was a four years close

A captivity,
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captivity, without any other pretext than Mr. King's oppo-

sition ; because the British government felt, or pretended, a

fear of leaving them at large amidst its enemies in Europe.—-

These facts were simply stated by Mr. Emmet to a meeting of

the Hibernian Provident Society, at the request of several of its

members. All at once, the adherents of Mr. King were ex-

cited to the utmost fury, as though his conduct could not

be candidly represented, without his character being greatly

injured.

If his acts against the Irish state prisoners in 1798, be really

meritorious, though so hurtful to them, they return him good

for evil in recording those acts for the benefit of his reputation ;

and he will allow, at least, that those who suffered from his zeal

have the right to complain of their misfortune. To do men an

immense mischief, and to suppress every mention of it, are such

practises as a minister to the court of St. James will never, we

trust, be able to naturalize in America.

It was not representing this free country in the most amiable

tor dignified manner, to join the vindictive ministry of a powerful

monarch, and impose pains and penalties on those whose mis-

fortune it was to have made unsuccessful efforts in the cause of

liberty. If a feeling of generous sympathy had led the Ame-

rican minister out of the line of his official duty* to interfere?

rather in behalf than against men who were driven from their

homes, like the first settlers of America, by the civil and reli-

gious persecutions of the English; he could not be said to have

betrayed the principles of his government, nor to have deserted

the cause of the revolution*

The sufferings of Ireland are as well known to all Europe, sri

the very existence of that ill-fated country; so much, indeed,

that it would have been no presumption in Mr. King to form,

concerning
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concerning the disturbances there, a deliberate opinion;* but

then an avowed acquaintance with their causes, and a collateral

preference of their authors, could not be acknowledged with any

decency. What was tyranny against the Americans, would ne«

cessarily be tyranny against the Irish; and the resistance so g\o*

rious in one country, could not be accounted a crime in the

other.

M You must be sensible," says Mr. King, (letter to H.

Jackson) ff that J possess no sufficient means of forming an

opinion respecting your sentiments." And was it indeed re-

quisite to conciliate the sentiments of Mr. King, in order to have

ingress to the United States ! This assumption of authority is

surely very lofty, and not less unwarrantable. A passport is

not necessary to a foreigner for coming into this country, as it is

in England, France and Russia ; because the genius of its go*

vernment, in unison with its laws, is to suppose every man inno*

cent until the contrary is proved.

But with all this affected reserve on the subject of the distur-

bances in Ireland, and the want of means for forming an opinion,

it appears among the contradictory passages of this extraordinary

letter, that in reality an opinion was formed, and an apprehension

entertained that those emigrants would arrange themselves on the

side of those whom Mr. King has called the -malcontents, be-

cause opposed to him and his party; but who are known in the

country itself by the distinctive appellation of republicans.—

The Irish, forced to emigrate by the pressure of an intolerable

government, and desirous of an asylum in America, were men

who had proved on their native soil their adherence to the prin-

ciples 01 the American declaration of independence. Their sen-

A 2 liments

'* " Without presuming to form an opinion an the subject of the

late disturbances in Jrckr.d.-'—Rufus King's letter to Mr*
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timent8 were certainly not equivocal. The principles of the

American constitution were their principles—they had drawn

them from that source, and they ought never to be objects of

jealousy to its friends; But if this country should contain no-

minal republicans and real tories, abettors of the English sys-

tem, the United Irishmen may at ail times expect to encounter

their hostility.

The very oppressions which the Irish suffer at home, teach

them to prize the freedom of America more ardently than is al-

ways done by her native sons, who have the exalted priv'lege

of knowing nothing of despotism, but what they learn from

the description of other nations. If they may then be justly

reputed the best Americans who feel most devotion to our repub-

lican institutions, those, whom Mr. King sought to exclude from

our shores, will be found to have juster pretensions, than many

who claim extraordinary merit for being a degree or two re-

moved from an European ancestor.

Mr. Rufus King would not permit himself to decide on the

real deserts of those men ; but he looked to the naked fact of

their being traduced and outlawed by their enemies. Nothing

could surely be more partial or unjust, at a time that he was

taking an important step by which they were to be materially af-

fected. It did not follow that what a despotic government did

against them was therefore proper; for they might possess the

virtues of Hancock, notwithstanding the proscription of George

the Third. It would have been more legitimate to conclude in

the first instance, if judgment were to be given without enquiry,

that the victims of tyrannic power were upright men, advo-

cates of liberty, and of the rights of their country. The ba-

nishment of Aristides was disgraceful only to his oppressors,

and he must be as unjust as they, who would overlook the

cause, and decide against his character, from the bare fact of

his exile. The banishment and execution of Sydney were never

known
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kno\vn to prejudice the immortal name of that patriot, nor were

the liberal and enlightened ever seen to separate his memory

from the execration of a cruel government. Those men so very-

seditious in Boston and Charleston in 1775 were not less the

true f/iends of their country, patriots of whom she will here-

after boast as the pillars of her glory and happiness, when she

will perhaps endeavour to hide the stain of the servility that op-

posed them, and that would be forgotten, but for the succes-

sion of tories, who, by their slavish principles and despotic

acts, compel us to look occasionally to the enemies of our

freedom.

Could it be overlooked, that the character ofmen contending

for their liberties was not to be taken from the description of

the British cabinet ? Were not the most opprobrious epithets

during the American war applied in England by the king's

• friends, and in America by the king's tories, to the leaders of

the American revolution ? John Hancock, Samuel Adams,

George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, George Clinton,

were branded as traitors to their lawful sovereign, ambitious de-
cs »

magogues, deserving the gallows. And if success had not

hallowed resistance, without being able to add to its justice,

those illustrious men, as well as Greene, Gates, Henry and

Montgomery, and all the other great and intrepid spirits whom

republican America honours in the calender of her heroes,

would have suttered the obloquy of slaves, and the vengeance

of a tyrant.

The British government regards a certain set of men as male-

factors—and because it does, the American minister is to en-

tertain the same opinion ! No body can doubt that this was very

complaisant towards the British government ; but was it equally

impartial towards those unfortunate men ? When the Christians

in Japan were persecuted for the alledged danger of their prin-

ciples, if they had fqrmed a compact with their idolatrous and

powerful
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powerful oppressors for emigrating to Europe, where those very-

principles were revered for which they were proscribed at home

;

what should we think of the Dutch ambassador who would

protest against their emigration, because their pagan tyrants

swept them off in quality of malefactors ? Would it be thought

a good defence of his conduct to say, that they might join the

malcontent advocates of liberty of conscience in Europe, for

that they had rebelled against the lawful idols of Japan \

It does not appear how Mr. King could have any duty to

perform for America, contrary to the constitution of the coun-

try, and not even authorized by the instructions of the govern-

ment. By the ninth section of the constitution, the migration

of such persons as any of the existing states might think proper

to admit, could not be prohibited by congress itself, when it

was prohibited bjy Mr. King. None of the states had enacted

any prohibition—the entrance to the union was consequently

open to all the world, until Mr. King omVjially shut it against a

number of republicans from Ireland. In doing this, he violated

the constitution in form and in substance ; he sinned against the

letter and the spirit. Nor is this judgment the biassed opinion

of the suffering party alone : it appears to be that of the elec-

tors of New-York, who, the other day, would not trust him

with the guardianship of their rights,

The law of nations will bear out Mr. King as little as the

constitution of America ; for though it does not permit that

one country shall make another a place of legal and compulsory

banishment for crimes which are equally repugnant to the laws

cf every community, it did not hinder the friends of Irish inde-

pendence, for the present subdued by its enemies, from entering

with them into a negociation, the basis of which was this tacit

acknowledgment-—

" Both parties cannot peaceably exist in the. same realm-"

You
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You are by the Foreign aid cf England, stronger in Ireland

than we are. We will choose another residence more congenial

to our principles, and to secure to you that we shall not pass

into an enemy's country, we consent to your having a negative

on the place of our choice ; but we must have an equal negative

on yours, to protect us. against the effects of your resentment.

Both parties, however, agreed on the same place, and the depar-

ture of the emigrants would have been the voluntary result of a

compact.

Here is no judicial banishment.

The republicanism of the emigrants, however it might have

been looked upon by the British government, and may at this

day be looked upon by Mr, King, is certainly no crime against

the laws and government of the United States. That spirit

that did not crouch to a corrupt monarchy, but that dared to

resist absolute power and flagrant injustice, would only render

its possessor the better citizen of a republic, and is not foreign

to the genius of this constitution*

Unsupported by the law of nations, condemned by the con-

stitution, Mr. King disappointed the assurance given by the

congress of 1775 to the Irish nation, with a prophetic view of

the consequences of British tyranny, that the fertile regions of

America would in time ajf,rd them a safe Gsy Jum from oppression*

An unfortunate opportunity occurred of proving the sincerity

of that pledge ; and if we were to judge by his conduct only, it

would appear an insincere and hollow artifice to procure tempo-

rary assistance ; but the honour of America is not tarnished by

his acts—it is preserved in other hands.

It seems as if this interference, for which Mr. King acknow-

ledges he was without authority,* had originated altogether in

London9

• Vide letter to Mr. Jackson*
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London, and that the motive must have been very urgent wl>ich

did not allow him to commit the Irish state prisoners to the

mercies of the Adams administration, and to the hospitality of

the alien law. It was quite nugatory to apply for the consent

of his government, in a case where it had none to give or with-

hold. The President, 'tis true, was empowered to send out of

the country all such aliens as he should judge dangerous to the

pec.ee and safety of the Union ; but he had no authority to pre-

vent any man from coming into these states, where security of

his residence was left to depend on the correctness of his own

demeanor. The law did not proscribe through precaution nor

cond mn before the fact, and it were well if the minister had been

as impartial. The British government, however, found more ad-

vantage in the part he performed: his refusal furnished a pre-

text for violating the faith that had been pledged to the state

prisoners, and the odium of this perfidy was to be removed

from the English minister. The treaty with them not proving

as useful as was expected, the Anglo-Irish government grew

more than ever incensed, and gratified its rancour thro' the in-

terference of Mr. King. As a matter of self-defence, there-

fore, those whom that gentleman already injured were justified

in preventing, as far as they might, his having an opportunity

of injuring them again. ' Ke had unequivocally taken part with

their oppressors, and, for any thing they knew to the contrarv,

he continued still in the same disposition. As republicans too,

it was no recomme.idation to their confidence, that he wanted

sympathy for the struggles of an enslaved people endeavouring

to break from bondage.

One of the offences charged upon the Irish, and one among

the many pretexts for refusing redress to the catholics, is, that

sixteen thousand of them fought on the side of America. That

many more thousands are ready to maintain the declaration of

independence, will be their second offence ; nor is it perhaps

less true, that the abettors of British maxims of government in

this
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this country, will be always desirous to exclude them from its

bosom.

Some, even of those republicans whom Mr. King presumed

to preclude from the United States, found an asylum in Portu-

gal, and there was no remonstrance on the part of the minister

of that despotic country. It was reserved for the envoy of a

republic to take that ungenerous step, unauthorized by the law

of nations, contrary to the first law of America, and hostile to

the practice and policy of her government.

But in order to justify this unwarrantable act of Mr. King,

the United Irishmen are defamed by his partizans, who attempt

to establish that a resistance to George the Third should be an

exclusion from America ; who brand with the name of crime

the most just and necessary opposition to oppression, if that

monarch be the oppressor. What sort, then, of Americans

are they who call it crime to rebel against tyranny ? How
much fitter such beings for crawling in the servitude of monar-

chies, than for being members of a free community, the rights

of which they hold but to betray. So long as they avoid

giving any precise explanation of their political principles,

with respect to this government, the secret articles of their

faith cannot, perhaps, be better ascertained than by remarking

the opinions they form on the events that take place in other

countries. -Let it then be remembered that Mr. King and his

supporters claim the confidence of the republicans in America,

by declaring their adherence to the British enormities in Ire-

land, and by calumniating all those who were opposed to

them.

What calumny, what abuse was not employed by the British

government and its agents to sink the fame and sully the cha-

racter of the leaders in the American revolution ! If these

slanders were to be evidence with posterity, the cause of free-

b dam
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dom would be called faction, the rule of despotism would be

named order, vice and virtue would change appellations, George

the Third would appear a beneficent sovereign, and Warren a

seditious damagogue. Would that king's proscription of

Washington as a rebel and traitor, be good evidence that Wash-

ington deserved to be hanged ? Would the abuse of Franklin

by one of his cabinet mimsters, be sufficient to convict the illus-

trious philosopher of America of the worst offences I Then

what is to sanctify evidence from the same tyranny against men

who strove to emulate the example of those patriots in a cause

equally just, and more necessary ?

Do those who are oppressed, owe allegiance to the tyranny

that grinds them ? A people conquered by force and fraud»

held in subjection by the sword, and cruelly treated in their ser-

vitude, have nothing to consider but the means and season of re-

sistance. It is for them a calculation of prudence, and not at all

a question of moral duty. The Irish had seen that French

armies, French fleets, French treasure were solicited and obtain-

ed by America, and that this succour had powerfully contri-

buted to her independence. In similar circumstances, they

solicited, and were promised similar aid ; but the promise re-

maining yet unperformed, Ireland is still in bondage.

As, however, the power of England had been humbled, her

tyranny avenged, in the instance of these United States, through

the co-operation of France, though afforded by an absolute

prince from motives of self-interest, it was perfectly congenial

with the views of a country aiming at emancipation, to court

her alliance again, and more confidently, after she became a

republic.

Yet a league so natural and necessary, is impudently im-

puted as a ciirne to the United Irishmen, who are called agents

of France, wheu they are in reality the truest friends of their

country.
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country. It i3 nonsense to talk of threefourths of the popula-

tion of a great nation being the agents of a foreign power. A
faction may betray a people, but a people can scarcely betray

kself, The Orangemen sacrifice Ireland to the views cf Bri-

tain, and their own emolument ; but the United Irish seek the

independence of their country, and are too numerous to be

otherwise benefited than by her welfare. The absurd accusa-

tion of their being agents of France, is uttered by those tories

only who condemn every thing that tends to promote the inde-

pendence and freedom of Ireland.

Such also was the cry of the traitor Arnold when he joined

the English against his native country. He alledged, to justify

himself and criminate the American rebels, that they had form-

ed a league with France, While consummating his treason

against the independence of the states, he arTected to reprobate

the co-operation that prevented their returning as enslaved co-

lonies under the British yoke. In the same way, the monarch-

ists and British hirelings accuse the alliance of the United Irish-

men with France, exactly because that alliance is necessary to

the emancipation of. Ireland
5 exactly because the domination of

England, through her army, through her gold, through the

traitorous adherence of the faction of loyalists in her pay, can-

not be removed by the unassisted efforts of the Irish. The

perfidious recommendation of these advisers is to have recourse

£0 any means but such as would be eJectual.

Nevertheless it is. a fact historically proved, that Ireland ob-

tained no redress of grievances but such as was extorted from

her oppressor, and that, in seme measure, through the dread of

France.

Until the difficulties of the American war beset the British

throne, and lesssened its sense of security at home ; until the

powerful alliance of France helped to withdraw the coloniea

B 2 from
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from the yoke, and make these states the freest country in the

universe ; until the fleet of England skulked away before that of

France in the Channel, and an emancipating army might have

been landed in Ireland as well as in America ; until the requisi-

tion of the Irish people, reinforced by these circumstances, was

made for redress with arms ; not a link was taken from the

heavy chain of oppression that bound the freedom and prosperity

of Ireland for ages. Then also, for the first time, the enormity

of the popery laws appeared severe and impolitic to the British

government.

During the interval of peace and strength between the close

of the American war and the beginning of the French revolu-

tion, the wretchedness of the Irish was again forgotten. But

these latter, rendered wise by experience, preferred their claims

amidst the renewed embarrassments of their rulers ; once more

concession was procured from fear; George the Third, disturb-

ed by the triumphs of France and the enthusiasm of liberty, re-

commended his Irish subjects to his Irish Parliament, and a re«

luctant repeal of the greatest part of the abominable popery

code was obtained on that occasion. An abstract of these laws

is given in this publication, such as they existed at the be-

ginning of the French revolution, that the admirers of the Bri-

tish government may read in them the measure of its advan-

tages to four millions of subjects, and the mighty reasons these

men had for being loyal. That the laws have since been mostly

repealed, is due to the persevering zeal of the catholic commit-

tee, to the enlightened co-operation of the United Irishmen, and

to the terrors • of French invasion, enforcing concession on the

alarmed policy of the British government. The repeal did not

flow from justice—for this had slept, until the army was to be

removed from home to subdue the cause of liberty in Flanders.

Nor was it yielded only to the spirit of the people ; for as soon

as the French navy was ruined, the system of bigotry and ex-

clusion returned, the popery code was once more part of the

constitution
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constitution, the catholic bill and reform were scouted together

from the precincts of parliament, the most vindictive persecution

began against those who had extracted privilege from opportu-

nity, the redress granted in law was rendered nugatory in prac-

tice, and as the dread of France subsided, the usual persecuting

policy of the British government revived. Let them judge of

the importance of the cause by the magnitude of the effect, who

see how much was obtained when that dread was pressing, and

that nothing will be granted now that it is removed to a distance.

The king's conscience could capitulate with his fears, but is too

sanctified to yield to justice.

This best auxiliary to the cause of Ireland has been lately re-

cognised as such in express terms by Lord Grenville, and other

members of the British cabinet. France, says his lordship, is

become so much stronger by the destruction of the power of

Prussia, that it is advisable to grant that redress of grievances

this session, which ministers evaded the session before. Be-

cause Ireland, he adds, is likely to become the theatre of war,

it is expedient to conciliate that large portion of the population,

which has been hitherto the most oppressed.

Thanks then to the enemies of England for every ameliora-

tion of the condition of her Irish subjects. Her spontaneous

dispensations to them are chains and taxes. She herself form-

ed an alliance with the Turk and with the Pope, with every

power however distant or however hated, in order to crush the

nascent liberties of a rival j but she imputes it as a crime to

another nation, that it seeks foreign aid for the recovery of its

liberties. Her dominion over the Irish is, and ever has been,

unjust, ungenerous, and tyrannical. She has confiscated nearly

the whole island three times in the space of 200 years. Her

lordly adventurers habitually stirred up insurrection there for

the express purpose of confiscation, as her nabobs create a fa-

mine in India for the sake of fortune. And what is to render

light
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light this yoke, the character of which was the same in times

past, as it is in the times present ?

When England suffered under the domestic despotism of James

the Second, she could invite the Prince of Orange to her as-

sistance with a Dutch army, and she calls that a glorious revo-

lution ; but the benefit of her own example must not be pleaded

against her own tyranny, and she and her partizans calls this

justice. Her minions every where, the Orangeman at home, the

tory in America, these persecutors of Ireland's faithful adhe-

rents, may nevertheless behold, with mortified envy, a nation

in which six centuries of slavery have not destroyed the love of

freedom, nor the desire of independence ; and let them read, in

this high-minded perseverance, the sure earnest of emancipation.

Though the United Irish do not now possess liberty, they evince

by their conduct, that they deserve it ; while that of t heir calum-

niators here proves how much they themselves are displaced, in

being citizens of the only free country in the world.

While the conclusions of history attest the necessity of in-

dependence, the partizans of English domination propose con-

jecture as a remedy for the future, and would have Ireland be

contented, because they predict a happier sera from the Union.

But of the purpose for which this measure was carried, and of

the tendency of its benefits, some idea may be formed by the

following, among a thousand anecdotes :—Sir James May, col-

lector of the port of Waterford, assembled his yeomen on the

general parade in that city, and left it to their option whether

they would sign in favour of the Union, or be shipped to Bo-

tany Bay. Driven to this alternative, they embraced England

rather than transportation, and were numbered with the en-

lightened advocates of the incorporation of both parliaments.

Judging of this last penal law, the act of Union, by all those

that preceded, iu effecting the ruia and degradation of one

country

' 4
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country will be no motive for its relinquishment by the other,

until the return of new embarrassments, when the spirit of the

people, and the dread of France, by overt force or extorted

concession, shall cause its repeal* In the mean time, Ireland is

as usefully represented as England would be after an Union

with the great nation, in virtue of which she would be allowed

to send in the proportion of one member to live to Bonaparte's

conservative senate at Pans. What in reality can the Union

prove to Ireland, but the means of giving immediately into the

hands of England, the dominion which she exercised more cir-

cuitously before : thus making that chain press closer, which

was always galling. The conclusive evidence of history is,

that every measure to the disadvantage of Ireland was uniformly

introduced, and every thing in her favour as uniformly resisted,

by the government party. Her dependence and subjection had

already existed before the Union was enacted ; they characte-

rised the condition of Ireland during several centuries of degra-

dation and calamity, as long as the British parliament could

make laws to bind her.

" From the revolution,"* said Mr. Pitt, while debating the

Irish propositions in 1785, " the system of England had been

" that of debarring Ireland from the enjoyment and use of her

" own resources) of making the kingdom completely subservient

" to the interests and opulence of another, without suffering it

«« to share in the bounties of nature, or profit by the industry of

»' its own citizens."

Such is the effect of the connexion with Britain, as truly de-

picted by the minister of that country* The constitution

and legislature also, which the United Irishmen wished to re-

form, receive the following character from the authority,

unquestionable on this point, of the same minister and his col-

leagues :

"But
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" Bat the imperfection of the Irish constitution is admitted,

fc and to that must be added the complicated grievances of

" the country at large, &c.—all producing in a proportionate

** degree, misery in one extreme, and oppression in the other."*

" The course of events which for some years past have taken

4< place in Ireland, have firmly rivetted me in the opinion, that

" there must be something radically wrong in the internal situa-

" tion of Ireland."!

" I maintain that the disorders of Ireland have grown chiefly

" out of the constitution of Ireland, established for near a cen-

" tury and a half ; and it is impossible that a government, agi-

" tated as that of the sister kingdom has been, a government

" dislocated in every limb, couid enjoy health, or long survive

<£ these diseases, some slow, some acute, which make her sickly

" of aspect, and feeble of heart ; but the seeds of the mischief

J* are in the constitution itself."

J

" Does there, or does there not, exist a necessity for a change

" in the system of the Irish government. I declare I never con-

" versed with any well informed man from Ireland, who did not

" say that the present state of things, as the)'- now exist in that

" country, could not continue, consistent with the general safety

" of the empire.

" It is a melancholy, but I fear an incontestible truth, that

" the state of Ireland has at no period of its history, with which

M we are acquainted, been such as to afford satisfaction to any

" mind

• Speech of Mr, Pitt, delates on the Union. Vide Debrei's

Parliamentary Register.

\ Lord Hatuiesbury. Ibid.

% Mr. Windham. Ibid.

§ Lord Grenvilk. Ibid.
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** mind that can appreciate the conditions of civil society. The

" bounty of Providence has indeed been displayed in that coun-

" try by a fertile soil, and by abundant means of internal lm-

" provement and prosperity ; its inhabitants have not been less

" distinguished than those of Great Britain, in corresponding

" stations .in life, for eloquence, for literary and scientific ac-

" quirements, and for those talents and exertions which have

" established the naval and military renown of the British empire.

'* Their form of government is the same as ours, but it wants its

" true characteristic—it does not, like ours, bestow and receive

" general confidence and protection ; it is not, like ours, con-

" nected with the indissoluble ties, with the obvious interests,

" the feelings and the sentiments, of the great body of the

" people."*

*' I might add, without exaggeration, that in the six hundred

" years since the reign of Henry the Second, there has been

** more unhappiness in Ireland, than in any other civilized na-

" tion, not actually under the visitation of pestilence or internal

" war ; neither prosperity, nor tranquility, nor safety, were

" to be expected from a government founded in the pretensions

" of a small part of the community, to monopolize the repre-

" sentation, patronage, and resources of the whole."-]*

\

Here we have the incontestable evidence of the adversaries of

Irish independence, to substantiate the evils of the connexion

which the United Irishmen wished to dissolve, and the vices of

the constitution which they meant to reform. They and the

king's ministers agree upon the iniquity of the system to which

Ireland was subjected : both parties equally admit that the Irish

constitution was full of disease, incapable of giving protection,

undeserving of confidence :' that this connexion and this consti-

c tution

* Mr. Add'ington. Vide Delret's Parliamentary Register.

f LordAulland. Ibid.
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tutlon involved Ireland in disorder, poverty, turbulence and

wretchedness, made her suffer for si>: hundred years more than

any other nation upon earth, and produced the extremes of mi*

scry and oppression.

^he English government, the very source of all those evils,

proposes, as a remedy, that the Irish shall place themselves more

fully in its power. The United Irishmen, on the contrary, ap-

peal to history against this madness. They observe, in 1779,

when a free trade was extorted from the necessities of England,

that this first step to prosperity was a step towards independence.

They find in 1782, by withdrawing farther from the control of

England, in establishing the exclusive right of legislating for

herself, that Ireland added to her dignity, and increased her

happiness.

Thus the proscribed and calumniated Irish, w hose crime is 'to

Lave endeavoured to substitute a different constitution in place

of that which produced the extremes of misery and oppression,

may, if they value such testimony, quote in support of their pro-

ceedings the confessions of those very ministers who persecuted

them for such acts. But it is for the guilty to justify; for them

who dealt banishment, murder, torture, and martial-law, among

the opponents of - that connexion and constitution, which have

produced more unhappiness where they were established, than

any other civilized nation ever suffered in si* hundred years.-—

Wjhat demons of evil! to uphold a system so barbarous, by

deeds so foul. If they be more wicked, they are less base,

however, than the persons who approve of that system of con-

duct, without the same motives of personal interest. It is owing

to the attacks and calumnies of such men that this publication

is offered to the world for the elucidation of transactions which,

were they not maliciously misrepresented, it would now be unne-

cessary to explain.

The
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The first piece after the introduction, is a part only of a large

work, formerly contemplated by its author, and so far executed

y Kile he was confined in Fort George; but which, from the ur-

gency of other avocations, he has entirely laid aside. It is so

luminous as far as it proceeds, that we must regret it could not

all be finished by the same hand. It contains information not

to be found elsewhere, consisting for the most part of things

personally known to the writer, or communicated to him by-

friends and intimates, who were themselves conversant with what

they related. Nevertheless, the essay of Mr, Emmet is more a

relation of what was done by the United Irishmen, than by

their opponents. A more ample detail, therefore, of the acts

of outrage and despotism practised by the Anglo-Irish govern- ,

ment during the same period, is still wanting to complete the

picture.

After this, there intervenes a large chasm ; the third piece

being no more than the recital of one transaction, which took

place at the distance of two years and a half from any of those

related in the essay, /

Indeed nothing here forestalls the intended publication of which*

I gave a short prospectus last year. One that shall exhibit a

comprehensive view of the policy of the English cabinet in re-

gard to Ireland, that shall detail its baleful nature in the miseries

it inflicted, and the prosperity it marred; that shall Connect

with these the various acts of licentiousness and cruelty of its

agents, whether corrupted natives or others; shew the disastrous

but instructive consequences of subjectipn to a foreign power,

and develope to Irishmen the full extent of their obligations to*

Great Britain,

i





PART OF AN ESSAY

TOWARDS THE HISTORY" OF IRELAND;

Br r. A. EMMET.

JITTER, the king's recovery from his indisposition in 1789*

the parliament of Ireland became an object of ridicule and con-

tempt from its profligate versatility* Several measures, founded

more or less on popular principles, were proposed by the Oppo-

sition
;
they were, however, uniformly lost, and the failure seemed

to excite but little public interest.

The year 1790 was for the moat part spent in the agitation

and corruption of contested elections.

But an event was now taking place, which seemed calculated

to make an epoch in the history of every nation, and which has

peculiarly acted on the condition of Ireland. The French revo-

lution was beginning to unfold its immense importance. In or-

der the better to understand its effects on that country, it may

be advisable to take a short view of its situation and political

sentiments at that period.

The
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The situation of Ireland, in respect to strength, opulence,

prosperity and happiness, was never a subject of exultation or

praise to the humane or reflecting mind. Her destitution of

every manufacture but one, her fisheries unexplored, her ncble

harbours unoccupied, her navigable rivers unheeded, her inland

improvements neglected, her unreclaimed bogs and mountains,

her uncultivated fields, ker unemployed, houseless, starved, un-

educated peasantry, had been long the theme of sorrow to the

patriot, and of contempt to the unfeeling. That her situation,

\a many of these respects, had greatly improved within the ten

preceding years, could not admit of doubt ; but enough still

remained to excite considerable discontents in a suffering people,

and to deserve the most serious attention from an honest govern-

ment. Whatever may have been the amount of those grievan-

ces, they gave rise to very opposite opinions, as to their cause.

Some supposed—what has also been asserted of the negro

yace—that the Irish were an inferior, semibrutal people, incapa-

ble of managing the affairs of their country, and submitted, by

the necessity of their nature, to some superior power, from

whose interference and strength they must exclusively derive

their domestic tranquility, as well as their foreign protection ;

and to whose bounty they must owe whatever they can enjoy

of trade, commerce, comfort or opulence. Those who enter-

tained this opinion, said, that from the insignificant extent and

unfortunate locality of Ireland, she was doomed to be dependent

cither on England or France ; and that, of course, not only gra-

titude, but policy should make her cling to that state, with

whom her interests had been interwoven for ages, and from

whose fostering protection she had derived her civil and religious

liberty, together with all the blessings of which she could boast,

These assertions, both of a natural inferiority, and of the immu-

table necessity of submission, which had been for ages not un-

common in England, chiefly found their Irish advocates in those

who might lay claim to be regenerated by the force of English

connexions
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connexions and habits, or who, at least, felt themselves qualified,

by a peculiar felicity of exception, to fill the offices and enjoy

the emoluments of the Irish government,

Others, however, whose pride, perhaps, would not permit

them to allow a natural inferiority, asserted, that the source of

Ireland's misfortunes was to be traced back to remote antiquity.

" History, and a knowledge of her laws and government enable

« us," they said, " to detect the cause of all her calamities.

** She was subdued and ruled by the sword ; she was depopu-*

4S lated by the ravages of war, and wasted by perpetual and

* ( bloody conflicts between settlers and natives ; she was occa-

<{ sionally tranquihsed by despoiling from a fresh portion of

<{ the aboriginal inhabitants, their hereditary properties ; and

u repeopled through confiscation and forfeitures. Even the

<c Reformation itself, by which so many other countries were il-

4t lustrated and improved, was made an instrument for bruta-

€l lizing Ireland, Without consulting the opinions of the Irish ;

" without compassionating or endeavouring by reason to dispel

44 their errors ; without affording means of improvement, or time

4< for those means to operate, their religion was regulated by act

'* of parliament, to the precise standard of English faith. Al-

" though the natives entirely rejected, and scarcely any, even of

•* the settlers, adopted these new tenets, yet, by force of the act

w of uniformity, every man was compelled to attend on, and

ct conform to the Protestant worship
; while, by force of a royal

,f proclamation, every man was interdicted the exercise of the

u Catholic religion, its clergy were banished, and the severest

" penalties denounced against those who dared to give them hos-

«< pitality or shelter. Nor was this all, a code of disfranchise-

" ment, robbery, persecution, oppression and debasement was

«* further, and in more civilized times, erected as a buttress to

*' what might in mockery have been called, the church ofIreland,

€l The inhabitants si'that devoted country, in name a nation, in

<c fact a province planted with a colony—-were studiously kept

" at
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" at variance and distracted by civil and religious pretexts, that

" they might never coalesce for the attainment of national objects.

" Her government was permitted to extend over the land, only

" in proportion as the English pale was widened ; and even then,

" its members, for the most part, from their birth or dispositions,

" its feelings, legislation and ordinances, were entirely English.

" Whenever a clashing of interests between the two isles was per-

" ceived or apprehended, Ireland was forced to yield to the over-

*' bearing ascendancy of an insatiable and jealous rival. Her

" commerce was fettered, her manufactures surrendered, her raw

" materials delivered over, her population drained, her resources

« exhausted, her agriculture neglected—all to aggrandize the

" power from which her government was derived, and with which

" her governors are connected.

<c If, in one instance, a brilliant exception cheers the aftlicted

" memory, to what is it to be attributed—to the military array

" of Ireland—to the transitory display of something like na-

w tional energy in the Irish people—to the alarm of England

—

" to the panic of its government, lest another oppressed province

" should imitate the example of America, and assert its inclepen-

*' dence, in alliance with France. The restrictions on the Irish

" trade were repealed by the English parliament itself, in

" the moment of consternation and weakness : their removal

" was not a' gift from liberality or affection, but a restoration

" from fear. Even the constitutional arrangements of 1782, in-

" significant as subsequent experience has shewn them to be,

" were solely produced by the momentary influence of the Irish

" people, on the English government. The parliament of Ire-

u land constantly resisted every proposal for asserting the na-

" tional independence, so lour as that resistance was agreeable

" to the ministers of England ; nor did its camcleon colour

* change, until the object on which its undeviating eyes were

" fixed had assumed a ^hurt-lived splendour.

u Those
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'* Those arrangements, however, gave to Ireland no more

«* than the meer name of independence. She is still a province,

" and still destitute of a national government. Her rulers are

" English, and totally divested of all kind of Irish responsibility.

" Her legislature is devoted to the English ministry, and practi*

" cally unconnected with the Irish nation. On the lords it

" would be absurd to bestow a thought ; nor are the commons

" deserving of more attention. Three-fourths of the people are

" formally excluded, by the Catholic laws, from being counted

" among their constituents ; and the other fourth is but as dust

" in the balance. Exclusive of private adventurers in the poli-

" tical market, about thirty individuals, principally lords, pos-

" sess the power of returning a majority in the house of com-

ft mons, and even two-thirds of the representation are engrossed

" by less than one hundred persons. These wholesale dealers as

M regularly sell their members as a country grazier does his cat-

" tie, and the steady purchaser is the British agent. Such is

" the Irish government.

" As to inferiority of nature," added they, " it is peculiarly

" absurd, when asserted of a people composed of settlers from

" so many different countries. It is obviously false of the Irish,

*' who, even at home, though deprived of whatever stimulus to

" genius or industry may result from trade and commerce ;

u though nearly interdicted from education by law, and for the

" most part, debarred from it by poverty
; though brayed and

" crushed under the weight of so many vicious institutions, yet

" show themselves sagacious, brave, warm-hearted and enter-

(i prising : but when abroad, they are released from the op-

4( pressions of their native land, and can enter into the career of

" fair and honourable competition ; then, even unsupported by

" interest or connexions, they prove themselves worthy of the

«' utmost confidence, and of the highest distinctions in council

" and in the field.

« As

r
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u As to the natural necessity of seeking protection from a

" superior state, it is scarcely credible," said they, " of a country

t( which is intersected with navigable rivers and indented with

*' the finest bays ; which is blest with a temperate climate, a

** diversified and fruitful soil, productive mines and inexhaustible

" fisheries ; which is also situated in one of \hc most advan-

'* tageous points for universal commerce, particularly since the

u rapidly encreasing demands of America, seem to open an in-

* calculable market. The assertion cannot be true of a coun-

" try, which, in itself protected by its insular situation, contains

<c 19,000 square miles : which, by being sacrificed to the ag-

" grandiseroent of England, and turned into its best market,

«' instead of its most formidable competitor, has probably en-

«' creased the capital and opulence of that kingdom by almost

«' one third ; which, notwithstanding repeated wars, constant

" emigrations, and the want of trade, manufactures, or agricul-

" turc, has been able to create and support a population of

" five millions ; which furnishes to Europe some of her most

** distinguished officers, to the British army about one half of

<£ itc soldiers, and to her navy almost two thirds of its seamen
;

** and which, after paying the expencer, of its own extravagant

'* government, and many useless establishments, is able to pour

«« without reserve or return, four millions annually into the lap

«< of Britain—even perhaps an infinitely larger sum, if a fair es-

" timate could be made of the enormous rents, unproductively

" remitted to Irish absentees—and of the losses, that Ireland still

" sustains, to the benefit of England, by the slowly disappearing

effects of those commercial restraints, which for a century, an-

u nihilated her trade, in even- article but linen ; and which, by

" their surviving consequences, still continue to surrender her fo-

** reign and domestic markets to a country, in natural produc-

** tions, as well as in every commercial and manufacturing point

** of view, essentially her rival.*'

Scarcely any, however, of those who entertained these senti-

ment?,
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mentTj harboured a thought of destroying the connexion between

the two kingdoms. " Ireland," said they, " in its early infancy

" received an incurable organic injury, which will always prevent

" her rif uag to her natural strength and stature as a nation.-—

H But sii:ce it is incurable, it must be borne with resignation,

«' and the best office that affection or science can perform, is to

" relieve, by occasional palliatives, whatever, symptoms may be-

" come urgent or dangerous. Let us endeavour to procure

" some alleviation for our peasantry, by encouraging r-grieukure

" by bettering their situation, and by mitigating their burthens

" —let us bargain, as prudently as we can, for the commercial

*' arrangements that remain unsettled—but, above aU things, let

M us labour to give a national and patriotic spirit to our legisla-

" ture, by restraining the force of English influence, by check

-

ing the profligate extent of corruption, and by correcting the

** enormously unequal and inadequate state of the representation

in parliament." Such were the views and objects of ceu the

most ardent Irish patriots before the commencement of the.

French revolution

<

It must not be supposed that one cr other of the very oppo-

site opinions already stated, respecting the cause of Ireland's ca-

lamities, and the system of policy she should pursue, was enter-

tained, in its fulj extent, by every person in the country. On
the contrary, each intermediate sentiment had its advocates ;

and, contradictory as the extremes may appear, they were some-

times blended, almost always diversified and modified, accorri>^

to the different points of view, in which the British constitution

and connexion were regarded, from interests or prejudices, from

education or habits, from information or ignorance, from incon-

siderateness or deep reflection. Perhaps a knowledge of th:-,e

points of view,, may be best obtained, by examining into the state

and opinions of the leading religious seqts.

Religion may be said to have separated Ireland into two

D 2 people,
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people, the Protestants and Catholics ; the Protestants were di-

vided into the members of the church of England and the Dis-

senters. Both of these had been in their origin foreign colonists,

introduced and enriched in consequence of long continued mas-

sacres and warfare, of confiscations and new grants, of ousters

under the popery laws, and acquisitions as protests nt discoverers ;

by all of which the original Irish had been systematically dis-

possessed or extirpated, and the dependance of their country on

another state, permanently secured.

The members of the church of England, not exceeding one

tenth of the people, possessed almost the whole government and

five-sixths of the landed property of the nation, which they in-

herited by odious and polluted titles. For a century they had

nearly engrossed the profits and patronage of the church, the

law, the revenue, the army, the navy, the magistracy and the

corporations of Ireland, deriving their superiority and conse-

quence from the interweaving of the ecclesiastical establishment

with the civil authority of the country. Independent of reli-

gious animosity, their desire to retain what they possessed, made

them regard with aversion and mistrust the catholics, whom they

had oppressed, and from whom they dreaded a resumption of

property, should any change render the measure practicable ;

and their eagerness to monopolize what they so largely enjoyed,

excited the jealousy of the dissenters, who shared with them

somewhat of the emoluments of power. Conscious also of their

natural weakness, they saw their only security in the superiority

and assistance of England ; to the aggrandizement of which

they were therefore uniformly devoted. The protection of that

country was indeed afforded to them ; but in return they paid

the surrender of the commerce and liberties of Ireland.

—

During the American revolution, concurrent circumstances

had enabled and emboldened the other sects to hurry them into

measures, by which that commerce and those liberties were par-

tially resumed ; but their dispositions remained unchanged, and

faithful
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faithful to their interests, they still continued to defend the

British connexion, as the bulwark of their importance and

strength.

The Dissenters, who were originally settled for the most part

in Ulster, regarded no doubt with filial affection the country

from whence they came, and with contempt and dislike the

people whom they displaced—they also detested catholics with

the fanatic fervour that characterised the early disciples of Knox

and Calvin. Their descendants, however, possessing few overgrown

landed properties, and being mostly engaged in manufactures

and trade, did not feel a dependance on England as essential to

their existence or happiness ; but they felt the commercial res-

trictions to which it gave rice as injurious to their prosperity

and pursuits. They were twice as numerous as the Lutherans,

and had not the same inducement of weakness and fears, for

seeking support and succour in the arms of a foreign power.-—

The predilection for their native country being therefore checked

by no extraneous causes, they gradually ceased to consider

themselves in any other light than Irishmen—they became anxi-

ous for Ireland's welfare, and sensible to its wrongs. Lovers of

Liberty, and almost republicans from religion, from education

and early habits, they sympathised with the Americans, when

that kindred people was struggling to shake off the British

yoke—they principally composed in their own island the never-

to-be-forgotten volunteers, and most energetically raised their

voices and their arms in favour of its commercial freedom and

constitutional independence, as far as those points were at that

time understood. They were even suspected of aiming at sepa-

ration from England. There wras, however, no union of senti-

ment or sense of common interests among: the different religious

sects sufficiently strong to justify the hope that Ireland could

maintain itself as a distinct power ; and many, in whom the

efforts of the trarisatlaaiic colonies had necessarily excited

congenial
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congenial wishes, apprehended that it must be dependant en

cither England or France.

In this alternative the dissenters saw no room to hesitate :

for however grert their admiration of America and its constitu-

tions, they preferred England when contrasted with France, for

the freedom of its government j and would not by a change of

masters risk the horrors of popery and slavery which they had

been taught to believe and boast, that their forefathers had

combated and repelled. They however continued to be distin-

guished by their zeal in pursuit of parliamentary reform, and of

every other measure founded on the principles of democracy and

liberty.

The catholics were the descendents of the primitive Irish, or

of those early settlers whom the reformation had identified with

the aborigin?! inhabitants. While in the violence of contest, the

adherents of the pope every where regarded with hatred and hor-

ror the sects that had separated from his church, unquestionably

the Irish catholics strongly participated in the cemmen feelings
;

but they were rapidly disappearing in Ireland as in the rest of

Europe. Those men, however, still continued estranged from

their protectant countrymen by causes, much more substantial than

religious bigotry. They were nearly three-fourths of the popu-

lation, and instead of enjoying the estates of their forefathers,

they scarcely possessed one fifteenth of the landed property of

the kingdom. To this state they had been reduced by various

causes which might have been forgotten in the lapse of years,

but that one still remained in the code called the Popery laws,

which by its continued operation perpetuated the remembrance

of the past, excited resentment for the present, and apprehen-

sions for the future. Nor was that the only injury they expe-

rienced from these laws, which undermined the affections, con-

trouled the attachments, restrained the industry, closed the pros-

pects, prohibited the education, and jnmished the religion of

• thoEe
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those against whom they were enacted. This code had indeed

suffered some mitigation within the last twelve years ; but

enough still remained to injure and to degrade.*

The effect of such a complicated system of persecution and

oppression upon its victims may be easily conceived. The pea-

santry were reduced to a lamentable state of physical wretched*

ness and moral degradation. Even the gentry were broken

down ; and, though individually brave, and characteristically na-

tional, they seemed devoid of collective courage and political

spirit. The catholics loved Ireland with enthusiasm, not only

as their country, but as the partner of their calamities^—-to the

actual interposition of England, or to its immediate influence,

they ascribed their sufferings, civil and religious, with those of

their forefathers. Hereditary hatred therefore) and sense of in-

jury, had always conspired with national pride and patriotism,

to make them adverse to that country, and enemies to British

connexion. This they had often manifested, when there was a

prospect of doing it with success. Now however they appeared

only anxious to soften the rigours of their situation by an uni-

form support of government, which had carefully insinuated to

them, that it was their protector against the other sects, but

most especially against the dissenters, and that it alone prevented

the severe execution of the popery laws. This obsequiousness

on the part of the catholics, their former well known attachment

to the French court, while they couidhope for its assistance, and

3ome remaining prejudices against their religion itself, caused

them to be regarded by the protestants as unfit for liberty and

hostile to its establishment.

Much mutual distrust. and alienation naturally flowed from

this difference of interests, sentiments and opinions. Some pro-

gress towards conquering them, had, indeed, been made in the

time

* Stt Afpettdfa for a general view of the Popery Laws.
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time of the Volunteers ; but the antipathies of centuries were

far from being completely removed. For that reason, when, in

the Volunteer convention, called together in 1784-, for the pur-

pose of bringing about a parliamentary reform, the delegates

from Belfast, obedient to the early liberality and enlightened in-

structions of their constituents, supported the equal admission of

Catholics to the rights of free men, they were left almost alone.

The plan of representation proposed by that assembly, was

founded on the exclusive privileges of protestants ; and because

its base was so narrow (the prejudices of the times not perhaps

admitting of its being enlarged) it was easily defeated ; for the

people felt no interest in that from which they were to derive

no benefit. The French revolution, however, paved the way

for the entire accomplishment of what the volunteer institution

had begun. A catholic country had, by its conduct, contra-

dicted the frequently repeated dogma, that catholics are unfit for

liberty ; and the waning glory of the British constitution, seem-

ed to fade before the regenerated government of France. These

things sunk deep into the minds of the dissenters, who likewise

saw another lesson cf liberality enforced by their new teachers :

that no religious opinions should be punished by civil disfran-

chisement. The catholics on their part, perhaps, derived

some instruction from the same event. If there was any

truth in the imputation of their being unfit for freedom,

which is much more than problematical, it must be confessed

that this striking example quickly changed their opinions and

feelings; and that as the French revolution reconciled the pro-

testant reformer to his catholic countrymen, so it ripened the

catholics for liberty.

Another circumstance seemed also to draw nearer together

the catholics and dissenters, and to excite in them a common

admiration of that revolution ; an identity of opinions and in-

terests on the subject of tythes, which had for many years been

a topic of violent discussion at home, and were recently abolished

in
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in France. No where perhaps on earth, were tythes more unpo-

pular, or considered by the people as a greater grievance than

in Ireland. They went to the support of an established clergy

that preached a religion which was adopted by only one-tenth of

the nation, and which was not merely disbelieved, but considered

as heresy, by three-fourths of those that were forced to pay

them. They had been the frequent subject of partial insurrec-

tion, and were always the fertile source of general discontent:

so that the French reformers, by abolishing them, exceedingly

encreased the numbers, and awoke the energy of their Irish ad-

mirers. Accordingly, the approbation of that revolution was

very early, as well as extensive in Ireland ; and the impulse it

communicated to the public mind has given direction to all that

country's subsequent political proceedings.

The example of France, in not permitting civil disqualifica-

tion to result from any profession of religious belief, impressed

itself most powerfully on the minds of many protestants. They

felt not only the justice, but the wisdom of liberality, and be-

came convinced that a similar measure, with an entire oblivion of

all religious feuds and jealousies, was necessary to the peace and

prosperity of Ireland. Some of them, considering more ma-

turely the arguments respecting the admission of catholics to the

rights of citizenship, which had been fruitlessly urged in 1784,

during the exertions for amending the parliamentary representa-

tion, and deriving instruction from the defeat of that measure

to which they were ardent friends, wished to array the

members of that religion also in support of reform, by giving

them an interest in its success. If it were combined with ca-

tholic emancipation, and that its other .protestant advocates

could be induced to forego their sectarial prejudices, the chance

in favour of both objects would be infinitely increased by the

union. Reform would be again raised from the neglect into

which it had fallen since its rejection by parliament, and would,

derive additional consequence from a fresh reinforcement of po-

ll pular
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pular support* The catholics would count among their friends,

those whose hostility had hitherto appeared to be the chief ob-

stacle to their relief ; and the two sects being engaged in pur-

suit of the same object, their former distrust and animosities

would vanish before their common interest*

The first step towards the accomplishment of this plan, was

•r.atura'ly taken by the dissenters in the north, whose habit of

public discuss : on, ardent love of liberty, and greater indepen-

dence on government, emboldened them to begin. They felt

also that, as their forefathers had been pre-eminently instrumen-

tal in oppressing the catholics; justice as well as policy, required

them to m?ke the earliest advances towards conciliation and

Union. Before that time, the violent prejudices, vaunted supe-

riority, and repulsive arrogance of the protestants in general, had

placed such a gulph of separation between the followers of the

two religions, that the catholics the most enlightened and attach-

ed to liberty, despaired of effecting any thing in conjunction

with their countrymen ; and however reluctantly, were forced

to purchase occasional mitigations of the penal code by depen-

dency on the court and humble solicitations at the Castle. But

it is unquestionable) that when that body saw itself likely to be

supported by a considerable portion of the protestants, it mani-

fested a perfect willingness to make common cause. The spirit

of religious liberty having made great progress in the province

of Ulster, it was intended at a public celebration of the French

revolution, on the 14th July, 1791, at Belfast » the political

c?pital of the north, to introduce a collateral resolution in favour

of admitting the Catholics to the rights of citizenship ; which

was however witi d awrij from an apprehension that the mind*

of tno-e present were rot yet fully prepared for the measure.

It was bho. tly afterwards received and adopted by the first Bel-

fast volunteer company, a remnant of the old volunteers.

That resolution drew from the catholics of El ohm and James-

town,
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town, others, expressive of their thanks, which were forwarded

to Belfast ; and this at the time almost unheeded event, was

the first foundation of an union which in its progress seemed

destined to smKe a tremendous blow against British connexion.

More energetic measures remained sthl to he adopted. Clubs

were long used in Great Britain and Ireland for the accom-

plishment of political objects. At this very time, the parlia-

mentary opposition, with its adherents, was associated under

the name of the Whig Chib ; the most public spirited citizens

of Dublin, had formed themselves into a society called the Whigs

cf the Capital ; and other similar institutions existed in the court-

try-paits of the kingdom, particularly at Belfast . all professing

to revive the decaying principles of whiggism. To the French,

however, is the world indebted l-br completely demonstrating

the political efficacy of clubs ; and ene proof, they were then

giving pointed out the advantage of employing an instrument

which promised so much benefit, and which seemed peculiarly

calculated for overcoming those antipathies that opposed the

progress of reform in Ireland. The Clubs already established

seemed by the ancient principles of the party from which they

were named, as well as by the prejudices of many of their meni^

bers, rather to exclude religious toleration. In consequence,

therefore, of an agreement between some popular characters ik

the North and some of the mosc enterprising Catholics of Dub-

lin, together with a few members even of the established church,

whom the progressive spirit of the times had liberalized, socie-

ties were to be instituted for uniting together the great objects

©£ Parliamentary Reform and Cathoiic Emancipation.

Accordingly one was constituted in Belfast, in October, 1 79 i %

in the November following, another in Dublin ; and shortly

alter many others throughout the North, all under the attrac-

tive title of United Irishmen. In their declaration they

stated, as their " heavy grievaiiLt," that; they had " no national

£ 2 «« government,
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«* government, but were ruled by Englishmen and the servants

" of Englishmen and, as its "effectual remedy," they pledged

themselves " to endeavour by all due means, to procure a com-

<( plete and radical reform of the representation of the people

u in parliament, including Irishmen of every religious persua-

" sion."

The Press too, that most important engine in popular pro-

ceedings, it was determined to employ in this cause. There

was, therefore, established by some of the most active and zea-

lous in Belfast, a newspaper, called the Northern Star, which

began with the commencement of 1792, and during the whole

of its existence was undeviatingly devoted to the principles and

views of the United Irishmen. A pamphlet written in the pre-

ceding September, by Theobald Wolfe Tone, under the signature

ofa Northern IVhig, was likewise made extremely conducive to the

same purpose. Its scope was to shew to the protestant friends

of reform that they could never hope for success, unless by em-

bodying with their measure a repeal of the popery laws, and thus

giving to the mass of population an interest in its favour. The

eloquent and forcible developement of this principle though pro-

ceeding from an unknown, and at that time, perfectly uncon-

nected individual, did not fail to excite the attention and appro-

bation of those, who were occupied in endeavouring to give

it effect. They bestowed on the author their most confiden-

tial friendship, and employed his work as a powerful instrument

for spreading their opinions. Ten thousand copies of it were

Struck off in Belfast, and circulated with unceasing industry and

perseverance throughout the province of Ulster, while a cheap

edition of it was selling in Dublin ; and its effects were propor-

tioned to the abilities of the writer.

Such were the measures adopted by a few men, of inconsider-

able rank, and of no peculiar importance in society, to subvert

the exclusive principles, both constitutional and religious, which

had
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*< r ac;es characterised the Irish government ; and, when the

difficulties they encountered are considered, it is almost astonish-

ing t*iat the success of their exertions should ever have entitled

them to the historian' 3 notice. In the first place, they had to

surmount the prejudices and suspicions of different sects, which

length of time and tradition had almost interwoven with their

respective creeds. This they hoped to accomplish, and they

succeeded to a great degree, by bringing catholics and pro-

testants together into societies and familiar intercourse, that mu-

tual knowledge might remove mutual distrust ; but the hatred

of the lowest orders of catholics and dissenters, was, in many-

places, still violent and inveterate ; so that, notwithstanding the

utmost efforts of the United Irishmen, it was sometimes subse-

quently fanned into actual hostilities*

In addition to this original difficulty, they were counteracted

by the members of the church establishment, who with very

few exceptions, were alarmed at the new combination of

parties, and endeavoured to dissolve it with a zeal propor-

tioned to their fears. Besides, even those presbyterian men of

property, who had obtained reputation by co-operating with

.Lord Charlemont, and the whig interest, cried out against and

opposed the visionary wildness of obscure men, who were out-

stripping them in the career of politics, and rendering insigni-

ficant the exertions by which they hoped to have signalised their

names. Thus abandoned by the rich and the respected, and

not yet supported by the poor and despised parts of the com-

munity, the societies of United Irishmen were left exposed to

the attacks of government and its adherents from every quarter.

The insignificance of their individual members was derided,

the sincerity of their principles and professions was denied, and

they were charged with harbouring concealed designs of repub-

licanism and' separation from England. This assertion was

subsequently made against thern by high authority, and a letter

quoted in proof from Tone (the original planner of these socie-

ties)
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tics) to one of his friends, in which he declared himself a de-

cided enemy to British connexion. Whether that enmity be

deserving of censure or panegyric, it was unquestionably felt by

him and by many others ; but no design of interfering with the

connexion, was entertained by the bodies at large ; nor can it be

justly ascribed to them, at that time, whatever changes may have

been since produced by the progress of principles, which have

swept away all veneration for antient establishments, merely as

such, and substituted in its stead new feelings and opinions.

While these things were going on, the catholics were likewise

soliciting, by their accustomed organ, a relaxation of the penal

code. About twenty years before, a committee for conducting

their affairs had been instituted with the knowledge and tacit

sanction of government : It consisted of lords and gentlemen of

yank and fortune, who sat in their own right, and of delegates

from towns and cities. As their business was little more than

presenting addresses of congratulation and loyalty to every newly

arrived viceroy, and endeavouring, by humbly suing to his se-

cretary, with occasional petitions to parliament, to procure some

mitigation of the popery laws, the constitution of the commit-

tee was found fully adequate to all its purposes. Auguring fa-

vorably from the progressive liberality of the times, this body,

in the latter end of 1790, prepared a petition to parliament,

presuming to ask for nothing specific ; but merely praying, that

the case of the catholics might be taken into consideration.—

-

Major Hobart, the Lord Lieutenant's secretary, was waited on

with this petition, to implore the countenance and protection of

government ;
but, liberal as were the times, government deemed

this a season for resisting innovation of every kind, and its pro-

tection was refused. The committee were however inclined to

persevere ; but such was the Irish parliament, that they could

not prevail on any one member of that body to bring in theiir

petition

!

Another
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Another circumstance, too, strongly marked the determina*

tion of government respecting them. In the summer of 1790,

Lord Westmoreland, then Lord Lieutenant, visited the south

of Ireland. On his arrival at Cork, it was intimated to the ca-

tholics there, that an expression of their loyalty would be ac-

ceptable. Accordingly an address of that nature was prepared,

which, however, concluded with a hope, that their loyalty

would entitle them to some relaxation of the present code.

—

Before its being formally presented, it was submitted to his ex-

cellency, and was returned to them, to strike out the clause

which expressed the hope. With a feeling rather natural to

men not perfectly broken down by oppression, they refused to

strike it out, and declined presenting any address at all,

In the beginning of 1791, the catholic committee were again

disposed to urge their suit. They deputed twelve of their body

to go to the castle with a list of those laws, and entreat the

protection of government to remove any part of them it thought

lit ; but more forcibly to mark disapprobation, delegates, who

wrere soliciting on behalf of three millions of people, were dis-

missed without the civility of an answer !

The patience of the committee was not yet exhausted.—

They had been repulsed by the Irish Government ; but, per-

haps, without the concurrence of its English superiors. Mr.

ICeogh was, therefore, delegated to London, to make a simi-

lar application at the fountain head. After three months so-

licitation, he was informed that no opposition would occur from

England to the Irish catholics being admitted to the profession

of the law, to their serving on grand juries, to their beinc^

county magistrates and high sheriffs ; and, that their admis-

sion to the elective franchise should be taken under consi-

deration.

But, in the mean time, the Irish administration appears to

have
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have attempted defeating the catholic application, by working

on some members of the committee, and to have hopecl, at

least, to draw from it some pledge that it would never connect

itself with the United Irishmen. For this purpose, some of the

country gentlemen who sat in right of their rank, and who

were always the most prominent persons in every humble appli-

cation at court, directed by its obvious wishes, perhaps by its

secret suggestions, endeavoured to induce the committee to

adopt the resolution of seeking no removal of the existing dis-

abilities, but in such manner and extent as to the wisdom, libe-

rality and benevolence of the legislature should seem expedient.

This was resisted by others, as a real abandonment of their ob-

ject, and, on a division in the general committee, in December

1791, this last opinion prevailed by a majority of ninety to se-

venteen. This success, and the account of the exertion that

produced it, were received with enthusiasm in the North.

—

Coming from that part of the catholics which was thought the

least likely to resist administration, it was considered as shaking

oiT hereditary aristocracy, and as a convincing proof that the

body at large was sincerely determined to coalesce with the pro-

testant reformers. It, therefore, gave a deep root to the Union

there, in Dublin, and elsewhere.

These proceedings deserve also to be particularly noticed, as

having given birth to the first general discussion of politics by

the Irish Catholics in their distinct capacity. The lauded

gentlemen, who had so long assumed to be the head of that

bodv, could not be easily brought to feel their weakness, or

surrender their situation. After having gained a reinforcement

by very diligent exertion, of lifty-one other names, Lords Fingal,

Gormanston and Kenmare, with the rest of the si>;ty-eight,

published to the world the resolutions that had been negatived

in the committee. It has been alledged in their excuse for this

obsequious exertion, that it was procured by the promise of a

more extensive relief than was solicited by the committee. Per-

haps
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haps they also presumed to hope, that the display of so much

strength and importance would silence or confound their not

much more numerous opponents. It however produced counter

resolutions from the Catholics of almost all the counties and

principal towns in the kingdom, approving of the conduct of

the committee, and censuring that of the sixty-eight. In the

course of the meetings, where these counter resolutions were

passed, the condition of the catholics was the subject of univer-

sal discussion ; and thus the sense of their rights, and indigna-

tion at their wrongs, were exceedingly encreased.

On the other hand, the friends of what has since been called

the Protestant Ascendancy had taken considerable alarm, and

declared themselves against the Catholic claims and measures

with the utmost violence and passion. As they were almost en-

tirely members of the established church, in possession or ex-

pectation of all the exclusive benefits derived from their religion,

and in general the uniform supporters of administration, they

were either actually members of parliament, or at least more

peculiarly connected with that body. This, therefore, will ac-

count for the proceedings of the session which commenced on

the 19th of January, 1792.

On the first night of its meeting, Sir Hercules Lan-
1792.3

gj-jghg
^
a confidential servant of government, but an

early and decided enemy to the popery laws) gave notice in the

House of Commons, of his intention to introduce a bill for the

relief of the Catholics ; which was accordingly brought in on

the 4th of February. It opened to them the bar, up to the

rank of king's counsel ; permitted their intermarriage with pro-

testants, provided it were celebrated by a protestant clergyman
;

but continued the disfranchisement of a protestant husband,

marrying a popish wife ; and subjected a catholic clergyman,

celebrating such intermarriage, to the penalty of death ; at the

same time, declaring the marriage itself null and void. It fur-

z? ther
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ther gave the catholics the privilege of teaching school without

licence from the ordinary, and permitted them to take two or

more apprentices.

Whether this bill was intended as. a reward for the fidelity of

the sixty-eight, or a compliance with some order from the Eng-

lish cabinet, does not clearly appear ; but it certainly was intro-

duced without consulting the catholic committee. That body,

however, in pursuance of its resolution, and of the decided

washes of those who declared in its favour, prepared a petition,

which detailed at large the peculiar hardships of their situation.

This Mr. O'Hara attempted to present on the 2,5th of January ;

but he quickly withdrew it, in consequence of some formal ob-

jections, and of the hostile temper of the house, very unequivo-

cally manifested by the furious speeches of some members, and

the heat ?r.d ferment thit seemed to agitate the whole. Ano-

ther petition was substituted a few days after, and presented on

the loth of February by Mr. Egan. This last was couched

in language the most humble, and simply entreated the house to

take into consid^r-.tion, " Whether the removal of some of the

" civil incapacities under which they laboured, and the restora-

" tion of the petitioners to some share in the elective franchise,

" which they enjoyed long after the revolution, would not tend

" to stvengthen the protestnnt state, add new vigour to in-

14 dustry, and afford protection and happiness to the catholics

" of Ireland."

A petition was likewise presented by-the inhabitants of Belfast

in favour of the catholic claims. Wh.Ie the sufferers themselves

were supplicating partial relief, in terms almost abject, their nor-

thern friends, little accustomed to temporise with the passions

or prejudices of their opponents, boldly relied on the justice of

the application, and asked for a complete repeal of all penal

and restrictive laws against the catholics ; so that they might be

put on the same footing with their protestant fellow subjects.— '

It
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It has been already mentioned that a resolution expressing si*

milar sentiments was withdrawn, lest it should be lost at the

preceding celebration of the 14th of July in Belfast ; but such

had been the progress of liberality among the dissenters, that

this unqualified application to parliament was accompanied by

six hundred protestant signatures.

The House of Commons, however, was not actuated by the

same spirit. These petitions were indeed received ; but after

some days they were taken oil the table, on the motion of the

Right Hon. David Latouche, and rejectedby a very large majo-

ritv ;
thereby cementing the already formidable union of sects,

and binding the catholics and dissenters more closely together

by a community of insult,

In the debate on this motion, Mr. Grat: an reprobate 3 the

bigotry of the protestant ascendency, and predicted the final

success of the catholics, by one of those sublime comparisons

that peculiarly characterise his eloquence. " What, never be

*' free" exclaimed this overwhelming orator—" Three millions

** of your people condemned by their fellow subjects to an ever-

«' lasting slavery, in all changes of time, decay of prejudice, en-

<* crease of knowledge, the fail of papal power, and the esta-

'* blishment g* philosophic and moral ascendency in its place !

" Never be free ! Do you mean to tell the Roman Catholic, it

£ is in vain that you take oaths and declarations of allegiance ;

«« it would be in vain even to renounce the spiritual power of

" the Pope, and become like any other dissenter, it would make
44 no difference as to your emancipation : go to France : go to

" America : carry your property, industry, manufactures, and

" family, to a land of liberty, This is a sentence which requires

" the power of a god. and the raah'gn\.ty of a demon : you are

" not competent to pronounce it. Believe me, you may as well

" plant your foot on the earth, and hope by that resistance to

" stop the diurnal revolution, which advances you to that morn-

F 2 « bg
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" ing sun, which is to shine alike on the protestant nnd catho-

" lie, as you can hope to arrest the progress of that other

light, reason and justice, which approach to liberate the ca-

" tholic and liberalise the protestant. Even now the question

" is on its way, and making its destined and irresistible progress,

u which you, with all your authority, will have no power to re-

a sist ; no more than any other great truth, or any great ordi-

" nance of nature, or any law of motion, which mankind is free

" to contemplate, but cannot resist : there is a justice linked to

" their cause, and a truth that sets off their application.

"

Notwithstanding the adverse disposition of parliament, Sir

Kercules Langrishe's bill was allowed to pass into a law ; but

in the debates to which it gave rise, the speakers on both sides

of the question, even many of its supporters, who were likewise

adherents of government, vented the most unmeasured abuse

against the catholic committee, against those who defended it by

resolutions and addresses, against the people of Belfast, and the

societies of United Irishmen. Of these last, that of Dublin

was attacked with peculiar severity, because it had made itself

pre-eminently obnoxious, by several publications of various me-

rits and importance. One of these, The Digest of the Popery

l^avus, prepared by the Hon. Simon Butler, an eminent lawyer,

and the first chairman of the society, was admirably calculated

to promote the cause for which it was written. By merely

stripping the statutes of their preambles and recitals, and bring-

ing the enacting clauses together in a simple arrangement, it

presented, at one view, such a monstrous mass of tyranny and

oppression, as shocked almost every reader.

Indeed, although this society appeared to be actuated by the

purest principles of patriotism, it had so conducted itself, that

it did not seem to have gained a single friend in either house of

parliament. The Castle and its followers were such enemies as

it must have counted on from its very origin ; but their enm/ty

was
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not more marked than the aversion of the opposition. This

parly had formed itself, as already stated, about the time of the

regency dispute, into a whig club, and had hoped to collect the

nation under its standard, by pledging itself to a bill for prevent-

ing placemen and pensioners from sitting in parliament, with

others of a similar nature and equal importance. The members

of opposition were by no means agreed as to the catholic claims

or a parliamentary reform
;
although the able and eloquent Mr.

Grattan, whose talents, exertions and public estimation had

deservedly made him the head of the party, together with Mr.

Curran, and some others, were avowed friends to both. In

order, therefore, to preserve the appearance of co-operation and

unanimity, the club remained intentionally silent on these two

vital questions. Its prudence, however, did not increase its

strength ; for so entirely had the United Irishmen succeeded in

drawing general attention to their own objects, that a place bill

and a pension bill were considered as petty evasions of more

important measures. The candidates for political situation who

rested their pretensions on them were despised and derided, and

those societies had not been instituted many months, before they

destroyed the popularity and extinguished the power of the

whig club. No wonder, then, that the members of opposition

were not their parliamentary advocates, and were in some

instances among their most inveterate abusers.

But the effects of the abuse thrown out against the Catholics

and their committee were infinitely more important. Th»

members of that religion had been charged with tenets inimical

to good order and government ; with harbouring pretensions to

the forfeited estates of their forefathers ; and with wishing to

subvert the existing establishment that they might erect a popish

one in its stead. These declarations were denied by a very full

and unequivocal declaration from the committee ; which was

subsequently subscribed both by the clergy and laity. It also

published the answers of foreign universities to queries proposed
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at the desire of Mr. Pitt, by the committee of English Catholic*

on the same religious opinions attributed to their communion ;

which, in all their answers are explicitly disavowed. The

faculty of divinity at Louvain in particular expressed itself

" struck with astonishment, that such questions should at the

" end of this eighteenth century, be proposed to any learned

" body, by inhabitants of a kingdom that glories in the talents

* and discernment of its natives.'' These measures exceedingly

comforted the timid protestants.

The majority of the committee had also been stigmatized in

parliament as turbulent and seditious agitators, whese conduct

should rather operate to prevent the relief granted to the good

demeanour of the Sixty-Eight. The petition of the former was

said to be only the act of an obscure faction, conhned merely

to the capital, disavowed by the great mass of the Catholics,

ignorant of their sentiments, and incompetent to speak on their

behalf.

If it was intended ever to proceed further, by any secondary-

body, in pursuit of emancipation, this objection of incompetency,

could no longer be overlooked, urged as it had been with pecu-

liar force, and well founded as it certainly appeared to be, were

the organization only of the committee considered. The neces-

sity of unequivocally shewing, that whatever future application

might be made, was conformable to the wishes of. the Catholics

at large, and, perhaps, also, the desire of shaking off an here-'

ditary aristocracy, which had become odious in consequence of

the conduct of the Sixfi/-Eig/it, determined the committee to

devise a plan, whereby the sentiments of every individual of that

persuasion in Ireland should be ascertained. To this it was

further impelled, by an assurance which was possibly given under

an idea, that compliance with the requisite would be impractica-

ble, and which is alluded to in the plan itself, in the following

qpords : " We have the first authority for asserting, that this

w application
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*' application (a petition to the king) will have great weight

" with our gracious sovereign and with parliament, if our friends

u are qualified to declare that it is the universal wish of every

" Catholic in the nation," The necessary unanimity was further

promoted by a declaration from the leaders of the S:xtg~Eight

(repentant from the inadequacy of the relief granted to their

good demeanour) that they would never again enter into any act

to oppose the general committee, in its endeavours to obtain

emancipation.

The plan itself proposed, that electors should be chosen by

all the inhabitants of that religion in every parish, and that

these electors should, in each county, choose its delegates to the

committee. This manner of conducting the election was most

satisfactory to the United Irishmen, who h;;d now begun to

maintain universal Suffrage, as the only just mode of appointing

representatives ; and it removed from the dissenters all remaining

apprehensions that the catholics might be unfit for liberty.

This project for reorganizing the general committee was at first

very strongly oppose d by the catholic bishops, who probably

foresaw from its accomplishment the annihilation of their own

influence in that assembly, as -well as the displeasure it would

afford to government. They strenuously insisted to their flocks,

that the measure was not only impolitic, but illegal, and immi-

nently dangerous to those who might attempt to carry it into

efTect. This charge of illegality, which was also made from

other quarters, determined the committee to submit the plan

itself to the opinion of two eminent lawyers, whose professional

characters might remove all apprehension or doubt, while the

independence and the liberality of their principles would guard

against the injurious operation of corrupt influence or religious

prejudice. For this purpose they chose the Hon. Simon Butler,

and Beresford Burston, whose answers being entirely favourable,

were printed, and universally dispersed throughout the country.

From
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From thenceforth no farther mention was expressly made of the

illegality of the measure, and catholic opposition to it gradually

died away.

The proceedings of the committee were seconded in the

strongest manner by Belfast and its neighbourhood, at their

commemoration meeting on the 14th of July. As volunteer

associations had never been totally discontinued in Ubter, that

day's immense assembly consisted not only of those, with the

other inhabitants of the town and the vicinity, but also of a

very considerable number of distant volunteer companies, toge-

ther with a great concourse from a wide circuit of the north.

The objects to be proposed to the meeting, having been the

subject of a year's general and public discussion, were perfectly

•well understood by all before their assembling. These objects

were to express a decided approbation of the French Revolution,

with entire confidence in its success, and to adopt its principles

as far as they were applicable to Ireland, through the means of

catholic emancipation and parliamentary reform. A number of

principal catholics and others from Dublin, attended this meet-

ing by previous agreement, that they might themselves witness

the spirit of the north. The resolutions and addresses were

carried with acclamation, and the visitors returned satisfied as

to the present and sanguine as to the future issue of the popular

exertions.

But the agitation which the plan of the general committee

produced throughout the kingdom, during the summer and au-

tumn of 1792, was most extraordinary. Wherever their adver-

saries were sufficiently strong, corporate or county meetings

were held to reprobate the plan, and to resist the exorbitant

pretensions of the catholics ; but if defeat, or even formidable

resistance was dreaded, similar resolutions were entered into by

the grand juries, where success could be easily secured from the

mode of their appointment.

These
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These resolutions breathed no common opposition. In gene-

ral, they charged the committee with the intention of over-

awing the legislature
;
they drew a line of circumvallation round

the protestant ascendancy, and pledged those who adopted them,

as solemnly as could be done by words, to resist with their lives

and fortunes every attempt to regain a right within its limits.

—

The corporation of Dublin went still further ; for, alluding to

the possibility of government's finally acceding to the catholic

claims, it expressly says, that " the protestants of Ireland

*' would not be compelled, by any authority whatever, to aban-

" don that political situation which their forefathers won with

" their swords, and which is therefore their birthright and to

this threatened resistance against the constituted authorities, it

solemnly pledged the lives and fortunes of its members. That

no doubt might be entertained as to the extent of what it was

determined at all hazards to maintain, it gave a definition of pro-

testant ascendency in these words : " A protestant king of Ire-

" land, a protestant parliament, a protestant hierarchy, protestant

w electors and government, the benches of justice, the army and

" the revenue, through all their branches and details, protestant ;

" and this system supported by a connexion with the protestant

" realm of England."

What gave to those resolutions a still more important appear-

ance was, that they seemed to be made with the immediate

sanction of government, inasmuch as the most confidential ser-

vants of the crown, and even its ministers, stepped forward to

give them countenance and support in their respective counties.

This authoritative interference on the part of persons high in the

administration of the country (such as Mr. Foster, the Speaker

of the House of Commons, in the county of Louth, and the

Lord Chancellor in the county of Limerick) against a plan,

calculated to ascertain an universal wish, formed a very striking

and suspicious contrast with the assertion of the committee, that

it had the first authority to declare an application would have

g infinite
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infinite weight, if it appeared to be the wish of every catholid

in the nation*

The friends of emancipation were not on their parts much

less active. The United Irishmen of Dublin and several catho-

lic bodies, treated with indignation, argument, contempt, seve-

rity and ridicule, the pledges and menaces of the opposite party;

Those in the capital particularly directed their attention to the

circular letters issued by the corporation of that city, and in a

pointed declaration denied its assertions and replied to its reason-

ings. The meeting convened for this purpose war, remarkable*

among other things, for affording to the catholics the first

public opportunity of exerting their unknown, and almost des-

pised talents. All the speeches on that occasion, but particu-

larly the able, artful and argumentative declamation of Mr»

Keogh ; the classic and cultivated eloquence of Dr. Ryan,

filled their ascendency opponents with mortification and surprise.

In order further to do away the effects of the gfaftd jury rfi>

solutions, and to consider the situation of affairs, a great number

of meetings of different towns and districts were likewise held

throughout the province of Ulster during the winter of 1792. At

all of them it was declared, that a radical reform in the represen-

tation of the people was the only remedy for the many existing

grievances. Some few, with Londonderry at their head, ex-

pressed themselves as favourable to the gradual admission of the

catholics into this basis of reform ; but the great majority fol-

lowed the example of Belfast, and declared for the immediate

and unqualified extension of the right of suffrage to the whofe

catholic body.

These declarations, from different assemblies, having testified

some slight disagreement on one of the great questions, it wa9

proposed to call a convention of the province, as had twice be-

fore been done, and on one occasion with marked success.-—

>

JDungannon,
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pnngannon, the former place of meeting, and even the fifi.

teenth of February, its anniversary, were deemed auspicious,

and were therefore selected. It was also judged fit that the de-

legates should be appointed on the plan then pursuing by the

catholics,

Their elections ha,d been every where carried on, even during

the heat of the grand jury and county resolutki.s, with tran-

quillitv, and almost without observation. But the threatened

hostilities of the protectant ascendency roused a martial spirit in

its opponents. The ranks of the old volunteer corps were fill-

ing, and new ones springing up in every part of the North.

—

Vague and obscure notions, that the resistance of those who be-

nefitted by the existing exclusions, together with the tide of po-

litical opinions now strongly setting in from France, would

cause Ireland to be the theatre of revolution and the seat of

war, seemed already to have possessed the minds of many ; and

the military dispositions and habits of the Irish were not such as

to make them shrink from the strucrGfle. Ever since the defec-
ts tD

tion of the Sixty-Eight, the catholics had been kept in constant

heat and agitation by political disputes and discussions. They

first stepped forwaid to resist that aristocracy and support their

committee : their attention was then more peculiarly turned in-

wards upon their disabilities, by those occurrences, and by the

debates in parliament, while their affection was in no respect con-

ciliated by the temper with which those debates were marked,

The ensuing summer called forth all their reasoning faculties in

their own defence, and excited all their animal feelings by insult,

asperity, and menace. To them, therefore, the proceedings of

the last year had been a continued study of the Rights of Man,

and a gradual incitement to assert them. The dissenters, who

never stood in rieexi of much preliminary preparation, contem-

plated with enthusiasm the progress of the French revolution,

and remembered their own fame in 1782. They saw indeed

that their dearest objects, catholic emancipation and parliamen-

G 2 tary
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tary reform, were likely to be resisted, and conceded only to

force : but so far from being terrified at the prospect, they ra-

ther began to speculate upon the ulterior consequences of the

conflict. What those consequences might be, the eventful tenth

of August and twenty-first of September, seemed to developc.

The first of those days dethroned the King of France, and the

last of them made that country a republic. But this extraor-

dinary change was far from disagreeable to men who had

been republicans in theory ever since the establishment of Ame-

rican independence ; or whose minds were now rapidly advancing

towards the same principles, almost without their consciousness.

Irish enthusiasm was likewise raised to its highest pitch, by

tlie rapid and surprising victories with which the French, after

their first disasters, had signalised the war. Nor was it overaw-

ed by the fear of opposition ; for the military force in the coun-

try was small, and the gentry of more liberal sentiments, but

who had kept aloof from fear or shame, were beginning to flock

round the popular standard.

Such were the auspicious circumstances under which the ca-

tholic committee assembled on the 3d of December, 1792, and

its meeting could not but afford some matter for speculation.

The body which had previously held its meetings in Dublin,

under the same name, and with the privity and consent of govern-

ment, though of no alarming appearance, either from its numbers

or importance ; and though during almost the whole of its time,

religious prejudices seemed at least dormant, did not think pro-

per to make itself an object of any notoriety ; so that even

its existence was nearly unknown to the greater part of the

protestant community. Now, however, notwithstanding that

civil war had been denounced by the ascendency, and the

menace countenanced at least by men very high in the go-

vernment of the country, or enjoying very lucrative places in

the administration, this committee assembled with the utmost

publicity:
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publicity : and so imposing was its appearance from numbers

and respectability, that its original title v. as soon merged in the

more expressive appellation of The Catholic Convention.

To what was this change attributable ? To the consciousness of

strength which constituents had acquired, by being repeatedly

involved in political discussions; to the increasing liberality and

firmness of the protectants who espoused their cause ; but most

peculiarly to the unequivocal and energetic support they derived

from their former enemies, the Northern Dissenters, by many

strong and explicit declarations, together with corresponding

military preparations.'

The most active northerns, who had the year before procured

a petition from Belfast to parliament for a complete repeal of the

whole popery code, now pressed upon those of the committee

with whom they were in habits of communication, that it also

should make the same extensive claim. If there had been any differ-

ence of opinion, the effectual co-operation which they had al-

ways given, would have added infinite weight to their advice.

But in truth, the committee from the very outset seemed per-

fectly disposed to assert all the rights infringed on by those

laws.

It replied in a very dignified stile to the different corporation,

county, and grand jury resolutions, by its vindication. Well

knowing the authoritative influence which a royal recommenda-

tion would have on both legislative houses, it prepared a petition

to the king, setting forth all the disabilities of the catholics ;

praying that he would recommend to his parliament of Ireland

to take into consideration the whole of their situation ; and ex-

pressing their wish to be restored to the rights and privileges of

the constitution of their country.

The next question was, how this petition should be forwarded

to England. Some were for transmitting it, in the ordinary

mode,
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mode, through the viceroy ; and this, government itself seemed

very solicitous to procure. The measure was expressly solicited

by Lord Donoughmore, who, with his family, had always es-

poused the catholic cause; and who was likewise among the

most steady supporters of administration. He waited outside

the Kail where the committee met, to know their determination:

lie was informed by order of the meeting, that if the Lord

Lieutenant would promise to forward the petition, with a re-

commendation in its favour, it should be intrusted to him.—

Lord E>onoughmore having carried this communication to the

castle, and returned with an answer that his excellency could not

in his official situation, pledge himself to the required recommen-

dation; a remembrance of the hostile denunciations during the

preceding summer—-a suspicion of the manner in which they

were excited, prevailed; and it was determined that the petition

should be presented to the king himself, by deputies of the com-

mittee's own appointment. These were Messrs. Edward Byrne,

John Keogh, James Edward Devereux, Christopher Bellew,

and Sir Thomas French, Bart. They were accompanied by

Mr. Tone, who, though a protestant, had in consequence of his,

very uncommon talents and exertions in the catholic cause, been

appointed one of the secretaries to the committee, and the se*

cretary to the delegation.

This committee was also remarkable for having as one of iti

•members, a protestant and officer in the king's service, Major.

[Edward Sweetman, returned by the county of Wexford, a place

since accused of having manifested a spirit of bigotry and into-

lerance. The representative which it chose proved himself,

however, every way worthy of the trust, by his firmness, libera-

lity and splendid talents.

The delegates on their way through the North, were received

at Belfast with the most marked affection. Their horses were

taken from their carriages,, and they were drawn through the

• streets
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streets by a presbyterian populace, who wished to mark the 3in*

cerity with which they embraced the catholic cause.

The volunteer corps were at this time continuing to encresse

and extend rapidly through the North. In Belfast, particularly,

a very numerous town-meeting was held and attended by even

the most moderate and opulent inhabitants. Resolutions were

there passed, urging in the strongest manner a complete re-esta-

blishment of the volunteer institution, and determining to form a

military fund.

While these things were going on, government seemed to be

feeling its way, and hesitating whether it should concede or re-

sist. Its measures accordingly often appeared experimental, em-

barrassed, and when compared together, the result of contradic-

tory sentiments.

A new military association was forming in Dublin, called the

First National Battalion, which unequivocally avowed republican

principles, by its emblematic device, a harp without a crown,

surmounted by a cap of liberty. As republicanism had not then

stricken deep root in the capital, this very avowal served exceed-

ingly to discredit the corps and to prevent its increase. In con-

sequence therefore of a proclamation which appeared the 8th of

December, and was well known to be directed against that body,

under the vague description of seditious associations, it was ne-

ver able to parade in public, because it was conscious of wanting

public support. The proclamation not being generally supposed

to allude to the old volunteers, they however still continued to

assemble. At a meeeing of some of the Dublin corps on the 1 5th

of December, thanks voted were to the United Irishmen of that

city, for their address of the night before to the volunteers, calling

upon them to resume their arms, stating the necessity of a re-

form in Parliament, pointing out the advantages that would ac-

Ipnse from z convention's meeting for that purpose, and suggest-

ing
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ing the propriety of calling provincial assemblies preparatory to

the national meeting. As this address became a subject of cri-

minal prosecution, the resolution of thanks gave great offence

to government,

A publication having appeared in the Northern Star which

was deemed libellous, an officer was sent down to arrest the

printer and proprietors of that paper, then nineteen in number,

and consisting of some of. the most popular characters in the

town. When the officer arrived there and saw the disposition

of its inhabitants, he began to doubt the propriety of executing

his warrant, and communicated his opinion to some of the friends

of government on the spot, whose apprehensions rather corres-

ponded with his own. In this state of indecision he remained

for many days, Waiting ulterior orders; when the nature of his

commission having transpired, the proprietors informed the sove-

reign of the town that if the warrant was legal they would sur-

render themselves; but if it were otherwise they would forcibly

resist its execution. He directly brought them the warrant to

satisfy them of its legality, and they submitted to a voluntary

arrest. On their arrival in Dublin, as if no opportunity were to

be lost of marking the union of sects, they were attended to the

chief justice's house by a numerous retinue of catholic gentle-

men of the first importance, and every bail bond was jointly exe-

cuted by a member of that religion and by a protestant.

The catholic delegates hating presented their petition
1793 1'

J at St. James's on the 2d January, the Lord Lieu-

tenant in his speech from the throne on the 10th, communica-

ted a particular recommendation from his Majesty to take into

serious consideration the situation of his catholic subjects, and

relying on the wisdom and liberality of his parliament. This

recommendation seemed to work a rapid change of sentiment in

many of those who had before brought forward the counties

and grand juries to pledge their lives and fortunes against any

further
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further restoration ofVigrits to their fellow subjects. In gene-

ral it was received with a chastened and meek submission ; but

those who had most signalized themselves by their effusions of

protestant zeal, could not so easily subject themselves to the

charge of tergiversation. The lord Chancellor and Dr. Duige-

nan, as if speaking by concert, each in the house of which he

was a member, in the debate on the address, accused the catho-

lics of having deceived the king by a tissue of the grossest false-

hoods and misrepresentations in their- petition, and pledged

themselves to prove this assertion at the proper period. The

chancellor in particular said there were no such legal disabilities

as stated m the petition ; the laws relating to them having ex-

pired or been repealed. These assertions by the highest judicial

character in the country, were very unceremoniously contradicted

by the catholic sub-committee, which was appointed to act

during the adjournment of the general committee. In two days

after the assertion was made, they published a second edition of

their petition with notes specifying the different statutes, sec-

tions and clauses, on which the alledged falsehoods and misrepre-

sentations were grounded, and this they caused to be distributed

to every member of either house of parliament. His lordship

never thought fit to confute their falsehoods or correct their

misrepresentations.

Four days after the opening of parliament, the house of com-

mons, on the motion of Mr. Grattan, amended by Mr. Corrv,

(a supporter of administration) unanimously agreed to a com-

mittee for enquiring into the state of the representation ; and

the staunchest courtiers appeared eager to promote the great

work of parliamentary reform. The two objects of the United

Irishmen seemed now on the point of being peaceably accom-

plished, and hope took possession of every mind.

Parliament having been understood to sanction the discussion

of those two heretofore proscribed subjects, an aggregate meeting

H of
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of the citizens of Dublin was convened on the 24-th of January

to take them into consideration and instruct their representatives*

in the resolutions adopted by this meeting the house of cors-

mons was said not to be f-eely chosen by the people: and that

house, as then influenced by places of emolument and pensions,

it was alledged, did not speak the sense of the people. These

resolutions having appeared in the Hibernian Journal, the prin-

ter was ordered to attend at the bar of that house on the 29lh

of January, for a breach of privilege. When questioned as to

his defence, he said the resolutions were sent to him authenti-

cated under the signature of Henry Hutton, one of the high

sheriffs of the city ; and that the sheriff authorised him to say-

he had signed them, as chairman of the meeting, and was ready

to avow the fact if called upon. After a long debate, the

printer was ordered into custody, where he was kept for a few

days and then discharged ; but no notice was taken of the

sheriff, who was attending, dressed in the insignia of his office,

and ready to justify his conduct.

On the 27th of the same month, when the Goldsmith's

corps cf volunteers was marching to exercise, as it had been In

the habit of doing every week, it was informed by a civil magis-

trate that its meeting was contrary to the proclamation of the

8th December, and that he had orders to disperse it, but would

not call in the military except in case of refusal. Unprepared

and surprised at this totally unexpected application of the pro-

clamation, it declined committing the country*

This proclamation was taken into consideration by the house

of commons on the 31st of that month, and it was there stated

by Mr. Secretary Hobart, that the Goldsmith's company was

dispersed, because it was one of those which had, on the antece-

dent 15th of December, thanked the United Irishmen ; and also

because it had sometime in the November before issued a sum-

mons entitled " Citizen Soldiers," and dated " last year, would

« to
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s< to God it were the last hour of slavery." Which summons,

reciting that the delegates of the corps were to assemble to ce-

lebrate the retreat of the Duke of Brunswick, and the French

victories in the low countries, called upon the members of that

body to attend. An address of thanks was unanimously voted

to the lord lieutenant for the proclamation ; but Lord Edward

Fitzgerald intending to oppose it, began thus : " I give my
" most hearty disapprobation to that address, for I do think

" that the lord lieutenant and the majority of this house are the

" worst subjects the king has." His words were instantly

taken down, and he was ordered to the bar. On his explaining,

it was unanimously resolved that his excuse was unsatisfactory

and insufficient. The next day, however, an apology that was

rumoured to be an aggravation of the insult, was received by a

great majority.

The inhabitants of Belfast, finding that the king*s speech

had opened a prospect of success to their catholic brethren,

again petitioned the house of commons in their favour. Such

was the progress of liberality, that this petition was signed by

almost two-thirds of the adult male population of the town.

—

But as if to manifest the utmost extent of contempt towards the

house, which they ailedged had insulted the petitions of the

people, and then crouched to a recommendation from the throne,

their present was an exact transcript of that which had been re>

jected the year before. No attempt was made, however, to

repeat the indignity.

So far administration and its adherents seemed to fluctuate be-

tween concession and resistance. But on the 21st of January,

Louis the 16th had suffered death, and his execution caused a

great! revulsion of public sentiment. On the 1st of February,

war was declared between France and England, and the armies

of the former were for months after, every where repulsed and

4riven^vithin its territories. The affairs of that republic were

H 2 though^
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thought to be rapidly tumbling to ruin, by those who conceived

the possibility and entertained the hopes of replacing a Bourbon

on the throne. Perhaps these changes in the appearance of a

revolution, the influence of which operated powerfully on Ire-

land, baniohed indecision from the councils of the castle. Per-

haps, too, the hope occurred to men, who always regarded the

union of sects in the combined pursuit of catholic emancipation

and parliamentary reform, with hatred and dread, that by care-

fully keeping separate the two questions, an opportunity might

arise of breaking the un-ion, which rendered them irresistible ;

and that by conceding enough to meet the actual necessities of

a considerable number of the catholics, such a temporary con-

tent might be produced among them, as would destroy their

energy in co-operating with the other sect, and would facilitate

the subduing of both in detail.

That government did not wish to do more than meet the ac-

tual necessities of such a number of the catholics, and destroy

their co-operation with the dissenters, seems probable from the

following circumstances. Yv
T
hile some of the delegates from

the committee were yet in London, the sub-committee, appre-

hending from private circumstances, that it was adviseable to

make the extent of their wishes fully known to the Irish admi-

nistration, deputed some of their body to wait on Major Hobart,

and acquaint him, that the object and expectations of the ca-

tholics were the entire repeal of the popery laws. This decla-

ration the secretary received with perfect politeness ; but with-

out implicating his responsibility by an indiscreet reply. Some

days after, a second interview on the same subject having been

"judged necessary, the sub-committee feeling that it was called

upon to be precise and specific, desired its deputies to read to

Mr. Hobart, on its part, the same declaration reduced to wri-

ting. When this was accordingly done, Mr. Hobart addressed

himself to Mr. Keogh, one of the deputation, and asked, did

he not think that if government went for the elective franchise*

and
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and the repeal of the catholic laws relating to juries, with some

minor circumstances then stated, enough would be done—Mr.

Keogh replied, that as one of the deputation he could only an-

swer, that it would not content the catholics, and that there he

had no right to deliver any private opinion. " But it is your

private opinion, I req_ icst to know ?" rejoined the secretary.

—

" Why then," said Mr. Keogh, " if I was to give my private

opinion I should say, they are substantial benefits." <£ It is

not in government's power" directly answered the Minister,

" to grant more." Some vague discourse was then carried on

with others of the deputation, as if it was possible to negociate

on the footing of partial emancipation. When the conversation

(in substance at least, the same as the foregoing,) was reported

to the sub-committee * it was exceedingly irritated, and hoping

to retrieve what was past, instantly sent a new deputation, con-

sisting of different members to reiterate the declaration in strong,

er terms : but the secretary had taken his ground.

Accordingly on the 7th of February die obtained leave to

bring in a bill, for giving to the catholics the elective franchise -

t

the right of being grand and petty jurors in all cases, of en-

dowing a college and schools
y
of carrying arms if possessed of

a certain property qualification, of holding subordinate civil

offices, and of being justices of the peace : it also repealed all

the remaining penal laws respecting personal property.

The progress of this bill through parliament was by no

means rapid. It was violently opposed by the ascendency pha-

lanx. They insisted that yielding to the catholic claims was.

incompatible with the constitution and connexion between the

two countries,, and a violation of the coronation oath. " The\

" have done this, replied Mr. Grattan, when a new enthusiasm

" has gone forth in the place of religion, much more adverse to

" kings than popery, and infinitely more prevailing—the spirit

" of republicanism. At such a time they have chosen to make

« the
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" the catholics outcasts of a protestar.t monarchy, and leave

• them no option but a republic; such a policy and such argu-

** ments tend to make Irish cathoLcs, French republicans."

—

" You are trustees," said he again, " to preserve to Great

" Britain the physical force of the catholics of Ireland, and no-

" thing but you can forfeit it—,not religion—not the pope—not

*' the pretender—but your proscription, which argues that the

" franchise of the catholic is incompatible with British con-

" nexion, and of course teaches the catholic to argue that British

c< connexion is incompatible with catholic liberty."

In the house of peers, indeed, the opposition of the lord

chancellor did not seem so violent and determined as at the first

agitation of the question. This very striking change gave an air

of credibility to certain rumours then in circulation. It was re-

ported that his lordship had been reminded of his being the first

native ever permitted to hold the Irish seals ; and that the im-

propriety of departing from constant usage in his favour would

become very manifest if he set himself at the head of any Irish

party in opposition to what had been decided on by the English

cabinet. The doctrine to which he owed his elevation was that

the government of Ireland should be subordinate to that of

England, and as such was the condition or his appointment, he

must concur in the measures of those by whom it was conferred.

The bill, however, was not only opposed but procrastinated;

in its different stages, by circumstances that seemed scarcely

accidental, and created frequent anxiety and suspense in those

who were to profit by its success. While this uncertainty was

hanging over their heads, and restraining their exertion for any

other political object, parliament carefully separated the ques-

tions of reform and catholic emancipation, which the dissenters

and reformers so ardently wished to unite ; for it repaired the

error it had fallen into through indecision, when it consented to

the committee on the state of the representation, At the first

sitting
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sitting of that committee on the 9th df February, Mr. Grattan

proposed three resolutions, stating, " That the representation

of the people is attended with great and heavy charges in con-

sequence of the elections and returns of the members to serve in

parliament, and that said abuses ought to be abolished."

" That of the three hundred members elected to serve in par-

liament, the counties and counties of cities and towns, together

with the university, return eighty-four members, and that the re-

maining two hundred and sixteen are returned by boroughs and

manors."

" That the state of the representation of the people in parlia-

ment requires amendment.

"

In the speech by which these resolutions were prefaced, he

asserted, that of three hundred members, above two hundred

were returned by individuals; from forty to fifty by ten persons;

that several of the boroughs had no resident electors at all ; some

of them had but one; that on the whole, two-thirds of the re-

presentatives in the house of commons were returned by less

than one hundred persons,

The resolutions were opposed by Sir John Parnell, the chan-

cellor of the exchequer, who proposed instead of them, but in

the form of an amendment, " That under the present system of

representation the privileges of the people, the trade and pros-

perity of the country have greatly increased, and that if any

plan be proposed likely to increase those advantages and not ha-

zard what we already possess, it ought to be taken into the

most serious consideration" After a long debate this resolu-

tion was carried by a repentant majority of an hundred and fifty-

three to seventy-one.

Notwithstanding
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Notwithstanding the inauspicious bodihgs which were caused

by this division, the Ulster convention met at Dimgammon on

the appointed 1 5th of February. When it was assembled, An-

trim, Down, Londonderry, Tyrone, Donegal and Monaghan

were found to be veiy fully represented—sc r

ct3 in Ar-

magh, Fermanagh and Cavan had totally failed to meet, or ap-

point any delegates. On the whole, however, it was considered

a more complete representation of the province than either of

the preceding meetings, because the delegates had been chosen

directly by the whole people, which was not formerly the case.

In order to prevent any danger from the coming together of

violent or factious men, the gentlemen of rank, property and

moderate principles, were, anxious to be chosen, and were very

successful. This body after a sitting of two days came to a de-

cision in favour of the absolute necessity of a radical reform,

including the unqualified and immediate admission of the catho-

lics. A resolution was also entered into, declaring in very

pointed terms the protest of that province against the war with

France, another was likewise passed expressing disapprobation

of the militia establishment, as tending to supercede the vo-

lunteers.

For, among the strong measures which were proceeding at least

pari passu with the catholic bill, was one for raising sixteen thou-^

sand militia in Ireland. An augmentation of five thousand men

was also made to the ordinary establisment of twelve thousand re-

gulars. Besides, obviously in order, by preventing the volun-

teers from being supplied with arms or ammunition, to strike

at their existence, and to throw every practicable impediment

in the war of the people's arming, a bill was passed to prevent

the importation of arms and gunpowder into the kingdom, and

the removing or keeping of arms or gunpowder without licence.

Directly after the assent had been given to this bill the artillery

"belonging to the liberty corps in Dublin was seized, that of the

i merchants'
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merchants' corps was taken by private agreement, and the l?w-

yers with a public procession gave up theirs. The houses of

gunsmiths and others in that city that were suspected as con-

taining concealed arms were searched, and every manifestation

given there, that the volunteers were to be no further tolerated

than should be agreeable to administration. An alien bill was

also enacted similar to that adopted in England.

These bills were agreed to in parliament, with so much readi-

ness on all sides, that opposition could not be charged with clog-

ging the wheels of government. Both parties concurred in the

necessity of repressing faction and sedition ; while the United

Irishmen and their adherents thought that opposition forfeited

all pretence to public confidence, by consenting to such mea-

sures, at least before any advance had been made to correct the

acknowledged radical vice in the representation.

Sir Lawrence Parsons, indeed, pressed strongly that this re-

form should be included in the same bill, and incorporated

with the restoration of the catholic franchise, which he imagined

would secure both by uniting the nation in one common interest.

" But sever these measures," said he, " and what is the conse-

" quence ? The minister will think that he has gratified so great

" a part of the people by the catholic measure, that he may ven-

w ture to controul the rest ; and under this delusion he may

" crush the reform. And what a multitude of mischiefs the re-

" jection of the reform would produce, it is for you to consider

M after the public expectation has been so much excited upon

«' it. Or if you say that the catholics having got franchise

" would join in calling for reform, true; but what would the

" minister think ? that the catholics having obtained so much,

" would abate much in their fervour. He would hope, after he

44 had drawn off by the catholic bill so great a portion of discon-

" tent, that he might venture for a while to leave the rest to fer-

I inent
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•* ment, resolving however at his leisure to put a heavy curb ort

** your future exertions.' '

During this part of the session, another subject occupied the

serious attention of the upper house of parliament. Disturbances

had broken out, and outrages were committed in the county of

Louth, and the neighbouring counties of Meath, Cavan and

Monaghan, by persons of the very lowest rank in life, associated

under the name of defenders. This body had its origin in reli-

gious persecution, and was an almost inevitable consequence of

the system, according to which Ulster had been colonized and

settled, and Ireland ruled since the reformation. In that pro-

vince English and Scotch planters had been established on the

forfeited lands of the native catholics. These last were for the

most part obliged to retire to the bogs and mountains 5 but even

there they were not permitted to loose the remembrance of their

forefathers, their power and opulence, in the tranquil enjoyment

of security and content. The bogs and mountains afforded

them no refuge ag?.inst the acts of uniformity and supremacy or

the accumulating oppressions of the popery laws. Nor were

the wretched inhabitants exempted by their defenceless condition

from the hatred, contempt and persecution of their privileged

and arrogant neighbours. Hence arose a mutual, rancorous ani-

mosity between the new settlers and natives, or in other words

between the protestants and catholics, transmitted from genera-

tion to generations until at last it became more violent and into-

lerant than in any other part of Ireland*

The volunteers by the benign influence of their institution,

had for the first time considerably abated this spirit, and by their

successful activity, as military men in keeping the peace, had

prevented its receiving fresh provocation by outrage or insult.

But in proportion as that body declined or was discouraged, pre*

judices and hatred revived, especially in districts remote from the

principal bresbyteriatt towns, where the growing liberality of
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the most enlightened dissenters could scarcely operate. These

prejudices, which chiefly prevailing in the county of Armagh,

extended, less or more, into the adjoining districts of the coun-

ties of Down and Tyrone, began to break out into something

like open hostility, in the year 1791. About that period, seve-

ral associations among the lower orders of the protestants, were

formed under the appellation of prep-o' -day-l rys, whose object was

to scour the catholic districts about the break of day, and strip

the inhabitants of fire-arms, alledging that they were warranted

in so doing by the popery laws, which had indeed for a long

period forbidden to the members of that communion, the use of

iU-:ns, even for self-defence.

The catholics, thus exposed and attacked, entered into a.

counter association called defenders, which derived its name from

the necessity of their situation, and its excuse from the diffi-

culty, or as they stated, the impossibility of obtaining justice

against the aggressors. This association, at first local and con-

d, as much as mutual hatred would allow, to actual self-,

defence; began in 1792 to spread through other parts of the

kingdom, and not a little to connect itself with more general

politics. To this it is said to have been impelled by a harsh,

unfounded persecution, which some leading friends of govern-

ment did not think it consistent with their characters to carry

on in the county of Louth, and which seems to have prepared

the way for subsequent disturbances elsewhere.

In proportion as this, association extended itself into districts,,

where no protestants of inferior ran£ in life were to be found,

and therefore no outrages like those committed by the peep-o''-day-

boys to be apprehended, it gradually lost its characteristic of be-)

;rg a religious feud, <<nd became in fact an association of

the lowest order, particularly for procuring a redress of the.

grievances of the very lowest orders. Even in the counties

where it originated, it ceased to be actuated by religious ani-

i 2 mosity

i
.
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mosity before the end of 1792, in consequence of the exertions

of the early United Irishmen (whose chief endeavours were al-

ways directed to reconcile the protesiants and catholics,) toge-

gether with the influence of some liberal-minded men of both

persuasions, and still more from the publications peculiarly

adapted to that purpose, which were incessantly circulated

through the medium of the Northern Star : for by these means

the hatred of sects was lulled, until a subsequent period,

when it will appear to have been aroused by fresh aggressions.

The defenders, after their association had changed its type,

were bound together by oaths, obviously drawn up by illiterate

men, different in different places, but all promising secrecy, and

specifying whatever grievance was, in each place, most felt and

best understood. Tythes therefore were, in all of them, very

prominent. The views of these men were in general far from

distinct ;
although they had a national notion that " something

ought to be done for Ireland :" but they were all perfectly con-

vinced that whatever was to be done for themselves or their

country could only be accomplished by force of arms. They

therefore formed themselves, as far as their knowledge would

permit, upon a military system, and in order to procure arms,

used to assemble by night, to take them from the houses of

those who they conceived would be eventually their enemies.

They seem to have been entirely without any connexion in the

upper, or even middling ranks of life, except what has transpir-

ed relative to Mr. Napper Tandy. Observing the commotions

that were taking place in the county of Louth and its vicinity,

and guessing that they were net without some motive and object,

he was desirous of penetrating into the secret. He contrived to

communicate this wish to some of the defenders; and as his cha-

racter was long known to them, they agreed to inform him if he

would bind himself to secrecy. To this he consented, and met

a party of them at Castlebellingham, where the, oath of secrecy

was
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was administered. This fact having been discovered by an in-

former, bills of indictment for felony were found against him with

great privacy by the grand jury of the county of Louth, where

it was hoped he would be easily entrapped, as he was on his way

from Dublin, to stand his trial there for having published a libel.

Information however of his new danger was given him before he

reached Dundalk ; he therefore absconded, and shortly after left

the kingdom.

These disturbances also attracted the attention of the house

of lords early in 1793, and a secret committee was appointed to

enquire into their causes, to endeavour to discover their promo-

ters, and to prevent their extension. This committee consisted

very much of peers who were avowed enemies to the catholic

bill- and had during the preceding summer committed themselves

against the meeting of what they emphatically called " the Popish

congress."

The secret committee in the course of its proceedings, propos-

ed questions, to which it required answers on oath, that might

eventually have criminated the persons under examination. As

a knowledge of this fact had been obtained by the United Irish-

men of Dublin, some of whom had been thus interrogated, they

alledged, that the researches of the committee were not confined

to the professed purpose of its institution, but directed princi-

pally to the discovery of evidence, in support of prosecutions,

previously commenced, and utterly unconnected with the cause

of the tumults it was appointed to investigate. They therefore

published a series of observatioas, calculated to shew that the

committee had no such right. They distinguished the Legisla-

tive from the judicial capacity of the house of lords ; denied its

right to administer an oath in its legislative capacity m

y asserted

that as a* court it was bound by those rules of justice which

were obligatory on all other courts, both as to the limits of ju-

\
Jiction, and the mode of conducting enquiry ; and farther in-

sisted
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sisted, that these rules deprived it of all right to administer an

oath, or exact an answer, in similar cases, or to delegate its jo*

dicial authority to a committee.

For this publication, the chairman and secretary of the so-

ciety, the honourable Simon Butler and Mr. Oliver Bond, with

whose names it was signed, were brought before the house itself

on the first of March. They both avowed the publication,

and were in consequence sentenced by that assembly to six

months imprisonment, and a fine was imposed on each of ..i. 500.

The society was not however deterred from espousing their

cause. They were sumptuously entertained, as if in defiance

of parliament, during the whole of that time, and their fines

paid by the voluntary subscriptions of the United Irishmen.

Well calculated, as was the sentence passed on these gentle-

men, to prevent others from disputing the authority of the com»

mittee, yet it did not entirely succeed. Doctor Reynolds, a

physician from the north, having been summoned before their

lordships, professed his conviction of the truth of the observa-

tions published by the United Irishmen, and refused to be ex-

amined on oath. He was therefore committed, and detained a,

prisoner for near five months, till the expiration of the session |

during all which time he experienced the same attentions as were,

shewn to Butler and Bond 0

While the report of the secret committee was preparing;,

lively alarms were excited, and rumours very current through

the metropolis, that it would implicate many leading members

of the catholic convention, even to capital punishment—cover

the whole of that body with suspicion and odium ; and hazard

ii not defeat their bill, which was still only in progress. On the

day when the report was Expected, it was not made ; a noble

lord however sent a confidential and mutual friend to Mr. Sweet-

man, the secretary of the sub-commit tee., to inform him, that

should
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should it appear his life would be exceedingly endangered, and

the bill itself run a great risk ; but that if he would sign any

kind of paper in the form and wording most agreeable to his

own feelings, acknowledging his indiscretion, and expressing his

regret, at having connected himself with the defenders, his lord-

ship was authorised to say, the report should never see the

light, and all difficulties respecting the pending law should be

removed. This, Mr. Sweetman peremptorily refused, but of-

fered, in consequence of the subsequent conversation, to call

together the sab-committee, that it might receive any proposal

his lordship should think fit to make to them. Accordingly in

the course of an hour they were collected in one room, while

his lordship occupied that adjoining. He then offered to them

by means of his friend, the same benefits if they would disavow

their secretary. This they also refused : The report appeared

the next day.

Its object was to connect the defenders with all that was ob-

noxious to the administration ; and principally to implicate the

general committee, or at least the sub-committee of the catho-

lics. This it attempted to do, by inference, from the secresy

and regularity of the defender system, which it said seemed as

if directed by men of superior ran k ; from the collecting of mo-

ney to a considerable amount by the voluntary subscription of

tatholies, in consequenee of ' a circular letter from the sub-com-

mittee, expressing the necessity of raising a fund for defray-

ing the heavy and growing expences incurred by the general

committee, in conducting the affairs of their constituents ; and

lastly, from some letters written by Mr. Sweetman to a gentle-

man at Dundalk, in which the report states, that the secretary,

in the name of the sub -committee, directed enquiries to be made,

touching the offences of which the defenders then in confine-

ment were accused. One of these letters is given, dated 9th of

August, 1792, which mentions, that the brother of a person

whom the secret committee states to have been committed a, a

defender,
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defender, left town truly disconsolate at not being able to effect

something towards the liberation of his kinsman. This chain of

circumstantial evidence was strengthened by the assertion, that

Mr. Sweetman's correspondent had employed, at a considerable

expence, an agent and counsel to act for several persons accused

as defenders. The report seeming to presume, that the money

used for that purpose was supplied by the catholic committee,

and part of the voluntary subscription it had collected, has the

candour to state, that nothing appeared before the secret com-

mittee which could lead it to believe that the body of the ca-

tholics were concerned in promoting these disturbances, or privy

to this application of their money. The secret committee then

couples (but only by the insinuation which results from jux-

taposition in their report ) the defenders with the volunteers,

the reformers and republicans in the North and in Dublin.

This attack on the organ and adherents of the catholics hav-

ing been generally conceived as aimed in hostility against the

bill then depending for their relief, no time was lost in counter-

acting its effects. A reply to it appeared almost directly from

the sub-committee, and another from the secretary. The de-

fence by the former stated, that while the religious quarrels

were going on between the peep-o
1

-day-boys and the defenders,

in consequence of personal application from several protestant

gentlemen, three of the committee had an interview in July,

1792, at Rathfryland, in the county of Down, with above

twenty respectable protestant gentlemen of that neighbourhood,

who admitted, that in no one instance had the catholics been the

aggressors ; but on the contrary had been repeatedly attacked,

even in the solemn offices of their religion and burial of their

dead. At this interview it was further stated to have been

agreed, that the committee should use all its influence with the

lower orders of catholics, to induce them to desist from their

meetings, and that the volunteers should adopt resolutions ex-

pressing their determination to protect every man equally, with-

out

\

\
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out distinction of party or religion. In order to effectuate this

agreement, the general committee framed a ciicular address to

that district, stating the agreement and the determination of the

volunteers: " Entreating the lower orders of catholics to ab-

" stain from parade and meetings, and all other measures that

" might tend to alarm their protestant brethren ;
pointing out

" the embarrassment that would necessarily be thrown in the

" way of the great catholic objects, by any thing of riot, tumult

" or disorder; promising to those who should observe the peace-

" able demeanour recommended by that address, all possible pro-

" tection, as well by applications to government, as by support-

" ing at the common expence, the cause of those who, if attacked

" in their houses, property or persons, should dutifully appeal to

" the law of the land for redress, -A'here circumstances might

" not enable them to seek for that protection themselves ; but

" that the general committee would in no case undertake the de-

" fence of any man who should assist in any riotous or disorder-

M ly meeting, or should not behave himself soberly, peaceably,

" and honestly." The defence further stated, that this address

and the resolutions of the volunteers, restored peace and harmony

to that part of the country, which had been harrassed for many

years before. It likewise mentioned, that the person alluded to

in Mr. Sweetman's letter was recommended by that gentleman's

commercial correspondent, as coming within the description of

those whom the committee had promised to support; which, on

examining his brother, there was found cause to doubt, and on

that account all advice and assistance were refused. The sub-

committee then solemnly asserted, that this was the only instance

of their ever having had any kind of communication with the de-

fenders. As to the levying of money, it specified the different

expences which had been incurred in pursuing the catholic claims,

and the necessity of voluntary contributions for their discharge.

It also denied, that any part of them was ever applied to any

other purpose. Mr. Sweetman's refutation dwelt on the same

topics, and entered into a minute detail of his communications

K with
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with his commercial correspondent, the gentleman alluded to

in the report of the secret committee. Notwithstanding the

alarms that had been excited previous to the publication of the

report, no attempt was made to proceed against any of the sub-

committee or its secretary.

But, about this time, a tumult of another nature occurred,

which never became an object of parliamentary cognizance ;

which was stated but imperfectly, even in the Northern Star,

from motives of not veiy unreasonable apprehension ; and which

perhaps from a similar cause was scarcely noticed in the Dublin

prints. It deserves however to be rescued from oblivion, and

assigned its proper place in history. For some days previous

to the 15th of March, various movements of the military were

made towards Belfast, which were supposed to indicate some

extraordinary measure. A train of artillery, consisting of two

mortars and two field pieces, was brought to Lisburn, within

seven miles of that town ; and the inhabitants were also warned

from different quarters of some impending mischief. On the

15th, at about two o'clock, four troops of the 17th dragoons

having arrived in the vicinity by different routes, galloped into

the centre of the town from its two opposite extremities with

their sabres drawn, as if in full charge. After this singular man-

ner of entering into a place where profound tranquility prevail-

ed, where cavalry had never been quartered before, and where

none was at that time expected, they were billeted cn the principal

taverns.

Tne inhabitants had not in general risen from their dinners,

when a most alarming tumult began to take place. The dra-

goons had issued out from their respective quarters with their

sabres drawn, generally in parties of from ten to twenty under the

orders of a sergeant or corporal. They proceeded to attack

every person, of every age and sex, who happened to be in the

streets, and wounded many very severely. They had provided

themselvc*
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themselves with two or three ladders, upon which they mounted

to demolish obnoxious signs, among which was that of Dr.

Franklin. This having been made of copper cost them much

useless labour with their swords ; and the delay it occasioned

gave some little opportunity to the inhabitants to recover from

their astonishment, and think on their situation. The soldiers

proceeded with a written list, to attack the houses of several in-

dividuals who had been long known for their popular principles.

They also broke such windows of milliners or haberdashers as

contained in them any thing green.

This scene had lasted until quite dark, when the inhabitants

having begun to assemble in groupes, and consult together, were

preparing to fly to arms. The magistrates and the officers then

interfered, and shortly put an end to the military outrage. It

is worth notioe, that during the whole of this transaction, the

55th regiment, at that; time in garrison in Belfast, was drawn

up under arms within the barracks ; but did not interfere until

the dragoons had retired, when they were ordered out to line

the streets, and prevent any assemblage of the town's people.

So ended the evening of the loth*

The night was spent in anxious alarm, few of the inhabitants

went to bed, lest the attack should be renewed. From what

occurred next day, however, it is evident that the volunteers were

not remiss during that time in making preparations for defence.

On the morning of the 16th the streets were almost deserted.

The sovereign, Mr. Bristow, (who appears in this awful dilem-

ma not to have forgotten the duty he owed to the community)

called a meeting of the inhabitants by public notice at the differ-

ent places of worship. This meeting was so numerously attend-

ed, that it was held in the open air. The sovereign informed

the inhabitants of his having waited upon General White,

who comnranded in the district, but who Lad been, out of

k 2 town
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town the night before, and that the general expressed some

regret at what had occurred, and was willing to concert mea-

sures for the future peace of the place. The meeting appointed

a committee of twenty-one, including all the magistrates, to

confer with him on this subject,

Meanr. hile the dragoons were manifesting every determination

to re-commence their proceedings, as soon as it should be dark :

they were even observed marking the houses of the most obnox-

ious persons, that had escaped them the night before from their

ignorance of the town, to which they were all utter strangers.

It was evening before the committee could meet the general

:

even his sincerity was doubted, for one of the warnings of

danger to the town which had been given, and was believed,

consisted of an assurance, that he had some time before writ-

ten to Government, expressing his apprehensions, that when

he should be committed with Belfast, he should not be able

to prevent his soldiers from plundering the town, as the inha-

bitants weve rich, and had a great deal of plate in their

houses. But if the general was sincere, the discipline of the

troops was very questionable: no time was therefore to be lost;

night was coming on. The volunteers to the number of

about seven hundred, being all who had arms, repaired as pri-

vately as possible to two places of parade, both near the centre

of the town. They had also placed a guard in every house

where an attack was expected. Several of the neighbouring

country corps had sent them assurances that they would march

to the support of the inhabitants, on the first intimation of its

being necessary. Thus prepared, and certain of reinforcements,

they calmly waited the result of the conference between the

committee and the general.

This was for some time prevented from taking place, by a de-

mand on the part of General White to be admitted as a mem-

ber ©f the committee, he having been shortly before appointed

a magistrate
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a magistrate of the county. His appointment was made pursu-

ant to the system which administration had even then adopted,

of associating into the commission of the peace many military

officers, quartered in what it conceived to be unfriendly places.

It aid so without any regard to habitual residence, to local con-

nexions, or fortune, and without any view to their interfering in

the ordinary duties of the office ; but merely to elude the ancient

provisions of the law.? requiring that the army, whenever called

out to act, should be under the direction and controul of a civil

officer. The general's claim was therefore peremptorily refused

by the committee, who insisted that by magistrates were meant

such as had some stability and property in the county, not ephe-

meral agents, constituted only because they were military men,

for a time stationed in the district. In consequence of this de-

lay, one division of the volunteers, apprehending that matters

would come to extremities, moved from its parade, and took

post in the exchange. This general White soon perceived, and

sent his aid-de-camp, captain Bourne, to the sovereign, then

presiding at the committee, to demand the keys of the market

house in his majesty's name, as the volunteers had taken the

strongest position in the town, and he insisted on having the

second. Soiree of the committee, not apprised of the move-

ment of the volunteers, said it was only a guard which was

placed in the exchange Si I know it is not a guard," replied

the aid-de-camp, M I have just examined it by order of Gem
" White, and the area is a grove of bayonets, I therefore de#>

« mand in the king 3
s name the keys of the market -house, **

The sovereign answered that the market-house did not belong

to him ; that he was then in the midst of the magistrates and

principal inhabitants of the town, and would be guided only

by them ; the keys were therefore withheld.

At length, at about seven o'clock, the committee and the ge-

neral met. The general demanded that the volunteers should

disperse, as a preliminary to the conference; This was refused

by
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by the committee, on the ground that these corps had as-em-

bled merely as a precautionary measure of defence, and that

when they were satisfied as to the safety of persons and pro-

perty, cheir members would immediately repair to their homes.

The general comphined that he was in an irksome ^situation, and

knew not well what to do. He could not enter into terms

which would appear as a compromise, or rather a capitulation on

the part of his majesty's troops ; but he would answer for the

safety of the town and the discipline of the dragoons. To this

it was replied, that if the outrage was merely a mutinous excess

of the men, contrary to their orders, it was impossible for the

general to answer that it would not again occur ; his pressing

such responsibility would rather confirm the suspicion that the

violence had been sanctioned by authority, and that his absence

the night before was not merely accidental : in short, that

there was only one way of allaying all apprehensions, and that

was to remove the dragoons. To this at length the general ac-

ceded, and a written agreement was entered into, wherein he

pledged himself publicly and personally, for the safety of the

inhabitants during the night, and that the troops should be

removed next morning. To this agreement the sovereign signed

his name as a witness, and upon its being communicated to the

volunteers, they instantly dispersed. The dragoons were accord-

ingly removed, and not afterwards replaced by any other corps.

Whether that agreement was considered, what general White

apprehended it would be, a " capitulation on the part of bit

majesty's troops,''' it is not easy to say ; but he did not long

continue in the command of that district*

That was the last effort of the volunteers ; for shortly after-

wards government expressly commanded that every assemblage

of that body should be prevented by military force : and a re-

view of some country corps at Doah, in the county of Antrim,

having been previously fixed upon for some few days after, the

army was marched out of Belfast, on the. very morning of the

review,
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review, to meet and disperse them. But the volunteers having

been fortunately apprized of these steps, were able to guard

against the melancholy consequences that might have ensued,

and entirely avoided assembling.

The catholic bill having at last found its way through the

forms of parliament, and received the royal assent, the general

committee again met on the 25th of April. After expressing

its thankfulness to the king for his interposition on behalf of its

constituents, and voted some substantial and honorable proofs of

its gratitude to individuals who had laboured in the catholic

cause, it directed its attention towards one of the most degrading

and deleterious consequences of the lately repealed popery laws ;

and appointed a committee to consult, communicate and corres-

pond upon the means of procuring an improved system of edu-

cation for the catholic youth of Ireland. The general commit-

tee further signalised itself by marking, in its last moments, its

attachment to the entirely unaccomplished object for which the

protestant reformers were so anxious. It u most earnestly

M exhorted the catholics of Ireland to co-operate witn their

" protestant brethren, in all legal and constitutional means to

*' carry into effect that great measure, recognised by the wis-

<c dom of parliament, and so essential to the freedom, happi-

*' ness and prosperity of Ireland, a reform of the representation

•* of the people in the commons house." Having done this, it

dissolved itself : since, by the restoration of the elective fran-

chise, the catholics of Ireland were enabled to speak indivi-

dually the language of freemen, and that they no longer wished

to be considered as a distinct body of his majesty's subjects

Glad as the government was at the quiet dissolution of this

committee, it was deeply offended at their valedictory resolution.

Public attention however was now occupied by the distresses

of trader:, and manufacturers, particularly in the cotton line,

who were reduced to great embarrassments by the first conse-

quence*
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qucnces of the war. Their warehouses were overstocked with

goods, which they were unable to send to any market
;
they

therefore became incompetent to answer the demands for which

they were responsible, and the workmen were reduced to the

greatest distress for want of employment. The immediate pres-

sure of this calamity was wisely removed, and credit greatly

restored by advances from government, to such persons as could

deposit goods to a sufficient amount, or produce equivalent secu-

rity. The sum of ,^200,000 was entrusted to the management

of commissioners, who granted out of it, to the different claim-

ants, such sums as they judged necessary.

The country was also distracted by risings in many places to

resist the execution of the militia law. The people in almost every

county opposed the ballotting, and sometimes ventured to resist

the regular forces that were brought against them. In the county

of Wexford particularly, the insurgents attempted to attack the

chief town, in order to liberate some prisoners from the goal

;

and in the conflict, Major Vallotin, who commanded the army,

was killed. By allowing, however, that enlisted men should

be taken, and substitutes found
; by making some provision for

the families of those who were drawn by lot ; but still more

by the constant and vigilant interposition of military force, re-

sistance to the measure was gradually subdued.

Another instance of opposition to government occurred, where

it was scarcely expected ; in the month of June, at the annual

meeting of the Synod of Ulster ; a body consisting of the whole

dissenting clergy of the north, and the presbytery of Dublin,

together with a lay delegate from each parish. Notwithstand-

ing a recent addition to the regium denum supposed to be given

to obtain their influence against the union of sects, this body in

its address to the king, expressed its dislike of the war, and its

satisfaction at the admission of catholics to the privileges of the

constitution.

Far
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Far from the same ungrateful nature, was an address with

which the lord lieutenant was honoured by the bishops of the

long oppressed and reluctantly enfranchised religion. Their ef-

fusion of thankfulness did not confine itself to mere panegyric

on his administration : it virtually contradicted many of those

charges which had been preferred by the laity of the same per-

suasion. It applauded that spirit of conciliation by which it is

said his excellency's government was eminently characterised,

and went, by implication, to sever the union of the sects. Its

compliments were not very consistent with the further pursuits

of freedom, and its candour was conspicuous in the approval of

the manner by which defenderism had been suppressed, and in

deploring that the majority concerned in that unhappy system

of infatuation were of their religion. The indignation and as-

tonishment which this address excited among the catholic laity,

can be easily conceived. It seemed called for by no particular

occasion. It was clandestinely conducted, and even remained a

profound secret until after it had been some days delivered. It

was a violation of solemn declarations which those very prelates

had made from time to time, amounting to the fullest assurances

that they would never take a step of a political nature, but in

conjunction with the laity. It was also generally considered as

an unprincipled coalition with those who exhausted every effort

in resisting the claims of the catholics, and whose intolerance

compelled that body to look upon them in no other light than

that of enemies. But it was not without an object. The per-

sons to whom the general committee entrusted the formation of

a plan for the education of the youth of their religion, had

made considerable progress. After several meetings in the early

part of the summer, they had agreed to these general princi-

ples : that the plan, while it embraced the catholic vouth,

should not exclude those of any other persuasion ; that it should

depend on the people for its support, and be subject to the joint

controul of the clergy and laity. They had, by correspondence

with different parts of the kingdom, assured themselves that

h there
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there would be no deficiency of ample resources for carrying it

into effect. They had also submitted their genera! principles to

the prelates themselves, the majority of whom expressed the

most decided approbation. They had even held meetings with

those reverend persons upon the best mode of bringing those

principles into action. At one of those meetings, Dr. Reily,

the catholic primate, Dr. Troy, the arch-bishop of Dublin,

and four others who were present, made very considerable offers

of pecuniary aid, more than might have been expected from

their limited incomes. Dr. Reily likewise proposed the sketch

of a plan nearly as follows : that there should be a grammar

school in each diocese, where the lower branches of education

should be elementarily taught ; that there should be four provin-

cial academies, where such youths as were designed for the

church, for other professions or literary pursuits, should be re-

ceived from the diocesan schools instructed in the languages and

sciences
;

lastly, that there should, be one grand seminary, in

which those who had passed through any of the provincial

schools should be entered for the purpose of standing public ex-

aminations ; such as were destined for the church, to receive the

necessary testimonials for their ordination, and such as were

otherwise disposed, to qualify themselves for degrees, in what-

ever college they should think fit, which might be authorised by

law to confer those dignrties-

This outline, with some other materials, had been referred to

Dr. Ryan, Dr. M'Neven and Mr. Lyons, three gentlemen ex-

tremely well qualified for digesting a more detailed plan, and

they were actually occupied on the subject. They hoped by its

accomplishment to deserve, and probably to acquire to them-

selves and their fellow labourers, the gratitude of their country-

men and of posterity, for a wise and comprehensive system of

education, which should not only benefit the catholic body,

but also embrace the general civilization of Ireland
;
which, inde-

pendent of its direct adrantages, might by the force of emula-
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tion, awake the established institutions from their present tor-

por, and perhaps even excite the silent sister of the English uni-

versities, into something like literary exertion. But while they

were indulging their enthusiastic expectations, there is strong

reason to believe, that the catholic hierarchy had privately stated

these proceedings to administration, and given it the option :

either to permit the members of that religion to establish a po-

pular system of education, which might not be conducted en-

tirely to the satisfaction of the court, or to assist the prelates

with its influence and resources to establish another, over which

they having entire controul, could so manage, as to make it sub-

servient to every purpose which government might wish to de-

rive from such an institution. On these latter terms a bargain

appears to have been concluded, in which the address to his ex-

cellency was 10 be part of the price for court protection. Cer-

tain it is, that after that address was presented, all co-operation

and confidence between the prelates and the laity was destroyed,

and the gentlemen who were preparing a popular plan, were as-

sured they might desist from their labours, as an arrangement

had been made for catholic education, which should be solely

conducted by the bishops, under the auspices of government and

the sanction of parliament,

The projected system of strong measures was now to be com-

pleated by the legislature. The report of the secret committee

of the lords, asserted, with a strange confusion of expressions,

that the existence of a self-created, representative body of any

description of the king's subjects, " taking upon itself the go-

vernment of them, and laying taxes or subscriptions," to be

applied at the discretion of that representative body, or of per-

sons deputed by them, was incompatible with the public safety

and tranquility. The convention bill was therefore brought in

and passed ; but although it was professedto be calculated solely

against such bodies as were described in the report, its title was

io prevent. the election or appointment of. unlawful assemblies,

L 2 « under
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" under pretence of preparing or presenting public petitions, or

other addresses to his majesty or the parliament." The bill en-

acted that all such assemblies should be unlawful ; but it had

the mercy to declare, that his majesty's subjects might still pe-

tition the king or parliament. A traitorous correspondence bill

was likewise enacted, conformable to that in England. To pre-

serve the same uniformity, and perhaps also as an equivalent

for the sacrifices to which opposition had freely consented, a

libel bill and place bill were permitted to pass.

On the 19th of July, Mr. George Ponsonby, in the name of

his brother, presented a bill for the more equal representation of

the people in parliament. The former gentleman, with his con*

nexions, had ever since the regency dispute joined the opposi-

tion ; and by their influence, as well as by his own abilities he

had acquired as much consideration and importance as could be

conferred by a party, which adhered neither to government nor

the people. The outline of the plan proposed by this bill wr%

that three representatives' should be appointed for each county,

and for the cities of Dublin and Cork. With regard to other

cities, boroughs, towns or manors, that persons residing within

the distance of four miles every way from the centre of each,

(within such variations as necessity might demand) should have

a right to vote for its representatives, if possessed of a ten pound

freehold : that no person admitted to the freedom of any corpo-

ration, should thereby acquire such a right, unless he were also

seized within the city or town corporate, of a five pound free-

hold, upon which he or his family resided for a year before the

election and admission ; that this regulation should not extend

to persons acquiring that freedom by birth, marriage, or service

;

and lastly, tha$ an oath should be taken by every person re-

turned to serve in parliament, that he had not purchased his seat.

This plan may perhaps not unjustly be considered as flowing

from the principle of property qualification, adopted by a society

which
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which called itself the friends of the constituti.n, liberty, anJ

peace. When the union of catholics and dissenters m pursuit

of the same objects, had succeeded in raising the question

of reform from the neglect into which it had fallen after the

Convention of 1784-| and that the force of public opinion was

bearing powerfully upon that point, a number of noblemen and

gentlemen of the first rank and fortune, wir.h the cake cf Leinster

at their head, collecting around them as much as possible the friends

of reform in parliament, in the whig club, and at the bar, form-

ed themselves in the latter end of 1732, into a society under that

name. It was expected by its respectability to overawe, and by

its moderation to curb the much more democratic Ui.ited Irish*

men. Wiber it had thus sui^erseded, what its partizans termed

faction and se vt, it intended to put itself at the head of the

people. That its loyalty might be unquestioned, a disavowal of

republican principles was made an integral part of its admission

test. So lcu.y as the Irish ministers were balancing upon their

ling of conduct, they patronised, as much as was consistent with

their characters, this check upon their most formidable oppo-

nents ; by means of which silent approbation, and of the society's

own landed connection^, it was enabled to put out some ofr-

shoots in other parts o>- the kingdom. But when reform was to

be seriously resisted, the friends of peace were not found forward

to struggle against the storm, and the society expired of lan-

gour, while the United Irishmen were maintaining themselves

against denunciation?, prosecutions and imprisonments. These

last in Dublin had also submitted to public consideration a plan

of parliamentary reform, on the broad base of universal suffrage^

for which they were become unequivocal advocates.

In truth, however, by this time, all prospect of accomplish*

ing any thing on that subject, had every where disappeared.—
The hope that had been excited by the unanimous consent of

pterltainfcBt to go into a committee, was disappointed by the re-

jection of Mr, Grattaiih resolutions, and the ac^ption of Sir

John
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John ParnelPs amendment; it was completely blasted by th«

successive adjournments, which defeated every attempt to render

the committee's proceedings of any avail ; and the presenting of

Mr. Ponsonby's bill, was rather considered as the formal discharge

of a promise long since made, than as a step towards success.

The expression too, of that spirit which called for reform,

was greatly restrained by the coercive measures of government

and parliament at home, and by the gloomy appearances abroad,

France was agitated by the defections of its generals, the insur-

rections in the west, the contest between the mountain and the

girondists, and the successful pressure of foreign armies. Even

when that country again began to assume an offensive aspect,

and determined on the motion of Barrere, to rise in mass, the en-

thusiasm by which it was actuated, failed of exciting correspon-

dent demonstrations in Ireland; very much indeed from the ef-

fects of domestic terror, but in many cases unquestionably from

a contemplation and horror of that beginning system in the.

French republic. The professions of atheism, and the open

mockery of Christianity, shocked a people that always cherished

and respected religion. The carnage committed by the revolu-v

tionary tribunals, and the tyranny of the committee of public

safety, deeply afflicted the lovers of liberty and justice. The aSn

aertions boldly made by the anti-reformists, and the adherents of-

government, that those outrages were essentially connected

with the march of democracy, alarmed the timid, revolted those

whose liberal politics were more the result of feeling than of re-

flection, and even co-operated with the measures of government,

in compelling many of the philosophic reformers to wait in si-

lence a more favourable opportunity, when what had been lost

of public reason and public strength, should be again restored*

In this state of active outcry on the one parta

and temporary inaction on the other, parliament again

iiiet on the 21^t of January, 1794'. During this session oppo-

sition

[1974.]
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"sition in almost every case melted itself down into the common

mass of ministerial advocates. The address to his Majesty was

unanimously voted without amendment, Mr. Grattan having only

broken silence to state his determination to preserve the connex-

ion with Great Britain, and to assist her in the war, even if it

were more unsuccessful. He afterwards in the course of the

session, introduced a motion relative to an equalization of duties

between the two countries, but Mr. Secretary Douglas having

moved the question of adjournment, he declined pressing his own

motion, lest it should seem to imply a distraction of sentiment in

the house. The alien and gunpowder bills were continued like-

wise without resistance or comment, and that precedent was

afterwards constantly followed.

The only instance where opposition seemed to assume any

thing of its former tone, was, in the debate upon Mr. Ponsoii-

by's reform bill, on the 4?th of March ; but even then that party

was particularly careful to mark its abhorrence of democracy,

of French principles, and universal suffrage. Sir Lawrence

Parsons, indeed, very strikingly pointed out what he called the

imposture and mockery of the existing representation. " When
*' the Americans were deliberating," said he, " on their new

constitution, if any one had got up among them, and had

u proposed such an institution as our present borough represen-

V tation, and had said, there is a certain ruin in Virginia, let it

" send two representatives, to be named by any twelve persons

*' Mr. Washington shall appoint ; and there is a certain tree in

" Pennsylvania ; let it send two representatives, to be named by

** any twelve persons Mr. Franklin shall appoint ; and so on—
" would not the man have been deemed mad who made such a

'* proposition. An institution, then, which any rational set of

" men upon earth would deem a man mad for having proposed,

** can it be sound sense in you to retain ?"

Mr. Grattan too, among other arguments in support of the

plan before the house, asserted that ninety, or, as he believed,

about
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about forty individuals, returned a vast majority in the house of

commons. " Of property," said he, " it will be found that

" those who return that majority (it is I believe two thirds)

" have not an annual income of three hundred thousand pounds,

" while they give and grant above three millions—that is, the

** taxes they give are ten times, and the property they tax

" is infinitely greater than the property they represent." But

his speech was most particularly remarkable for a series of epi-

grammatic invectives against the United Irishmen of Dublin,

their plan of reform, and the principle of universal suffrage.

To this display of what they stiled " the highest genius with

the lowest ribaldry," they replied in an answer full of argument*

and which cannot be refused at least the merit of temper and

moderation ; but in doing so they made their last public effort.

Mr. Hamilton Rowan had been found guilty on the preceding

29th of January, of publishing a seditious libel, by distributing

the address of that society to the volunteers of Ireland, and sen-

tenced to two years imprisonment, and a fine of five hundred

pounds. Government then felt itself emboldened, after the re-

jection of Mr. Ponsonby's bill, by a majority of one hundred

and forty-two to forty-four, to disperse the only body under its

immediate observation, that presumed to brave its power, and

persevered in pursuing reform. This Mr. Sheriff Giffard ac-

complished by its order, and without resistance, in consequence

of the general apparent apathy, and of a conviction on the minds

of the members themselves, that there now remained no hope of

acquiring the object for which they sought, by similar meetings,

or by public discussions.

This society from its first formation, had been a mark for the

abuse of government and its adherents. To the perseverance

and exertions however of the United Irishmen of Dublin, may

be attributed much of the change which took place in the public

mind in favour of the catholic ciaisns. Just before the existence

of
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of their society, the followers of that religion would not be

permitted in an address of loyalty to the viceroy, to express a

hope of relief : and not a member of parliament could be found

even to present a petition to the legislature, praying that their

case might be taken into consideration : yet the institution had

not been eighteen months established, when in spite of denuncia-

tions of war from the protestant ascendency, and with only the

ungracious and constrained assent of the Irish government, the

popery laws, the disgrace and scourge of a century, were re-

duced to a few comparatively insignificant restraints.—A reform

in parliament seemed at one time too on the point of being con-

ceded to that spirit, which the same society had been very instru-

mental in exciting, and was always among the foremost to

evince. Whether that spirit be characterised as patriotism and

firmness, or as faction or sedition, if all the friends of reform had

concurred in displaying as much of it as was shewn by the United

Irishmen, and had marched pari passu with them, there can be

no reasonable doubt but that their efforts would have been

crowned with complete success. Thus might Ireland, under the

vigilant protection and ameliorating cares of a free, regenerated

legislature, have emerged from her debasement, poverty and

wretchedness ; have rapidly risen to importance and opulence, to

prosperity and happiness; have escaped her subsequent calami-

ties, her scenes of persecution, desolation, outrage and horror ;

have still continued a distinct and independent, as she [would

have been an admired and respected nation.

The present inaction on the part of the people, does not,

however, seem to have deluded parliament into an opinion that

coercion had produced conviction in the lower orders, or that

the gun-powder and convention bills, with all their consequences,

had removed a sense of grievance from the Irish mind. Colonel

Blaquiere (as if he had the wildness to suppose that such a mo-

tion could be entertained in the assembly he addressed) proposed

that every member should send for each of his tenants, who paid

H him
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under forty pounds a year, and refund him three shillings in the

pound of his last September's rent. There was not a man

among them, he said, who in case of commotion could find fifty

followers on his estate, perfectly attached to the constitution,

—

He went on, and said the French were meditating something

wicked ; he inclined to believe it was Ireland they meant to vi-

sit—half the nation was attached to them—he would be right

if he said more than half. This was reprehended with such an

irritation on the part of the house, as sometimes betrays itself

in those who are unexpectedly offended by the statement of an

undeniable and unwelcome truth. Sir Lawrence Parsons urged

administration to take measures for putting the country into a

proper state of defence, by raising and officering independent

companies. His importunity on this subject was almost deemed

troublesome ; but in pressing it on ministers, he told them he

thought they were sleeping Oil a volcano.

And deep and terrible indeed was the volcano, which secret

discontent was forming, and gradually extending throughout

the land. The press had been overawed and subdued : number-

less prosecutions had been commenced against almost every po-

pular publication; but particularly against the Northern Star.

The expectations of the reformers had been blasted, their plans

had been defeated, and decisive means had been taken by go-

vernment to prevent their being resumed. It became therefore

necessary to wait for new events, from which might be formed

new plans. Nor did such events seem ^distant ; for now the

French armies were again emblazoning their cause with success,

and hiding, in the splendor of their victories, the atrocities of

their government. This raised a returning hope, that the crimes

and calamities of the moment might pass away from that repub-

lic, and the permanent consequences of its revolution still shed

a happy influence on Ireland. The utterance of opinions fa-

vourable to reform and democracy, was prevented in the upper

and middling ranks, by the coercion they experienced, and by

the
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the outcries that were raised against France, against her princi-

ples, and from them against liberty itself. But these restraints

and reflections scarcely affected the lower orders, in themselves

ijineteen-twentieths of the population ; whose proceedings were

unobserved, whose reasonings were confined to their own misery,

and whose views were entirely directed to its alleviation. The

system of defenderism, therefore, continued to spread from

Ulster into Connaught, Leinster and Munster, privately an4

uninterruptedly, although its progress was marked in those

places by some appearances of assembling and disturbance.

—

The defenders likewise, began to entertain an idea, that possibly

the French might visit Ireland, and that from thence, benefits

would result to. them and their country ; for in some places, it

was made a part of the oath, and in others well understood,

that they should join the French in case of an invasion. There

is not however, any reason to believe that this expectation arose

from any communication with France ; but only from the,

strength and ardency of their own wishes. They were also as

yet unconnected with any persons of information or an higher

qxder. But even these last were not induced by their defeats

and disappointments, entirely to relinquish their political pur-

suits : on the contrary, some of thein began to resolve on more

important measures.

At an earlier period, when the Brissotines had declared war

sgainst England, they sent a confidential agent to Ireland,

with offers of succour, if it would attempt t° liberate and se«

parate itself from thHr enemy. This gentleman arrived in

F?ublin sometime in the summer of 1793, with an introduction

to Lord Edward Fitz-Gerald. His offers were made known to

Messrs. Butler and Bond then in Newgate, to Mr. Rowan, Dr.

Reynolds and some others ; but those persons, then so obnox-

ious to government, discountenanced the proposal, and it was

dropped. Now however, a similar application was differently

received. When the committee cf public safetv came into

M 2 power,
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power, they employed the Reverend William Jackson, who had

been for some years resident in France, to go to England and

Ireland for the purpose, among other things, of getting accurate

information of the state of each. In London, he contrived to

obtain a paper descriptive of the state of England, which assert-

ed, that all parties would unite to repel an invasion. He then

determined to proceed to Dublin ; but first made Mr. Cock-

ayne (an attorney who had been his acquaintance for many

years) privy to his mission. Mr. Cockayne directly communi-

cated the intelligence to the English ministry, and was ordered

to contrive that he might be Mr. Jackson's travelling companion,

and a vigilant reporter of his proceedings. They accordingly

set out together, about April 1794, for Dublin, when they ac-

cidentally met a gentlemen, who had known Mr. Cockayne in

London, and of course invited him and his fellow-traveller to

dinner. The company consisted of men whose principles were

democratic, and the conversation was consequently of that cast.

By means of an acquaintance which Mr. Jackson there formed

with Mr. Lewines, and by some intimation of his not being an

unimportant character, he contrived to be introduced to Mr.

Hamilton Rowan, then in Newgate, and by him to Mr. Tone

and Dr. Reynolds. To them he communicated the motives of

his journey, and shewed them the paper he had procured in

England. This caused Mr. Tone to draw up, for the purpose

?lso of being sent to France, a succinct and forcible statement

of what he conceived to be the actual situation of Ireland. He

divided its population into religious and political classes, of each

of which he pointed out the strength, interests, dispositions and

grievances, together with the effect that would be produced on

each by an invasion. " In a word," concluded he, u from

w reason, reflection, interest, prejudice, the spirit of change, the

misery of the great bulk of the nation, and above all, the

*' hatred of the English name, resulting from the tyranny of

«• near seven centuries, there seems to be little doubt but an in-

u vasion in sufficient force would be supported by the people.

There
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" There is scarcely any army in the country, and the militia,

" the bulk of whom are catholics, would to a moral certainty

" refuse to act, if they saw such a force as they could look

" to, for support."

Mr. Jackson was so pleased with this paper and its author,

that he pressed him very strongly to go to France, and enforce

in person its contents
;
promising him the utmost success, both

as a public and private man. At first Mr. Tone agreed to this

proposal ; but afterwards declined it, on account of his wife and

children. Mr. Rowan then . suggested, that D*% Reynolds

should go on the same mission, which he was not unwilling to

do, but was discountenanced by Jackson, who wished it to be

undertaken by no other person but Tone, of whose consent he

had not entirely despaired. While this was going on, govern-

ment was minutely informed of every particular by the interven-

tion of Cockayne ; and having intercepted some of Jackson's

letters, enough to form a body of evidence against him, he was

arrested the latter end of April. Dr. Reynolds shortly after

got privately to America. Mr. Rowan escaped from Newgate

on the night of the first of May, and was conveyed on board a

small vessel in Dublin harbour, that had been secured for him

by a friend. A proclamation was directly issued by govern-

ment, offering 5^1000 reward for his apprehension, and another

by the corporation of Dublin, frcm whose gaol he had escaped,

offering £500 for the same purpose. The sailors of the 3hip

in which he was concealed, knowing whom they had on board,

shewed him the two proclamations, to which he answered, "lads

my life is in your hands," and made them fully acquainted with

the cause of his danger and flight. They instantly assured him

they never would betray, but would protect him to the last ex-

tremity. Accordingly, on the first change of wind, they put

to sea, and landed him safely in France. Tone, on the other

hand, made no attempt at concealment or escape. He was not

a* first ascertained that Cockayne was an informer, and even

after
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after he had reason to be otherwise convinced, he persuade^

himself that no more could be proved against him, than mispri-

sion of treason, in concealing a solicitation to go to France
s>

which he had rejected. In this opinion he was probably mis-

taken, but the point was never tried, owing to the interposition

of private friendship. Mr. Marcus Beresford and others, whose

government connections were of the first importance, interested

themselves zealously and successfully, to screen him from prose-

cution. Attempts however were made to induce him, by

threats and offers, to appear against his associates ; but this he

rejected with indignation. He communicated unequivocally to

the servants of the crown, every thing he had done himself

;

but refused to disclose what might affect others ; and added,

that if he was left unmolested, it was his intention, as soon as

he could settle his affairs, and receive payment of the £1500

that had been voted him by the catholic committee, to quit

Ireland : that if, however, government chose to prevent his

doing so, it might arrest him, and if he was put upon his trial
v

he would justify his political conduct. The influence of his

friends, with perhaps his own firmness, prevailed, and he re«

jnained undisturbed.

The arrest of Jackson, and the publication of his designs^,

conveyed no unwelcome information to the body of the Irish

people. From thence they derived the first authentic intelli*

gence, that their situation was an object of attention to France t

and that they might perhaps, at some future period, receive as-

sistance from that quarter. These expectations were cherished

with the more ardour, on account of the surprising victories

of the republican armies in the summer of 1794, and not a

little sweetened by the fall of R.obespiere, and the conse-

quent hope, that the reign of terror and cruelty was about,

to cease.

la
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In the sullen broodings also of secret discontent, republican-

ism, and the desire of separation from England, found power-

ful auxiliaries. Men, whose moderate principles and limited

views had been bounded by reform, thought they read in the

proscription of parliament, and the obstinacy of the borough

proprietors, that reform was equally difficult of attainment as

revolution ; and that the connexion with England was the firm-

est bulwark of the abuses they sought to overthrow. From

hence they inferred, that every thing must be hazarded before

any thing could be gained. Some undoubtedly were driven by

the force of this conclusion to rally round the ministerial stand-

ard ; but the immense majority, even of simple reformers, were

rather impelled by it to aim at more important objects. No-

thing, not even a reform, they imagined could be accomplished

without foreign succours
; incompetent as they deemed them-

selves to cope with England and the aristocracy at home. No
nation, however, could be expected to give effectual aid, unless

the end proposed to it was, in point of interest, equivalent to

the risk. A reform in the Irish parliament was not that equi-

valent to any foreign state ; but the weakening of England, by

destroying its connexion with Ireland, was of supreme impor-

tance, as they thought, to every maritime power. This train

of reasoning was further strengthened in men of more democra-

tic principles, by a conviction of the superior excellence of a

republican government. Reform, and a republic, said they,

are surrounded with equal difficulties, if only the internal

strength of the Irish people be considered ; but the most va-

luable of these objects is by much the most attainable, if re-

ference be had to the chance of foreign assistance.

No steps, however, were at this time taking for action, or

even for preparation ; but all parties were speculating upon some

change, in consequence of the French successes. There were

persons indeed, who began to think, that after the experience

of failure from the abandonment by leaders in 1784-, and after,

perhaps,
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perhaps, a subsequent experience in 1 793, the only sure plan

would be, to make the mass of the people act : they never would

betray themselves ; nor be satisfied with any thing short of what

their own wants required. Besides, as the remnants of rehgious

animosity were still chiefly to be found in the lower orders, it was

hoped that by bringing together those of that description,

though of different sects, they might soon learn the identity of

their views and interests, and as ardently love, as for centuries

past they and their ancestors had feared, each other.

These ideas seemed to influence one of the three societies of

United Iiishmen, that had been formed in Belfast ; which hav-

ing escaped from observation by the obscurity of its members,

had never entirely discontinued its sittings ; and also another

club of men, principally in the same sphere of life, some ofwhom

had indeed been United Irishmen ; but others never were. As

there was scarcely a possibility of assembling in public, or of

openly expressing their political sentiments, they wished to de-

vise other means, and determined, as far as in their power, to

influence the friends of liberty to come together again, and in-

stitute a system of secret associations : this they soon in part ac-

complished. Instead of the United Irish test, an oath mostly

copied from it, was adopted ; but the substance was so alter-

ed as to correspond with the progress of opinions. It did

not like the test simply bind, to the use of abilities and influence

in the attainment of an impartial and adequate representation of

the Irish nation in parliament ; but every member was sworn to

" persevere in his endeavours to obtain an equal, full and ade-

quate representation of all the people of Ireland thus leaving

ample room for the efforts of republicanism. Secrecy and mu-

tual confidence were also necessary, and the laws, which stood

in the way of the pursuits and objects of these societies, were to

be disarmed of their terrors. For this purpose, it was made

part of the admission oath, that ncitheir hopes nor fears, rewards

nor punishments, should ever induce the person taking it, di-

rectly
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rectly or indirectly, to inform or give evidence against any mem-

ber of those societies, for any act or expression pursuant to the

spirit of the obligation ; thus stamping as a perjurer the man

who should become an informer ; attaching an additional sense

of moral guilt to a dereliction of their cause, and destroying all

regard of those recently made laws, which they said were enact-

ed by a government it was criminal to support.

This plan was adopted, and the new test was taken by the

two Belfast clubs ; several others were also organised in that

town and its vicinity, during the autumn and winter of 1794.

As the name of United Irishmen was dear to the people,

from the obloquies which had been cast upon them by the

friends of government ; and as it so well expressed their own in-

tentions, the title of that body was adopted for the new associa-

tions ; and this identity of name has generally led into an erro-

neous belief, that the new system was only a direct continuation

of the old one.

It has been already hinted, and Canhot be too forcibly im-

pressed on the reflecting reader, that this institution, which from

its very outset, looked towards a republican government, found-

ed on the broadest principles of religious liberty and equal rights;

that thi3 institution, the consequences of which are yet to be

read in the history of Ireland, was not the cabal of ambitious

leaders, of artful intriguers, or speculative enthusiasts. Its first

traces are to be found among mechanics, petty shop-keepers and

farmers, who wanted a practical engine, by which the power

and exertions of men like themselves, might be most effectually

combined and employed : accordingly the scheme was calculated

to embrace the lower orders, and in fact to make every man a

politician. From the base of society, it gradually ascended first

to the middling, and then to the more opulent ranks. Even in

the very town where it had its origin, its existence was for a

long time unknown to the generality of those who had previously

N bsea
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been the most prominent democratic characters J nor did they

enter into the organization, until they saw how extensively it

included those below them.

While this system was making its advances, silently but ra-

pidly in the North, a change tcok place in the lieutenancy of

Ireland. When Mr. Pitt thought it adviseable to dismember

the English opposition, by detaching from it those whose opi-

nions on the subject of the French war most nearly coincided

v$ih his own, the duke of Portland was prevailed upon to enter

the cabinet, by such offers as can be best inferred from lord

Fitzwilliam's letters to lord Carlisle, which have been published

by the authority of the writer. These offers are sufficiently

expressed in the following passages j
—" When the duke of

<{ Portland and his friends were to bp eniiced 'mXo a coalition with

*[ Mr. Pitt's administration, it was necessary to hold out such

«' lures, as would make the coalition palatable. If the general

*' management and superintendance of Ireland had not been of-

u fered to his grace, that coalition could never have taken place."

The superintendance of that Country having been vested in the

duke, he seems to have been seriously intent on remedying

some of the vices in its government. The system of that go*

vernment, he said, was execrable ; so execrable as to threaten

not only Ireland with the greatest misfortune, but ultimately

the empire. So strong was this opinion on his mind, that he

seemed determined on going himself to reform those manifold

abuses : if he could not find some one in whom he might have
' o

the most unbounded confidence, to undertake the arduous task.

Such a person he found in lord Fitzwilliam, his second self—

»

his nearest and dearest friend. That nobleman was far from de*

sirous of undertaking the herculean office ; but he was urgently

pressed and persuaded by the duke of Portland. They both

had connexions and political friends in Ireland, members of the

opposition, whom they wished to consult on the future arrange-

ments, and whose support lord Fitzwilliam conceived of indis-

pensible
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pensible importance. Mr, Grattan, Mr, Wra. Ponsonby, Mr,

Denis Bowes Daly, and other members of that party, were

therefore invited to London. They held frequent consultations

with the duke of Portland and lord Fitzwilliam, at which Mr.

Edmund Burke also c-ccasionally assisted.

As they had, during the preceding sesc-ion of parliament, even

under the unpopular administration of lord Westmorland, ex=

pressed their approbation of the war, and assented to the strong

"measures of government, they were very ready to join with the

duke of Portland in rallying under the standard of Mr. Pitt,

provided certain domestic stipulations were acceded to, from

which they hoped to secure some share of public confidence.—

Among these were unqualified catholic emancipation, the dis-

missal of what was called the Beresford faction, with adequate

regulations for preventing embezzlement, and for securing order

and economy in the collection and administration of the treasury

and revenue. Mr. Burke also suggested a further measure of

liberality, flowing to the catholics from government itself.—

They, he asserted, were far from being conciliated even by the

partial repeal of the popery laws in 1793 *, in as much as admi-

nistration, while it acceded to the law, shewed dislike to its re-

lief, by avoiding as much as possible to act under, its provisions :

—although it rendered them admissible to certain offices, no ap-

pointment had been made, which realized to any individual the

benefits it promised. He therefore advised that those places

should, in some ascertained proportion, be conferred on catholics,

30 as to bind mere closely the members of that communion tQ

the state.

These consultations lasted for some months ; and when the

opposition leaders had determined upon their project, it was

communicated to the British cabinet, as containing the terms

upon which they were willing to take a share in the Irish govern-

ment, Mr. Pitt wished and indeed tried to obtain, that some of

n 2 those
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those measures should be at least delayed in the execution for a

season ; but Mr. Grattan and his friends insisted that they should

be brought forward the very first session, in order to give eclat

to the commencement of their administration. In the propriety

of thi6 demand the duke of Portland uniformly concurred

and even Mr. Pitt himself, who had previously kept in the back

ground, and avoided personal communication with lord Fitz-

william's friends, was present at some of the latter interviews,

and certainly did not prevent its being believed, that he acqui-

esced in those demands, with which it was impossible to doubt

his being acquainted. The members of opposition had no great

experience of cabinets ; they conceived, that they were entering

into honourable engagements, in which every thing that was al-

lowed to be understood, was equally binding with whatever was

absolutely expressed. They rested satisfied that their stipula-

tions were known and acceded to ; they neglected to get them

formally signed and ratified, or reduced to the shape of instruc-

tions from the British cabinet to the viceroy
;
they put them

unsuspectingly in their pockets, and set off to become ministers

in Ireland. Dr. Hussey too, an Irishman and a catholic eccle-

siastic, who, it is said, had more than once been entrusted with

important missions by English administrations, was sent over by

the cabinet, to superintend and frame a plan for the education of

the Irish clergy, in coincidence, it was supposed, with the other

benefits intended for the members of that religion.

Mr. Grattan and his colleagues were scarcely arrived, when,

finding that public expectation, particularly on the catholic

question, had been awakened by the negociations in England,

and by lord Fitzwilliam's appointment, they determined to be-

gin without delay the system of conciliation, for which, as they

conceived, they had received sufficient authority. It was there-

fore communicated so early as the 15th of December to some

of the most active members of the late catholic committee, that

lord Fitzwilliam had full powers to consent to the removal of

all
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all remaining disabilities ; but that, as opposition to that measure

was naturally to be expected from the protestant ascendency, it

behoved the catholics to be active in their own cause, and to be

prepared with petitions from ail quarters. This intimation over-

came a resolution formed by very many of that persuasion, that

they would never again consent to meet as a distinct body.

On the 23d, the former sub-committee, therefore, advised the

catholics to petition in their different counties and districts8

for the entire restoration of their rights.

r ,_n - Lord Fitzwilliam arrived and assumed his office on
[1/95.]

the 5th of January, 1795. As experience had shewn

how much reputation might be hazarded by ministerial coalitions,

the friends of his excellency deemed it adviseable to counteract

the suspicions which his and their novel connexions might inspire;

they therefore let it be known, that he came to reverse the sys-

tem of internal misrule, under which Ireland had been previously

oppressed. To this assertion instant belief was given, when it

Was understood whom he had called to his councils, and whom

he was inclined to repel from his presence. Mr. Grattan, Mr.

Curran and the Ponsonby family were, of late, pledged to the

utmost extent of catholic emancipation, and, to a certain mea-

sure at least, of parliamentary reform. An expectation of some-

thing beneficial was, therefore, entertained from an administra-

tion, in which they were tp be conspicuous ; but as the instabi-

lity of political characters had been too often proved, more san-

guine confidence was excited by the rumoured intention to dis-

grace and dismiss such men as lord Clare, Mr. Beresford, Messrs.

Wolfe and Toler. The complete repeal of all the remaining

popery laws was considered as essentially connected with this

change, and some even ventured to hope for mere important

public benefits,

The appointment, therefore, of his excellency excited a lively

jnterest, and gave universal satisfaction to those catholics, dis^

senters,
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centers, and libera! members of the establishment, who as yet

had not turned their eyes towards republicanism and separation

from England ; or having done so, had not fixed their views so

steadily, as not to permit them to be diverted by minor considera-

tions. The determined republicans, however, and members of

the new organization, while they favoured the demonstration!

of pleasure, because some internal, temporary alleviations might

be gained, regarded the appointment as a mere change of ephe-

meral politics, which would serve to agitate the ambitious, and

interest the unthinking j but the importance of which was soon

to vanish before the mightier objects, that were rising to occupy

the Irish mind. These men also deemed the administration it-

self eminently suspicious ; because it designed as they alledged,

by the popularity of partial measures, to turn public attention

from more real grievances, and to excite if possible, a general

approbation of the war with France,

Lord Fitzwilliam had scarcely assumed the rein; of govern*

ment, when he perceived the irresistible propriety of conceding

all the rights, peculiarly withheld from the catholics. He was

waited upon by a very numerous and respectable assemblage of

that body, with an address expressive of their satisfaction at his

excellency's appointment, and at his taking to his councils men,

who enjoyed the confidence of the nation, and hoping that, un-

'

der his administration, an end would be put to ail religious dis-

tinctions. An interview of congratulation was likewise had

with lord Milton, the lord lieutenant's secretary, in which he

rerommended the most peaceable demeanour and good conduct

to all ranks ; but mentioned, that whatever steps the catholics

meant to pursue, he trusted they were such as would meet the

approbation and support of the whole body. On the very third

day after his excellency's arrival, he wrote to the British secre-

tary of state, declaring his sentiments on the subject of their

claims ; and his expressions are remarkable, because they clearly

8hew, not only his own urgency, but also an apprehension that
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lie might be thwarted in one of his favourite schemes, to the

execution of which he seems conscious he had not gotten an un-

qualified or willing consent. He trembled) he said, about the

catholic question ; he stated, that he found it already in agita-

tion, and concluded by giving his own opinion of the absolute

necessity of the concession, as a matter not only wise, but es-

sential to the public tranquillity. That letter went by the same

mail as one of the preceding day, relative to the removal of

Messrs. Wolfe and Toler, the attorney and solicitor-general.

—

The duke of Portland, however, in his reply of the 13th,

made an ominous selection of topics ; he omitted saying a word

on the catholic question, but informed his excellency that his

majesty consented to Mr. Wolfe's peerage. This letter was

far from satisfactory : lord Fitzwiiliam therefore, on the 1 5th,

again urged the matter still more forcibly ; he stated, that from

the circumstances of the case, no time was to be lost, and added

that if he received no peremptory instructions to the contrary,

he would acquiesce. In that letter, he also mentioned the ne-

cessity of dismissing the Beresfords,

Before those peremptory instructions arrived, parliament met

bn the 22d of January. Mr. Grattan moved the address toliis

majesty, and his speech on that occasion developed enough of

the new system of government, to confirm the suspicions of the

republicans, and considerably to impair its popularity with the

mass of the people. He declaimed against the French, with

the utmost force of invective, and hurried by his "zeal to hy-

perbole, almost to blasphemy, he said the objects at stake in

the war, were the creature and his Creator, man and the God-

head ; as if the Almighty were to be hurled from heaven,

and deprived of his omnipotence, by the success of the French

Republic.

In one respect, however, his speech was admirably calculated

for its object. Supplies to an unprecedented amount were

wanting j
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wanting; Ind tliey are voted by parliament* not by the peoples

it therefore dwelt on the topics that were most likely, by agitat-

ing the passions, and exciting the fears of members of parliament,

to open the purse-strings of the nation. M You know enough,"

said he, ** of levels of Europe to foresee that that great ocean,

" that inundation of barbarity, that desolation of infidelity, that

** dissolution of government, and that sea of arms, if it swells

" over the continent, must visit our coast;" and again speaking

of Great Britain, " vulnerable in Flanders, vulnerable in Hol-

" land, 3he is mortal here (in Ireland)—Here will be the engines

" of war, the arsenal of the French artillery, the station of the

«« French navy, and through this wasted and disembowelled land,

* will be poured the fiery contents of their artillery*"

Mr. Buqiiery proposed an amendment to the address, implor-

ing his majesty to take the earliest opportunity of concluding a

peace with France, and not let the form of government in that

country* be any impediment to that great and desirable object*

This was negatived, and the address agreed to with only three

dissenting voices.

On the 24th of January, no peremptory instructions having

yet arrived, Mr. Grattan presented a petition from the catholics

of Dublin, praying to be restored to a full enjoyment of the

blessings of the constitution* by a repeal of all the penal and re-

strictive laws affecting the catholics of Ireland. Petitions couch-

ed in the same terms, now poured in from every part of the

kingdom ; no serious opposition to the measure was expected.

—

Parliament seemed at length ready to render justice with an un-

sparing hand; the protestants no where raised a murmur of

dissatisfaction, and a petition in favour of this expected libe-

rality, was once more presented by the indefatigable town of

Belfast-

Meanwhile
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Mean while, constant correspondences were going on between

the governments of the two countries. Though Lord Fitzwii-

liam declared on the 15th of January, that he would acquiesce

in complete catholic emancipation, unless he should receive pe-

remptory instructions to the contrary, the subject was not even

touched -on, in either of the Duke of Portland's letters prior to

the 2d of February : on that day, he received another, silent

like those that preceded it, on that subject, and merely relating

to the intended dismissal of Mr. Wolfe. Lord Milton, his ex-

cellency's secretary, also received one of the same date from Mr.

Wyndham, mentioning Mr. Pitt's reluctance to the removal of

Mr. Beresford, but nothing more. This last now appears to have

grown into a subject of some importance; for on the 9th, Mr.

Pitt himself wrote to Lord Fitzwilliam, expostulating on the

intended dismissal of Mr. Beresford, but still silent on the less

material catholic question : Mr. Pitt, however, concluded with

au apology " for interrupting his lordships attention from the

«* many important considerations of a different nature, to which

'* all their minds ought to be directed.

"

The Duke of Portland, Lord Fitzwilliam's nearest and dearest

friend, was the person appointed to break the unwelcome intel-

ligence, that notwithstanding the length to which the Irish go-

vernment was pledged to the catholics, its steps must be retra-

ced. In a letter of an earlier date by a day than Mr. Pitt's, he

brought that business " for the first time into play, as a ques-

" tion of any doubt or difficulty with the British cabinet."

" Then," says Lord Fitzwilliam, in his letter to Lord Carlisle,

" it appears to have been discovered that the deferring ic

M would be not merely an expediency or thing to be desired for

the present, but the means of doing a greater good to the Bri-

" tish empire, than it has been capable of receiving since the

" revolution, or at least since the union.''
1 His excellency in his

reply to this unexpected communication, set forth the danger of

retracting, and refused " to be the person to raise a flame,

u which nothing but the force of arms ^ould keep down."
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The business of parliament, however, was still proceeding"; and

the budget opened on the 9th of February. Before entering

on the preparatory statements, Sir Lawrence Parsons rose, and

aft^r e - pressing the highest confidence in the noble lord at the

head of t; v?.-:ment of the country, and in the administra-

tion, who aided his councils, wished on the part of the people,

to be explicitly informed whether gentlemen now in power

were determined " to carry into effect those measures they so

" repeatedly and ably pioposed when in opposition—whe-

" ther the repeal of the convention bill—whether the abolition

" of sinecure places, which they had inveighed against—whe-

" ther the disquaiif.ation of place-men from sitting in parlia-

" merit, which they had branded with corruption—whether a

*' reform in parliament, which they had deemed indispensably

** necessary, or ?'n equalization of commercial benefits be-

" tween both kingdoms, which they had insisted to be just,

" were meant to be now carried into effect." To these ques-

<c tions, Mr. Grattan replied in general terms. u The honour-

" able member has asked whether the same principles which

" were formerly professed by certain gentlemen, with whom I

" 4 have the honour of acting, were to be the ruling principles at

" present in his majesty's councils ? To that I answer, they

" certainly are." This answer not appearing sufficiently speci-J

" lie, Sir Lawrence again asked, " whether it was their deter-

f mination to carry a repeal of the convention bill ?—whether

* they meant to carry the reform bill?" He further desired to

know " whether the places- that had been created for corrupt

** purposes during the close of Lord Buckingham's government*

" were to cease?—whether the trade between Great Britain and

" Ireland was to continue on its old footing, or to be reduced to-

" a system of justice and perfect equality?" These were plain

questions he said,' which were easily answered. He professed*

himself willing to co-operate in supporting the war in the most

vigorous manner; but .while parliament called upon the purse of

the nation, he thought it their duty to remunerate people by

constitutional benefits. He did not press for particular informa-

, constitutional
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tiou ; his questions went only to general measures. On the

subjects of them, the gentleman upon whom he called, had fre-

quently gone so far as to produce bills, and in a quarter of an

hour preparation might he made to bring them forward, It

yrould be consolitory to the people to know, before the supplies

were granted, that a redress of grievances was to follow. These

gentlemen he had heard say of the convention bill, " that it

" struck at the root of every free constitution in the world." If

that were true, and that it were such an enormity, it ought not

to be continued an infection in ours. He concluded with re-

peating his respect for, and confidence in administration, Mr.

Grattan, after a considerable debate had taken place, during

which he ha4 ample :ime for reflecting within himself, and con-

sulting his colleagues, answered those specific questions in these

words. " To mention every particular bill is unusual—it

" would be presumptious. Influence, however it may be pos-

" sessed, ought never to be avowed by a minister in the face of

" parliament. What has fallen from the honorable baronet,

" however, induces me to say, and I am authorised to mention

" for the gentlemen with whom I have the honour to act, that

ff the same principles which we professed while in opposition,

" continue to govern our conduct now, and that we shall endea-

** your to the utmost of our power to give them effect," In a

subsequent part of the debate, Mr, W. B. Ponscriby (who had

introduced the reform bill the year before) said, " he held it

" riodit to notice some egressions that had been thrown out in
to j

" the course of the night, in order to sound whether the gentle-

" men who possessed the confidence of administration, were de-

" termined to persevere in the same line of conduct which they

" observed while out of office, and to endeavour for a redress of

f* grievances. For his own part he believed and trusted they

14 would go as far as possible to reform abuses, to obviate popular

«« complaints, and he should only say, that if not convinced

,«* that they were of the same sentiments with himself, they should

14 never have his support."

These
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These replies to specific questions, answering, by something

more than implication, in the affirmative, had perhaps no influ-

ence on the conduct of a parliament, the members of which

knew each other so intimately and thoroughly ; but they con-

tributed very much to give confidence in the Fitzwilliam admi-

nistration out of that assembly, and t"* induce a patient acqui-

escence in the unprecedented grant of one million six hundred

and twenty-eight thousand pounds, additional debt, and eighty

thousand pounds, as estimated by the chancellor of the exche-

quer ; but two hundred and fifty thousand pounds, as estimated

by Sir Lawrence Parsons, of additional taxes.

When the Duke of Portland's letter of the 8th was not yet

perhaps known to Mr. Grattan, he proceeded to carry into ef-

fect the conciliatory measures, for which he conceived that he

a/id his friends had stipulated with the British cabinet. Ac-

cordingly on the 12th of February, he obtained leave to bring

in a bill for repealing the police laws, which were extremely :

-

noxious to the citizens of Dublin, and against which every

parish in that city had recently petitioned. He then likewise

obtained leave to bring in the catholic bill, which was only re-

sisted by Colonel Blacquiere, Mr. Ogle, and Dr. Duigenan.

—

On the same night, in pursuance of the same plan, it was an-

nounced by the chancellor of the exchequer, that a new arrange-

ment would be made of the duties on beer and spirits, the object

cf which was, restraint in the abuse of spirituous liquors among

the lower orders, and the substitute of a wholesome and nou-

rishing beverage for a liquid poison. He also stated, that a new

arrangement of the hearth tax would form part of the financial

system. The session before, an attempt had been made to ease

poor housekeepers of this burthensome tax ; but such perplex-

ing formalities had been established, that many people had con-

tinued to pay the tax, rather than take the necessary trouble

for procuring the remission : this year, it was determined to ex-

empt, absolutely and unconditionally, all houses having but one

hearth.
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hearth. The tax, however, irpon leather was continued from

the preceding session, although it was strongly resisted, as op=

pressive to the poor, by Mr. Duquery, who suggested in lieu

of it, two shillings in the pound cn all pensions, salaries, fees,

perquisites, &c. This conduct whs pointedly reprobated both

by Mr. George Ponsonby and Mr. Grattaa ;
by the latter,

with an irritation such as he has more than once manifested,

during his short connections with t&e government. Mr. Du-

query, however, continued his opposition, and on a subsequent

night, proposed as a commutation, a tax on absentees, which,

was supported by Sir Lawrence Farsons. but rejected by the

house.

On the 23d of February, the new administration brought

forward their proposed regulations of the treasury board. Lord

Milton obtained leave to introduce a bill on that subject, founded

on some resolutions proposed by Mr. Forbes, the scope of

which was, to give to the Irish board an equally efficient con-

troul with that possessed by the board of treasury in England ;

to compel the payment of balances by public officers ; to ex-

clude the commissioners of the treasury from sitting in parlia-

ment ; to establish in correspondent officers the mutual checks

ar.d controul with which the auditor, clerk of the rolls, and teller

of the exchequer in England are vested ; and that ail money

arising from the receipt of the revenues should be paid into th*

bank of Ireland. On the following day, Mr. Gratlan sug-

gested the propriety of revising the revenue laws, and bringing

the whole code within the compass of one consistent act.

But now the differences which had arisen between the Er.5-

1'sh and Irish governments were made public. What was the

motive for the change in the British councils, has given rise to

various surmises. The ostensible reason was a difference of.

opinion respecting catholic affairs. Lord Fitzwilliam, however,

bas uniformly denied that they were the real motives for his

recall,
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recall. Mr. George Pcnsonby too, in the house of commons,

declared upon his honour as a gentleman, that in his opinion, the

catholic question had HQ more to do with the recdl of Lord

Fitzwilliam, than Lord Macartney's embassy to China. " Lord

" Fitzwilliam was to be recalled," said he, " and this was con-

" sidered as the most popular pretext for the measure." Tho^e

who do not suspect from Mr. Pitt's cautious reserve, while the

arrangements were under discussion, a preconcerted design to be

executed as soon as the supplies were voted, and his lordship

with his friends disgraced by having entered into the coalition—r

attribute the change to the successful representations of Mr,

Beresford.

That gentleman, perceiving the blow that was aimed against

himself and his connexions, did net foolishly waste his time in

the anti-chamber of the castle, or on the opposition benches of

the house of commons. He repaired to London, and there, it

is presumed, set before the highest authority, the ingratitude of

ministry, and the services of himself and family. They hi^d

been faithful servants for many years, during which time they

could never be reproached with a murmur of disapprobation, or

an expression of unwillingness, in undertaking any thing for the

advantage of England. They had adhered to their sovereign

in the trying crisis of the regency, and had not turned, lii'e

some of his newly adopted friends, to worship the rising sun.

The situation of Ireland too, and the temper of the times, Mr.

Beresford perhaps alledged, were such as should make every

kind cf reform, and of course, his dismissal be resisted. The

debate of the 9th of February, may likewise have afforded am-

ple room for awakening fears and exciting indignation : Mr t

GratUn and Mr. Ponsonby appeared to have pledged them-

selves, at least by implication, to a reform in parliament, which

it was the firm intention of the English ministers to withstanj,

and to a repeal of the convention bill, which had enabled govern-

ment t0 a^ expressions of discontent in Ireland. The ci-
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tholic bill may, under this point of view, have had its influence:

it may have been represented as creating disaffection in the pro-

testant mind, as inconsistent with the connexion and contrary to

the coronation oath. It is not improbable too, that in this inter-

view, some suggestions may have proceeded from that gentle-

man, which gave rise to the discovery mentioned in Lord Fitz-

william's letter, that deferring that measure would be the means

of doing a greater service to the British empire, than it had been

capable of receiving since the union with Scotland, Whether

these surmises are just, it is scarcely possible to ascertain j but

perhaps the disagreement between the two governments, cught

to be ascribed to a coincidence of Mr. Beresford's exertions,

with the deliberate resolutions of some of the British cabinet and

the weakness of others. A favourable pretext for carrying the

consequences of that coincidence into effect, was afforded by the

equivocal conduct of Lord Fitzwilliam and his friends; for while

the former appeared, in his correspondence, to wish it had been

practicable to keep back the catholic claims, and thus abandon-,

ed whatever there was of positive stipulation, on his part, for

their being settled the very first session, his friends were giving

explicit assurances and effectual assistance to the catholics in

bringing them forward.

When the disagreement and its probable consequences were

known, grief and consternation seized all who had flattered them-

selves, that the measures of his excellency's administration were

to redress the grievances, remove the discontents, and work the

salvation of Ireland. They event was also a subject of regret to

those who, though they knew and did not disapprove of the ir-

resistible progress with which men's minds were advancing to

ulterior objects, yet wished to pass the intermediate period of

expectation under an ameliorated system. The active republicans

and new United Irishmen, however, were not sorry that the

fallacy of ill-founded political hopes had been so speedily expos-

ed, and they rejoiced that the agitation and controversies which

were
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were springing up, would so entirely engross the attention of

their opulent, interested and ambitious adversaries, as that they

and their proceedings would pass unnoticed. They well knew,

that in the midst of disputes for power, places and emoluments,

neither the great nor their connexions would condescend to be-

stow a thought upon despised malcontents, or the advances of an

obscure system. They, therefore, not unwillingly, assisted in

keeping the attention of government, and of the higher ranks,

occupied with party contests ; and even themselves yielded to that

indignation, which disinterested spectators naturally feel, at the

commission of perfidy and injustice.

Thus a very general expression of popular dissatisfaction was

produced by the rumoured recall of Lord Fitzwilliam. In the

house of commons, on the 26th of February, Sir Lawrence

Parsons and Mr. Duquery, who had, in some instances, opposed

the measures of his administration, were the foremost to prove

their sorrow and alarm, by moving and seconding an address to

his excellency, imploring his continuance in the country. This

was withdrawn at the earnest request of Mr. George Ponsonby.

On the second of March, Sir Lawrence moved to limit the

money bills to two months, in consequence of the. conduct of the

British cabinet ; but Lord Milton and Mr. George Ponsonby

deprecated the measure, and after a long debate, it was rejected.

The house of commons, however, unanimously resolved, that his

excellency had by his conduct, since his arrival, merited the

thanks of the house and the confidence of the people.

Out of parliament the discontent was more manifested. Tl>e

catholics, from every part of Ireland, had petitioned for a repeal

of the remaining popery laws; not because they felt any exten-

sive interest, or great anxiety, that their rich merchants and

landed gentlemen should have an opportunity of selling them-

selves, in a corrupt parliament, or of acquiring high offices and

commissions, which could afford no benefic to the poor or

miauling
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middling classes ; but these laws were a violation of rights, a

remaining badge of inferiority, and a leven for fermenting reli-

gious differences. The catholics, therefore, felt affection and

gratitude to his excellency for his intentions in their favour, and

a strong sense of insult offered to themselves, when they found

those intentions made the pretext for his recall.

Those of that religion in Dublin, impelled by such feelings,

assembled on the 2"*th, the second day after the disagreement

was made public, and voted a petition to the king, on the subject

of their own claims, and for the continuance of Lord Fitzwilliam

in his office. This, from motives of delicacy, they forwarded by

delegates. It is, however, not unworthy of remark, that they

appointed as secretary to this delegation, Mr. Tone, whose

talents and services to their cause, were unquestionably of the

utmost importance, but whose connexion with Mr. Jack-

son and whose intentions with regard to France, were matters

of public notoriety. The catholics in most parts of the king-

dom met, and by resolutions or addresses, expressed the same

•entiments.

The protestants too assembled extensively, and as warmly

spoke their indignation at what they considered ministerial

treachery and a public calamity. The freemen and freeholders of

the city of Dublin, like the catholics, agreed to a petition to

the king, and transmitted it by delegates. The merchants and

traders of that city, with Mr. Abraham Wilkinson, the then

governor of the bank of Ireland, at their head, expressed their

sorrow at the rumoured recall of his excellency, and their entire

concurrence in the removal of all religious disabilities.

The corporation, indeed, faithful to its principles, raised its

voice against the catholic claims ; but this measure of monopoly

expevienced a more formidable opposition than could have been

expected in the sanctuary of the protestant ascendency. Many

* ether
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other parts of the kingdom, such as the counties of Kildarev

Wexford, Antrim, Londonderry, &c. followed the example of

the freemen and freeholders in the capital ; and the same sen-

timents seemed to pervade every part of the kingdom.

But whatever were the motives for recalling lord Fitzv.il-

Jiam, they had more weight in the British cabinet than those

expressions of dissatisfaction on the part of the Irish people.

As the noble viceroy still continued to maintain the measures he

had adopted for the government of Ireland, a cabinet council-

was held on the 10th of March, in which the duke of Portland,,

who had been himself almost determined to enter in person upon

a crusade, against what he did not hesitate to call the execrable

system, by which that country was ruled, concurred in the vote,

and submitted to be the official instrument of transmitting the

letters, recalling his seend self—his nearest and dearest friend—
whom he had persuaded to accept the Irish government—and to

tvhorn he had committed the important ofjice of reforming the mam-

fold abuses in thai gcverwnent. Earl Camden was appointed his

successor, and sworn in the next day. He arrived in Dublin and

assumed his office on the 31st;

The expression of dissatisfaction was not repressed in Ireland*

even by its being known that the determination of the cabinet

way fixed and irrevocable. Resolutions of sorrow and regret

were now as general, as had been petitions and addresses. The;

workings of discontent appeared also, from certain minute traits,

to be leading to an extensive adoption, or at least, to a covert

approbation of the United Irish system. The words " union

of the people"—" united with our brethren," are every where

studiously introduced, and almost always distinguished by capi-

tals or italic*.

The catholics of Dublin met on the 9th of April, to receive

the report of their delegates ; and their resolutions would no?

afford
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^rlovd an unfair inference of the sentiments entertained by the

generality of their persuasion. They unanimously thanked Mr.

Tone, for the many important services he had rendered to the

catholic body : « services which they truly declared, no grati-

«' tude could over-rate, and no remuneration could overpay."

—

We derive consolation," said they, *« under the loss which

" we all sustain by the removal of the late popular administra-

" tion, in contemplating the rising spirit of harmony and co-

operation among all sects and descriptions of Irishmen, so ra-

^ pidly accelerated by that event ; and we do most earuestly

f* recommend to the catholics of Ireland, to cultivate, by all

'? possible means, the friendship and affection of their prolestant

*' brethren ; Satisfied as we are, that national union is national

I* strength, happiness and prosperity." Referring to passages

in lord Fit zwilliam's letters, which appeared to imply an inti-

mation from the cabinet, that if the repeal of the remaining po-

pery laws was then withheld, it might, at a future opportunity,

be used as the means of procuring a legislative union between

the two countries, they unanimously adopted the following re-

solution : " That we are sincerely and unalterably attached to

f* the rights, liberties and independence of our native country

;

I* and we pledge ourselveSj collectively and individually to resist,

^ even our own emancipation, if proposed to be conceded upon

V the ignominious terms of an acquiescence in the fatal measure

<M of an union with the sister kingdom,"

If these resolutions had stood in need of interpretation, they

would have received it, from the eloquent and daring speeches

that were made at that day's meeting, by men, some of whose

names are now well known to the public. Among the most

conspicuous speakers were Dr. Ryan, (who died shortly after-

wards, deeply deplored as a national loss, by those who knew

Jlis talents and worth) Dr. Mac Neven and Mr. Keogh.

Another incident also signalized that day, and was peculiarly

characteristic of the public sentiment. It has been the constant

p 2 custom
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custom with the university of Dublin, to present addresses of

congratulation to every newly arrived chief governor : that day

was appointed for presenting their offering to Lord Camden.

—

While the procession was on its way, the students, as if with

one consent, broke off, and left the provost and fellows to make

what appearance before his excellency they might think fit,

while they themselves turned into a coffee house at the Castle

gate, and there prepared an address to Mr. Grattan, approving

of his public character and conduct. This they presented di-

rectly ; and having done so, they repaired in a body to Francis-

street chapel where the catholics were assembled. They entered

while Mr. Keogh was speaking ; and that ready as well as able

orator, instantly seized the incident, and hallowed the omen. H

They were received with the most marked respect and affection ;

the catholics taking that opportunity of shewing that the

language of union and brotherly love, which they were uttering,

only expressed the sentiments nearest their hearts.

If the discontent that was raised by the recal of lord Fitz-

william, proved conducive to the views of the republicans and

United Irishmen, their cause was still further promoted, by the

entire developement of what were to have been the measures of

his administration. These were enumerated by Mr. Grattan,

when moving, on the 21st of April, for a committee to enquire

into the state of the nation. Besides the catholic bill, he stated

M that this administration had paid attention to the poverty of

*' the people, by plans for relieving the poor from hearth mo-

«' ney ; had paid attention to their morals, by a plan encreasing

** the duty on spirits ; had paid attention to their health, by pro-

" posing a plan to take off all duties on bee* and ale ; that a

*< plan for education had been intended ; that a more equal trade

'* between the two countries had not escaped their attention
;

w that an odious and expensive institution, that obtained under

« colour of protecting the city by a bad police, was abandoned

u by that government, and a bill prepared for correcting the

same j
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" same ; that a responsibility bill bad been introduced ; and a

" bill to account for tbe public money by new checks, and in a

" constitutional manner bad been introduced by persons con-

" nected with that government ; that it was in contemplation

<« to submit for consideration some farther regulations for the

" better accounting for, the public money, and for tbe better

f« collection of the revenue." But net a word of refprm in par-

liament, of a repeal of the convention bill, or of a mitigation of

the strong measures by which the former administration had co-

erced the people. Indeed Col. Stewart (since Lord Castlereagh)

deprecating such measures, explirtly asked whether the late mi-

nisters, had they remained, would have, supported a parliamentary

reform, or a repeal of the convention bill ; and Mr. Archdall

said, that every body knew it was Lord Fitzwilliam's fixed de-

termination to oppose every tendency to what was called par-

liamentary reform. Such queries and observations being suffered

to pass without reply, it was clear that these measures, to which

many considered that administration as bound, were never in its

contemplation. The objects which it proposed to accomplish,

were urged as proofs, that it wrs the best government Ireland

could possibly hope for. in the present order of things: and those

to which its professed principles would have seemed to lead it,

but which, notwithstanding apparent pledges, it was forced by

the very nature of its subordinate situation, to relinquish, were

coupled with the measure, in which it was thwarted and perhaps

duped, to shew to persons who wished to advance no further

than reform and constitutional redress, that those things were

rendered absolutely unattainable by the connexion with Great

Britain.

Mr. Jackson's trial for high treason came on upon the 23d of

April, and he was convicted on the evidence of Cockayne : he

did not, however, suffer the penalties of the law ; for a' few days

after, previous to his being brought up to receive sentence, he

contrived to swallow a large dose of arsenic. The firmness with

which
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which he bore the excruciating pains of that poison, wrfs \cyy

remarkable. A motion in arrest of judgment was to be made ;

but it is manifest he entertained no hope of its success, and only

wished it might continue, until he should have escaped from all

earthly tribunals. He concealed the pangs he was suffering so

well, that when he was called upon to know what he had to

say, why sentence should not pass upon him, though at the

time actually unable to speak, with a smiling and unembarrased

air, he bowed and pointed to his Counsel. His fortitude did

not fail him to the last ; for it was scarcely suspected by the

spectators that he was ill, until he fell down in the agonies of

death, in the midst of his Counsel's argument.

This man possessed distinguished talents and acquirements i

and the following anecdote shews that he entertained a high

sense of honour. While he was preparing for his trial, and was

fully apprised of what would most probably be its ultimate

issue, a friend was, by the kindness of the jailor, permitted to.

remain with him until a very late hour at night, on business.

After the consultation had ended, Dr. Jackson accompanied

his friend to the outward door of the prison, which was lockedj

the key remaining in the door, and the keeper in a very profound^

sleep, probably oppressed with wine. There could have been no

difficulty in his effecting an escape, even subsequent to the depar-

ture of his friend, and without his consent—but he adopted a dif-

ferent conduct : he locked the door after his guest, awoke the

Jceeper, gave him the key, and retired to his appartmcnt. During

liis imprisonment, he wrote and published a learned and able

answer to Paine's Age of reason ; and after his death, various

prayers and homilies of his own composition were found in his

pocket. His funeral was attended by numbers, even of a respec-

table rank of life, who, though they had been unconnected with

him while living, dared to give this presumptive proof, that they

were friendly to his mission.

The
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The publicity which this trial gave to the schemes of the

French, coincided aptly with the extension of the new United

Irish system* From the very outset of that organization, a

French invasion was deemed by its members, if not absolutely ne-

cessary, at least very adviseable, to the accomplishment of their

objects. That trial reminded them afresh, that such a measure

had been contemplated, and they imagined it had become more

easy, after Jackson's arrest, by the conquest of Holland in the

intermediate winter, and by the possession of the Dutch fleet.

The United Irishmen were at this time beginning to spread

very rapidly in the counties of Down and Antrim ; and the

effects of their system might easily be traced by the brotherhood

of affection, which, pursuant to the words of their test, it pro-

duced among Irishmen of every religious persuasion. Men who

had previously been separated by sectarial abhorrence, were

now joined together in cordial, and almost incredible amity.

Of this perhaps, no instance more remarkable can be con-

ceived, than the conduct of the covenanters, a sect still nume-

rous in those two counties. By all the prejudices of birth and

education, they appeared removed to the utmost possible ex-

treme, from any kind of co-operation or intercourse with catho-

lics. Their adherence to the solemn league and covenant, bound

them to the accomplishment of the reformation in England,

and Ireland, " according to the word of God, and the exam-

w pie of the best reformed churches while the traditional

notions which they; inherited were, that the reformation could

only be brought about by coercion and penal laws. They were,

however, lovers of liberty, and republicans by religion and

descent : their concurrence in the general system was, therefore,

not unimportant. To this effect, it was laid before them, that

persecution in itself unjust, had been also found insufficient for

reclaiming catholics ; that the desired reformation could only

be accomplished by the efforts of reason,, which would be best

promoted by mixing with the misled, and gradually convincing

thsra
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them of their errors ; that affection worked more strongly upon

ignorance and obstinacy than hatred ; and that in doing jus*

tice to those men, by permitting to them the enjoyment of all

their rights, the object of the solemn league and covenant would

not be in the least counteracted, and the cause of liberty (for

which an almost equal enthusiasm was felt) would be exceed-

ingly promoted. Arguments so appropriate and just were too

strong for prejudice. Covenanters in numbers became United

Irishmen, and the most active promoters of the system. After

this had gone on for some time among them, Quigley, a catho-

tholic priest, (whose name is since well known from hi3 trial and

conviction at Maidstone) went to a part of the country where

they were settled, and was introduced as a fellow labourer in the

common cause* The affection which those poor men shewed to

one whom, shortly before, they would perhaps have regarded as

a daemon, was truly astonishing. Intelligence was dispatched to

every part, of his arrival, and from every part they crowded to

receive and caress him. But when they learned that 'this Ro-

mish priest was so sincere a lover of liberty, as to have been ac-

tually fighting at the capture of the Bastiie, their joy was almost

extravagant.

Such were the effects of this new system, as far as it had ex-

tended, while the zeal of its members was over-coming every

other obstacle, and establishing it in every direction. It was

almost entirely destitute of funds, by which mercenary assistance

could be procured ; but numbers were found ready to quit their

daily occupations, and go on missions to different parts of the

North.

As secresy was one of its vital principles, care was taken,

from trie very beginning, to guard against large meetings, by

an arrangement, that no society should consist of more than

thirty-six, and that when it amounted to that number, it should

split into two societies of eighteen each, the members to be

drawn
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drawn by lot, unless in country places, where they might divide

according to local situation ; they were connected together and

kept up their occasional communication by delegates. As they

were now become very numerous, particularly in the county of

Antrim, it was found necessary to form a general system of de-

legation, on a scale sufficiently large for their growing import-

ance, and even capable of comprehending every possible increase.

Accordingly, delegates were expressly appointed from almost

every existing society, and the representatives of seventy-two

met, for that purpose, at Belfast, on the 10th of May, 1795.

In addition to what they found already established, respecting

individual societies, they framed a system of committees, and

thus completed the original constitution of the new United Irish-

men; a brief abstract of which is as follows.

It first states the object of the institution to be, to forward

a brotherhood of affection, a communion of rights, and an union

of power, among Irishmen of every religious persuasion, and

thereby to obtain a complete reform in the legislature, founded

on the principles of civil, political, and religious liberty. It then

proceeds to the rules of individual societies, such as the admission

of members by ballot ; the raising of a fund by monthly sub-

scriptions ; the appointment of a secretary and treasurer by bal-

lot, once every three months ; the election by ballot of two

members from each society, who with the secretary were to re-

present it in a baronial committee, the regulation of some minor

internal affairs ; the taking of the test by every newly elected

member, in a separate apartment, in the presence of the

persons who proposed and seconded him, and of a mem-

ber appointed by the chairman; after which he was to be

brought into the body of the society, where he was again to

take it publicly ; the splitting of every society amounting in

number to thirty-six, into two equal parts—the eighteen names

drawn by lot were to be the senior society, and its delegates

were to procure from the baronial committee a number for the

Q junio*
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junior, according to which it was to be classed and recognized,

and its deiegates received by that committee ; no society was

to be recognized by any committee, unless approving of and

taking the test, and amounting to seven members ; lastly was

laid down the order of business at each meeting. From these

societies, committees took tfieir origin, in an ascending series

;

the baronials consisted of their immediate delegates. When
any barony or other district should contain three or more societies,

it was determined that three members from each, appointed as

already mentioned, were to form a baronial for three months.

In order to preserve the necessary connection between all the

parts, no committee in any new barony or district could act un-

til properly constituted: for that purpose the secretary of the

senior society was to request a deputation from the nearest ba-

ronial, to constitute a committee for that barony or district.

—

When the number of societies in any barony amounted to eight

in order to prevent the committee's becoming too numerous, it

had a right to form another baronial; but each was to represent

at least three societies. That none might be unrepresented, ba-

ronials were empowered to receive delegates from the societies of

a contiguous barony, which did not contain three. The baro-

nials were also to correspond with societies or with individuals,

who had been duly qualified as United Irishmen ; and any busi-

ness originating in one society, should, at the instance of its de-
,

legates, be laid by the baronial before the others. The county

committees were to be formed when any county had three or

more baronials, by two persons from each, to be chosen by bal-

lot for three months: and until that took place, the existing ba-

ronial in any county had liberty to send delegates to the adja-

cent county committee. Provincials were in like manner to

take place, when two or more counties in a province had their

committees, by three from each, also chosen for three months by

ballot ; and where a provincial was not yet constituted, the coun-

ty committees were to send delegates to the nearest provincial.

The national committee was to consist of five delegates from

each
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each provincial. The names of committee men were not to be

known by any person but those who elected them.

Whoever reflects on this constitution for a moment, will per-

ceive that it was prepared with the most important views. It

formed a gradually extending representative system, founded on

universal suffrage, and frequent elections. It was fitted to a ba-

rony, county, or province, while the organization was confined

within those limits ; but if the whole nation adopted the system,

it furnished a national government.

The 10th of May, 1795, therefore, produced the most im-

portant consequences to Ireland, and such as will be remember-

ed by the latest posterity. Curiosity will naturally be solici-

tous to learn, who and what manner of men they were, that dared

to harbour such comprehensive and nearly vicipnary ideas. They

were almost universally farmers, manufacturers, and shop-keep-

ers, the representatives of men certainly not superior to them-

selves ; but they and their constituents were immoveable repub-

licans. After the business, for which they had been deputed,

was finished, the person whom they had appointed their chair-

man, stated that they had undertaken no light matter; that it

was adviseable to be ascertained whether their pursuits and ob-

jects were the same ; and that he would, therefore, with the per-

mission of the meeting, ask every delegate what were his views,

and as he apprehended, those of his society. This being done,

e^ery individual answered in his turn, a republican government,

with separation from England, and assigned his reasons for those

views.

Statesmen and historians have been, perhaps at all times, too,

much inclined to characterise the people as a blind, unthinking';

mass ; and to attribute its movements to the skill and artifice of

a few factious demagogues, whom they suppose able, by false

pretences, to excite or sail at pleasure, the popular storm.

—

q 2 In
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In the present instance, it is unquestionably a mistake, which

has led to many erroneous conclusions, and even to some false

steps, to imagine that the people were deluded into the United

Irish system, by ambitious leaders, who held out as a pretence,

catholic emancipation and parliamentary reform. These were

very seriously pursued, until the first was to a great degree ac-

quired, and the attainment of the last became desperate. From

this despair, and the measures that produced it, arose a change

of objects ; but it arose with the people themselves. In Ire-

land, the catholics in general, particularly the poor, had long

entertained a rooted wish for separation, which they considered

as synonymous with national independence. The desire for this

and the more modern spirit of republicanism, having been equally

the result of undoubted grievances and protracted sufferings,

sprung up principally where those grievances were most oppres-

sive and longest endured—with, the lowest orders, whose expe-

rience and feeling supplied the place of learning and reflection.

As the United Irish system ascended into the upper ranks, it

cngulphed into it, numbers who afterwards indeed appeared as

leaders ; but while these men were ignorant of that system, and

very earnestly aiming at reform, multitudes of the people, whom

they are supposed to have deluded, were as earnestly intent

upon a republic : and even after they coincided in endeavouring

for that form of government, they would perhaps have been

mqre ready than their poorer associates, to abandon the pursuit,

if reform had been granted.

In the mean time, parliament was occupied with measures,

of a very different nature and importance, from those just de-

scribed : its attention was engaged in discussing the motives of

Lord Fitzwilliam's recall, and in adopting or rejecting the

proposed measures of his administration. The bill for regulating

the treasury, the alteration of the police laws, substituting in

lieu of that institution, a parochial watch for Dublin, as well

as the regulations restraining the abuse of spiritual liquors, and

giving
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giving encouragement to the brewing trade, were allowed to

take effect ; the project of equalizing the commercial duties

between the two countries, was evaded by adjournment ; but

the catholic bill introduced by Mr. G rattan, was rejected on the

4th of May. That question had now lust much of its public

interest; not only because its absolute importance was little, and

that little daily vanishing, but also because, from the change

of administration, the urging of it was attended with no prospect

of success. It served, however, to produce a very long and

animated debate in the house of commons. The splendid ta-

lents and argumentative powers of Mr. Grattan were called forth

again, to illustrate, adorn and diversify a subject on which he

had more than once bestowed such efforts as would have ex-

hausted any ordinary mind.

Opposite in opinions, reasonings, matter and manner was the

speech of Dr. Duigenan, conceived and delivered in a stile pecu-

liar to himself,

On this night Mr. Arthur O'Connor first attracted public no-

tice. Quitting the uninteresting question before the house,

and profiting by a well known argument against the catholic

claims, that if complied with, they would overturn the consti-

tution and church establishment, he took a bold and compre-

hensive review of both ; examined what he allcdged to be the

principles on which they were founded ; the corruptions by

which they were supported, and the vices to which they gave

birth ; from thence he inferred, that if the predicted subversion

were, in truth, to take place, great good to the whole nation

would be the immediate consequence. Although it was impos.

sible to arrive at this conclusion, except by arguments familiar

to all reflecting republicans, and often, but covertly, urged in

the Northern Star and their other favourite publications, yet

this speech excited the utmost astonishment : partly from its

ability, partly as coming from an unknown man, that had pre-

viously
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viously supported the measures of government, and partly be-

cause it was spoken within the walls of parliament. It also pro-

cured to its author uncommon popularity with the Irish people,

who are always ready to receive with open arms, a repentant

friend.

The bill was lost by 155 to 84 ; a disparity that may perhaps

excite conjecture as to what the numbers would have been, if

Lord Fitzwilliam had continued chief governor.

Another question also relating to the members of the same

religion, was still in agitation. Dr. Hussey had been sent over2

as already stated, by the British cabinet, to prepare and super-

intend a plan for educating their clergy, and one was accordingly

submitted to parliament. Whatever connexion it may have had

with the bargain, said to have been entered into between their

prelates and Lord Westmoreland's administration, it was highly

approved of by those reverend persons; but a strong petition was

presented against it by a number of catholic laymen. Their ob-

jections were, that in the college, which the proposed plan went

to establish, trustees different from the principal and professors

were empowered to regulate the course of education, and also

to appoint professors and scholars on the foundation, without any

kind of examinatian into their merits or qualifications ; and also,

that the plan as far as it operated, obstructed the educating to-

gether of catholics and protestants : the petitioners, therefore,

strongly reprobated it as tending to perpetuate a line of separa-

tion, which the interest of the country required to be obliterat-

ed, and as preventing early habits from producing a liberal and^

friendly intercourse through life. Such objections might per-

haps have deserved the attention of philosophic legislators; they

Were, however, entirely disregarded by parliament, and the plan

was adopted without alteration—almost without discussion or

Rebate.

The.
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The conclusion of this session was rendered remarkable, by

something like impotency or unwillingness in the house of com-

mons, to defenpl its own dignity. A Mr. Ottiwell, a subordi-

nate clerk in the revenue, had proposed to the commissioners of

wide streets in Dublin, for a large quantity of ground, near Car-

lisle-bridge : his proposal was accepted, and in consequence of

the bargain, the public lost sixty thousand pounds. Some cir-

cumstances having raised a suspicion, that it was the result of

fraud and collusion, accomplished through the influence of Mr.

Beresford, who was generally believed to be a partner in the pro-

fits, a committee to enquire into the transaction was appointed in

the reforming administration of Lord Fitzwilliam. When that

nobleman was displaced, however, the Beresford interest having

been restored, Mr. Ottiwell took courage, and refused to answer

to the committee, certain questions not tending to criminate him-

self. The contempt was reported to the house, and he was sum-

moned to the bar. Having refused there likewise to answer, it

was moved to take him into custody. This motion being re-

nsted, the speaker rose, and desired, that as the house was thin,

gentlemen should not go away—instantly, above a dozen mem-

bers withdrew, as if they had conceived the caution to be a

hint ; on a division, the total numbers not amounting to fortv,

the house was of course adjourned, and Mr. Ottiwell returned

home unmolested. In two days after, the motion was renewed

and carried; but Mr. Ottiwell staid within doors, and his servants

refused to let the Serjeant at arms see him. Thus did this man

who appeared to be concealing, by contumacy, an aliedged fraud

upon the public to the amount of sixty thousand poands, conti-

nue to the very end of the session, to insult the dignity of that

house, and to defy those privileges which had so often stricken

terror into the editors of newspapers and others accused of abus-

ing the liberty of the press.

The labours of parliament were interrupted by prorogation on

the 5th of June; but the business of the United Irishmen had

been
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been carried on, and still proceeded without interruption. It

has been more than once stated, that Jthey were anxious to

procure the co-operation of France; and the circumstances about

to be detailed, will shew that they* never lost sight of that cardi-

nal object. Very early in 1795, while their organization ex-

tended no further than individual societies, communicating by

delegates, they ventured to appoint a person to go to that coun-

try for the express purpose cf soliciting an invasion : his depar-

ture, however, was postponed by various circumstances j and

the trial of Mr. Jackson took place. The facts that were

disclosed on that occasion, and the payment of the vote of fif-

teen hundred pounds by the catholics, which was not made

till after the recall of Lord Fitzwilfiam, determined Mr. Tone to

go to America. His talents and inclinations were indisputable;

it was, therefore, conceived that his emigration might be ren-

dered subservient to the views of the United Irishmen, without

the intervention of any other agent. At this time their system

had reached no higher than a committee for the county of An-

trim. Certain members of that committee, having then cast

their eyes upon Tone, consulted with confidential friends,

not actually in the organization, but with whom he had been in

habits of unreserved communication. The result was, that af-

ter his arrival at Belfast, on his way to America, perfectly igno-

rant of the business and of the new system, to which he did not

belong, he was empowered by those persons, some of whom held

the highest situations at that time in the system, to set forth

ttf the French government, through its agent in America, the

state of Ireland and its dispositions. For that purpose, they

were completely developed to him ; the rising strength of the

organization was pointed out ; and also the great probability of

getting into it all the defenders, the ground of which was, even

then, actually laid.

Mr. Tone left Ireland on the 16th of June. When he arrived

off die coast cf America, he was near having all his prospects,

personal
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personal and political, blasted, by an outrage which British

ships of war were in the habit of committing, with impunity,

against the American flag. The vessel in which he took his

passage, (the Cincinn tus of Wilmington) was stopped and

boarded by three English frigates, (the Thetis, the Hussar,

and the Esperance) for the express purpose of pressing into the

British service, such sailors and passengers as might be thought

fit. The party entrusted with the execution of this duty, after

treating the officers and crew of the American ship with charac-

teristic rudeness, pressed all the hands but one, and above fifty

of the passengers, who were obviously not sea-faring men, and

were sailing under the protection of a neutral flag. Mr. Tone,

on one occasion, attempted to interfere in favour of the father

of a family whose wife and children were on board ; but the

only consequence of his interference was, that he himself was

dragged into the boat, to be made a common sailor in the Bri-

tish navy.

This would probably have been his fate, but that the heart

of ihe commanding officer was accessible to the distraction and

despair of a sister, a wife and children. He was so far effected

by the screams of Mrs. Tone, by the agonies of a beautiful and

interesting female, and by the tears and cries of her children, that

he released his victim.

Soon after Tone's landing in America, having waited on Ci-

tizen Adet, the French minister, he communicated to him the

information and commission with which he was charged, but had

the mortification to be very coldly received.

Those, however, who deputed him, had every reason to be

convinced that their conduct met the wishes of the United I; i;>h-

men. Not long after Tone had left Ireland, a provincial com-

mittee.-for Ulster was organized, in consequence of the commit-

tees for the counties of Down and Antrim having; been consti-a
k tuted
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tuted. As this provincial was to meet only once a month, and

and its members to come from different and distant parts of the

country, it determined, about the end of August, to form a

b:^.;, aot specified in the constitution, which was called the ex-

ecutive, because its duty was entirely confined within the limits

denoted by that term, it having no originating power, and being

totally subservient to the provincial. During the intervals of

that committee's meetings, the executive was to execute what

had been ordered, and afterwards to report its own proceed-

ings at the next opportunity. It was to be a watch upon the

government, and to call extra meetings of the provincial, if

necessary. As its connection was only with that commit-

tee, its members were unknown to any but those who ap-

pointed thein.

While this organization was advancing, the wish of the peo-

ple for French alliance developed itself more and more, in each

successive stage. At a county committee held in Antrim, dur-

ing that summer, a member from an obscure district, proposed

that it should be recommended to the provincial, to open a com-

munication with France. This was unanimously agreed to, and

the recommendation transmitted to the provincial, by whom it

was unanimously adopted : it was then given in charge to be

carried into effect by the executive
;
which, thereupon, was in-

formed of every thing that had been done respecting Tone. It

therefore did not think fit to take any new step, further than

causing fresh advices to be dispatched to him, setting forth the

stare of Ireland at the time of writing ; the risings, prosecutions

and convictions at the assises in Leinster and Connaught ; the

transportations without trial in the latter province during that

summer, and the growing discontents that were becoming more

apparent and formidable. He w as therefore urged to press, both on

the score of French and Irish interests, for an invasion. In con-

sequence of this communication, he again waited on ^itizen

Adet, whose manner of reception was now entirely changed.

That
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That minister had in the interval written home for instructions,

and the answer of the directory had arrived, Ordering him to press

Tone to repair to France without d.lay. /This was accordingly-

urged in the strongest manner, and Tone sailed from America

on the 2/5th of December. After a very quick passage, he was

received by the government in the most confidential and respect-

ful manner. In some time, and on a more intimate knowledge

of him, he was placed in the army, and promoted to the rank of

chef de brigade, and adjutant-general.

The statement which had been transmitted to him, amply

justified his impressing on the directory the magnitude and uni-

versality of popular discontent in Ireland ; for after he had left

that country, insurrection and open disturbances began to show

themselves in many places, but particularly in the provinces of

Leinster, Connaught and Ulster. The defenders in the two

former were active in encreasing their numbers, and seemed, at

length, to imagine themselves equal to some great exertion ; they

assembled very frequently in the counties near Dublin, especially

Meath, and stripped many houses of arms. They appeared in

still greater strength in the counties of Leinster, Roscommon

and Longford, where at first there seemed no force equal to re-

sist them. These proceedings made the summer assizes of that

year remarkable for the number of convictions and capital exe-

cutions. Of these, the trial and conviction at Naas, in the

county of Kildare, of Lawrence O'Connor, a Schoolmaster, and

the most respectable person, in point of rank, that had been yet

discovered in 'the defender system, was made particularly conspi-

cuous by his firmness and devoted attachment to his principles.

When sentence was goh.g to be passed upon him, he boldly de-

fended the institution, on the ground of the oppressed state of

the poor; and when the judge who was performing that awful

office, struck with his appearance and conduct, asked him, had

he arr^wife or children, " my Lord," he replied, « God will

* 2 take

I
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take care of them, for I die in a good cause." He suffered on

the 7th of September, without derogating from his previous de-

meanour.

In the Connaught counties, the trials were not as numerous in

proportion as in Lcinster. Lord Carhampton had gone down

to quell the insurrections, and after he had succeeded, thinking

perhaps that legal proceedings were tedious and sometimes un-

certain in their issue, he delivered the gaols of most of their in-

habitants, by taking such as he thought fit, and sending them,

without form of trial, or other warrant but his own military or-

der, to serve on board the fleet. In this manner, nearly 1300

persons were transported, not by their own connivance, nor as a

kind of voluntary commutation of what they might suffer if ri-

gorously prosecuted. On the contrary, it was not even pretend-

ed, that those selected were accused of the most serious crimes,

or the most likely to meet conviction before a jury ; nor was the

act attributed by the inhabitants of the country, to a misjudging

lenity. Indeed the objects of this summary measure were fre-

quently seen tied down on carts, in the bitterest agonies, crying

out incessantly for trial, but crying in vain. This conduct

marked his lordship's attachment to government too strongly,

not to have its imitators: Magistrates, therefore., without military

roznmissions, but within the influence of his example, assumed

tq themselves also the authority of transporting without trial.

In the province of Ulster, the county of Armagh and its bor-

ders exhibited a scene of more melancholy disturbances, and more

abominable oppressions than afflicted or disgraced the rest of

Ireland, The religious animosities that had raged so violently

in 1793, appeared to have been subdued by the combined efforts

of liberal catholics and dissenters, by the unremitting exertions of

the United Irishmen of that day, and by the conciliatory senti-

ments which flowed from the press, as far as it was in the same

interests. The press, however, was subsequently reduced ftnost

to
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to silence ; and the recent coercive statutes had nearly annihi-

lated all public efforts by united, or even liberal Irishmen, on Any

subject of general politics, except during the transitory adminis-

tration of Lord Fitzwilliam. The barriers to the revival of

those animosities being thus broken down, they again desolated

the country with augmented fury* The peep-V-day-boys, who

originallv pretended only to enforce the popery laws, by depriv-

ing catholics of their arms, now affected more important objects.

They claimed to be assoc iated for the support of a protestant go-

vernment, and a protestant succession, which they said were en-

dangered by the encreased power of the catholics in the state,

and they therefore adopted the name of Orange-men, to express

their attachment to the memory of that prince to whom they

owed those blessing. With this change of name, they asserted

they had also gained an accession of strength : for the peep-o'-

day-boys only imagined they were supported by the law of the

land, in their depredations on their catholic neighbours ; but the

Orange-men boasted a protection greater than, even that of law

—

the connivance and concealed support of those who were bound

to see it fairly administered. Thus emboldened, and as they

ailedged, reinforced, they renewed their ancient persecutions ;

but not content with stripping catholics of arms, they now

went greater lengths than they had ever done before, in adding

hrSult to injury sometimes by mocking the solemnities of their

worship, and at others, even by firing into the cohins of the

dead, on their way to sepulture.

The catholics were by no means inclined to submit with tame*

ness to these outrages. The defender system had nearly includ-

ed all of that persuasion in the lower ranks, and scarcely any

others were to be found in the neighbourhood. They seized

some opportunities of retaliating, and thus restored to defender-

ism, in that part of the country, its original character of a religi-

ous feud. These mutual irritations still encreasinff, at length

produced open hostilities. An affray near Lough Briekland,

on
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on the borders of the counties of Down and Armagh, and ano-

ther at the fair of Loughgall, preceded and led to a more gene-

ral engagement, in the month of August, at a place called the

Diamond, near Portadovm, in the county of Armagh. For

some days previous to this, both parties had been preparing and

collecting their forces; they serzed the different passes and roads;

had their advanced posts, and were in some measure encamped

and hutted. No steps, however, were taken by the magistrates

of the country ; nor, as fir as can be inferred from any visible

circumstances, even by government itself, to prevent this religi-

ous war, publicly levied and carried on, in one of the most popu-

lous, cultivated and highly improved parts of the kingdom : nay

more, the party which provoked the hostilities, and which the

event has proved to have been the strongest, boasted of being

connived at, for its well known loyalty and attachment to the

constitution.

Whatever may have been the motives for this inaction, certain

it is, that both parties assembled at the Diamond, to the amount

of several thousands. The defenders were the most nume-

rous, but the Orangemen had an immense advantage in point

of preparation and skill, many of them having been members

of the old volunteer corps, whose arnH and discipline they

?t:ll retained, and perverted to very different purposes, from

those that have immortalized that body. The contest, there-

fore, was not long or doubtful ; the defenders were speedily de-

feated, with the loss of some few killed and left on the field of

battle, besides the wounded, whom they carried away. After

this, in consequence of the interference of a catholic priest and

of a country gentleman, a truce between both parties was

agreed upon, which was unfortunately violated in less than

t%venty-four hours. The two bodies that had consented to it,

tor the most part dispersed ; the district, however, in which

the battle was fought, being entirely filled with Orangemen,

*ome of them still remained embodied, but the catholics returned

home
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home. In the course of next day, about seven hundred de-

fenders from Keady, in a remote part of the county, came to

the succour of their friends, and ignorant of the armistice, at-

tacked the Orangemen, who were still assembled. The asso-

ciates of the latter being on the spot, quickly collected again,

and the defenders were once more routed. Perhaps this mistake

might have been cleared up, and the treaty renewed, if the

resentment of the Orangemen had not been fomented and che-

rished by persons to whom reconciliation of any kind was .hate-

ful. The catholics, after this transaction, never attempted to

make a stand, but the . Orangemen commenced a persecution

of the blackest die. They would no longer permit a catholic

to exist in the county. They posted up on the cabins of those

unfortunate victims this pithy notice, <{ to hell or Connaught

and appointed a limited time in which the necessary removal of

persons and property was to be made. If after the expiration of

that period, the notice had not been entirely complied with, the

Orangemen assembled, destroyed their furniture, burnt the

habitations, and forced the ruined family to fly elsewhere for

shelter. So punctual were they in executing their threats, that

after some experiments, none were found rash enough to abide

the event of non-cornpliance. In this way, upwards of se-

ven hundred catholic families in one county, were forced to

abandon their farms, their dwellings, and their properties, with-

out any process of law, and even without any allcdged crime?

except their religious belief be one.

While these outrages were going on, the resident magistrates

were not found to resist them, and in some instances were

even more than inactive spectators. The arm of government

too, seemed palsied ; or its strength exhausted by its efforts

in Connaught to restrain the subdued insurgents, and by the

vigilant activity of the commander in that province, to trans-

port the suspected without trial. The county of Armagh, how-

ever, and its neighbourhood, were not destitute of military force.
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able and willing to repress those outrages. The Queen's county

militia, consisting mostly of catholics, was there, and exceed-

ingly incensed at the unresisted, unrestrained, and even unno-

ticed, persecution against that religion, which it was forced to

witness.

But though the protecting hand of government, or of the ma-

gistracy, was not held forth to the oppressed, they were not ut-

terly abandoned. The United Irishmen endeavoured to allay

the animosities by conciliatory efforts, as well as to bring to pu-

nishment the most daring violators of the law, and the magis-

trates, from whose suspicions inactivity they derived most suc-

cour. This, it was hoped, would produce many advantages.

The United Irishmen would convince those forlorn people of

their sincerity in seeking for the entire abolition of all religious

distinctions, and perhaps induce them, by gratitude and interest,

to enter into the union. If redress was to be obtained, or the

protestant persecution to be checked, the catholics would owe to

their exertions, at least a temporary relief from immediate suffer-

ings, until the fulness of time should arrive for decisive reme-

dies; but if the alledged connivance and support of magistrates

and higher authorities should succeed in frustrating legal prose-

cutions, at least the, horrible atrocities themselves would be ex-

posed beyond the possibility of concealment or denial; and from

the failure of the experiment, it was expected the proscribed

would at last conclude, that their protection was not to be found

in perverted laws, or delusive tribunals.

Prosecutions were therefore commenced and carried on In the

executive, at the desire of the provincial committee of the United

Irishmen, against some of the most notorious offenders, and

some of the most guilty magistrates ; but that measure appeared

only to redouble the outrages. Many of those who attempted

to swear examinations, were killed or forced to fly, and others

complied by the fears of death, to retract or contradict the

depositions
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depositions they had given. The applications were, in this man-

ner, almost entirely defeated
;

or, if they succeeded, the proceed-

ings were studiously protracted by every legal artifice ; even the

verdicts of juries, summoned by sheriffs, and influenced by ma-

gistrates, themselves labouring under heavy suspicions, were

sometimes interposed between the prosecutors and justice. Ef-

fectual relief was thus indeed, for the most part, withheld from

the oppressed ; but they learned to look upon the United

Irishmen as their only friends, to confide in the sincerity of

those protestants who had joined in the union, and no longer to

look, with hope or affection, towards the existing law or its

remedies.

These objects were likewise accomplishing, at the same time,

by other means. The steps that were taken against the defen-

ders in Leinster and Connau^ht, and the house-rackings in the

county of Armagh, had forced many wretches to abandon their

homes, and seek for shelter where they might be unknown

and unsuspected. Some of these unhappy fugitives were in-

vited to Belfast, from whence they were received by the Presby-

terian families in the counties of Down and Antrim
;
they were

secured from danger, provided with employment, treated with

affectionate hospitality, arid the hereditary prejudices they had

imbibed against northerns and dissenters, were lost in the over-

flowings of their gratitude. To their friends, whom necessity

had not compelled to flight, they communicated the intelligence

of their safely and happiness ; thus spreading the fame of United

Irish sincerity and attachment to remote districts, where the

system was then unknown.

But the most important accession of strength gained by that

body, at this period, arose from their successful interference

with the defenders, particularly in the counties of Down and

Antrim. From the first formation of the union, its most active

S members
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members were ex f reme!y anxious to iearn tlie views and inten-

tions of the defenders. The latter, it was manifest, wished a re-

dress of many cf those grievances, against which the efforts of the

former were also directed ; but their wishes were not sufficiently

seconded by intelligence, nor did their institution appear calcu

lated for co-operation on an extensive scale : it seemed almost

exclusively catholic, and as far as could be ascertained, was not

Sufficiently representative. Besides, as most counties had some-

thing peculiar to themselves, either in their test, their formali-

ties, or their signs, a defender in one county was not, therefore,

one in another ; and the association or rather mass of associa-

tions, wanted an uniformity of views and actions. As it owed

its origin to religious animosities, and was almost entirely com-

posed of illiterate persons, there was reason to apprehend, it

might still be vitiated by bigotry and ignorance, and that instead

of reserving its physical force for one object and one effort, it

might waste itself, as wras actually the case in Connaght, in par*

tial and ill directed insurrections against local grievances. The

united sy stem, cn the ether hand, by pursuing only one thing,

4< an equal, full and adequate representation of the people," secur-

ed an uniformity of views, and by fixing attention on the state of

the- representation, as the fruitful parent of every other evil, it

suggested, wherever it gained admission, a remedy for the op-

pressions by which the inhabitants were most afflicted. Pro*

deeding as it did, on the principle of abolishing all political dis-

tinctions on account of religion, and of establishing a brother-

hood of affection among Irishmen of every religious persuasion,

it struck at the root of bigotry, received the support, and secure

ed the co-operation of every sect, that was not rendered hostile

by an immediate interest in the abuses it proposed to remedy*

Organized as it was under a series of committees which were

connected together to the highest rank, it was capable of the

mosl perfect co-operation, and had in itself, all the advantages

of
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of a provisional representative government, to which it was

habituating its members, before they could be called upon to

establish a national constitution,

This immense superiority of advantages in favour of the uni-

ted system, which clearly proved that it was the result of settled

design and reflection, while the other seemed to derive its birth

from accident and ignorance, was pointed out to the defenders

in the counties where the union was most prevalent. There

was no repugnancy in the tests of the two bodies, and many

catholics had, from the commencement, belonged to both.

They persuaded other defenders to follow their example. Pro-

testant United Irishmen too, resolved to break the exclusively

catholic appearance of defenderism ; there being nothing in the

test or regulations to prevent them, they were sworn into that

- body, and carried along with them their information, tolerance

and republicanism. They pointed out to their new associates,

all that has been already stated in the comparison between the

two systems ; and set before them, that the something which

the defenders vaguely conceived, ought to be donefor Ireland,

was, by separating it from England, to establish its real as well

as nominal independence ; and they urged the necessity of com-

bining into one body, all who were actuated with the same

views. At last their exertions were favoured with entire suc-

cess. The defenders, by specific votes in their own societies,

agreed to be sworn United Irishmen, and incorporated in large

bodies into the union. Thus did they in those counties, merge

into the broadest and best concerted institution, which from

henceforth, spread through their catholic districts with surprising

rapidity; the inhabitants having abandoned whatever v/eie ihe

peculiarities of their own association.

The northern United Irishmen likewise pursued their scheme

still further. The executions in Meath, Kiidare, and latterly in

s 2 the
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the capital itself, shewed to them that defenderism had reached

so far, and was likely to extend through all the catholic parts of

the kingdom. Weldon, Hart, Kennedy, and others, were found

guilty in Dublin, in the latter end of 1795, of high treason, as

being defenders, and met their fate with that enthusiasm and for-

titude, which political as well as religious sufferers have, in al-

most all ages, exhibited. The evidence on those trials shewed

that the views of the catholics of that rank of life, in and near

the metropolis, though they had never yet heard of the united

system, were perfectly conformable to those of the northern re-

publicans. This coincidence determined the latter to open a

communication which should pave the way for the extension of

their own organization. They accordingly dispatched persons

up to Dublin, who found means to explain themselves with some

of the principal defenders of the counties of Meath, Dublin and

elsewhere. This caused deputies from them to be sent to Bel-

fast, to examine if the views of the north corresponded with

theirs, and how far its sincerity might be relied on. These men

on their arrival there, were soon convinced that the northerns,

were more enlightened, and as ardent as themselves, and that

their sincerity was too often proved and two explicitly manifested

to be doubted. On their return home, they communicated

a detail of the views of the union, and laid the foundation for

the adoption of that system by the catholics who deputed

them.

The impression which was made by all those measures on the

defenders, gave the United Irishmen a ready access to the militia

iv q iments,. as they arrived in the north. These were mostly com-

posed of catholics, having come from the other provinces ; in

many instances they were already defenders, that association hav-

ing spread into the counties where they were raised. The pro-

gressive steps were now made easy: the catholic soldier had no

reluctance to become a defender; the defender was quickly in-

duced to follow the example of those where he was quartered,

and
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and to become an United Irishman. The union thus spread

among them very extensively, and the militia regiments were

often vehicles by which both systems were carried to different

and remote districts.

****** *****
******* * * * *

******* * • * *

INTRODUCTION.



INTRODUCTION

TO A

DIGEST OF THE POPERY LAWS,

BY THE HON. SIMON BUTLER.

REFERRED TO 7Ar PAGE II.

Ok the 2] st of January, 1792, the society of United Irish-

men of Dublin, with the Hon. Simon Butler in the chair,

received the report of its committee appointed to enquire into the

popery laws, at that time in force in the realm. This able and

striking digest of the statutes enacted by British power and in-

fluence, against the great majority of the inhabitants of Ireland,,

brought the whole of that monstrous code under one view, made

a reference to its detailed enormities easy, and effected more in

bringing the system and its authors into abhorrence, than had

been ever done by any other publication. The report classed the

popery laws under the following general heads, viz :

EDUCATION,

GUARDIANSHIP,

MARRIAGE,

5-ELF-DEFENCE,

EXERCISE OF RELIGION,

ENJOYMENT AND DISPOSITION OP PROPERTY,

ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY,

FRANCHISER.

A second
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A second edition Gf this work being almost immediately called

for, the following view, divested as much as could be of technical

expressions, was prefixed to it by way of introduction.

" As the Irish popery laws have at length become a subject

of so much notorious consideration as well as abhorrence, and as

their violence has of late years undergone some mitigation through

the liberality of the times, and the deep impression made by the

exemplary good conduct of the great catholic body, it is thought

necessary to prefix to this second edition cf our report, a simple

view of the actual state of the popery laws, fur the reader, less

habituated to the intricacies of statute reading. In doing this

we wave all observation except what is necessary to render the in-

tention of the legislature distinct and evident, and we forego that

method in which the legislature has arranged the various regula-

tions of which those statutes are composed, wishing to state their

present operation in a short and familiar manner.

EDUCATION.

" In every well regulated community, the education of vouth

has been an object of the greatest notice.

" The Irish pcpeiy laws have not been inoperative on this

point.

" Those who are acquainted with the constitution of our uni-

versity, need not be informed, that none, except those who con-

form to the established church, can be admitted to study there,

and that none can obtain the degrees therein, who have not pre-

viously taken all the tests, oaths and declarations ; so that papist I

are entirely excluded from education in the authorized establish

ment for learning in their own country*

" No
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u No popish university or college can be erected or endowed.

" No popish school can be endowed.

" But, if we truly conceive the sense of line legislature, (which

from the obscurity of its language in this as in otuer instances is

not easy,) a papist, cn taking the oath of allegiance, and sub-

scribing the declaration prescribed by the Uth and 14th Geo. 3.

ch. 35. does thereby qualify himself to instruct in learning, pub-

licly and privately, youth of his own persuasion ; but lest he

should educate any protestants, and thereby have opportunity of

making proselytes, the law has provided that he shall not receive

into his school any protestant, or become an usher, under-master

or assistant to a protestant schoolmaster.

Protestants and convertsfrom popery, educating or permitting

their children (not already papists, and above fourteen years of

age) to be educated papists, shall be subject to such disabilities

as papists are.

•* Any convert y
if a justice of peace, who educates any of his

children under sixteen years of age in the popish religion, shall,

on conviction of acting as such, suffer one year's imprisonment,

forfeit ^£100, and be incapable of being an executor, administra-

tor or guardian.

" The children of papists are deemed papists until they con-

form, except such as from the age of twelve years have been

constantly bred up in the protestant religion, and received the

sacrament according to the church of Ireland, who shall be re-

puted protestants, unless they at any time after the age of eigh-

teen years declare themselves of the communion of the church of

Rome, or be present at mattiha or vespers according to the prac-

tice of that church, in which case they shall be subject to all the

penalties affecting converts relapsing to popery.

** Upon
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" Upon this view of the law concerning education, the nation

may judge of the liberal indulgence afforded to the Roman catho-

lics by admitting them to the benefits of education*'

GUARDIANSHIP.

" The law concerning guardianship stands simply tints :

—

Papists, other than ecclesiastics, taking the oath of allegiance,

and subscribing the declaration prescribed by the 13th and

14th Geo. 3. ch. 35, are thereby qualified to be guardians of

their own children or of the child of a papist, but not of the

child of a protestant.

MARRIAGE.

<* 'As to the law concerning marriage, it is extremely simple

in its severity, as it consists of but one regulation for every

marriage celebrated by a popibh priest, between two protestants

or between a papist and any person who has been or has profes-

sed him or herself to be a protestant at any time within twelve

months before such marriage, shall be null and void without any

process, judgment or sentence of law whatsoever ; and neverthe-

less, the popish priest who celebrates such marriage shall on con-

viction be gudty of felony without benefit cf clergy or of the

statute, and suffer death accordingly : for, says the lawyer, the

celebration and not the marriage, constitutes his -offence.—In or-

der to obtain evidence of the fact, two justices of the peace are

irnpowered to summon any persons whom they suipect to have

been present at any marriage, which they suspect to -have been

made contrary to this law, as well as the parties suspected to be

married, and such suspected parties and suspected %oiinesses declin-

ing to appear, or refusing to declare upon oath their knowledge

of the facts, or refusing after declaration of the facts to enter
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into recognizance to prosecute, shall be imprisoned for three

years.

" It must be admitted, that the legislature has lately declared,

that it shall and may be lawful to and for protestants and per-

sons professing the popish religion to intermarry, provided the

marriage be celebrated by a clergyman of the established

church; but when it is considered that, in the Roman catholic

persuasion, marriage is a sacrament, and ought to be celebrated

according to the rites and ceremonies of that church, it will be

readily granted, that by establishing the legality of inter-mar-

riages no very liberal indulgence was offered to the Roman ca-

tholics, the more especially as there is a saving in favour of the

law that enacts, " that a prctestant married to a papist, or a con-

" vert married since his conformity to a papist, shall not be en-

" titled to vote, at any election of members to serve in parlia-

" ment, in right of being a freeholder or protestant inhabitant of

«< a borough"

SELF-DEFENCE.

t£ There is another head upon which the legislature has thought

proper to change the course of the common law : it is the right

of self- defence; which is complicated with the use of arms. Now

this right, though one of the laws of nature, and indeed the first

of them, is yet so liable to so many dangerous abuses, that wise

communities have found it necessary to set several restrictions

upon it, especially temporary ones, on some imminent danger to

the public from foreign invasion. The method which the sta-

tute law of Ireland has taken upon this delicate article is, to

get rid of all the difficulties at once, by an universal prohibition

to all persons, who are not protestants, at all times, and under

all circumstances, to use or keep any kind Of weapons whatsoever.

In oroef to inforce this re^ulat ;cn» severe penalties, without any

regard

9
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regard to proportion, are inflicted ; new modes of inquisition arc

enjoined ; the largest powers are vested in the lowest magis-

trates. Any justice of the peace, or any magistrate of a city or

town corporate, with or without information, by themselves or

by their warrant, at their discretion, whenever they think proper,

at any hour of the day or nighty are impowered forcibly to enter

and to search the house of any papist, or of any prctestant whom

they suspect to keep arms in trust for a papist. This, we say,

they may do at their discretion ; and it seems a pretty ample

power to be vested in the hands of that class of magistrates.

if Besides the discretionary and occasional search, the law has

prescribed one that is general and periodical. It is to be made

annually , under the warrants of justices of peace and magistrates

of corporations, by the high and petty constables, or any others

whom they choose to authorize, with all the powers, and with

the same circumstances in every respect, which attend the discre-

tionary and occasional search,

" Not trusting however to the activity of the magistrates pro-

ceeding officially, the law has invited voluntary informers by the

distribution of. considerable rewards, and even pressed involuntary

into the service by the dread of very heavy penalties.—With re-

gard to the latter method, justices of the peace and magistrates

of corporations are empowered to summon before them any per-

son whatsoever, and to tender to him an oath, by which they ob-

lige him to discover concerning all persons, without distinctions

of propinquity or connection, who have any arms concealed con-

trary to law, and even whether he himself has any. His refusal

to appear, or appearing, his refusal to discover and inform, sub-

jects him tofine and imprisonment^ or such corporal punishment of

pillory or whipping as the court shall in its discretion think pr<--

per.—Thus all persons, peers and peeresses, protestants as well

as papists, may be summoned to perform tins honourable service,

by the bailiff of a corporation of a few straggling cottages, and

T 2 refusing
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refusing to perform it, are liable to be fined and imprisoned,

pilloried or whipped.—The punishment for the first offence

in peers and freresses, if not pilloried or whipped, is «^300,

and for the second offence the punishment is no less than the

penalties of a person attainted in a praemunire, that is, " the

" offender shall be out of the king's protection, and his or her

" lands and tenements, good and chattels, forfeited to the

" king : and hip. or her body shall remain in prison at the king's

<e pleasure."—The punishment for the offence in persons of an

inferior order, if not pilloried or whipped, is (without any con-

sideration of what their substance may be) £50, and one year's

imprisonment, and for the second offence they are subject to the

penalties of a person attainted of a praemunire.—So far as to in-

voluntary, now as to voluntary informers. If the punishment

of the offender be a fine, the law entitles them to one half of

the same.

" The only exception to this law is, a licence from the lord

lieutenant and privy council to keep such arms as shall be parti-

cularly expressed in the licence—This possibility of a privilege

is by its own nature so remote, on account of the difficulty of

application in private cases to the supreme executive authority,

that we do not believe, that there are ten persons now in the

kingdom who have been fortunate enough to obtain it.

EXERCISE OF RELIGION.

" We will now say something concerning the exercise of reli-

gion.

" All inhabitants of this realm must attend divine service ac-

cording to the established religion at their parish church upon

Sunday and holiday, upon pain of ecclesiastical censures, and

cf forfeiting 1 2d. for every time of absence.
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" All superstitious meetings and assemblies of pilgrims at wells

and pretended sanctified places are declared riots and unlawful

assemblies, and punishable as such.

" Magistrates are to demolish all crosses, pictures and inscrip-

tions that are any where publicly set up, ahd are the occasion

of popish superstitions.

" None shall bury in suppressed monastery, abbey or convent

not used for divine service, or within the precincts thereof, upon

pain of£1G from any person present, Jay order of a justice of

peace.

" Justices of peace are to suppress all monasteries, friaries,

nunneries or otiier popish fraternities or societies.

" A popish secular ecclesiastic, who registers himself pursu-

ant to the act for that purpose, and takes and subscribes the

oath and declaration prescribed by the 1 3th and 1 4th Geo. 3.

ch. 35, arid also a popish rsgular ecclesiastic, if he be in the

kingdom at the passing of the 21st and 22d Geo. 3. ch. 24, and

makes the oath and declaration aforesaid, and registers himselfpur-

suant to the act for that purpose in six months after the passing

the said act of the 21st and 22d Geo. 3. ch. 24, are authorize I

to officiate, provided they do not officiate in any church k~ c v.

pel with a steeple or bell, or at any funeral in any church- - \

or exercise any of the rites or ceremonies of the pop&Mfeligion,

or wear the habits of their order, (save within their several places

of worship or in private houses) or shall use any symbol or mark

of ecclesiastical dignity or authority, or assume or take any

ecclesiastical rank or title, or procure, incite or persuade anv

protestanl to become a papist.

" All popish regular and sreu'tr cccJc?:astics, not ci;r.?;f v.'
;

as above, or offending; against any of the aforementioned provi-

sions,
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sions, and all papists exercising ecclesiastical jurisdiction are to

be imprisoned till they be transported beyond seas, and if they

should return from exile, they will thereby be guilty of high

treason and suffer and forfeit as in case of high treason—and

whoever harbours them shall for the first offence forfeit >f20,

for the second offence «s£40, and for the third offence all his

lands of inheritance and freehold during his life, and all his goods

and chattels.

" Every popish priest who becomes a protestant shall receive

^£40 yearly from the county in which he last officiated as a

Roman priest during his residence in said county until he shall

be provided for by some ecclesiastical benefice or licensed

curacy of the same or greater value.

44 If any person shall seduce a protestant to renounce the

protestant and profess the popish religion, the seducer and

the seduced shall incur the penalty of praemunire mentioned in

he 16th Rich. 2.*

ENJOYMENT AND DISPOSITION OF
PROPERTY.

«« The popery penal law in respect to real estates and chattels

real, has been in a great measure done away, and at this day,

; apists, jjpon taking the oath and subscribing the declaration

mentioned in the 13th and 14th Geo. 3. ch. 35, in the man-

ner and at the times and places prescribed by law, are qualified

to enjoy and acquire real estates and chattels real nearly as fully

and beneficially as other subjects may.

However

* 16th Rich. 2. ch. 5. That is, they " shall be put oat of the King's

protection, their lands and goods forfeited to the king's use, and tliey shaW

be attached by their bodies to answer to the king and his council."
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** However there are some disabilities still remaining.

" Papists are disabled to buy ox purchase any advctvson—And

the right of presentation of a papist to any ecclesiastical benefice

ii vested in the crown.

u Papists, making as aforesaid the oath and declaration men-

tioned in the 13th and 14th Geo. 3. ch. 35, may take, hold

and enjoy any lands, tenements or hereditaments in any manor

or borough, the freeholders or inhabitants whereof are entitled

to vote for burgesses to represent such manor or borough in par-

liament, which shall descend from or be devised or transferred

by a papist seised in fee, or tail, in law, or in equity, of the

same at the passing of the 17th and 18th Geo. 3. ch. 49, or

person deriving from a papist then so seised.

" If any protestant is seised of any lands, tenements or here-

ditaments in such manor or borough, no papist is capable of tak-

ing the same by reason of any descent, devise, or gift, from

such protestant, but the law vests the same, until his conformity,

in the next protestant of the inheritable blood.

" Papists, upon making as aforesaid the oath and declaration

before mentioned, are not disabled from taking any lease in lands,

tenements, or hereditaments in any such manor or borough for

any term of years not exceeding 999 years certain, or for any

term of years determinable on any number of lives not exceeding

five, with or without liberty of committing waste, and disposing

of the same by will or otherwise, as fully and beneficially to all

intents and purposes as an,y other his majesty's subjects may,

save that upon every such lease a rent bona fide to be paid in

money shall be reserved, and save that a maintenance and portion

may be granted thereout to any child of a popish parent pos-

sessed of the same upon a bill filed against such parent in chan-

cery pursuant to the 2d Anne, ch. 6, which enacts, " that

" upon
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u upon a bill filed in chancery by a child of a popish parent,

w professing or desirous to profess the protestant religion,

<* against such p:>rei.r
; that court may make such order for the

" maintenance of socfc child, net maintained by such parent

" suitable to the degree and ability of such parent and age of

M such child, and also for the pertun of such child, to be paid

" at the death of sack parent as the court shall judge fit, suitable

" to the degree and ability of such parent."

" But if any papist buys or purchases lands, tenements or he-

reditaments, or in svrh. manor or borough from any protestant, or

any leases or terms thereof, other than for the beforementioned

term of 999* years or other number of years determinable on

five lives, suck lands, tenements and hereditaments, so conveyed

or leased, and all collateral securities made or entered into to

cover or make good the same are discoverable, and may be sued

for and recovered by a protestant discoverer.

" This discoverer so vested with this property is enabled to

find it out by every mode of inquisition, and to sue for it with

every kind of privilege, r,ot only the courts of law are open

to him, but he may enter, and this is the usual method, into

either of the courts of equity ; he may bring bills against the

parties, whom he suspects to be possessed of this forbidden

property, against those whom he sus]>ects to be their trustees,

and against those whom he suspects to be privy to the transac-

tion, and oblige them, upon oath, under the guilt and penalties

of perjury, to disclose the exact nature, and just value of then-

estates and trusts in all the particulars, in order to effect their

forfeiture.—In such sui:s, tne informer is not liable to the

delays which the ordinary procedure of those courts throws into

the way of the most equitable claimant:, nor has the papist the

indulgence

• A lease for a t»*rm of years not a freehold, and does not ronfer

Ibe rigbf of suffrage.
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indulgence which they allow to the most fraudulent defendant,

that of plea and demurrer; 'the defendant is obliged to answer

the whole directly upon oath, and the old rule of " extend-

ing benefit and restraining penalty" is by this law struck cut'

of the Irish jurisprudence, and the contrary rule is established,

directing that, upon all doubts these penal laws should be con-

strued in the largest and the most liberal sense against the

defendant,

" Until the 2d May, 1782, papists were incapable to pur-

chase from proiestant or papist, any rents or profits out of, or an-

nuity chargeable on any lands, tenements or hereditaments, and at

this day no papist is capable to buy or purchase from proteslant

or papist any rents or prcjfits out of lands, tenements or heredita-

ments in such manjr or borough, or take any annuity, chargea-

ble on such lands, tenements or hereditaments ;—and all securities

whatsoever for the securing of any such annuity are void, and

any judgment had on such annuity, so far as such judgment may

t ffect such lands, is also. void.

" In respect to the leases taken by papists under the powess

granted by the 17th and 18th Geo. 3. ch. 40, it is to be ob-

served, that those leases, if taken at any time within the first

August and first November, 1778, were liable to be charged

with maintenance and portion for the children of a popish parent

possessed of the same, if a bill grounded on the 2d Anne, ch. 6,

was filed for that purpose before the 1st November, 1778 ; but

if no such bill was filed before the 1st November, 1778, such

leases so previously taken and in the actual possession of the

papist on that day, ceased to be liable to such charges. It must

also be observed as to those leases taken by papists under l] e

powers granted by the 17th and 18th Geo. % eh. 49, that if

taken at anytime after the 1st November, 177;', and beLre

the 2d May, 17S2, (or sinee, if of lands in such before men-

tioned manors or boroughs) they were and do.now continue to

u be
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"be liable to be charged with such maintenance and portion—As

to leases of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, (save in such

before mentioned manors or boroughs) taken by papists after the

J st May, 1782, they are within the provision of the statute of

the 2 1 st and 22d Geo. 3. ch. 2i, " which enables papists,

upon making as aforesaid the oath and declaration before men-

tioned, to take and dispose of lands, tenements and heredita-

ments, and any interest therein as fully and beneficially as

other subjects may," and are, therefore, not liable to such

charges.

<J To conclude our observations on the subject of real pro-

perty, we have only to take notice, that the law directs that

debts and incumbrances affecting the real estates of papists shall,

within six months, be enrolled in the court of exchequer, in some

public office belonging to and appointed by such court for

that purpose, and that in default of such enrollment, such debts

and incumbrances shall not charge the lands in the hands of a

proiestant.—The audi, or-general \r office is the place appointed

for that purpose by the court of exchequer.—The intent of this

law was to prevent poclet incumbrances only

—

-judgments tare of

Sufficient notoriety, and, it is decided, that they are not within the

view of the legislature, and that copies of them need net be

enrolled in the auditor-general's office.

ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY. «

Whatever effect the relaxing laws may have had upon real

fstates and chattels real, the goods and personal chattels have not

been effected by those laws in any respect, save that no main-

tenance or portion can be granted out of such property to any

child of a popish parent upon a bill filed against such parent pur-

suant to the 2d Anne> cln 6 ; in other respects, the penalties of

the
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the law affecting such property, remain as they did before

the relaxing laws were passed.

u If the wife of a papist conforms in his life time, she shall, if

she survives him and be unprovided for by dower or by some set-

tlement on his real estate, receive such proportion of the goods and

personal chattels whereof he shall die possessed or intitled unto

as the conrt of chancery, on a bill to be preferred by her,

grounded on the 8th jlnne, ch. 3. may think reasonable, nor.

exceeding one third part after debts and funeral expences, not-

withstanding any will or voluntary disposition by him to the

contrary, or the statute of distributions.—The legislature, in this

instance, has presumed that the husband omitted to make pro-

vision, for no other reason than that of her religion.—If, there*

fore, a wife chooses to balance any domestic misdemeanors to her

husband by the public merit of conformity to the protestant reli-

gion, the law will suffer no proofs of such misdemeanors to be

brought to invalidate its presumption ; she acquires a provision

totally independent of the favour of her husband, and this in a

great degree deprives him of that source of domestic authority

which the common law has left in families, that of rewarding or

punishing, by a voluntary distribution of his effects, what in the

opinion of the husband was the good or ill behaviour of his wife.

And yet it is to be observed that though the law meant a favour

to the conforming wife, yet by a strange inaccuracy, in repeal-

ing as to her the provisions of the statute of distrihu!ions y it has

deprived her of an advantage to which she would have been inti-

tled under that statute in case her husband died intestate and

w'thout issue ; as in such case, by that statute she would be in-

titled, as against his collateral relations, to a moiety of the clear

surplus cf his personal estate, after payment of debts and funeral

expences.

" The child of a papist, on conforming to the protestant re-

ligion, may file a bill in chancery, grounded on the statute of the

u 2 m,
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8/7/ Anne, eh. 3, against the parent, and compel such parent, by

'the process of that court, to confess, upon oath, the quantity and

value of the g'jods and personal chattels of such parent over and

above debts contracted bona fide for valuable consideration be-

fore the conformity.—Upon this conformity, the court is em-

powered to seize upon and allocate for the immediate maintenance

of such child, any bum not exceeding one third of the said goods

and personal chattels.—This third, as we said, for immediate main-

tenance, but as to future establishment upon the death of the pa-

rent, no limits whatsoever are assigned by the statute ; the chan-

cellor may, if he thinks fit, take the whole of such property,

money, stock in trade or, agriculture, out cf the hands of the pos-

sessor, and secure it in any manner he may think expedient for

that purpose^ the act not having any sort of limit with regard

to the quantity of such property which is to be so charged, nor

having given any^sbrt of direction concerning the means of charge

ing or securing it.—But the policy of the legislature was not yet

exhausted, because there was a possibility that the parent, though

sworn and otherwise compe llable, might by false representations

evade the discovery of the ultimate value of such property on the

first hill ; new bills may be brought at any time, -by any, or by

all the children for a further discovery.

—

Such property of the

barentis to undergo a fresh scrutiny, and in consequence of this

scrutiny a new distribution is to be made ; the parent can have

no security against the vexation of reiterated chancery suits, and

continual dissection of such his property, but by doing what must

be confessed is somewhat difficult to human feelings, bv fulls

and without reserve abandoning such property (which may be his

- ivhole,) to be disposed of at the discretion of such a court, in

favour of such children.—Is this enough, and has the parent pur-

chased bis repose by the total surrender for once of such effects ?

Very far from it ; the law very expressly and carefully provide?

that he shall not ; for as in the former case, a concealment of any

part of such effects is made the equitable ground of a nezv bill—

s i here any encrease of them is made a second ground of equity
;

'[''
for
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for the children are authorised, if they can find that their parent

has by his industry or otherwise acquired any property since their

first bill, to bring others compelling a fresh account, and another

distribution of the encreased substance proportioned to its value

at the time that the new bill is preferred.—They may bring such

bills toties quoties, upon every improvement of such property by

the parent, without any sort of limitation of time, of the num-

ber of such bills, or the quantity of encrease in the estate which

may justify the bringing them ; in short, the law has provided,

by a multiplicity of regulations, that the parent shall have no re-

spite from the persecution of his children, but by totally aban-

doning not only all his present goods and personal chattels, but

every hope of encrease and improvement of such property.— It is

very well worth remarking, that the law has purposely avoided

to determine any age for these emancipating conversions, so that

the children at any age, however in all other respects incapable

of choice, however immature, or even infantine, are yet considered

as sufficiently capable of disinheriting their parents, if we may

be allowed the expression, and to subtract themselves from their

direction and centre ui. By this part of the law, the value of Ro-

man Catholics in their goods and personal chattels is rendered ex-

tremely limited and altogether precarious, the paternal authority

in such families undermined, and love and gratitude, dependence

and protection, almost extinguished,

FRANCHISES,

u There only remains upon our plan, to say something concern-

ing franchises.

" No person "shall hold any ecclesiastical office cp employment

without making a declaration against transuhstantlatlon at the

times and places, and in the manner prescribed by the law.

t- XT*• JL\U
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" No person, without making a declaration against transub-

sfantiaiion and receiving the sacrament according to the Church of

Ireland at the times and places and in the manner prescribed by

the law, shall hold any office or employment, civil or military, ex-

cept the office of high constable, overseer of the poor, church-

warden, surveyor of the highways, or any like inferior civil office,

or the office of forester or keeper of a park, chase, warren, game,

or bailiff of a manor or lands, or any like piivate office.—The

office or employment is void, and the penalty for executiug it a

disability to sue in law or equity, to be guardian, executor or ad-

ministrator, to take a legacy or deed of gift, or to bear any

office, and a forfeiture of ^500.

v- Papists are not entitled to vote at vestries, (held for other

purposes than paving and lighting) unless they happen to be the

church-wardens, m which case they vote, except for the repair-

ing and rebuilding of churches,

u Papists are not to be parochial watchmen in times of tumult

and danger—the lord lieutenant, the judge of such times, may,

when he shall judge necessary, issue proclamations for the find-

ing of proteatants, and none other, to be parochial watch.

" Though papists may, by taking and subscribing the oath of

allegiance pres cribed by the 13th and 14th Geo. 3. ch. 3.5.

qualify to be called to the bar, yet they are expressly excluded

from being king's ccuncit.

u And though papists may in like manner qualify to be attor-

ney, solicitor, or notary, yet to be an advocate, proctor, or six

clerk, the necessity of a declaration against transubstantiation still

remains.

u No person shall be capable of acting as a sub-sheriff or she-

riffs clerk, who has not been a proiestant for five years imme-

diately
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diately before such acting, under penalty of being subject to

such disabilities as papists are.

" No peer, or member of the house ofpeers, shall vote or make

his proxy in such house, or sit there during any debate, nor shall

any member of the house of commons vote or sit in the house of

commons during any debate after the speaker is chosen, until

such peer or member shall take and subscribe the declaration

against transubstantiation. The penalty is a disability to held

or execute any office ecclesiastical, civil or military, to sit or vote

in either house of parliament, or make a proxy in the house of

lords, to sue in law or equity, to be guardian, executor, or admi-

nistator, or to take any legacy or deed of gift, and a forfeiture of

'^500.

" No papist is intitled to vote at the election of any member to

serve in parliament, or at the election of any magistrate for any

city or other town corporate.

" No papist shall serve on, or be returned to serve on, any

grandjury, unless it shall appear to the court, that a sufficient

number of protestants cannot be had for that service.

" In all trials of issues on any of the popen/ laws, the prose-

cutor or plaintiff" may challenge any papist returned as juror to try

the same.

u And in actions between protestants and papists, challenge of a

papist returned as a juror, shall be allowed.

" No papist shall serve as a juror upon trials for enlisting per-

sons in foreign service.

" Papists to serve on juries must have £10 per annum, clear

freehold, except in counties of cities and towns.

" King's
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" King's and university professorships ofphysic are not open to

papists.

" Persons apprenticed, under the direction of authorised

establishments for education, are invariably to be apprenticed to

protestants.

" No six clerh, officer or depvty officer of any of the four

courts, or of any court of record, ecclesiastical or admiralty,

shall take any papist to be apprentice or clerh.

" The reader has now before him such a view of the popery

laws of Ireland as may enable him to form some sort of judg-

ment upon the spirit of the whole system."

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE

AND DECLARATION.

13M and Uth Geo. 3. ch. So, sec. 1.

ii
I, A. B. do take Almighty God and his only son Jesus

Christ my redemer, to witness, that I will be faithful and bear'

true allegiance to our most gracious sovereign lord King George

the Third, and him will defei.d, to the utmost of my power,

against all conspiracies and attempts whatsoever that shall be

made against his person, crown and dignity ; and I will do my

utmost endeavour to disclose and make known to his majesty,

and his heirs, all treasons and traitorous conspiracies which may

be
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be formed against him or them; and I do faithfully promise to

maintain, support and defend, to the utmost of my power, the

succession of the crown in his majesty's family against any

person or persons whatsoever, hereby utterly renouncing and

abjuring any obedience or allegiance unto the person taking

upon himself the stile and title of Prince of Wales in the life-

time of his father, and who since his death is said to have assumed

the stile and title of King of Great Britain and Ireland, by the

name of Charles the Third, and to any other person claiming or

pretending a right to the crown of these realms ; and I do swear,

that I do reject and detest, as unchristian and unpious to believe,

that it is lawful to murder or destroy any person or persons

whatsoever for or under pretence of their being heretics, and

also that unchristian and impious principle, that no faith is to be

kept with hereticks ; I further declare, that it is no article of

my faith, and that I do renounce, reject and abjure the opinion,

that princes excommunicated by the pope and councilor by any

authority of the see of Rome, or by any authority whatsoever,

may be deposed and murdered by their subjects, or by any per-

son whatsoever ; and I do promise, that I will not hold, main-

tain or abet any such opinion, or any other opinion contrary to

what is expressed in this declaration ; and I do declare, that I

do not believe that the pope of Rome, or any other foreign

prince, prelate, state or potentate, hath, or ought to have any

temporal or civil jurisdiction, power, superiority or pre-eminence,

directly or indirectly, within this realm ; and I do solemnly, in

the presence of God, and of his only son Jesus Christ my Re-

deemer, profess, testify and declare, that I do make this declara-

tion, and every part thereof, in the plain and ordinary sense of the

word of this oath, without any evasion whatsoever, and without

any dispensation already granted by the pope, or any authority of

the see of Rome, or any person whatever, and without thinking

that I am or can be acquitted before God or man, or absolved

of this declaration, or any part thereof, although the pope or

any other person or persons or authority whatsoever shall

x dispense
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dispense with or annul the same, or declare that it was null and

void from the beginning.

" So help me God."

i
—1

1 1

AN ACCOUNT

OF THE TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED IRISHMEN
AND THE ANGLO-IRISH GOVERNMENT,

IN 1798,

BY tp. J. MAC NEFBN.

The object of the United Irishmen was at first like that of

the Americans, a redress of grievances. When not only that

redress was refused, but they who demanded it, were subjected

to persecution ; instead of desisting with the submissive resigna-

tion of slaves, they manfully arraigned the injustice of their op-

pressors, enlarged their views, and sought for independence.—

When compelled to pay the largest price that a nation can give

for its happiness, they were not such pusillanimous fools as to

content themselves with a condition which would not afford a

reasonable expectation of, for ever excluding the return of their

calamities. A reform in the commons house of parliament,

comprehending the emancipation of the catholics, was what the

United Irishmen earnestly desired ; but when they found the

whole force of English influence exerted to defeat their object,

they easily perceived, that the master grievance of their country,,

was its dependance on England. Then, and not before, they

resolved to sever the enslaving connection.

The

\
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The English cabinet on their side, judged that the moment

was now arrived for bringing that treason to issue, which Lord

Clare, according to his own confession,* had been plotting dur-

ing several years, for annihilating the parliament of Ireland,

and vesting the whole dominion of the country in a foreign

legislature.

Joined with him in this conspiracy were some others, and in

the number Lord Castlereagh; all of whom, with cold-blooded

artifice, stirred up an insurrection that was to supply the neces-

sary pretext for effecting their nefarious design.

In former times resort was had to similar acts of outrage, for

the purpose of driving the natives into a resistance that should

be followed by a forfeiture of their estates: Now, a rebellion

was intentionally produced by the chief agents of the Britoli

ministry, in order to give an opportunity for confiscating the

whole political power, and the independent character of the

country, by an act of union.

The confidential friends of the British government were known

to boast of having plunged the nation into this scene of horrors.

Nor was the executive committee of the union unacquainted with

the intention of reducing Ireland to depend on the will of a fo-

reign power,f and that power an ambitious rival. They exerted

themselves therefore, and for some time with effect, in restrain-

ing the impatience of their irritated countrymen. Although a

recourse to arms might become necessary for the attainment of

x 2 one

* In debates in the Irish house of lords on the Union.

f So little was the policy of the British cabinet on this subject, a •se-

cret even out of Ireland, that the director Carnot told Dr. Mac Neven, in

August, 1798, that a union was Mr. Pitt's object in his vexatious treat-

ment of Irelaud, and that it behoved the United Irishmen to be aware of

his schemes.
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one of their objects—separation; yet this itself was contemplated

by them as the alternative only, of an unrelenting refusal to re-

form ; and the executive in that, the last extremity, wished

through the co-operation of a respectable French force, to ex-

clude the barbarity of a purely civil war. This, when excited

by the provocations daily given to it, was the convulsive effort

of despair : and but for the systematic atrocities of the conspira-

tors against the legislative independence of Ireland, no ctvtl war

would have occurred there to the present moment. We have

the authority of the American congress, that the colonies were

driven designedly into resistance; forth? purpose of giving an op-

portunity to Impose on them a standing army, illegal taxes, and

to establish arror.g them a system of despotism. This arbitrary

protect, after miscarrying in America, was transferred by the

same monarch to Ireland, and unhappilv succeeded there. Be-

fore assistance could be obtained against his schemes, from the

i rtural ally of his persecuted subjects, an enlarged scope was

given to the intolerable oractice of house-burnings, free quarters,

tortures, and summary executions, which, as the ministry in-

tended, exploded in rebellion. After this manner they facilitated

the union ; but neither the recollection of the means, nor the nature

of the measure, could have any other eRect than to strengthen

the desire of separation.

When the contest began, its vigour greatly exceeded the cal-

culations of those who provoke d it. For some time it carried

with, it the justest terrors: and partial as it was, it almost shook

the government to its centre. Of the progress of this insurrec-

tion, of the valour it developed, or of its unfortunate issue, I

shall not speak at present. Let me, however, observe, that the

prowess manifested by men untutored in scenes of death, except

by their own sufferings, has convinced every thinking mind, that

if thev had then received even the small co-operation which ar-

rived too late under Humbert, or if they had been possessed of

more military skill, and military stores, their success would have

been
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been certain. But at the end of two months from the com-

mencement of the insurrection, the enemy had acquired a decided

superiority, in consequence of being incomparably better pro*

vided with the means of warfare. Most of the insurgent chiefs,

had fallen or surrendered, their forces had capitulated or were

dispersed. Before the 22d of July, the actions of New Ross,

Arklow, and Vinegar Hill, were lost. Messrs. Ayhner and

Fitzgerald, with the remaining forces in the county of Kildare,

had entered into military conditions, and no force remained ia

the field but a very inconsiderable body in the mountains of

Wicklow,

At this time, without any concert with those individuals who

were afterwards employed to negotiate on behalf of the state

prisoners, and even without their knowledge, a plan was set on.

foot for rescuing the country from the vindictive massacre of

its defeated inhabitants. Persons not at all implicated iu the

insurrection had taken up the measure, and the old lord Char-

Lmont was represented to the state prisoners as desirous of being

useful in procuring a retreat from all persecution for the past.—

Though too infirm to be an active agent between them and the

government, he would undertake, it was alledged, to obtain a

satisfactory guarantee of whatever terms might be settled. Ac-

cordingly, Mr. Francis Dobbs, one of the members in parlia-

ment for his borough, prompted as well by innate phihntrophv

as by the patriotic wishes cf his noble friend, went round, with

the permission of government, accompanied by one of the high

sheriffs, to the different prisoners, and obtained the assent of

most of them to an agreement of a somewhat similar import

with that which was afterwards concluded. In this visit, he

publicly assured his hearers, that the scope and object of his

mission was to procure a most important advantage for the coun-

try at large ; to put a stop to further carnage, and to terminate,

without the mflictiofl of more calamity, an insurrection which

had failed.

It
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It became manifest to the state prisoners themselves, that pre-

sent success was hopeless, and that the United Irishmen could

not then struggle through the surrounding defeats to the inde-

pendence and prosperity of their native land. The Anglo-Irish

government had found a profligate informer, who, by false pre-

tensions to principle, obtained the confidence of the gallant and

unsuspicious Lord Edward Fitzgerald. The ruffian, of the

name of Reynolds, became acquainted with some of the execu-

tive, and with the proceedings of the Leinster provincial com-

mittee, to which he had been elected through the influence of

the friend and patron whom he afterwards betrayed, and whose

family he reduced, through confiscations, to poverty. He thus

enabled government in the preceding March to arrest some of

the persons then most efficient in the United Irish organization.

There .was an interruption of all system since those arrests, and

no one had yet appeared sufficiently capable of filling the chasm

which that misfortune left in the direction of the Union. The

arrest and death of Lord Edward himself in the month of May,

had drawn after them a train of disastrous consequences, that

were at that time perhaps irreparable. The loss subsequently sus-

tained of other energetic patriots, who were prepared to second

iris exertions, occasioned the failure of his well-conceited plans.

The Irish nation could not sustain a greater misfortune in the

person of any one individual, than befell it in the loss of Fitz-

gerald at that critical moment. Even his enemies, and he had

none' but those of his country, allowed him to possess distin-

guished military talents. With these, with unquestioned intre-

v, republicanism, and devotion to Ireland, with popularity

that gave him unbounded influence, and integrity that made him

worthy of the highest trust ; had he been present in the Irish

camp to organize discipline, and give to the valour of his coun-

try a scientific direction, we should have seen the slaves of mo-

narchy fly before the republicans of Ireland, aa they did before

the patriots of America, And if at last the tears of his coun-

trymen,,
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trymen had been constrained to lament his fate, they would have

been received on the laurels of his tomb.

In the midst of these heart-rending misfortunes, the unresisted

wreaking of implacable animosity, hitherto somewhat suspended

through fear, began to rage in all the revengeful wantonness of

security. The military, the orangemen, the magistrates, glutted

their bigoted fury or personal hatred with the blood of United

Irishmen, and still they seemed to be insatiable. The riding-

house of Mr. Claudius Beresford daily witnessed the torture of

flagellation, while that zealous supporter of British supremacy

presided himself at the execution
; and, as often as the instru-

ment became too much clogged with the flesh of the sufferer,

he was seen to pick the chords of the cat-o'-nine-tails, that they

might lacerate with deeper loyalty. Even children were some-

times scourged, sometimes immersed to the lips in water, to ex-

tort information from them against their parents, and concealment

was punished with death. The privacy of families was insecure

;

the delicacy of females was not respected. Every where you

beheld a spectacle of atrocities, or a melancholy gloom. Ac*

quaintances and friends passed each other with averted eyes, and

the stillness of terror was interrupted only by the march of mi-

litary cut-throats, the processions of executions, and the savage

orgies of orangemen, maddened with ebriety, and fierce from

bloodshed.

At the same time that the military tribunals were cutting

down the most virtuous citizens in every quarter, the ordinary

criminal courts were dooming to death, by the help of furious

and malignant orange juries, those of the United Irishmen

against whom the least evidence to go to a jury could be had.—

-

The vilest beings, informers and malefactors, were able, with a

dreadful facility, to sacrifice in these courts, I will not sav of

justice, but at the bar of fanaticism and phrenzy, the most up-

right men, who were led successively to certain death, passing

through
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through the forms of trial only to afford a more solemn festival

to the enemies of Irish liberty. The blood that would be shed

on the scaffold and in the field, it was now certain, could produce

no other effect, than displaying the determined valour and unde-

nting integrity of those who suffered for the common cause.

—

If the union were prevented from exhausting itself in such an un-

equal contest, it might still be formidable to its enemies ; perhaps

more formidable than ever, in consequence of the courage and

fidelity it had manifested.

What then was the best service that remained for prudence or

virtue to perform ? To stop the ensuing horrors, to save the

country from the cold-blooded slaughter of its best, its bravest,

its most enlightened defenders ; to prevent those calamities that

are consequent on an unsuccessful civil contest, and that fre-

quently render a future effort impracticable.

There was something even in the passing moment to incite to

an attempt at such a compromise as would secure those benefits.

L,ord Cornwallis had just entered upon the government of Ire-

land, and declared himself inclined to justice and conciliation.

—

He was violently opposed by the orange faction in the cabinet

;

and from a motive which lie did not then disclose, but which

subsequent events have shewn to be the projected union of the

two countries, he wished to make a merit with those who had

suffered most from the British government, by teaching them to

throw the severity of their sufferings on their own villainous par-

liament and merciless countrymen. Good policy required from

the United Irishmen that they should avail themselves of his

avowed disposition. A feint, but in the end an illusive hope,

was conceived, that as he was, in some measure, at war with

their old oppressors, if a fair statement of the objects and mo-

tives of the United Irishmen were hid before him; if the preci-

pice, on the brink of which his majesty's ministers had been madly

walking,were pointed oat to him: he would be convinced of what
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is truly the fact, that Ireland cannot be retained in the bonds of

British connexion, without adopting comprehensive measures

of reform, and speedily removing the discontents that produced

her alliance with France.

To such considerations was superadded a most anxious wish

to preserve the lives of Michael William Byrne and Oliver Bond.

They who knew those excellent men, will not say that the state

prisoners violated the brotherhood of affection to which they had

sworn, by an effort to restore them to their families and to so-

ciety; especially when- no return whatever was made for those

manifold advantages, that it would be of the smallest importance,

in that advanced season of the affairs of the union, to withhold

even from its enemies. Alas ! that effort was vain ; a stroke of

apoplexy snatched Bond from his friends, after they had rescued

him, as they thought, from the grave. Against Byrne, the

rancour of party and the thirst of biood prevailed—He was ex-

ecuted.

Mr. Byrne was one of the first families of the country, and

among his relatives had many friends, who, without his know-

ledge, exerted their interest to preserve his life. They were told

that if he would express regret at being an United Irishman, and

declare that he was seduced by Ivord Edward Fitzgerald, he

should be forgiven. When this proposal was made known to

him, he spurned at it with abhorrence. He declared that he

had no regret but that of not leaving his country free ; that he

was never seduced to be an United Irishman, and least of all by

that hallowed character, whose memory they wished to tra-

duce. Perhaps, said he, they intend to rob his children of his

inheritance ; but my existence shall never be disgraced by giving

sanction to so base a design. This young man having a strong

sense of religion, received its rites with a cheerful hope and

an assured conscience—expressing the greatest consolation at

quitting life in his perfect senses, with leasure for previous pre-

y paration,
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paration, and in so virtuous a cause. His very adversaries were

forced to admire and do homage to that cause which produced

such martyrs. So complete was the self-possession and delicacy

of his mind, that in passing to the scaffold by the window

of Mr. Bond's apartment, where Mrs. Bond was then with her

husband, he stooped so low as not to be seen by her, lest he

should alarm the feelings of a wife and a mother at that moment

trembling for all that she held dear.

If the repetition of things that are become familiar by use

could ast'onish, the demeanour and fortitude of that young man,

from his condemnation to his execution, might be truly called

astonishing, He was not only undaunted and unmoved, but

he was collected, cheerful and happy. He had hazarded his

life in a good cause, and was determined, by publicly manifest-

ing the enthusiasm with which he would die, to give resolution

to the timid, and constancy to the brave. Fortified by the exam-

ples of those who mounted the scaffold before him, he went,

perhaps, to the utmost bounds of magnanimity, and put it out

of the power of those who followed, to surpass him.

Mr. Bond, though an United Irishman, was certainly not

one within the personal knowledge of his prosecutor Reynolds,

who, in almost every thing he advanced respecting that gentle-

man, swore falsely. But Mr. Bond was highly beloved by the

friends of Irish independence, and equally hateful to its enemies.

He was one of the earliest in planning and promoting the union

of Irishmen. He possessed a force of understanding, an eleva-

tion of soul, and an integrity of heart, that placed him in the

first rank of patriots. His feelings were truly Irish, his prin-

ciples, those of an enlightened republican. His character had

fully established itself in the esteem of his countrymen, and will

be honoured by them when the guilty triumph of his oppres-

sors shall have passed away, or be remembered only to be abhor-

red.

The
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The mode in which Byrne and his predecessors met their

fate, must have taught the government, that altho' they could

immolate more victims, they would not thereby lessen the general

indignation, exasperated by such losses, and strengthened by

such examples. On this account, perhaps, Bond was respited

from Friday the 27th of July, until the Monday following ;

for Mr. Bond likewise had passed before the sitting commission

of oyer and terminer, where the juries were infuriate Orange-

men, and where such an extension was given to the law of trea-

son, as to embrace the population of the land.

In the interval, Mr. Secretary Cook had an interview with

him and Mr. Neilson in the prison of Newgate, to know if, not-

withstanding the execution of Mr. Byrne, the state prisoners

would renew the negociation. These again consented as far as they

could ; for notwithstanding the loss of one revered associate, it

did not become them, they thought, to abandon many ether

valuable lives, and the safety of their brethren at large. In con-

sequence of this second assent, Mr. Cook visited the prisons.

When he came to Kilmainham, Dr. Mac Neven from a mis-

trust of the man, and of all the subordinate agents of govern-

ment, informed the Secretary, that until the terms were for-

mally ratified by Lord Cornwallis, his lips should remain sealed.

On Mr. Cook's retiring, he consulted with his fellow-prisoners,

Emmet and Sweetman, about the propriety of desiring a con-

ference with the minister, Lord Castlereagh. His friends agreeing

with him in opinion, he wrote a note to Mr. Cook to that effect.

Whether ministers found that what had been hitherto the

basis of the treaty was not sufficiently extensive for their pur-

pose, or from what other cause, is unknown ; but Mr. Dobbs

again visited the prisoners, with a letter which had been ad-

dressed to him by Mr. Cook, stating that some mistake had

taken place in the terms, without specifying what that mistake

was, and containing a hew proposal of giving up names, on a

Y 2 promise
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promise from government that the persons so mentioned should

not in any event be prosecuted capitally; and also that the pri-

soners should consent to emigrate to such country as to his ma-

ysty should stem meet. The letter likewise stated, that unless the

information communicated by the prisoners should be important,

government would not consider itself bound by the agreement.

These new terms were inadmissible, and were unanimously re-

jected. At the same time, it was manifest that if any thing couldbe

effected, it must be done by directly treating with the head of

the government. For this purpose the prisoners, after some in-

tercourse permitted and had between the different prisons, unani-

mously appointed as agents to negotiate on their behalf, Messrs.

Emmet, O'Connor and Mac Neven. Lest there should be any

indelicate appearance towards Lord Castlereagh3 Mr. Dobbs was

requested to communicate to his lordship the wish of the prisoners,

that their deputies should have liberty to wait on Lord Corn-

wallis, or on him. The next morning, July the 2Dth, they were

sent for to the castle of Dublin, where they had an interview

with his Lordship, the Chancellor Lord Clare, and Mr. Secre-

tary Cook. The discussion between those ministers and the

deputies turned on the following points :

1st. Lord Castlereagh revived to the deputies the proposal of

disclosing the names ©f their associates ; but would engage that

they should be exempted from prosecution. It was observed to

him that, if he meant to press this condition, it was needless to

proceed, that there, could be no treaty with such a clause ; on

O.ich it was entirely dismissed.

The second point related to the confidence to be placed in,

each other's engagements. When the deputies expressed doubts

as to the execution of the agreement on the side of the govern-

ment, since their part of it must be first performed, " Gentle-

men," said the Lord Chancellor, " it comes to this—ye must

trust to us, or we must trust to you : but a government that

would
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would break its faith with you, could not standi, and ought not

to be aUdwed to stand."— The government did afterwards break

its faith, and incurred the Chancellor's sentence. At last it was

settled as a matter of sacred honour to act on both sides with

good faith, and up to the spirit of the compact. Agreeably to

the principles which led the deputies to negotiate, they insisted,

in the next place, on a general amnesty for all that had been done

on account of the Union. ' The ministers, on their part, would

not consent to make this a specific article, lest, as they said, the

people should thank the deputies of the United Irishmen for it.,

and not the administration. But as on this point principally-

turned the negotiation, they gave the deputies the most solemn

assurance, that it was the intention of government, if enabled su

to do by its agreement with them, to let no mote blood be shed,

except in cas-'s of deliberate murder, or conspiracy to murder.

It was answered, that there was no wish to stipulate for persons

coming properly under that description, provided that in it were

not included those who had ki!led\jthers only in the field of battle.

In this sense, and with only the exception of deliberate murder-

ers, if any such there were, the article was concluded. As the

deputies had now secured all that was essential, they were content

to leave to the ministry the popularity of the measure, especially

as that was an advantage v/Livh it seemed eager to appropriate

to itself.

The fourth point of discussion was the equivalent to be giiren

to government. The deputies urged that the importance of

their communications could only be judged of b* the extent cf

what was already known ; but that the state prisoners Would

not consent to place themselves in the power of government,

unless it were first well ascertained, that on their acting with

good faith, the objects they had so much at heart would be com-

pletely secured- They requested, therefore, to have explained

to them what in this case w~s meant by importance. After

some conversation, they were told that it would be considered of

importance
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importance io give their authority for the alliance cf the United

Irishmen with France, the details of 'which the king's ministers

*vell foietu, hut from such sources as they must keep secret ; and

that it would be important for them to be able to separate the

true from the false of what they had already heard.

As to the prisoners going to such country an should be pointed

out, this also was peremptorily refused. Upon which, Lord

Castlereagh said his exception was against those countries

alone that were at war with England, or under the influ-

ence of France ; but both parties agreed upon the United States

cf America,

The ministers, in the strongest manner, pledged Lord Corn*

wallis's administration to the utmost liberality in carrying the

terms of the agreement into effect, and an immediate compliance

was so fully expected, that a promise was obtained of giving the

prisoners sufficient time for settling their affairs, before they were

required to leave the country.

WBen it was proposed to make a draught of these stipulations,

Lord Castlereagh laboured to produce a persuasion of its being

superfluous, since every thing was so well understood, and would

be honourably construed. The deputies, however, thought it

their duty to commit the substance, at least to writing j and

drew up apr.per, which must "be considered a memorandum, and

Bpt a detail of the agreement—but containing a plain reference

to the most important article of the general amnesty, which,

notwithstanding all the promises of the ministry, they could not

inner to remain altogether a secret one. The following is that

paper

:

M That the undersigned state prisoners in the three prisons of

Newgate, Kilmainham and Bridewell, engage to give every in-

formation in their power of the whole of the internal transac-

tion!
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tions of the United Irishmen ; and that each of the prisoners

shall give detailed information of every transaction that has

passed between the United Irishmen and foreign states : but that

the prisoners are not, by naming or describing, to implicate any

person whatever ; and that they are ready to emigrate to such

country as shall be agreed on between them and government, and

give security not to return to this country without the permis-

sion of government, and not to pass into an enemy's country

—

if, on doing this, they are to be freed from prosecution, and also

Mr. Oliver Bond be permitted to take the benefit of this

proposal.

" The state-prisoners also hope that the benefit of this pro-

posal may be extended to such persons in custody, or not in

custody, as may chuse to benefit by it."

The deputies made the first sketch of this paper, contain-

ing the matters they had previously discussed, as far as the mi-

nisters had consented to the same. The Chancellor and Lord

Castlereagh revised the draught, Mr. Secretary Cook trans-

cribed it, after which he and the deputies interchanged copies.

Finally, it was stated by the person who negotiated, that as they

were not actuated by personal motives, but were employed for

the rest of their fellow-prisoners, they must communicate the

agreement to them, and that if it was refused by others, they

also would decline signing it. The agreement was accordingly

submitted to all the state prisoners in custody in the metro-

polis—none of whom refused to ratify it.

The necessity of effecting a retreat, from an unsuccessful insur-

rection, first led the United Irishmen to negotiate. The pub-

licity of all their transactions, especially after the insurrection,

induced them to accede to the conditions which have been re-

lated. There could be no objection against giving every infor-

mation of the internal transactions and external relations of th?

Union,
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Union, which Could be detailtd without naming or describing

any pet son whatever, for this simple reason—government was

already in possesion of it all. They had repeatedly seized

United Irish constitutions, and copies of the most material

orders the executive had issued. They had obtained very ex-

tensive intelligence from all parts of the country, notwithstand-

ing the unparalleled fidelity of the United Irish body, consider-

ing that it comprehended almost the active population of the

whole nation. Their knowledge of the negotiations of the

United Irishmen with foreign states was equally notorious, and

at this time one of the deputies had personal evidence of its ex-

tent and accuracy. That knowledge was obtained from some

person in the pay of England, and in the confidence of

France.*

On the 1 2th of March preceding, after the arrests in Dublin,

Mr. Cook told Dr. Mac Neven that government was in posses-

sion of a copy of the memoir given by him to the French mi-

nister, and he removed, in this instance, all suspicion of his own

veracity,

* Mr. Eteinhafdt, the resident minister of the French republic at Ham-

bur*, w hen applied to by Dr. Mac Neven for a passport to proceed to

Paris, insisted oh his orders not to deliver any without the permission of

his government, fir-4 obtained for every individual case. Though much

pressed, he was inflexible; hut always, offered to transmit a memoir which

should de tail the object of tsie mission. This was at last prepared, in

despair of proceeding, and as Retrthardt knew the English language, and

must at any rate translate the memoir into cipher, it was deemed unne-

cessary to compose it in French. Two days after it was delivered, Mr.

ReinharaYs scruples vanished, aud he granted the passport. Mac Neven

afterwards saw the deciphered copy of this paper, in French, in Talley-

rand's offioe, where it was kept under the partic ular key of the chief Se-

cretary. The original, in English, was withdrawn from Reinhardt, and

nfever afterwards entrusted hy Mae Neven into any hands bu those of a

friend upon w hom suspicion could not attach ; and independent of the se-

curity offered hy his eharacer, there is this strong circumstance, that

tiife c»pv of the memoir vvhic'> J)r. Mac Neven saw in the hands of Lord

Clare) was from the French, and not the English.
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veracity, by detailing a great part of its contents. The day

fallowing, Dr. Mac Neven was again questioned by the Anglo-

Irish privy council concerning the same paper. Of this disco-

very, he found means to inform several of his friends ; and at

the period of the negociation, he had the satisfaction of knowing

that one of those persons was actually in France, and had, in

all probability, already communicated the intelligence to the di-

rectory.

Here it is just to quote the words of Lord Clare, the en-

venomed traducer of the United Irishmen, and of their country.

In a debate in the English house of lords on the martial-law bill,

in March, 1801, he declared that the United Irishmen who

negotiated with the Irish government in 1798, had disclosed no-

thing with which the king's ministers were not acquainted before.

What, then, it may be asked, did government gain by its

agreement ? It gained that which the ministers acknowledged

was of importance to them. It gained the ability of concealing

its real channels of intelligence, and of putting the deputies and

their associates forward to vouch for what it wished to make

known to the world, and could not otherwise venture to authen-

ticate.

The perpetrators of so much tyranny, of house-burning, tor-

ture, arbitrary transportation, and licensed murder, thought that

they should be able to escape from the infamy of these crimes,

by proving against the United Irishmen the design, so often

attributed to them, of effecting a separation from England, and

establishing a republic. A design which, in the view of the

English government and its partizans, would justify^ it was

known, the violation of every principle, and the infliction of

every horror. But the United Irishmen knew they could de-

monstrate that the persecution of their enemies began in a deli-

berate hostility to the rights of the people, whose first claims
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were preferred even with great reserve ; and that it was the

despotism with which they were resisted, that in a manner com-

pelled men to open their eyes to the indispensible necessity

of political liberty, and to all the rapturous prospects of self-

government.

The persons who negotiated were far from declining the

opportunity of making every man in the nation meditate on sepa-

ration, and a republic-—and they deemed it an advantage, in the

circumstances of the times, to be at liberty to give their coun-

try and the world at large an authentic account of their princi-

ples and objects
;

things which, after what had taken place,

would be subjects of general inquiry, which the enemies of

the Union would be industrious to calumniate, and of which

United Irishmen alone would be competent to give a true

relation*

The insurrection had precipitated the moment when the utmost

publicity was not less favourable, than secrecy had been before,

to the designs of the United Irishmen ; and in availing them-

selves of the passing opportunity, it was not their fault if they

did not secure other objects of essential importance. Had the

conditions of their treaty been as religiously observed as they

were solemnly ratified, the persons who carried it through, and

these were, properly speaking, the whole of the prisoners, must

be acknowledged to have performed for the Union a most useful

service. Not a drop of blood was afterwards shed on the score

of what had been done in the insurrection or the Union up to

that period, but was shed in violation of the compact between

them and the government. If public faith or private honor were

obligations felt by the Anglo-Irish ministry, vindictive power

and lawless violence would, in consequence of that transaction,

have been arrested in their career. Perfidiously as every English

government had ever acted towards the people of Ireland, it

seemed an unwarrantable mistrust to suppose that in no change

of
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of times or individuals, would this execrable policy be altered.

Moreover, such is the dependence of social man on his fellow -

creatures, that stipulations and compacts, though often violated,

are again forced on us by the necessities of our nature, and every

principle of justice revolts at ascribing before-hand to a set of

new men, the dishonour of their predecessors. ' Accordingly,

when better prospects had vanished, and the United Irishmen

found themselves under the necessity of treating for a general

amnesty, they were induced to believe that the engagements

which the government thought fit to contract, it would have

sufficient honour to perform. This confidence was countenanced

by the immediate proceedings of Lord Cornwallis, who authen-

ticated the general object of the treaty by two public acts.

—

1st. He sent Mr. Dobbs, accompanied by popular and influen-

tial United Irishmen, whom he furnished with passes and safe

conduct, to the county of Wicklow, where there was still a

remnant of insurrection, to make known there the compact, and

give the insurgents an opportunity of adopting it. 2dly. Ge-

neral Nugent, commander of the northern district, set forth the

agreement in a proclamation which he issued in the month of

iiugust, 1798, and called on all those in the north, who might

choose to do so, to avail themselves of the conditions.

In performance of their part, a memoir was prepared by the

deputies of the prisoners, and delivered to the government on

the 4th of August. A couple of days after it had been pre-

sented, Mr. Cook came to Messrs. Emmet and Mac Neven at

Kilmainham, to say that Lord Cornwallis had read, but could

not receive it, unless some passages were expunged, as it was a

justification of the United Irishmen. He acknowledged, at the

same time, that it was a fulfilment of their engagements—adding,

however, that government could not publish it, for if they did,

they must hire a person to answer it, to whom, probably, there

would be a reply, and thus an endless paper war would be in-

troduced. He was frankly told, that any true account of the

z 2 proceedings
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proceedings of the United Irishmen would, in fact, be a justifi-

cation, and tiiat no alteration could be made in the memoir con-

sistently with character or conscience. Although Mr. Cook

said Lord Cornwallis could not receive the memoir, yet he car-

ried it away.

Ministers, judging that their purposes would be better an-

swered by parole examinations, which they might mutilate as

they thought {it, and as the Chancellor afterwards declared they

would do,* summoned before the secret committees of both

houses, some others of the prisoners, as well as the deputies.

—

The examinations of two of these will be found in the Appendix.

They committed them to writing each day on their return, adopt-

ing that precaution merely to guard against suppressions on the

part of government, but not suspecting at that time the possi-

bility of wilful mistatement. They were anxious to preserve

only such answers as they suspected the committees would avoid

publishing. This will account for one or two omissions, which

they might have supplied by the help of the appendixes to the

report of the lords and commons committee ; but they prefer

leaving their answers as they were written while fresh in their

memories, because it is in the reader's power, by comparing them

with those appendixes, to ascertain all that was said, the spirit

in which it was said, and the candour with which it has been de-

tailed, by both parties.

Thus a number of persons, against whom nothing could have

been proved, but who were highly obnoxious to the British go-

vernment, making common cause with others, who, in conse-

quence of the failure of the insurrection, were defenceless and

in danger, offered to remove cut of the sphere of injuring that

government, provided the spilling of blood should universally

cease. Cemented as they all Avere by political attachment and

brotherly

* See examinations of Dr. Mac Ne?ejB.
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brotherly union, those who were beyond the reach of legal

conviction, devoted themselves to make terms for their coun-

try. They joined together the safety of some with the

danger of others, by a common sacrifice to obtain a national

good.

Several perverted accounts of this compact between the pri-

soners and the government, and of the examinations of the de-

puties before the committees of parliament, appeared imme-

diately after in the ministerial newspapers. They contained

many falsehoods, probably issuing from, and unquestionably

not disagreeable to, those who would be ashamed to avow them.

In the enslaved state of the Irish press, it was not probable

that articles so important would be permitted to meet the pirb-

lic eye, without having been perused, if not written, by some

of the confidential servants about the castle. Truth and false-

hood were artfully blended, because it was probably perceived

that a newspaper misrepresentation could extend more widely

than the correction of it in a separate volume.

One most injurious falsehood caused great uneasiness
; namely*

that the prisoners had disclosed the names of their associates,

—

Very fortunately they obtained early intelligence of these ca*

lumnies, and found means at the same time to contradict them

by the following advertisement, which appeared in two of the

Dublin newspapers on the 27th of August.

ii Having read in the different newspapers, publications pre-

(i tending to be abstracts of the report of the secret committee

" ::f the house of commons, and of our depositions before the

" committees of the lords and commons ; we feel ourselves

" called upon to assure the public, that they are gross, and to

" us, astonishing misrepresentations, not only unsupported bv,

< 4 but, in many instances, directly contradictory to the facts

** we really stated on those occasions. We further assure our

" friends,
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" friends, that in no instance did the name of any individual

escape from us; on the contrary, we. always refused answer-

" ing such questions as might tend to implicate any person what-

" ever, conformably to the agreement entered into by the state

" prisoners with government.

" Arthur O'Connor,

M Thomas Addis Emmet,

" William James Mac Neven.

The sending forth of this advertisement from the body of a

prison, and authenticated by the names of the parties, left no

doubt of the truth of its allegations. A tempest of folly and

fury was immediately excited in the house of commons. Blinded

by their rage, the members of that honourable assembly neglected

the obvious distinction between the newspapers and their report.

They took to themselves the falsehoods that had been repelled.

Mr. M'Naghten, and two virulent barristers, Francis Hut-

chinson and Cuningham Plunket, were even clamorous for hav-

ing the persons who signed the refutation disposed of by a sum-

mar)" execution. Plunket had been the bosom intimate of Em-

met, the companion of his childhood, and the friend of his

youth. Hutchinson afterwards acknowledged that he was insti-

gated to what he did by the administration, which imitated in

this proceeding the ancient policy of the English, in making

Irishmen the executioners of one another. The conduct of both,

marks the inhumanity and meanness to which Irish gentlemen

debased themselves at this period, the better to signalize their

loyalty towards the rulers of wretched Ireland,

The prisoners were immediately remanded to the closest bus-;

tody, and no friend or acquaintance was suffered to approach

them. In the mean time, the committee proceeded formally in

printing their report, and as the advertisement had contradicted,

by anticipation, every falsehood common to that publication and

to the newspapers, three of the state prisoners were again

summoned
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summoned before the secret committee of the house of lords, in

order to draw the line between what they admitted and what

they rejected.

They readily confirmed what they had actually asserted before

the secret committees of parliament, and only wished that the

committees would state it all to the public. But the object

ministers had most at heart was to prove the existence of a military

organization, the design of separating Ireland from Great Britain,

and the alliance formed for this purpose with France. It was

no part of their plan to bring evidence of the acts of tyranny

which forced the United Irishmen into such measures. To those

three points, therefore, were the questions of the committee di-

rected. But to shew more pointedly the license taken by the

ministerial newspapers, Dr. Mac Neven instanced, that of names

having been disclosed, which was a misrepresentation of fact not

warranted by the report of either house of parliament. It was

only in allusion to this misrepresentation, and a few others of

less importance, that the expression was introduced into his de-

position, " which are not supported by the report of either

house of parliament."

When the secret committees drew up their reports, they were

neither on their oaths, nor on their honours ; but they allowed

themselves every possible latitude in general accusations against

the whole body of United Irishmen, with a vain hope of justify-

ing themselves while they asnersed others.

The annexed memoir and examinations contain all that passed

between the Anglo-Irish government and Messrs. Emmet and

Mac Neven. The committees of the lords and commons ex-

amined those gentlemen to what matters they pleased, and asked

them what questions they liked. They have given their own

edition of the examinations, which contain whatever they could

substantiate to criminate those persons, or the Union, on their

authority.
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authority. Cut of this record, then, no body has a right to

travel for objections against them, because that accuser to which

they were most obnoxious and best known, can specify nothing

beyond what is there. The supplementary malice of others may

evince inveteracy of dislike, but cannot affect those two deputies.

It is, above all things, absurd to assert that they acknowledged

any political acts not to be found in those admissions. If they

did, the Anglo-Irish Q-overnment would not be silent on the sub-
• o o

ject. The moment specific charges are preferred, they are re-

duced to the memoir and examinations ; and yet it appears from

them that Emmet and Mac Neven had not even the merit of

being United Irishmen until lTSG.^ That is, after the recall of

Lord Fitz William, when the British cabinet sent over Lord

Camden to foster the Orange system, to continue the slavery of

the catholics, and to resist every measure of reform ; when, in-

deed, there was no alternative but bondage or resistance.

From the beginning, the whole course of English government

in Ireland, was unjust, tyrannical and degrading. No sooner did

the United Irishmen endeavour to procure a reform of this iniqui-

tous system, than the partisans of England, interested in its con-

tinuance, flew to fresh acts of coercion and cruelty ; and then

pretended that these were wrung from them by necessity, with-

out adverting to the old and prior wrongs of the country.

During the secret imprisonment of these deputies, which fol-

lowed the publication of their advertisement, an act of parliament

passed through nearly all its stages, teeming in its recitals with

the most injurious falsehoods. On reading them in the London

Cornier, Mr, Samuel Ntilson wrote a letter, which he designed

to send to the editor of that paper, declaring that the state

prisoners had retracted nothing ; but that they had entered into

a compact with government, of which he inclosed him a copy,

for stopping the effusion of blood.

It
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It well merits the attention of those who lived out of the Irish

metropolis at that period, that the first knowledge which any oi

the prisoners had of that statute was from an English newspaper.

This circumstance affords a specimen of the general darkness of

that tyranny and terror which were predominant, and of the

peculiar obscurity in which this transaction was meant to be

involved. It also further evinces the faithlessness of the Anglo-

Irish Administration.

Some time antecedent to the introduction of this law, Lord

Norbury, then attorney-general, mentioned to Mr. Emmet, that

it was intended to bring in a bill for carrying into effect the

agreement entered into between the state prisoners and the go-

vernment. Mr. Emmet replied that he could see no necessity

for any such bill ; but if one were introduced, that the state

prisoners, as peculiarly interested, ought first to receive copies

of it. This the attorney-general promised should be done, and

sufficient time given them to make any observations on it they

might think fit. Notwithstanding such assurance, it was passed

without their ever knowing its contents* except by the newspaper

already mentioned, while many of them were detained in close

custody, and excluded from all external communication.

Neilson, in order to leave no room for cavilling, inclosed a

copy of his letter to the editor of the Courier, in ose to Lord

Castlereagh, together with the newspaper and offensive passage-

underscored. In a few hours after, Messrs. Cook and Marsdeti

came to Neilson's prison, asked him if he really-meant to publish

a contradiction to the act of parliament, and being answered ip

the affirmative, Mr. Cook solemnly declared, that if so, it was

his excellency the Lord Lieutenant's determination to make void

the compact, and cause civil and military executions to proceed as

before.—But, sir, said Neilson, how can an act of mine subject

others to punishment ? It will, was the Secretary's answer. If

you publish a syllable on the subject, the consequence shall

A a e.>;
i |

•
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equally affect all. The loss of one life was not thought a suffi-

cient curb against the workings of honest indignation, and

therefore it was threatened that a mass of fellow-creatures

should be involved in the same destruction. Thus we have

seen men who invoke order, rend the ties of social security, and

set up for themselves the ruffian law of force ; men who invoke

religion, address heaven to witness only the perfidy of their

engagements ; and those who declaim about humanity, become

very copyists of the enormities they stigmatize in their ene=

mies.

The message sent by Mr. Cook was singularly characteristic

of inhuman duplicity, of remorseless cruelty, of a shameful

disregard of public faith, and together with the subsequent

treatment of the prisoners, forms a counter-part of the former

conduct of Lord Cornwallis towards the citizens of Charleston.*

Nevertheless, had the British government not found an obse*

quious instrument in the American minister, Mr. Rufus King,

they could not have consummated their design, without a de>

gree of undisguised perfidy of which they seemed solicitous to

avoid the appearance. It was that minister who furnished the

pretext

* After the battle or Camden, the behaviour of Lord Comwallisto the

American prisoners was a kind of rehearsal of the perfidiousness and cru-

elty which he practised so many jears later against the defencelrrs

Irish. Christopher Gadsden and the citizens of Charleston had entered

into a regular capitulation with him for the surrender of that city ; but

hit sooner did the English general fiud himself the stronger, than he

caused, in direct violation of the articles, the most conspicuous of them

to he arrested and transported to St. Augustine, as he did the Irish pri-

soners to Fort George. In both instances, the sufferers were sent off

without previous notice ; in both instances a formal compact was vio-

lated ; in both cases, their private papers were seized. Though his san-

guinary acts in Ireland are scarcely noticed, they fell so much short of

the more infuriate atrocity of the Orangemen, yet the blood he shed there

was immense, and in violation of his compact with the United Irish-

men.— Vide. Castlereagh's account of the number of executions—debates

in the house ofcommons*
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pretext uoder which many of the Irish state prisoners lost four

years of the prime of their lives in close captivity ; twenty of

them were immured in a remote fortress in a foreign land, where

they could not hold intercouse with their friends or their coun-

try, unless through the medium of their enemies. They saw

the Duke of Portland's order concerning them, which was

harsh and rigorous in the extreme; but in passing through the

hands of Lieutenant-Governor the Hon. James Stuart, it re-

ceived what mitigation his duty would permit, and the pri-

soners were sensible it would have received more, if he had had

the option. But they do not complain of rigour, it has pro-

tected character which might have been blighted by the kind-

ness of the court. It vindicates them from the calumnies of the

British government and its retainers. It demonstrates that they

did not sacrifice their principles to any unworthy compromise,

and that they continued to deserve the enmity of the oppressors

of their country.

After this view of the stipulated rights, the motives and pro-

ceedings of the Irish state prisoners, and of the whole conduct

of the Anglo-Irish government, what must any impartial man

think of the miserable affection of branding them with a crime

by styling them traitors ? To submit, from fear, where there i:

just ground for resistance, is pusillanimous ; to oppose tyranny

with arms, where peaceable redress has been refused, is heroic and

virtuous. The United Irishmen endeavoured to make it likewise

prudent, by allying themselves with a power able to second them,

and, if it had judged wisely, deeply interested in their success,

Those who are accustomed to confound names with thing?,

will see in the term traitor nothing but reproach : To the United

Irishmen, provoked by ?o many wrongs, it is matter of boast and

triumph. If by applying to them that appellation, no more be

intended than technically to express that they broke the lawa

which are calculated to protect the existing government, be it

a a 2 what
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\vhat it may; they adopt the epithet, and proudly rfr« w them-

selves traitors to the tyrants of their country, and to the acts of

power by which it is enslaved. They hazarded their lives in

order to overthrow a system of government, and to destroy a

connexion, which, after very mature reflection, they considered

as the most baneful curses on their native land. But let it be

observed, that they never meditated the destruction, even of that

system of government, or of that connexion, until they had tried

and found vain every other effort for giving liberty and happiness

to Ireland.

If by applying to them the term traitor, it be intended to ex-

press that they violated any duty which a citizen owes to the

community of his fellow-citizens, they deny the accusation, and

repel the charge of treason on the Irish parliament and the

Anglo-Irish government. These were the subverters of what-

ever little liberty Ireland enjoyed. They were the supporters of

a connexion which they have practically shewn can never exist

with Irish prosperity and freedom. Notwithstanding all the

great physical and moral advantages which Ireland possesses, she

is unknown, and almost always has been, as a nation, in conse-

quence of that connexion : she is bent down and prostrated by

the incumbent pressure of her tyrant. To maintain the avarice

and ambition of England, Irishmen are daily forced to shed their

blood without glory or profit to their country. Victory itself

rivits their chains the faster. In vain are they placed in the most

advantageous position for unlimited commerce, in vain are they

blessed with a fruitful soil, with inexhaustible mines^ with navi-

gable rivers, with the noblest harbours. All these natural bene-

fits are blasted by an imperious rival, before whose domination

their strength is withered, their resources exhausted, their apti*

tudes sacrificed, and the spirit of emulation strangled in its birth.

Ireland never has enjoyed a free constitution: even before the

Union had annilated her as a nation, her government was provin-

cial, servile and corrupt ; her people were represented no where*.

England
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England bought her nominal representatives to betray her, and

paid them with the money levied on herself. Of the three hun-

dred seats of the Irish house of commons, two hundred were the

p-operty of between thirty and forty individuals, who received

for them a compensation of a million and a half sterling at the

passing of the Union, and which sum, by the authority of those

very men, was levied on the nation. The sanguinary and deluded

Orangemen is also the legitimate growth of English policy, which

has long fomented, and . still perpetuates, the spirit of religious

dissension ; because that in the cordial union of Irishmen, Eng-

land beholds the downfall of her usurpation, and the establiohment

of their liberties. Will any patriot, will any honest man, accuse

the United Irishmen of having violated a duty towards their fel-

low-citizens, by labouring to destroy this horrible combination

of flagitious fraud and systematic tyranny !

Look at the map of Europe. Place Ireland side by side with

England : her climate is as auspicious, her soil as fertile, her

people as intelligent, her situation more favourable. Why, then,

has Ireland been sunk in poverty and wretchedness, while in

East, West, and South, in Asia, Africa and America, the name

of Britain is not more known and dreaded, even for the

enormity of her crimes, than for the greatness of her dominion ?

Because from the first landing of Henry the Second, Ireland

was a dependant province, and England an independent nation.

As to the charge of overturning the constitution, when it is

preferred, let the question be also asked, what was meant by

this ananudous thing, which the government have since ovei*

turned by the Union, without substituting a better ? Was it

the sale of representation, an oligarchical monopoly of power, an

exclusive enjoyment, by a few, of the universal lights of na-

ture, the political tyranny of one thousandth part, and the

political slavery of the residue of the community ? And by

whom are the United Irishmen accused ? By those who, to

palliate the corruption they ailedje, as Lord Cas=

tlereagh
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tlereagh did to Mr. Emmet,* that a free house of commons

would be incompatible with, and destructive of, the other two

estates. The Irish never had, nor indeed have even the English

themselves ever had, what political philosophers, in their specu-

lations, call the English constitution ; an English minister says

they never could by possibility have it—and then, under the insi-

dious use of an equivocal expression, he accuses the United

Irishmen of endeavouring to subvert a thing that did not, and,

as he alledges, cannot exist.

But those persons whom their enemies style leaders of the

United Irishmen, were actuated, it is said, by ambitious and un-

worthy motives. What are the proofs, and who are the accu-

sers? The proofs are absolutely none; and let it be again ob-

served, the accusers are men who, to apologize for their own vice,

deny the reality of virtue. Those who have studied human,

nature only in the meanness of their hearts, and the depravity of

Irish politics, may be expected, and perhaps permitted, to dis-

pute the existence of disinterested patriotism ; but the upright

and moral man will not credit such foul calumnies without proof.

With impartial minds, the purity of the object will be consi-

dered the best evidence of the purity of the motive.

Guarding the secret of those leading United Irishmen who have

escaped persecution and suspicion, and particularising only some

of those whose names have acquired publicity ; these imputa-

tions may be repelled by observing, that if Lord Edw. Fitzgerald

had been actuated in his political life by dishonourable ambition,

he had only to cling to his great family connexions and parlia-*

roentary influence. They unquestionably would have advanced

his fortunes and gratified his desires. The voluntary sacriiices he

made, and the magnanimous manner in which he devoted himsel£

in- the independence of Ireland, are incontestable proofs of the

generosity and purity of his soul. Mr. Henry Jackson, now

happily

* Vide the elimination of Mr. fcmnici before th? secret committee of

Hit bouse of i.nmm on?.
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happily in America, and Mr. John Sweetman, an emigrant in

France, embarked very large fortunes, and the advantages of

the highest commercial credit, in the same service ; and, finally,

they relinquished their country to redeem the blood of her chil-

dren. Hamden Evans, than whom Ireland did not possess a

more respected name, in the first line of connexion, affluent in

fortune and temperate in every personal wish, what could induce

him to set those advantages all at hazard, but the commanding

*ense of duty, the irresistible impulse of patriotic virtue ?

The reputation which Mr. Emmet inherited on his entrance

into his profession, and the character he had acquired in it, were

sufficient to flatter the most sanguine expectation. Had he

chosen to yield to the solicitations of ambition, without re-

gard to the means of elevation ; had he entered the parliamen-

tary career in the service of government ; had he adopted that

line of conduct, by which very inferior abilities, provided there

was still less integrity, were raised to eminence ; he might, with-

out much delay or any personal hazard, have arrived at the guilty

honours of the Anglo-Irish court.—It was only necessary to

desert Irish interests for British domination, to support religious

intolerance, to grasp at personal emolument, while the strength

of Ireland was frittered, isolated and paralized
;
only requisite

to resist that parliamentary reform which alone could correct

abuses, and afford the nation a guarantee for its rights
;
simply

to prefer the advantage of England in every competition ; in

fine, to signalize obedience and confirm loyally, by selling the

'existence of an Irish parliament, and making war on the prin-

ciples of liberty itself.

Integrity, indeed, forbade this course ; but ambition has uni-

versally trodden it, in the way to fortune and to power.

When the United Irishmen are censured, it is not by those

who think there is a moral obligation of doing all we can, and

at
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at every hazard, to maintain the independence and rights, to de- .

fend the honour and happiness of our country : to resist the

attacks of despotism, whether in the shape of corruption or

violence. No, it is by those creatures in whom the principle of

action does not rise above the level of individual interest ; by

those corrupt minds that never expand to a love of country, a

love of liberty, a sense of public prosperity. But the United

Irishmen were taught by their principles, that the people alone

are the fountain of all just power, and that to their freely chosen

delegates belongs the right of exercising authority over the

nation. If what their detractors see in Ireland be not a free

people in the exercise cf those just rights, but a population of

slaves, oppressed at once by a foreign tyranny and a native faction,

which that tyranny constitutes the subordinate agent of its worst

inflictions, which performs the drudgery of its vengeance, and

receives for this loathsome office a compensation wrung from the

vitals of the people, or raised on the ruins of their violated

majesty ; if this be what our detractors must behold in Ireland,

let them forget their prejudices but for a moment, place them-

selves a few years later in existence, suppose themselves already

standing at the impartial distance of posterity, a;^d then, com-

muning with their consciences, let them say what were the de-

merits of the United Irishmen ?

Had this association succeeded in the noblest enterprize that

ever was concerted for the relief of Ireland, by breaking that

chain of slavery which has held her in wretchedness for six hun-

dred years, she would cease to be rent by the savage policy of a

iealous rival, impoverished by the extravagant expenditures of a

bankrupt associate, sacrificed for the only nation on earth of

which she has reason to complain, or exhausted at every vein for

the avaricious and liberticide wars of England. Her resources

would be employed for her own interest and glory ; her inborn

energy would be turned to her own happiness ; the wants and

ignorance of her peasantry would be removed ; the unnatural

union

\
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union of church and state, which degrades religion into an engine

of profane policy, would be dissolved
; tythes, the bane of agri-

culture, would be abolished ; the memory of religious dissen-

sions would be lost. She would be a nation, not a province ;

her people would be citizens, not slaves ^ her flag would be seen

on the ocean ; her commerce would extend over the globe ; her

name would be exalted among the people of the earth.

—

She would assume that station for which nature intended her,

and for her protection she need only look to God and to her

courage.

But as the deliverer of the Israelites was not permitted to

accomplish what he had begun, so others, more fortunate, but not

more zealous than the United Irishmen of 1798, will perhaps

lead the bondmen of their race to the promised land of indepen-

dence. And in that day when the cause of Ireland shall again

be arbitrated by the hand of power, we beseech thee, God of the

oppressed ! to give liberty to our enslaved, and concord to our

distracted country ; to add skill to the valour, perseverance to

the enthusiasm, and union to the efforts of her sons : and when

the patriot shall be triumphant and liberty secure, teach him to

discern and to compassionate, in the persons of his enemies, and

deluded instruments of a foreign policy, whom prejudice had

misled, whom reason may reclaim, and kindness turn into friends-

Above all, drive for ever from thy chastened land, the impious

persecution of thy creatures under pretext of thy service, and

erect an imperishable edifice of Irish freedom on the firm

foundation of civil harmony, equal rights, and National Inde-

pendence.

E b MEMOIRS



MEMOIR,

OR, DETAILED STATEMENT OF THE ORIGIN AND PROGRESS

OE THE IRISH UNION :

Delivered to the Irish Government
e

By Messrs. Emmet, O'Connor, and Mac Neven,

August, the 4th, 1793.

fHE disunion that had long existed between the catholics and

pvotestants of Ireland, particularly those of the presbyterian reli-

gion, was found by experience to be so great an ohstable to the

obtaining a reform in parliament, on any thing of just and popular

principles, that some persons, equally friendly to that measure

and to religious toleration, conceived the idea of uniting both

sects in pursuance of the same object—a repeal of the penal

laws, and a reform, ir.cluding in itself an extension of the right

of suffrage to the catholic.

From tin's originated the societies of the United Irishmen in

the end of the year 1791 ; even then it was clearly perceived

that the chief support of the borough interest in Ireland was

the weight of English influence ; but as yet that obvious remark

had not led the minds of the reformers towards a separation from

England. Some individuals, perhaps, had convinced themselves

that benefit would result to this country from such a measure %

but
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but during the whole existence of the socity of United Irishmen

of Dublin, we may safely aver, to the best of our knowledge and

recollections, that no such object was ever agitated by its

members, either in public debate or private conversation, nor

until the society had lasted a considerable time, were airy

traces of republicanism to be met with there : its views

were purely, and in good faun, what the test of the so-

ciety avows. Those, however, were sufficient to excite the

most lively uneasiness in the Friends of protestant ascendancy

and unequal representation ; insomuch that the difficulty of

their attainment, notwithstanding the beginning union of sect 5
?,

became manifest. But with the difficulty, the necessity of the

measure was still more obvious ; and the disposition of the peo-

ple, to run greater risques, for what they conceived both difficult

and necessary to be had, was encreased. This will sufficiently

account for the violent expressions and extraordinary proposals

that are attributed .0 that society.—One of the latter was, that

of endeavouring, at some future, but undetermined time, to pro-

cure the meeting of a convention, which should take into consi-

deration the best mode of effecting a reform in parliament, as had

been done in the year 1784. It was thought the weight and

power of such a body, backed as it was hoped it would be,

with the support of catholic and protestant, and the encreased

spirit towards liberty which arose from, the French revolution,

would procure a more favourable issue to the efforts of that con-

vention, than had attended those of the former ; but the ob'ect,

as yet, went no farther than a reform in pailiament, only on more

broad and liberal principles.

The discussion, however, of political questions, "oth foreign

and domestic, and the enacting of several unpopular laws, had

advanced the minds of many people, even before they were aware

cf it, towards republicanism and revolution ; they began to rea-

son on the subject, and to think a republican form of govern-

ment was preferable to our own ; but they stil] considered it as

B b 2 impossible
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impossible to be obtained, in consequence of the English power

and connexion. This, together with its being constantly per-

ceived that the weight of English was thrown into the

scale of borough interest, gradually rendered the .
connex-

ion itself an object of discussion ; and its advantages some-

what problematical. 'While the minds of men were taking this

turn, the society of United Irishmen in Dublin was in the year

1794* forcibly dissolved, but the principles by which it was actu-

ated were as strong as ever ; as hypocrisy was not of the vices or*

that society, it brought its destruction on itself by the openness

of its discussion and publicity of its proceeding. Its fate was

a warning to that of Belfast, and suggested the idea of forming

societies, with the same object, but whose secrecy should be

their protection.—The first of these societies was, as we best re-

collect, in the year 1795. In order to secure co-operation and

uniformity of action, they organized a system of committees,

baronial, county, and provincial, and even national ; but it was

long before the skeleton of this organization was filled up.

While the formation of these societies was in agitation, the

friends of liberty were gradually, but with a timid step, advanc-

ing towards republicanism
;

they began to be convinced, that it

would be as easy to obtain a revolution as a reform, so obsti-

nately was the latter resisted, and as the conviction impressed

itself on their minds, they were inclined not to give up the struggle,

but to extend their views ; it was for this reason that in their

test the words are w an equal representation of all the people of

Ireland," without inserting the word parliament. The test em-

braced both the republican and the reformer, and left to future

circumstances to decide to which the common strength should

be directed ;*but Still the whole body, we are convinced, would

stop short at reform. Another consideration, however, led the

minds of the reflecting United Irishmen to look towards a repub-

lic and separation from England—this was the war with France ;

they clearly perceived that their strength was not likely to be-

come speedily equal to wresting from the English and the

borough
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borough interest in Ireland, even a reform ; foreign assistance

would, therefore, perhaps become necessary ; but foreign assist-

ance could only be hoped for in proportion as the object to which

it would be applied was important to the party giving it- A
reform in the Irish parliament was no object to the French—

a

separation of Ireland from England was a mighty one indeed.

—

Thus they reasoned ; shall we^ between two objects, confine our-

selves to the least valuable, even though it is equally difficult to

fce obtained, if we consider the relation of Ireland with the rest

of Europe.

Whatever progress the United system had made among the

catholics throughout the kingdom, until after the recall of Lord

Fitzwilliam, (notwithstanding many resolutions which had ap-

peared frcm them, manifesting a growing spirit,) they were con-

sidered as not only entertaining an habitual predilection for mo-

narchy, but also as being less attached than the presbyterians to

political liberty. There were, however, certain men among

them who rejoiced at the rejection of their claims, because it

gave them an opportunity of pointing out that the adversaries of

reform were their adversaries ; and that these two objects could

never be separated with any chance of success to either. They

used the recall of that nobleman, and the rejection of his mea-

sures., to cement together in political union the catholic and

presbyterian masses.

The modern societies, for their protection against informers

and persecution, had introduced into their test a clause of se-

crecy. They did more—they changed the engagements of their

predecessors into an oath : and mutual confidence encreased, whea

religion was called in aid of mutual security.

While they were almost entirely confined to the north, but

increasing rapidly there, the insurrection bill was passed in the

beginning of the year 1796, augmenting the penalties upon ad-

ministering unlawful oat,hs, or solemn obligations even to death :

but
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but death had ceased to alarm men who began to think it was to

be encountered in their country's cause. The statute remained

an absolute dead letter, and the numbers of the body augmented

beyond belief.

To the Armagh persecution is the Union of Irishmen

most exceedingly indebted. The persons and properties of the

wretched catholics of that county were exposed to the merciless

attacks of an Orange faction, which was certainly in many

instances unconjrouled by the justices of peace, and claimed to

be in all supported by government. When these men found that

illegal acts of magistrates were indemnified by occasional sta-

tutes, and the courts of justice shut against them by parliamen-

tary barriers, they began to think they had no refuge but in

joining the Union. Their dispositions so to do were much en-

creased by finding the presbyterians, of Belfast especially, step

forward to espouse their cause, and succour their distress. We
will here remark once for all, what we most solemnly aver, that

wherever the Orange system was introduced, particularly in ca-

tholic counties, it was uniformly observed that the numbers of

United Irishmen encreased most astonishingly. The alarm which

an Orange lodge excited among the catholics made them look

for rfefuge by joining together in the United system ; and as

their number was always greater than that of bigotted protes-

tants, our harvest was ten-fold. At the same time that we

mention this circumstance, we must confess, and most deeply

regret, that it excited a mutual acrimony and vindictive spirit,

which was peculiarly opposite to the interest, and abhorrent to

the feelings of the United Irishmen, and has lately manifested

itself} we hear, in outrages of so much horror.

Defenderism has been supposed to be the origin of the mo-

dern societies of United Irishmen : this is undoubtedly either a

mistake or a misrepresentation ; we solemnly declare that there

was no connexion between them and the United Irishr as far at

<s%e know, except what fellows :

After
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After the defenders had spread into different counties, they

manifested a rooted but unenlightened aversion, among other

thin gp, to the same grievances that were complained of by the

Union. They were composed almost entirely of catholics, and

those of the lowest order, who, through a false confidence, were

risking themselves, and the attainment of redress, by premature

and unsystematic insurrection. In the north they were also en-

gaged in an acrimonious and bloody struggle with an opposite

faction called peep of-day boys. The advantage of reconciling

these t\vo misguided parties, of joining them in the Union, and

so turning them from any views theyTnight have exclusively re-

ligious, and of restraining them from employing a mutually des-

tructive exertion of force, most powerfully struck the minds of

several United Irishmen. For that purpose, many of them in

the northern counties went among both, but particularly the

Defenders, joined with them, shewed the superiority of the

Union system, and gradually, while government was endeavour-

ing to quell them by force, melted them down into the United

Irish body. This rendered their conduct infinitely more orderly,

and less suspicious to government.

It has been alledged against the United Irishmen, that they

established a system of assassination. Nothing that has ever

been imputed to them, that we feel more pleasure in being able

to disavow. In such immense numbers as were to be found in

that body, although uniformity of system may have given a

wonderful uniformity of action, yet it is unfair and unjust to

charge the whole body with the vices of a few of its members :

individual grievances produced individual resentments, and the

meeting of many sufferers in the same Way, frequently caused

them to concur in the same resolutions. It appears, indeed, by

some trials, that a baronial once took that subject into considera-

tion, but it was manifest it was taken up by them as individuals,

whose principles, as it afterwards appeared, were not repugnant

to the act. A committee of assassination has been, much talked
'
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of—we have heard persons mentioned as members cf it, whom

we know, from the most private and confidential conversations,

to be utterly abhorrent from the crime. We solemnly declare,

we believe that such a committee never existed.—We most po-

sitively aver, it never was with the cognizance of any part of the

Union. We also declare, that in no communication from those

who were placed at the head of the United Irishmen, to the

rest of that body, and in no official paper, was assassination

ever inculcated, but frequently and fervently reprobated. It

was considered by them with horror, on account of its crimina-

lity—and with personal dread, because it would render ferocious

the minds of men in whose hands their lives were placed, most

particularly placed ; inasmuch as between them and the rest of

that body they were out of the protection of the law. In proof

cf this assertion, we would beg leave to refer to a sketch of a

publication which we believe was seized among the papers of

one of us, at the time of his arrest, and which it was intended

should appear if the paper to which it alluded had not been dis-

continued.—One other consideration, which we entreat may not

offend, will, we hope, be decisive. If such committee had ex-

isted, and if the men at the head of the United Irishmen had

thought assassination a justifiable mode of obtaining their ends,

and had been capable of encouraging such atrocity, possessed as

they were of wide-spread means of acting, and powerful controul

over men, who, it is now manifest, held the loss of life in utter

contempt, the poinard would have been directed, not against

such petty objects as an obnoxious country magistrate, or an

informer.

We were none of us members of the United system until

September or October, in the year 1796 ; at that time, it must

be confessed, the reasons already alledged, and the irritations of

the preceding summer in the north, had disposed us to a sepa-

ration and republic, principally because we were hopeless that a

reform would ever be yielded to any peaceable exertions of the

people.
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people. We cannot be accurate as to the progress either of the

numbers or organization of the United Irishmen, it having been

an invariable rule to burn all the returns or other papers, after

they ceased to be useful; we have no documents wherewith to

refresh our memories, but we apprehend the report of the secret

committee to be, in that case, sufficiently accurate, except that

the numbers were always much greater than appeared by those

reports ; the documents on which they rely only noticed chose

who went regularly into societies ; but great numbers, perhaps,

at a rough guess, half as many were sworn to the test, who were

prevented by private motives and local circumstances, from com-

mitting themselves in that way ; we are, however, convinced

that the numbers of the whole body could not latterly be less

than 500,000. .

The return from the different societies and committees up-

wards, specified, among other things, arms and ammunition ;

they were not originally included in them, nor were they intro-

duced until after the passing the insurrection and indemnity acts,

when the people began to be more than ever carried towards re-

sistance, and were extremely irritated by the indemnified viola-

tions of law in the north. The returns also stated, sums of

money having been collected ; those sums were always very

small, and applied towards the support of persons imprisoned on

charges connected with the Union, and in conducting of their

defences ;
any other expences were defrayed by occasional pri-

vate subscriptions.

The printed constitution mentions a national committee : none

such, strictly speaking, was ever formed at first, because to it.i

appointment two provincials at least were necessary ; and before

the organization in any other part of the kingdom could reach

to a provincial, the immense number in Ulster required a supreme

head.—Some persons were then chosen by the northern provin-

cial, with powers to associate to themselves such others as they

c c should
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should think fit. They were commonly called the executive*

When the organization began in Leinster, and shortly after the

French left Bantry Bay, some persons resident in this province

were associated to that body
; things continued thus until many

began to think that elections should take place pursuant to the

constitution. The fidelity of the people had by that time been

so abundantly proved, that men did not hesitate to submit them-

selves to a guarded election by the Leinster provincial. Nati-

onal delegates were therefore chosen by it, who acted for their

own province, and occasionally consulted with the executive of

the north on subjects of general importance. The election of

national delegates first toook place, as we best recollect, about

the latter end of November or December, 1797.

The military organization had no existence until towards the

latter end of 1796, and was as near as could be engrafted on the

civil : in order to avoid giving alarm, it continued to conceal it-

self as much as possible under the usual denominations. The

secretary of a society of twelve was commonly the petty officer;

the delegate of five societies to a lower baronial, when the po-

pulation required such an intermediate step, was usually the

captain, and the delegate from the lower to the upper baronial

wa* usually the colonel. All officers to colonels up were ir.dis-

pensibly elected by those they were to command, but at that

point the interference of the societies ceased, and every higher

commission was in the appointment of the executive
; only as

soon as sufficient numbers of regiments were organized in any

county, the colonels were directed to transmit to the executive

the names of three persons fit, in their opinion, to act as adju-

tants-general for that county ; of those the executive choose one

;

and through this organ, all military communications were made

to the several comities. In consequence of such arrangements,

not more than one of the executive need ever be committed with

any county, and that only to a person of his own choice from

among three. It so happened, that the same member was en-

titled
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titled to hold communication with several adjutants-general,

which still further diminished the risk to the executive : we re-

fer to the amended printed constitution, where the military orga-

nization without being named, is more correctly set forth, than

we can give it from memory. As to the manner in which these

men were to be provided with arms and ammunition, every man

who could afford it was directed to provide himself with a mus*

ket, bayonet, and as much ammunition as he cpuld
;
every othc;

man with a pike, anjd, if he was able, a case of pistols ; but this,

we apprehend, was not strictly adhered to. We have heard it

said, that treasurers were appointed for raising money to pur-

chase arms, but no such appointment was ever made, at least by

the executive. Perhaps some private societies might have

adopted such a measure.

In many instances, the lower orders went about to private

houses to search for arms ; this the executive constantly endea-

voured to prevent, because they were unwilling to raise alarm in

their adversaries, or let the members of their body acquire habits

of plunder, and be confounded with robbers. They endea-

voured to dissuade them from these acts, by representing to the

people that the arms would always be kept in better condition

by the gentlemen than by them, and could be easily seized when-

ever necessary. In other respects our stores were in the arsenal

in the castle, and the military depots throughout the country

;

our supplies were in the treasury.

A military committee was appointed by the executive in Fe^

bruary, 1793* for the principal purpose of preparing plans of

operations, either in case of a premature insurrection, if we

should be unfortunately and unwillingly forced into one, or of

the invasion from France. As a committee k did nothing, lat

some of its members took up the consideration of the latter sub»

iect, and framed instructions how to act in ca^e cf a landing;

of a foreign force j—thcoe were sent by the executive to

CC 'i SUG'l^
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such adjutants-general as had received their appointments

;

they generally went to use every effort in favour of the

French.

Attempts were made with as much zeal as the necessary cau-

tion would permit, to introduce the svstem among the military,

the militia especially ; but the reports of the agents were

mostly confused and unsatisfactory, so that the success of

the measure could never be ascertained with any tolerable

accuracy.

We have read in some evidence lately given, that a person was

appointed colonel by a commission from a general in the rebel

army. We must beg leave to doubt, if not deny, the truth of

that assertion. No general was ever chosen for Leinster, and

colonels were always appointed by their captains
;
they derived

their authority from this appointment, not from any commission

of a general.

It Irish officers in foreign service had joined in our cause,

they would have been gladly received, and rapidly promoted.

Indeed an attempt to procure that was actually set on foot ; we

counted on their attachment to their native soil, and hatred to

England, as a substitute for republicanism, and when they should

be convinced that such a form of government was the best secu-

rity for the permanent separation of the two countries, we were

wan of their fidelity. It has so happened, however, from the

delay of peace on the continent, or because our agent was over

cautious in conducting the negotiation lest it should become

kriown to the respective potentates, and communicated to the

British court, that nothing in consequence of it has hitherto

been effected.

We can aver, that no general plan of insurrection existed be-

fore the 12th of March, 1798; but some individuals had per-

haps
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haps formed local ones, adapted to the taking Dublin, and a few

other places. When the north was on the point of rising, after

the celebrated proclamation of General Lake, a plan of opera-

tions had been suggested for that occasion, which was destroyed

as soon as the people were dissuaded from the enterpi-ize, of

which we cannot now speak with any degree of precision.

Several recommendations were occasionally handed down from

the executive, through the committees, the dates or contents of

which we cannot undertake to detail, unless they should be called

to our recollection. The most remarkable, as they now occur

to us, was a recommendation to abstain from spirituous and

exciseable articles, not so much to destroy the resources of

government, as for the purpose of preserving sobriety, which was

so necessary to secrecy ; and morality, which was so necessary

to good order. It may be right to remark, that the recommen-

dation was, however painful to the people and contrary to their

former habits, most astonishingly complied with. The executive

also directed to discourage the circulation of bank notes, and

published a hand-bill cautioning against the purchasing of quit-

rents, pursuant to a scheme then in agitation, declaring, that as

such a sale was an anticipation of the future resources of the

country, it should not be allowed to stand good in the event of

a revolution. The reasons for these publications are obviciiSi
"

We must here remark, that many things were intrusted by the

executive to some one of its members ; it having been an invari-

able rule, that no more than one of them should, on any occa-

sion, be committed with persons not of its body. For this rea-

son, many things here stated are set forth on the credit of one

individual, but believed by the remainder.

About the middle of 1796, a meeting of the executive took

place, more important in its discussions and its consequences, than

any that had preceded it ; as such we have thought ourselves

bound to give an account of it with ike most perfect frankness,

and
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and more than ordinary precision. This meeting took place in

consequence cf a letter from one of the society, who had emi-

grated on account of political opinions : it mentioned that the

state of the country had been represented to the government of

France in so favourable a point of view, as to induce them to

resolve upon invading Ireland, for the purpose of enabling it to

separate itself from Great Britain. On this solemn and impor-

tant occasion, a serious review was taken of the state of the

Irish nation at that period : it was observed that a desperate

ferment existed in the public mind ; a resolution in favour of a

parliamentary reform had indeed been passed in 1795 by the house

of commons—but after it had been frustrated by several suc-

cessive adjournments, all hope of its attainment vanished, and

its friends were every where proscribed ; the volunteers were put

down ; all power of meeting by delegation for any political pur-

pose, the mode in which it was most usual and expedient to co-

operate on any subject of importance, was taken away at the

same time. The provocations of the year 1794, the recall of

Lcrd Fitzwilliam, and the re-assumption of coercive measures

that followed it, were strongly dwelt on : the county of Ar-

magh had been long desolated by two contending factions, agree-

ing only in one thing, an opinion, that most of the active ma-

gistrates in that county treated one party with the most fostering

kindness, and the other with the most rigorous persecution. It

was stated, that so marked a partiality exasperated the surFerers,

and those who sympathized in their misfortunes. It was urged

with indignation, that notwithstanding the greatness of the mili-

tary establishment in Ireland, and its having been able to suppress

the Defenders in various counties, it was not able, or was not

employed to suppress these outrages in that county, which drove

7000 persons from their native dwellings. The magistrates, who

took no steps against the Orangemen, were said to have over-

leaped the boundaries of law to pursue and punish the Defen-

ders, The government seemed to take upon themselves those

Uij ales by the muerru.ky act, and even honoured" the violators ;

and
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and by the insurrection act, which enabled the same magistrates,

if they choose, under colour of law, to act anew the same abo-

minations. Nothing, it was contended, could more justly excite

the spirit of resistance, and determine men to appeal to arms,

than the insurrection act ; it punished with death the administer-

ing of oaths, which in their opinion were calculated for the most

virtuous and honourable purposes. The power of proclaiming

counties, and quieting them by breaking open the cabins of the

peasants between sunset and sunrise, by seizing the inmates, and

sending them on board tenders, without the ordinary interposi-

tion of a trial by jury, had, it was alledged, irritated beyond

endurance the minds of the reflecting, and the feelings of the

unthinking inhabitants of that province. It was contended,

that even according to the constitution and example of 1688,

when the protection of the constituted authorities was drawn

from the subject, allegiance, the reciprocal duty, ceased to bind

;

when the people were not redressed, they had a right to resist,

and were free to seek for allies wherever they were to be found.

The English revolutionists of 1688 called in the aid of a foreign

republic to overthrow their oppressors. There had sprung up

in our own time a much more mighty republic, which, by its

offers of assistance to break the chains of slavery, had drawn on

itself a war with the enemies of our freedom, and now particu-

larly tendered us its aid. These arguments prevailed, and it

was resolved to employ the proffered assistance for the purpose

of separation. We are aware it is suspected that negociations

between the United Irishmen and the French were carried on at

an earlier period than that now alluded to, but we solemnly de-

clare such suspicion is ill-founded. In consequence of this de-

termination of the executive, an agent was dispatched to the

French directory, who acquainted them with it, stated the dis-

positions of the people, and the measures which caused them.

He received fresh assurances that the succours should be sent as

soon as the armament could be got ready.
'

About
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About October, 1796, a messenger from the republic arrived,

who, after authenticating himself, said he came to be informed

of the state of the country, and to tell the leaders of the

United Irishmen of the intention of the French to invade it

speedily with I5,C00 men, and a great quantity of arms and

ammunition ; but neither mentioned the precise time, nor the

place, doubting, we suppose, our caution, or our secrecy.

—

Shortly after his departure, a letter arrived from a quarter, which

there was reason to look on as confidential, stating that they

would invade England in the spring, and positively Ireland.

—

The reason of this contradiction has never been explained ; but

the consequences of it, and the messenger not having specified

the place of landing, were, that when the armament arrived in

December, 1796, at Bantry Bay, they came at a time, and in

a port we had not foreknown.

After the intended descent had failed, it occurred to some

of the members of the association, and their friends in the city,

and to some of the most considerate of the United Irishmen, that

one more attempt- should be made in favour of parliamentary

reform. They hoped that the terrible warning which had been

given by the facility of reaching our coasts, and if the arma-

ment had landed, the possibility at least of its succeeding, would

have shewn the borough proprietors the necessity of conceding

to the popular wish. The storm had dispersed a cloud big

with danger, but it might again collect, and the thunder of

republic and revolution again roll, and burst over their heads.

This was then judged the best moment to persuade them, in

the midst of their fears, to a measure strictly counter-revolu-

tionary.

We think it but right to state, that no greater connexion

ever subsisted between any of the members of the opposition

and the United Irishmen, except in this instance, and for the

accomplishment of this purpose. In consequence of these joint

l
' efforts
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efforts a meeting was held at the exchange, which declared in

favour of reform, and a proposal of that nature was submitted

to parliament. If in the course of that effort for reform it had

not become evident that success was hopeless, it was the wish of

many among us, and we believe the executive would have gladly

embraced the occasion of declining to hold any further intercourse

with France, except sending a messenger there to tell them that

the difference between government and the people had been ad-

justed, and that they would have no business a second time to

attempt a landing. In fact, no attempt or advance was made

to renew the negociation till April, 1797, when an agent was

sent. In. the May following, the well known proclamation of

General Lake appeared. This very much encreased the fercnent

of the public mind, and the wish for the return of the French,

to get rid of the severities of martial-law. It did more—it

goaded many people of the north to press the executive to an

insurrection, independent of foreign aid. eiv

About this time a letter arrived, which assured us the French

would come again, and requesting that a person should be sent,

over to make previous arrangements. The eagerness of those in

the north, who were urgent for insurrection, was checked by

making known this communication to them, and entreating

for delay; it was resisted likewise by some of the most sober

and reflecting among themselves, who were of opinion they were

not yet sufficiently prepared for the attempt; those considerations

prevailed, particularly as, in order to enforce them, an advantage

was taken of the wish expressed by their enemies, that the peo-

ple might rise.

The impatience, however, which was manifested on this occa-

sion, and the knowledge that it was only controled by the ex-

pectation of speedy and foreign assistance, determined the

executive to send an agent speedily to France in answer to the

letter. This person departed in the latter end of June, 1797.

D d ' By
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By both these agents, rather a small number of men, with a -great

quantity of arms, ammunition, artillery and officers were required;

3 small force only was asked for, because the executive, faithful

to the principle of Irish independence, wished for what they

deemed just sufficient to liberate their country, but incompetent

to subdue it.—Their most determined resolution, and that of

the whole body, being collected as far as its opinions could be

taken, always has been in no event to let Ireland come under

the dominion of France, but it was offered to pay the expences

of the expedition. The number required was 10,000 men at

the most, and at the least 5,000. The executive inclined to the

larger number ; but even with the smaller, the general opinion

amo;-;g them was, there could be no doubt of success. As to the

quantity of arms, by the first messenger 40,000 stand were speci-

fied, but by the second, as much more as could be sent j the dif-

ference arose from the disarming that had gone on in the north,

and the encreasing n^
p
;bers who were ready to use them. The

executive also instructed its agents to negotiate for a loan of

money, if it could be bad in France ; if not, to negociate with

ftpgin—the sum was half a million. Our second agent, on his

arrival at Hamburg, wrote a memorial containing those and

other details, a copy of which some way or other, we perceive

the government has cbi.-.lued, and therefore refer to it. He then

proceeded to Paris, to treat further on the business, where he

presented a second memorial ; the object of this was to urge

motives arising out of the state of affairs, which would induce

constant the directory not to postpone the invasion. We cannot

precisely state the whole of its contents, as, according to the

practice already mentioned, no copy of it has been preserved ;

but it went to .demonstrate that the disposition which then ex-

isted in the Irish mind was in no future contingency to be ex-

pected, nor in any subsequent rupture between Great Britain

and the French republic ; that his majesty's ministers must see

Ireland would infallibly become the seat of war, if they did

not previously remove those grievances, the existence of which

would
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would naturally invite, and prove a powerful auxiliary to the

enemy. Such a rupture, it was observed, mu»t be in the

contemplation of the British cabinet, as several of its most lead-

ing members declared that they considered the existence of the

British monarchy incompatible with that of the republic. Con-

ciliation, then, according to every nde of policy and common

sense, would be ultimately adopted ; and though it should fall

short of the wishes of the people, it was asserted, if once pos-

sessed of a reasonable share of liberty, they would not be

brought to run the chance of a revolution in order to obtain a

more perfect system of freedom,

Our second agent, while at Paris, and pending the negocia-

tion at Lisle, was told by some of the persons in power in

France, that if certain terms, not specified to him, were offered

by the English, peace would certainly be made. However, af-

ter the negotiation was broken off, he received positive assurance

that the Irish never should be abandoned until a separation was

effected, and that they should be left entirely at their own option

to choose their own form of government.

About this time a person came over, informing us that a con>

siderable army was ready, and embarked at the Texel, destined

for Ireland, and only waiting for a wind. The troops after-

wards disembarked, but we are ignorant of the reason why they

never sailed, except perhaps that the wind continued so long ad-

verse, that the provisions were exhausted—and that in the mean

time disturbances broke out in the French government. It may

be proper to remark, that in none of the communications or

negotiations with France, did the government of that country

ever intimate the place they would land, or, except in the first,

the force they would bring,

Sometime7

in the beginning of the year, a letter was received

from France, stating that the succours might be expected in

April. Why the promise wns not fulfilled, we have never

dJ2 learned.
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learned. We know nothing of further communications from

any foreign state, nor of the future plan of operations of the

French ; but we are convinced they will not abandon the plan

of separating this country from England, so long as the discon-

tents of the people would induce them to support an invasion.

Let us, then, while Ireland is yet our country, be indulged

in a few remarks, which we deem extremely important to its fu-

ture prosperity ; now that we have given these full and faithful

details of the past, we cannot be suspected of any but pure

and disinterested motives in what we are about to say, ere we

leave it for ever. The parts we have acted, have enabled us to

gain the most intimate knowledge of the dispositions and hearts

of our countrymen. From that knowledge we speak, when wc

declare our deepest conviction that the penal laws, which have

followed in such doleful and rapid succession—the house-burn-

ings—arbitrary imprisonments—free quarters—and above all,

the tortures to extort confessions—neither have had, or can have,

any other effect but exciting the most lively rancour in the

hearts of almost all the people of Ireland, against those of

their countrymen who have had recourse to such measures for

maintaining their power, and against the connexion with Great

Britain, whose men and whose aid have been poured in to assist

them.

The matchless fidelity which has marked the Union—the un.

exampled firmness and contempt of death displayed by so many

thousands at the halberd, in the field, in the goal, and at the

gibbet, exempt us from claiming any belief on our personal cre-

dit. If the hearts of the people be not attached by some future

measures, this nation will be again and more violently disturbed,

on the coming of a foreign force. If a reform be adopted,

founded upon the abolition of corporations and boroughs, as

constituent bodies, and the equal division of the representatives

among those who may be entitled to the elective suffrage, the

btst
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best possible step will be taken for preserving the monarchical

constitution, and British connexion. For the success of this

measure, we would not now answer—but of this we are sure,

you must either extirpate or reform.

The hurry and still agitated minds with which we write, will,

we hope, not only apologize for any inaccuracy of style, but

likewise serve the much more important purpose of excusing

any expressions that may not be deemed sufficiently circumspect.

Much as we wish to stop the effusion of blood, and the present

scene of useless horrors, we have not affected a change of prin-

ciples, which would only bring on us the imputation of hypo-

crisy, when it is our most anxious wish to evince perfect since-

rity and good faith. We, however, entreat government to be

assured, that while it is so much our interest to conciliate, it is

far from our intention to offend.

Arthur O'Connor,

Thomas Addis Emmet,

William James Mac Nevek.

M
I

'THE



THE EXAMINATION

OF

WILLIAM JAMES MAC NEVEK>

BEFORE THE SECRET COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF LORD?,

AUGUST 7, 1798.

I TOOK the following minute of my examinations before

the secret committees of the lords and commons, being con-

vinced that they would not publish the entire of my answers,,

and that I should possibly find it necessary, in vindication of

truth, to publish them myself. The garbled, disingenuous re-

port of these committees has appeared', and when I had an op-

portunity of complaining to the Lord Chancellor of the unfair-

ness with which my examinations are set forth in the appendix

to it, he did not deny the fact, but declared very roundly, I

must not expect they would publish more of them than would

answer their purpose.—This, to be sure, was candid, and

I will not conceal one of the very few merits I can alkr.v

his lordship.

The Lord Chancellor had before him extracts from the me-

moir which we sent to Lord Castlereagh on the 4-th of August,

in fulfilment of cur agreement with government. They related

to the facts detailed in our paper concerning the history and

progress of the Union, detached from an account of the mo-

tives and abuses which were stated by us to have given rise to
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the resolutions we adopted. The examination was altogether

conducted in a manner to obtain for such parts of the memoir,

a certain authenticity for publication, without publishing the

memoir itself. He went into a minute examination of the civil

and military organization, and the various communications with

France. When he came to that part which mentions a memoir

given to the French minister at Hamburgh, he turned to an

extract of a copy of it which he had before him. Upon some

subsequent occasion, he said that no copy of the entire was ever

sent from England, and in this I can readily believe him.—He
asked how that memoir happened to be given to the French

minister ? I answered that the Irish agent applied to the French

minister for a passport to go into France, which the minister

made some difficulty in granting, but called for a memoir, and

offered to transmit it to his government. The memoir was

accordingly written, and soon after the person got a passport.

This tedious examination took up several hours.

Lord Chancellor. Pray, Dr. Mac Never, what number of

troops did the Irish directory require from the French govern-

ment for the invasion of Ireland ?
f

Afac.Nevcn. The minimum force was 5,000 men, the maxi-

mum 10,000; with that number, and a large quantity of arms

and ammunition, vve knew that an Irish army could be formed

and disciplined; this, aided by the universal wish of the people

to shake off the yoke, we had no doubt would succeed; and we

were always solicitous that no foreign force should be able to

dictate in our country : Liberty and national independence being

our object, we never meant to engage in a struggle for a change

<jf masters.

Lord Chancellor. Was not your object a separation from

England?

Mac Neven.
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Mac Neven. It certainly became our object, when we were

convinced that liberty was not otherwise attainable ; our reasons

for this determination are given in the memoir; it as a measure

we were forced into, inasmuch as I am now, and always have been

cf opinion, that if we were an independent republic, and Britain

ceased to be formidable to us, our interest would require an inti-

mate connexion with her.

' m in '
* A. irt i VkJft ji Ml T *i»if L'i -iti i' r \

-

Lord Chancellor. Such as subsists between England and

America I

Mac Neven. Something like it, my Lord.

Archbishop of Cashel. In plain English, that Ireland should

stand on her own bottom, and trade with every other country,

just according as she found it would be her interest ?

Mac Neven. Precisely,..my Lord; I have not, I own, any

idea of sacrificing the interests of Ireland to those of any other

country ; nor why we should not, in that, and in every respect,

be as free as the English themselves.

Archbishop of Cashel. Ireland could not support herself

alone.

Mac Neven* In my opinion she could; and if once her own

mistress, would be invincible against England and France toge-

ther; but this, my Lord, is a combination never to be expected.

If necessary, I could bring as many proofs in support of this

opinion, as a thing admits of, which may be only supported or

er opposed by probabilities.

Lord Kilivarden. Had the north any intention of rising in

rebellion in the summer of 1797 ?

Mac Neven.
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Mac Neven. It had an intention of rising in arms after Ge-

neral Lake's proclamation,

Lord Kilwarden. What prevented it ?

Mac Neven. The people of the north were made acquainted

with assurances received about this time from France, that the

expected succours would be shortly sent to us; and it was re-

presented to them that we would be giving the English a great

advantage by beginning before they arrived. For this, as

well as other reasons, I was always averse to our beginning by

ourselves.

Lord Kilwarden. Then if you thought you would have suc-

ceeded, you would have begun ?

Mac Neven. Most probably we should ; at the same time I

am bound to declare, that it was our wish to act with French

aid, because that would tend to make the revolution less bloody,

by determining many to join in it early, who, while the balance

of success was doubtful, would either retain an injurious neutra-

lity, or even perhaps oppose it.

Lord Kilivarden. The Union held out to the poor an assur-

ance that their condition would be ameliorated : how was this to

be accomplished?

Mac Neven. In the first place, by an abolition of tythes ;

and in the next, by establishing such an order of things as would

give more free scope to their industry, and secure to them a

better recompence for it.

Archbishop of Cashel. You know very well if tythes were

abolished, the landlords would raise the rents, and the tenants

would not be benefited.

r, ? Mac Neven.
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Mac Kevin. I know, my Lord, that during the period of

the lease, at leasts there would be no such rise ; but that now,

year after year, there is not a single improvement made by the

tenant, without the parson's getting a proportion of the profits;

it is a tax which encreases in proportion to the tenant* a-industry,

and encroaches on his capital, in order to form an income for a

man to whom he is not indebted for any service; and in general

there ij the loss of the full tenth between the incumbent and his

proctor.

Archbishop of Cczshel. Can you account for the massacres

committed upon the protestants by the papists in the county of

Wexford ?

Mac Neven. My Lord, lam far from being the apologist of

massacres, however provoked ; but if I am rightly informed as

to the conduct of the magistrates of that county, the massacres

you allude to were acts of retaliation upon enemies, much more

than of fanaticism : moreover my Lord, it has been the mis*

fortune of this country, scarcely ever to have known the English

natives or settlers, otherwise than as enemies; and in his lan-

guage, the Irish peasant has but one name for protestant and

Englishman, and confounds them ; he calls both by the name

of Sasanagh ; his indignation, there lore, is less again:t a reli-

gionist than against a foe ; his prejudice is the effect of the igno-

rance he is kept in, and the treatment he receives. How can

we be surprized at it, when so much pains are taken to brutal i/e

him?

Lord Chancellor. I agree with Dr. Mac Neven ; the Irish

peasant considers the two words as synonimous ; he calls the

protestant and Englishman, indifferently, Sasanagh.

Lord Kilwarden. I suppose the religious establishment would

be abolished with the tythes ?

Mac Neven.
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Mac IVevsn. I suppose it wcrild.

Lord Kilwaraen. Would you not set up another \

Mac Neven. No, indeed.

Lord Kiltuarden. Not the Roman Catholic ?

Mac Neven. I would no more consent to that than I would

to the establishment of Mahomeianism.

Lord Kiluuarden. What would you do then ?

Mac Neven. That Avhich they do in America ? let each man

profess the religion of his conscience, and pay his own pastor.

Lord Chancellor. Do you think the mass of the people in the

provinces of Leinster, Munster and Ccmnaught, care the value

of this pen, or the drop of ink it contain^ ior parliamentary

reform or catholic emancipation ?

Mac Neven. I am sure they do not [if by the mass of the

y e:>ple your lordship means, the common illiterate people ; they

do not understand it.] What they very well understand is, that

it would be a very great advantage to them to be relieved from

the payment of tythes, [and not to be fleeced by their landlords
;

but there is not a man who can read a newspaper, who has not

considered the question of reform, and was not once at least

attached to that measure ; the people of the least ed a cation

understand it ; and why the common people, whose opinion on

every other occasion is so little valued, should be made the cri-

terion of public opinion on this, I do not know.J*

B e 2 Lord

* All that part of the answer inc]<»s<*d within brackets, has been pur-

posely omitted in i he pubjisbed rej ort of the secret committee of the house

of lords. Here, where the entire answer is set don n, the effecj of the sup-

pression iu altering the sense is manifest. But long before, Sidney was

forced
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Lord Chancellor. I dare say they all understand it better

than I do ?

Mac Never.. As to catholic emancipation, the importance

of that question has passed away long since ; it really is not

worth a moment's thought at the present period.

Lord Dillon. Has the Union extended much into Can-

naught ?

Mac Neven. It has, very considerably.

Lord Dillon. I did not think so. What is the extent of the

organization :

Mac Neven. Less, perhaps, than in other places ; it got

later into Connaught, but very great numbers have taken the test.

From the misery of the poor people, and the oppressiveness of

:dlords in many parts of that province, we have no doubt but

f the French ever land in force there, they will be joined by

sands, probably by the whole of its population.

tan

ii

thou

Archbishop uf Cash:!. IF the French had made peace at Lisle,

r.s you say they were willing to do, they would have left you

in the lurch ; and may they not do so again ?

Mac Neven. The French government declared that it would

deceive the Irish ; and that it must make peace if England

oilered such terms as France had a right to expect ; but that if

the insincerity of the cabinet of St. James's should frustrate the

negotiation, the Irish should never be abandoned ; and I :.ow

consider

forced lo observe to another corrupt judge, hat if he took, the Scripture

by pieces, he would make all the penmen of the Scrip ure bl^pheroers.

He might accuse David of sa\ ingthere was no God ; and accuse the Evan-

gelist? of ; ; iv ins Christ was a blasphemer and a seducer; and tae .Aposilei

thut thev were drunk.
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consider the directory as bound by every tie of honour never to

make peace until we are an independent nation.

Archbishop of Cashel. What security have you that the

French would not keep this country as a conquest ?

Mac Neven. Their interest and our power : if they attempted

any 6uch thing, they must know that England would not fail to

take advantage of it ; that she would then begin to get a sense

ofjustice towards Ireland, and make us any offer short of separa-

tion, as she did to America, when by a like assistance America

was enabled to shake off her yoke ; moreover, it is not possible

for the French to send any force into this country, which would

not be at the piercy of its inhabitants; but the example which

was held out to them, and to which they promised to conform,

was that of Pvochambeau in America.

A member of the Committee. To what number do you think

the United Irishmen amounted all over the kingdom?

Mac Neveri. Those who have taken the test, do not, I am

convinced, fall short of 500,000, without reckoning women and

old men. The number regularly organized, is not less than

200,000 ; and I have no doubt all these will be ready to fight

for the liberties of Ireland, when they get a fair opportunity.

Lord Chancellor. V/e shall not trouble you with any more

questions.

THE
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OF

WILLIAM JAMES MAC NEVLN,

BEFORE THE SECRET COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS,

august 8, 1798.

Lord Castlereagh. DR. MAC NEVEN, the Lords have

sent us the minutes of your examination before them, and we only

wish to trouble you with some questions relative to the interior

state of the country.

Speaker. Pray, sir, what do you think occasioned the insur-

rection ?

Mac Neven. The insurrection was occasioned by the house-

burnings, the whippings to extort confessions, the torture of

various kinds, the free quarters, and the murders committed upon

the people by the magistrates and the army.

Speaker. This only took place since the insurrection.

Mac Neven. It is more than twelve months (looking at Mr.

Corry) since these horrors were perpetrated by the Antient

Britons about Newry ; and long before the insurrection they

were quite common through the counties of Kildare and

Carlow,
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Carlow, and began to be practised with very great activity in

the counties of Wicklow and Wexford.

Corry and Latouche. Yes, a few houses were burned.

Mac Neven. Gentlemen, there were a great deal more than

few houses burned.

Speaker. Would not the organization have gone on, and the

Union become much stronger, but that the insurrection was

brought forward too soon ?

Mac Neven. The organization would have proceeded, and

the Union have acquired that strength which arises from order;

organization would at the same time have given a controul over

the people, capable of restraining their excesses ; and you see

scarcely any have been committed in those counties where it was

well established.

Lord Castlereagh. You acknowledge the Union would have

become stronger, butfor the means taken to make it explode.

Mac Neven. It would every day have become more perfect,

but I do not see any thing in what has happened to deter the

people from persevering in the Union and its object ; on the con-

trary, if I am rightly informed, the trial of force must tend

to give the people confidence in their own power—as I under-

stand it* is now admitted, that if the insurrection was general,

and well conducted, it would have been successful.

Sir J. Parnel. Do you know the population of Wexford

county ?

Mac Neven. Not exactly; but people agree, that if the in-

surrection of a few counties in Leinster, unskilfully as it was

directed,
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directed, was so near overthrowing the government, a general

rising would have freed Ireland.

Lord Castlereagh. Were not the different measures of the

government, which are complained of, subsequent to various

proceedings of the United Irishmen ?

Mac Neven. Prior, my Lord, to most of them ; if your lord-

ship desires it, I will prove, by comparison of dates, that go-

vernment throughout has been the aggressor.

—

(His lordship was

not curious.)

Speaker, (looking at the minutes from the Lords.) You say

that you wished to keep back the insurrection; how do you re-

concile that with the general plan of arming?

Mac Neven. From the time we had given up reform as

hopeless, and determined to receive the French, we adopted a

military organization, and prepared to be in a condition to co-

operate wth them ; but it was always our wish to wait, if possible,

their arrival. We wished to see liberty established in our country

with the least possible expence of private happiness, and in such a

\vay that no honest man of either party should have cause to regret

it. We had before our eyes the revolution of 1688, in which a po-

pular general, with only a small army, gave the friends of liberty

an opportunity of declaring themselves
;
accordingly, upon that

celebrated occasion, the junction of the people of England

with King William was so extensive, that war and its conco-

mitant evils were entirely precluded. I know the case would

be the same here if there was a French landing.

Mr. Alexan.ler. Although talents and education are to be

found in the Union, yet there is no comparison in point of pro-

perty between those who invited the French, and those who

brought in King William.

Mac Neven.
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Mac Neven. Pardon me, sir, I know very many who possess

propr.bly much larger properties than did Lord Danby, who

signed the invitation to the Prince of Orange, or than did Lord

Somers, who was the great champion of the revolution. The

property in the Union is immense ; but persons in a situation

to be more easily watched, were not required to render them-

selves particularly conspicuous.

Speaker. But in case of a revolution, would not many per-

sons be banished or destroyed, and their properties forfeited

—

for instance, the gentlemen here ?

Mac Neven. We never had a doubt, but in such an event,

many of those who profess to be the warmest friends of the

British connexion, would very quickly join us ; and the readi-

ness with which we have seen them support different other admi-

nistrations, led us to suppose they might possibly do us the

honour of supporting our own. I am confident, sir, that in

case of a revolution, the United Irishmen would behave better

to their enemies, than their~enemies do to them.

Speaker. Was not the Olive Branch, and the arms she had

cn board, destined for this country ?

Mac Neven. I never heard they were ; arms have been fre-

quently offered, but we always refused to accept them, without

troops ; for we knew that insurrection would be the immediate

consequence of a landing of arms, and we constantly declared to

the French government, that we never meant to make our coun-

try a La Vendee, or the seat of Chouanerie.

Speaker. Do you think catholic emancipation or parliamen-

tary reform are objects of any importance with the common

people ?

Mac
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Mac Neven. Catholic emancipation, as it is called, the people

do not care about ; I am sure they ought not now
;
they know,

I believe, very generally, that it would be attended with no other

effect than to admit into the house of peers a few individuals

who profess the catholic religion, and enable some others to

speculate in seats in the house of commons. No man is so

ignorant as to think this would be a national benefit. When

Lord Fitz William was here, I considered the measure a good

one, as it would have removed the pretexts of those feuds and

animosities which have desolated Ireland for two centuries, and

have been lately so unhappily exacerbated ; but now that those

evils have occurred, which the stay of that nobleman would have

prevented, they are not little measures which can remedy the

grievances of this country.

looking over at somebody. See that.]

Speaker. But are you not satisfied, that reform would go as

little way to content the people, as catholic emancipation ?

Mac Neven. Sir, I can best answer that question by declar-

ing what the sentiments of the United Irishmen were at different

periods. When Mr. Ponsonby brought in his first bill of re-

form, I remember having conversed with some of the most con-

fidential men in the north on that subject—and they declared to

me, they would think the country happy, and likely to think

itself so, by getting that bill. When he brought in his last

bill, I am sure the country at large would have been satisfied

with the same.

Lord Castlereagh. They would have been satisfied to effect

a revolution through a reform?

Mac Neven. If a change of system be one way or other

inevitable, of which I have no doubt, and which you yourselves

cannot
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cannot but think highly probable, who can be so much interested

in its occurring peaceably as you are ; in any tranquil change,

you will retain your properties, and the immense influence which

attaches to property ; in such a situation, you would necessarily

have a considerable share in the management of affairs ; and I

cannot conceive how a revolution, effected in such a manner, would

much confound the order of society, or give any considerable

shock to private happiness.

Speaker. Don't you think the people would be dissatisfied

with any reformed parliament which would not abolish the church

establishment and tythes ?

Mac Neven. I have no idea of a reformed parliament that

would not act according to the interest and known wishes of the

people. I am clear that tythes ought to be suppressed, and

have no doubt the church establishment would follow.

A member. Would you not set up another ?

Mac Neven. Most certainly not ; I consider ail church esta=

blishments as injurious to liberty and religion.

Mr. J. C. Bcresford. Will you tell me what you under-

stand by a free house of commons ?

Mac Neven. One which should be annually and freely returned

bv the people, and in which their interests, for the most part,

should direct the decisions.

Mr. J. C. Beresford. What do you think of Fotwollopping

boroughs—they afford a specimen of universal suffrage ?

Mac Neven. I know some adversaries of reform who have

less reason to be displeased with them than I have, but they are

F f 2 a proof
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a proof how useless would be anv partial reform, and that a

thing may be noxious in a detached state, which would form a

valuable part of a good system.

A m~mlei\ It seems we are reduced to the unfortunate

situation of rot being able to content the peo^ le without a

reform, which would overthrow the church establishment, and

break the connexion with England ?

Mac Neven. If you be in that situation, give me leave to tell

you, it was brought on by the perseverance with which every

species of reform Jias always been refused, and the contumely

manifested towards those who petitioned for it.—Discussion was

provoked by this treatment, and resentment excited : the conse-

quences of which are now, that the people would probably exer-

cise to its full extent whatever privilege they acquired, though if

timely granted, they would stop far short of the length to which

it might be carried ; this is the nature of man
; but, sir, I see

no necessary connexion between the fall of the establishment and

a separation from England.

Speaker. Sure if the head of the church was removed, the

connexion would be broken?

Mac Neven. It might be preserved through the king, if the

Irish thought proper to retain it. As the parliament now exists,

with two thirds of it (if I may be allowed to speak frankly)

the property of individuals in the pay of the British cabinet, the

connexion is indeed injurious to Ireland, and it is rendered so by

the parliament ; but if we had a free parliament, there might

' be a federal connexion advantageous to both countries.

Sir J- Parnel. Under that federal connexion, Ireland would

not go to war when England pleased.
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Mac Neven. I hope not. Were the connexion of this nature,

it would probably have preserved England from the present war,

and rendered her the same kind of service which might be ex-

pected from a free house of commons, if she had one.

A member. What has hitherto prevented the French from

invading this country ?

Mac Neven. Nothing, I am sure, but inability ; this, how-

ever, will net always last ; and I have not the least doubt but,

when it passes off, they will invade it, unless by a change of

system you content the nation, and arm it against them ; it will

then defend itself, as it did before by its volunteers.

Speaker. What system ?

Mac Neven. A system of coercion, and a system of injustice
;

to be replaced by a system of freedom.

Sir J. Pamel. Would you not be disposed, as well as other

gentlemen who may have influence with the people, to exert it,

in order to induce them to give up* their arms, without the inter-

vention of force ?

Mac Neven. I cannot answer that question, unless I am

told what equivalent is meant to be given them for such

a surrender.

Sir J. Parnel. Pardon.

Mac Neven. They never considered it a crime to have arms,

nor do I ; on the contrary, they have been taught, and know it

is a right of theirs, to possess them. If any attemptSs made to

take from them their arms, they will mistrust the motive, and

think,
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think, not without reason, that it is intended by such conduct

to leave them naked, at the mercy of their enemies.

Sir J. ParneL Pikes are horrible weapons, and I don't know

but a law might be passed against them.

Mac Neven. I am sure I have seen as strange laws passed

without any difficulty ; but one might equally as well be made

against muskets and bayonets.

Sir J. ParneL But pikes are not in the contemplation of the

law which gives the subject the right of possessing arms,

Mac Neven. I believe, Sir John, the law which declares

that right to belong to every freeman, was partly obtained by

the pike.

Speaker. It was Magna Charta.

Lord Castlereagh. What is likely to be the effect of the

insurrection that has been just put down ?

Mac Neven. It will teach the people that caution which

some of their friends less successfully endeavoured to inculcate ;

and I am afraid it will make them retaliate with a dreadful

revenge the cruelties they suffered, whenever they have an

opportunity.

Lord Castlereagh. Will they, do you think, rise again ?

Mac Neven. Not, I believe, till the French come ; but theH

most assuredly, wherever they can join them.

Speaker. Will the people consider themselves boundJiereafter

by the oaths cf the Union ?

Mai
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Mac Neven. I suppose they will.

Speaker. Would you ?

Mac Neven. I, who am going to become an emigrant from

my country, am dispensed from answering that question ; yet I

acknowledge, were I to stay, I would think myself bound by

them ; nor can I discover any thing in what has passed, to make

it less my duty.

Speaker Aye, you consider a republican government more

economical,

Mac Neven. Corruption is not necessary to it.

Speaker. How did you mean to pay the loan from Spain ; I

suppose from our forfeited estates ?

j

Mac Neven* Rather, sir, from your places and pensions. If

I only take the pension list at s£lOO,000 (it has been consider-

ably higher, and I believe is so still) that alone would be suffi-

cient to pay the interest of four timesthe half million we meant to

borrow. I need not tell you that money can be got, when the

interest can be regularly paid. We conceive also there are

several places with large salaries, for which the present possessors

do no other service than giving votes in parliament ; another con-

siderable fund would, we imagine, be found by giving these

sums a different application.

Speaker. Do you remember Mr. Grattan's motion about

tythes—was not that a short cut towards putting down the

established church I

Mac Neven. If the stability of the established church de-

pends on the payment of tythes, the church stands on a weaker

foundation
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foundation than in civility I would have said of it ; but sure I

am, sir, that if tythes had been commuted according to Mr,

Grattan's plan, a very powerful engine would have been taken

out of our hands.

A Member. Is not the Union much indebted to the Pvoman

catholic clergy ?

Mac Ne<ven. The principle of burying all religious difTer-

ences in oblivion, was warmly embraced by the catholic clergy
;

some of them became more active members of the Union, and I

make no doubt but they are in general well affected to the liber-

ties of their country.

Speaker. Have not the Priests a great influence over the

people ?

Mac Neven. When they espouse the interests of the people,

they are readily obeyed by them, from the reliance that is pi

jon their better sense and education ; when they oppose lh-$e

interests, they are certainly found to have neither authority nor

influence ; of this I can give you two important examples. At

the time the cathoHc committee was opposed by the s'txty-tig

together with Lord Kenmare and his marksmen-, a priest, be-

tween Kilbeggan and Moate, who endeavoured to seduce his

flock to support the slavish principles of that party* was well

nigh hanged by his own parishioners, for what they deemed

treachery to their interests. The other, a priest in the north,

who thought fit to preach against the Union : .the flock imme-

diately left the chapel, and sent him word they would for that

Sunday g[o to the meeting-house ; and that if he did not desist

from such politics in future, they would come near him no

more. Of such a nature, gentlemen, is the influence cf the

catholic clergy.
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Speaker. Are the bishops much looked up to ?

Mac Neven. They are not as far as I can learn, so well be-

loved, nor so much confided in by the people as the inferior

clergy.

Speaker, Can you assign any reason for that ?

Mac Neven. I am inclined to believe it is because they are

seen so much about the castle, and because some acts coming

from that body have manifested an over extraordinary complai-

sance for the supposed wishes of government.

Speaker. Did you see Dr. Hussey's letter—what do you

think of that ?

Mac Neven. I have seen it, and disapprove of it. As one

name and paper is mentioned, I cannot help saying that I have

seen another letter, with the name of Dr. Moylan, which con-

tained a remarkable falsehood in favour of the administration
;

but as this was only a pious fraud perhaps, I could never hear

that they complained of it.

Lord Castkreagh. We will detain you no longer.

SUBSTANCE
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OF

THOMAS ADDIS EMMET'S EXAMINATION,

BEFORE THE SECRET COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF LORDSj

AUGUST 10, 1798.

Committee. WERE you an United Irishman ?

Emmet. My .Lords, I AM one.

Ccm. Were you a member of the executive ?

Emmet. I was of the executive from the month of January

to the month of May, ] 797, and afterwards from December,

1797, 'till I was arrested.

[I was then asked as to the military organization, which I

detailed.—They then asked when the returns included fire arms

and ammunition.]

Emmet. After the insurrection and indemnity acts had been

passed, when the people were led to think on resistance, and

after 4000 persons had been driven from the county of Armagh

by the Orangemen.

Cum.
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Com. Was not the name of Orangeman used to terrify the

people into the United system ?

Emmet. I do not know what groundless fears may have been

propagated by ignorant people ; but I am sure no unfair advan-

tage was taken by the executive. The Orange principles were

fairly discussed, as far as they were known, and we always found,

that wherever it was attempted to establish a lodge, the United

Irish encreased very much.

Lord Dillon. Why, where was it endeavoured to introduce

them, except in the north, and the city of Dublin ?

Emmet. My Lord, I can't tell you all the places in which it

war, endeavoured, but I will name one, in the county of Ros-

common, where I am told it made many United Irishmen.

Lord Dillon. Wtll, that was but very lately, and I endea-

voured to resist it.

Cora. When were the first communications with France ?

Emmet. The first I heard of were after the insurrection and

indemnity acts had been carried ; the first I knew of was after

the French fleet had left Bantry Bay, and after it was manifest

the effort for reform would not succeed : and permit me to add,

on my oath, it wa3 my intention to propose to, and from con-

versations I had with some of the executive directors, I am

sure it would have been carried there, that if there had been any

reasonable hope of reform being adopted, to send one more

messenger to France, and he should have told them the difference

between the people and the government was adjusted, and net

to attempt a second invasion.
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[They then took me into detail through the whole of the

negotiations and message—I stated that the demand on our part

was from five to ten thousand men, and fort}- thousand stand of

arms, by the first agent ; that the instructions to the second

agent differed by requesting more arms in consequence of the

disarming of the north, which had intervened, and that the

French had promised we should be at perfect liberty to choose

our own form of government. - It was expressly stipulated with

them that they should conduct themselves so.

3

Lord Chancellor. As they did in Holland r

"Emmet. As Rochambeau did in America, my lords.

They then entered on the sulject cf the separation.

Lord Chancellor. How is it possible, Mr. Emmet, just look,

on the map, and tell me how. ycu can suppose that Ireland could

exist independent of England or France ?

Emmet. My lords, -if I had any doubt on that subject, I

should never have attempted to effect a separation, but I have

given it as much consideration as my faculties would permit, and

I have not a shadow of doubt, that if Ireland was once inde-

pendent, she might defy the combined efforts of France and

En gland.

Archbishop of Cashel. My Gcd ! her trade would be destroyed !

Emmet. Pardon me, my lord, her trade would be infinitely

encreased : 150 years ago, when Ireland contained not more

than one million and an half of men, and America was nothing,

the connexion might be said to be necessary to Ireland, but

now that she contains five nr'Ihfins, and America is the best

market in the world, and IreLi.d the best situated country in

Europe
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Europe to trade with that market, she has outgrown the con-

nexion.

Lord Chancellor. Yes, I remember talking to a gentleman

>t
3
our acquaintance) and I believe one of your body and

way of thinking, who told me that Ireland had nothing to

complain of from England j but that she was strong enough to

set up for herself.

Emmet. I b^g, my lords, that may not be considered as my

opinion : I think Ireland has a great many things to complain

of against England : I am sure she is strong enough to set up

for herself ; -and give me leave to tell you, my lords, that if the

government of this country be not regulated so as that the con-

trol may be wholly Irish, and that the commercial arrangements

between the two countries be not put on the footing of perfect

equality, the connexion cannot last.

Lord Chancellor. What would you do for coals ?

Emmet. In every revolution, and in every war, the people

must submit to some privations ; but I must observe to your

lordships, there is a reciprocity between the buyer and the seller,

and that England would suffer as much as Ireland, if we did not

buv her coals'. However, I will grant our fuel would become

dearer for a time ; but by paying a higher pace we could have

a full sufficient abundance from our own coal mine^ and from

bogs, by means of our canals.

Archbishop of Cashel. Why, twelve frigates would stop up

all our ports.

E?nmct. My lord, you must have taken a very imperfect sur-

vey of the ports on the western coasts of iLU kingdom, if you

suppose that twelve frigates would block them up ; and
r
I must

cbc-eive
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observe to you, that if Ireland was for three months separated

from England, the latter would cease to be such a formidable

naval power.

Lord Chancellor. Well, I conceive the separation could not

last twelve hours.

Emmet. I declare it to God, I think that if Ireland was

separated from England she would be the happiest spot on the

face of the globe.

[At which they all seemed much astonished.]

Lord Chancellor. But how could you rely on France that

she would keep her promise of not interfering with your

government ?

Emmet. My reliance, my lords, was more on Irish prowess,

than on French promises ; for I was convinced, that though she

could not easily set up the standard herself, yet, when itVas

once raised, a very powerful army would flock to it, which,

organized under its own officers, would have no reason to dread

] 00,000 Frenchmen, and we only stipulated for a tenth part of

that number.

Lord KiJivardcn. You seem averse to insurrection ; I sup-

pose it was because you thought it impolitic ?

Emmet. Unquestionably : for if I imagined d\\ insurrection

rould have succeeded without a great waste of blood and time, I

l i.oiild have preferred it to invasion, as it would not have exposed

us to the chance of contributions being required by a foreign

force ; but as i did not think so, and as I was certain an inva-

sion would succeed speedily, and without much struggle, I pre-

ferred
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ferred it even at the hazard of that inconvenience, which we

took every pains to prevent.

Lord Dillon. Mr. Emmet, you have stated the views of the

executive to be very liberal and very enlightened, and I believe

yours were so ; but let me ask you, whether it was not intended

to cut off (in the beginning of the contest) the leaders of the

opposition party by a summary mode, such as assassination :

my reason for asking you is, John Sheares's proclamation, the

most terrible paper that ever appeared in any country : it says,

that " many of your tyrants have bled, and others must

bleed,'' &c.

Emmet. My lords, as to Mr. Sheares's proclamation, he was

not of the executive when I was.

Lord Chancellor. He was of the new executive.

Emmet. I do not know he was of any executive, except

from what your lordship says—but I believe he was joined

with some others in framing a particular pl^n of insurrection for

Dublin and its neighbourhood—neither do I know what value

he annexed to those words in his proclamation—but I can

answer, that while I was of the executive, there was no such

design, but the contrary—for we conceived when one of

you lost your lives, we lost an hostage. Our intention was to

seize you all, and keep you as hostages for the conduct of Eng-

land; and after the revolution was over, if you could not live

under the new government, to send you out of the country. I

will add one thing more, which, though it is not an answer to

your question, you may have a curiosity to hear. In such a

struggle, it was natural to expect confiscations ; our intention

was, that every wife who had not instigated her husband to

resistance, should be provided for out of the property, not-

withstanding confiscations ; and every child who was too young

to
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to be his own master, or form his own opinion, was to have a

child's portion. Your lorcLhips will new judge how far we in-

tended to be cruel.

Lord Chancellor. Pray, Mr. Emmet, what caused the late

insurrection ?

Emmet. The free quarters, the house-burnings, the tortures,

and the military executions, in the counties of Kildare, Carlow,

and Wicklow.

Lord Chancellor. Don't you think the arrests of the 12th

of March caused it ?

Emmet. No ; but I believe if it had not been for these

arrests, it would not have taken place ; for the people, irritated

by what they suffered, had been long pressing the executive to

consent to an insurrection, but they had resisted or eluded it,

and even determined to persevere in the same line ; after these

arrests, however, other persons came forward, who were irritat-

ed, and thought differently, who consented to let that partial

insurrection take place.

Lord Chancellor. Were aU the executive arrested or put to

flight by the arrests of the 1 2th of March ?

Emmet. Your lordships will excuse my answering to that

question, as it would point cut individuals.

Lord Chancellor. Did you not think the government very

foolish to let you proceed so long as they did ?

Emmet. No, my lord ; whatever I imputed to government,

I did not accuse them of folly. I knew we were very attentively

watched, but I thought they were right in letting us proceed.
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I have often said, laughing among ourselves, that if they

did right, they would pay us for conducting the revolution,

conceiving as I then did, and now do, that a revolution is inevi-

table, unless speedily prevented by very large measures of conci-

liation. It seemed to me an object with them, that it should be

conducted by moderate men, of good moral characters, liberal

eduction, and some talents, rather than by intemperate men of

bad characters, ignorant, and foolish ; and into the hands of

one or other of those classes it undoubtedly will fall. I also

imagined the members of government might be sensible of the

difference between the change of their situation being effected

by a sudden and violent convulsion, or by the more gradual mea-

sures of a well conducted revolution, if it were effected suddenly

by an insurrecton—and I need not tell your lordships, that had

there been a general plan of acting, and the north had co-ope-

rated with Leinster, the last insurrection would have infallibly

and rapidly succeeded ; in such case, you would be tumbled

at once from your pinnacle ; but if a revolution were gradually

accomplished, you would have had time to accommodate, and

habituate yourselves to your new situation. For these reasons,

I imagined government did not wish to irritate and push things

forward.

Lord Chancellor. Pray, do you think catholic emancipation

and parliamentary reform any objects with the common people?

Emmet. As to catholic emancipation, I don't think it mat-

ters a feather, or that the poor think of it. As to parlia-

mentary reform, I don't think the common people ever thought

of it, until it was inculcated to them that a reform would cause

a removal of those grievances which they actually do feel. From

that time, I believe, they have become very much attached t j

the measure.

Emmet,
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Lord Chancellor, And do you think that idea has been suc-

cessfully inculcated into the common people ?
*

Emmet. It has not been my fortune to communicate much

with them on that subject, so that I cannot undertake to say

how far it has been successfully inculcated into them ; but of

this I am certain, that since the establishment of the United

Irish system, it has been inculcated into all the middling classes,

and much more among the common people, than ever it was

before.

Lord Chancellor. And what grievances would such a re-

formed legislature remove ?

Emmet. In the first place, it would cause a complete aboli-

tion of tythes : in the next, by giving the common people

an enqreased value in the democracy, it would better their situ-

ation, and make them more respected by their superiors ; the

condition of the poor would be ameliorated ; and what is per-

haps of more consequence than all the rest, a system of national

education would be established.

Lord Dillon. The abolition of tythes would be a very good

thing ; but don't you think it would be more beneficial to the

landlords than the tenants ?

Archbishop of Cashel. Aye, it is they would benefit by it.

Emmet. My lords, I am ready to grant, that if tythes were

now abolished, without a reform, there are landlords who would

raise the rent on their tenants, when they were making new

leases, the full value of the tythes, and, if they could, more ; but if

a reform succeeded the abolition of tythes, such a reformed legis-

lature would very badly know, or very badly perform its duty,

if it did not establish such a system of landed tenures as would

prevent landlords from doing so ; and let me tell your lordships,

that
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that if a revolution ever takes place, a very different system of

political economy will be established, from what has hitherto

prevailed here.

Lord Gkntworth. Then your intention was to destroy the

church ?

Emmet. Pardon me, my lord, my intention never was to

destroy the church. My wish decidedly was to overturn the es*

tablishment.

Lord Dillon, I understand you—and have it as it is in

France I

Emmet, As it is in America, my lords.

Lord Kit'warden. Pray, Mr. Emmet, do you know of any

communications with France since your arrest ?

Emmet. I do, my lord, Mr. Cooke told me of one,

Lord Kilwarden. But don't you know in any other way,

whether communications are still going on between this country

and France ?

Emmet. No ; but I have no doubt that even after we shall

have left this country, there will remain among the 500,000

and upwards which compose the Union, many persons of suf-

ficient talents, enterprize, enthusiasm, and opportunity, who

will continue the old, or open a new communication with France,

if it shall be necessary j and in looking over, in my own mind, the

persons whom I know of most talents and enterprize, I cannot

help suggesting to myself the persons I think most likely to do

so ; but I must be excused pointing at them.

THOMAS ADDIS EMMET.

n h 2 THE



THE EXAMINATION

OF

THOMAS ADDIS EMMET,

BEFORE THE SECRET COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS,

AUGUST 14, 1798.

LORD CASTLEREAGH mentioned that the minutes of

my examination before the lords had been transmitted to them,

itnd that they only wanted to ask me a few questions in explana-

tion of those minutes. The general turn of the examination

was therefore the same as that before the upper house ; but I

could observe much more manifestly this time than before, a

design, out of my answers, to draw the conclusion that nothing

would content the people but such changes as would be a depar-

ture from what they choose to call the English constitution, and

the English system ; and therefore I presume they meant to in-

fer, that the popular claims must be resisted at all hazards.

—

The Speaker seemed to me to take the lead in conducting the

investigation to this point.

Lord Castlereagh. Mr. Emmet, you said in your examina-

tion before the lords, that the French had not made known the

place

ft
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place where they intended landing ; how then will you explain

an address which we have here, stating that the French were

shortly expected in Bantry Bay?

Emmet. My Lord, I know nothing at present of that address;

but I suppose on farther enquiry it will be fouiid to be some mis-

take, as I am positive they never mentioned B-mtry Bay in any

communication ; I know, on the contrary, Galway Bay wa&

looked on as the probable place of their landing.

Ar
. B. Ifind, upon enquiry, that address is without a date, and

was written after the French had disappeared from Bantry

Bay, and were generally expected to return*

Mr. Alexander. I have here some resolutions, (which, he

read, anil which, among other things, spoke of the extent of the con-

fiscation' thai would be made in the event of a revolution, and how

they should he applied

)

—=do you know any thing of them ?

Emmet. I have a recollection of having read them before
;

and if that recollection be right, they are resolutions that have

been passed by an individual society at Belfast^ and were seized

at the arrests of Barrett, Burnside, and others*

Mr. Alexander. They are the same.

Emmet. Then I hope the committee will draw no inference

from them as to the views of the executive or of the whole body.

You know the north well, and that every man there turns his

mind more or less on speculative politics ; but certainly the opi-

nion of a few of the least informed amoBg them cannot be consi-

dered as influencing the whole.

Mr. J. C. Beresford. Aye, but would you be able to make

such people give up their own opinion, to follow yours ?

Emmet.
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Emmet. I am convinced we should ; because I know we

have done it before, on points where their opinions and wishes

were very strong.

Mr. Alexander. How did you hope to hold the people in

order and good conduct when the reins of government were

loosened I

Emmet. By other equally powerful reins. It was for this

purpose that I considered the promoting of organization to be a

moral duty. Having no doubt that a revolution would, and

will take place, unless prevented by removing the national griev-

ances, I saw in the organization the only way of preventing its

being such as would give the nation lasting causes of grief and

shame. Whether there be organization or not, the revolu-

tion will take place ; but if the people be classed and arranged

for the purpose, the control which heads of their own appoint-

ment will have over them, by means of the different degrees of

representation, and organs of communication, will, I hope, pre-

vent them from committing those acts of outrage and cruelty

which may be expected from a justly irritated, but ignorant and

uncontroled populace.

Mr. Alexander. But do you think there were in the Union

such organs of communication as had an influence over the lower

orders, and were at the same time fit to communicate and do busi-

ness with persons of a better condition ?

Emmet. I am sure there were multitudes of extremely shrewd

and sensible men, whose habits of living were with the lower

orders, but who were perfectly well qualified for doing business

with persons of any condition.

Speaker. You say the number of United Irishmen is five

hundred thousand—do you look upon them all as fighting men ?

Emmet,
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Emmet. There are undoubtedly some old men and some

young lads among them ; but I am sure I speak within bounds

when I say the number of fighting men in the Union cannot be

less than three hundred thousand.

Speaker. I understand, according to you, the views of the

United Irish went to a republic and separation from England ;

but they would probably have compounded for a reform in

parliament. Am I not right, however, in understanding

that the object next their hearts was a separation and a

republic ?

Emmet. Pardon me, the object next their hearts was a redress

of their grievances ; two modes of accomplishing that object

presented themselves to their view ; one was a reform by peace-

able means, the other was a revolution and republic. I have no

doubt but that if they could have, flattered themselves that the

object next their hearts would be accomplished peaceably, by a

reform, they would prefer it infinitely to a revolution and repub-

lic, which must be more bloody in their operation ; but I am

also convinced, when they saw they could not accomplish the

object next their hearts, a redress of their grievances, by a

reform, they determined in despair to procure it by a revolution,

which I am persuaded is inevitable, unless a reform be granted.

Speaker. You say that a revolution is inevitable, unless a re-

form be granted : what would be the consequence of such a

reform in redressing what you call the grievances of the people ?

Emmet. In the first place, I look to the abolition of tythes.

I think such a reformed legislature would also produce an ame-

lioration of the state of the poor, and a diminution of the rents

of lands, would establish a system of national education, would

regulate the commercial intercourse between Great Britain and

Ireland,
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Ireland, on the footing of perfect equality, and correct the

bloody nature of your criminal code.

Speaker. You speak of the abolition of tythes ; do you in-

clude in that the destruction of the establishment ?

Emmet. I have myself no doubt of the establishment's

being injurious, and I look to its destruction ; but I cannot

undertake to say how far the whole of that measure is contem-

plated by the bocy of the people, because I have frequently

heard an acreable tax proposed as a substitute, which necessa-

rily supposes the preservation of the establishment.

Speaker. Don't you thiols the catholics peculiarly object to

tythes ?

Emmet. They certainly have the best reason to complain, but

I rather think they object as tenants more than as catholics, and

in common with the rest of the tenantry of the kingdom ; and if

any other way of paying even a protestant establishment, which

did not bear »o sensibly on their industry, were to take place, I

believe it would go a great way to content them ; though I

confess it would not content me ; but I must add, that I would

(and I am sure so would many others who think of establish-

ments like me) consent to give the present incumbents equivalent

pensions.

Lord Castlereagh. Don't you think the catholics look to

accomplishing the destruction of the establishment?

Emmet. From the declaration they made in 1792, or 1793,

I am sure they did not then ; I cannot say how far their opinions

may have altered since, but from many among them prop( . 'ng

a substitute for tythes, I am led to believe they may not yet be

gone so far.

Lord
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Lord Castlereagh. But don't you think they will look to its

destruction ?

Emmet. I cannot pay so bad a compliment to the reasons

which have convinced myself, as not to suppose they will con-

vince others. As the human mind grows philosophic, it will,

I think, wish for the destruction of all religious establish-

ments, and therefore, in proportion as the catholic mind becomes

philosophic, it will of course entertain the same wishes—but

I consider that as the result of its philosophy, and not of its reli-

gion.

Lord Castiereagh. Don't you think the catholics would

wish to set up a catholic establishment, in lieu of the protestant

one ?

Emmet. Indeed I don't, even at the present day ;
perhaps

some old priests, who have long groaned under the penal laws,

might wish for a retribution to themselves—but I don't think

the young priests wish for it, and I am convinced the laity would

not submit to it, and that the objections to it will be every

day gaining strength.

Speaker. You also mention that a reform would diminish the

rents of lands ; how do you think that would be done ?

Emmet. I am convinced rack rents can only take place in a

country otherwise essentially oppressed ; if the value of the

people was raised in the state, their importance would influence

the landlords to consult their interests, and therefore to better

their condition. Thus I think it would take place, even with-

out any law bearing upon the matter.

Mr. Alexander. Mr. Emmet, you have gone circuit for many-

years ; now have you not observed that the condition of the

people has been gradually bettering ?

I i Emmst.
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Emmet. Admitting that the free of the country has assumed

a better appearance; if you attribute it to the operation of any

laws you have passed, I must only declare my opinion, it is post

ft sed non ex hoc. As far as the situation of the lower orders

has been bettered in Ireland, it results from the encreesed know-

ledge, commerce, and intercourse of the different states of Europe

with one another, and is enjoyed in this country only in common

with the rest of civilized Europe and America. I believe the

lower orders in all those countries have been improved in their

condition within these twenty years, but I doubt whether the

poor of this kingdom have been bettered in a greater portion than

the poor in the despotic states of Germany.

Speaker. You mention an improved system of national

education"; are there not as many schools in Ireland as in Eng-

land \

Emmet. I believe there are, and that there is in proportion

as great a fund in Ireland as in England, if it were fairly applied;

but there is this great difference, the schools are protestar.t

schools, which answer very well in England, but do little good

among the catholic peasantry in Ireland.—Another thing to be

ronsldered is, that stronger measures are necessary for educating

the Irish people than are necessary in England : in the latter

country, no steps were taken to counteract the progress of

knowledge; it had fair play, and was gradually advancing; but

i in Ireland you have brutalized the vulgar mind, by long conti-

nued operation of the popery laws, which, though they are re-

pealed, have left an effect that will not cease these fifty years. It

is incumbent then on you to counteract that effect by measures

which are not equally necessary in England.

Speaker. You mentioned the criminal code; in what does tli3t

differ from the English ?

Emmet
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Emmh It seems to me, that it would be more adviseable, in

reviewing our criminal law, to compare the crime with the punish-

ment, than the Irish code with the English; there is, however,

one difference that occurs to me on the instant—administering

unlawful oaths is in Ireland punished with dedth.

Lord Cattkreagk* That is a law connected with t he security

qi the state.

Emmet. If it is intended to keep up the ferment of the peM'c

mind, such laws may be necessary; but if it be intended to allay

the ferment, they are perfectly useless.

Speaker. Would putting the commercial intercourse or. ,

footing of equality, satisfy the people I

Emmet. I think that equality of situations wou!d go irtMffef

satisfying the people than any of the other equalities that have

been alluded to.

Speaker. Then your opinion is that we cannot avoid a revo-

lution unless we abandon the English constitution, and th;

English system in our establishment, education and tfrigifrjaJ

laws ?

Emmet. I have already touched on the latter »dl
j
sste j . | .

the English constitution, I cannot conceive how a reform in par-

liament can be said to destroy that,

Speaker. Why, in what does the representation d ff. ; in

Ireland from that in England ; are there not in I kg , foj

boroughs, and is not the right of suffrage there confined to 40:.

freeholders ?

I i 2 E.uumt.
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Emmet. If I were an Englishman, I should be discontented,

and therefore cannot suppose that putting Ireland on a footing

with England would content the people of this country ; if,

however, you have a mind to try a partial experiment, for the

success of which I would not answer, you must consider how

many are the close boroughs and large towns which contribute

to ti e appointment of their 558, and diminish in the same pro-

portion the number of the close boroughs and towns which con-

tribute to the appointment of our 300 ; even that would be a

gain to Ireland; but that there should be no mistake, or confu-

sion of terms, let us drop the equivocal words of English consti-

tution, and then I answer, I would not be understood to say, that

t he government, of kings, lords and commons, would be destroyed

by a refom of the lower house.

Lord Ceutlereagk. And don't you think that such a house

could not co-exist with the government of king and lords ?

Emmet. If it would not, my lord, the eulogies that have

been passed on the British constitution are very much mis-

placed ; but I think they could all exist together, if the king

and lords meant fairly by the people ; if they should persist in.

designs hostile to the people, I do believe they would be over-

thrown.

[It was then intimated, that they had got into a theoretical

discussion, and that what they wished to enquire into was

•^cts.]]

Sir ,/. Pamel. Mr. Emmet, while you and the executive

vere philosophising, Lord Edward Fitzgerald was arming and

disciplining the people.

Emmet. Lord Edward was a mil iry man, and if he was

> - - so, he probably thought that Was the way in which he

could
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could be most useful ' to the country ; but I am sure, that if

those with whom he acted were convinced that the grievances

of the people were redressed, and that force was become unne-

cessary, he would have been persuaded to drop all arming and

disciplining.

Mr. J. C. foresford. I knew Lord Edward well, and always

found him very obstinate.

Emmet. I knew Lord Edward right well, and have done a

great deal of business with him, and have always found, when

he had a reliance on the integrity and talents of the person he

acted with, he was one of the most persuadable men alive—but

if he thought a man meant dishonestly or unfairly by him, he

was as obstinate as a mule.

[Many questions were then put to me relative to different

papers and proceedings of the United Irish ; among the rest,

John Sheares's proclamation was mentioned with considerable

severity. I took that opportunity of declaring, that neither

the execution of John Sheares, or the obloquy that was endea-

voured to be cast on his memory, should prevent my declaring

that I considered John Sheares a very honourable and humane

man.]

Mr. French. Mr. Emmet, can you point out any way of

inducing the people to give up their arms ?

Emmet. Redressing their grievances, and no other.

Lord Casthreagh. Mr. Emmet, we are Unwillingly obliged

to close this examination by the sitting of the house.

Emmet. My lord, if it be the wish of ihe committee, I will

attend it at any other time,

Lord Castkreagh,
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Lord Castkreaglu If we want you, then we shall send for

you.

After the regular examination was closed, I was asked by

many of the members whether there were many persons of pro-

perty in the Union. I answered that there was immense pro-

perty in it. They acknowledged there was great personal

property in it, but wished to know was there much landed pro-

perty ; I answered there was. They asked me was it fee sim-

ple ; to that I could give no answer. The attorney-general

said there was in it many landholders who had large tracts of land,

and felt their landlords to be great grievances. I admitced that

to be the fact. They asked me had we provided any form of

government. I told them we had a provisional government for

the instant, which we retained in memory ; but as to any per-

manent form' of government, we thought that, and many other

matters relating to the changes which would become necessary,

were not proper objects for our discussion, but should be referred

to a committee chosen by the people.

They did not ask what the provisional government was.
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AS the discussion created by the following letters has given rise

to the present publication, and as their contents are intimately con-

nected with the subject of the preceding pieces, it has been thought

advisable to annex them here.

LETTER L

COPY OF A LETTER FROM MR. RUFUS KING, THE AMERICAN

MINISTER AT THE COURT OF LONDON, TO MR. HENRY

JACKSON, ONE OF THE IRISH STATE PRISONERS.

" Brighton, August 23, 1799.

" Sir,

«' I ought to inform you, that I really have no authority to

give or refuse permission to you or any other foreigner to go to

the .United States; the admission and residence of strangers irr

that country being a matter, that, by a late law,* exclusively

belongs to the President. It is true that the government of

this country, in the course of the last year, in consequence cf my

interference, gave me assurance that a particular description of

persons in Ireland, who it was understood were going to the

United States, should not be allowed to proceed without our

consent : this restraint would doubtless be withdrawn in favour

of individuals against whose emigration I should not olject; and

I conclude, that it. is upon this supposition, that you have taken

the trouble to communicate to me your desire to go and j
v-

in the United States.—Without presuming to form an opinion

on

* The Alien Law.
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on the subject of the late disturbances in Ireland, I entertain a

distinct one in relation to the political situation of my own coun-

try. In common with others, we have felt the influence of the

changes that have successively taken place in France, and unfor-

tunately* a portion of our inhabitants lias erroneously supposed

that our civil and political institutions, as well as our national

policy, might be improved by a close imitation of France.

—

This opinion, the propagation of which was made the duty and

became the chief employment of the French agents residing

among us, created a more considerable division among our people,

and required a greater watchfulness and activity from the govern-

ment, than could before-hand have been apprehended.

" I am sorry to make the remark, and shall stand in need of

your candor in doing so, that a large proportion of the emigrants

from Ireland, and especially in the middle states, has, upon this

occasion, arranged themselves on the side of the malcontents. I

ought to except from this remark most of the enlightened and

well-educated Irishmen who reside among us, and, with a few

exceptions, I might confine it to the indigent and illiterate, who,

entertaining an attachment to freedom, are unable to appreciate

those salutary restraints without which it degenerates into anar-

chy. It would be injustice to say that the Irish emigrants are

more national than those of other countries, yet being a numerous,

though very minor portion of our population, they are capable,

fromcauses itisneedless now to explain, of being generally brought

to act in concert, and, under artful leaders, may be, as they have

been, enlisted in mischievous combinations against our government.

This view leads me to s':ate to you without reserve, the hesitation

that I have felt in your case; on the one hand, we cannot object

to the acquisition of inhabitants from abroad, possessing capital and

skill in a branch of business that, with due caution, may, with-

out risque or difficulty, and with public as well as private advan-

tage, be established among us
; but, on the other hand, if the

o-^iens of such inhabitants ave likely to throw them into the

class
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class of malcontents, their fortune, skill, and consequent influ-

ence, would make them tenfold more dangerous, and they might

become a disadvantage instead of a benefit to our country. You

must be sensible that I possess no sufficient means of forming an

opinion respecting your sentiments; but the motives which lead

me to interfere with your government to restrain the emigration

of the perons above alluded to, oblige me to observe a due caution

on the present occasion ; at the same time, I desire not to act

with illiberality, and should be unwilling to bring upon my

country the slightest imputation of inhospitality. What Mr.

Wilson* has written, so far as it goes, is satisfactory ; and on

the whole, I have concluded, after this unreserved communica-

tion, which I hope will be received with the same candour as it is

made, to inform you, authorizing you to make use of the infor-

mation, that I withdraw every objection that may be supposed

to stand in the way of your being permitted to go to the United

States, adding only that you may carry with you an unbiassed

mind, may find the state of the country, as I believe you will,

favourable to your views of business, and its government deserv-

ing your attachment.

" I must beg your excuse for the great delay which has occur-

red in sending you this answer, which, I assure you, has arisen

from other causes than the want of due respect to your letters.

i( With great consideration,

" I have the honour to be,

" Sir,

" Your most obedient servant,

« RUFUS KING."

» The American consul in Dublin.

K k LETTER
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LETTER II.
f

TO RUFUS KING, E S £.

Sir,

F~om certain paragraphs in the Evening Post, I apprehend

that it may become necessary for me to obtrude myself on the

public. As in that event I should wish to derive some credit

from the character of my adversary, I request to be informed

whether you purpose submitting to the world any explanation of

your interference with the British government, respecting the

Irish state prisoners in the year 1798 ?

I put the question in this way, because I have not the

honor of any personal acquaintance with you ; because I intend

that every thing which may pass between you and me on this

subject shall be public, and because I have been informed that

private applications for an explanation of that transaction have

been heretofore made to you by some of my fellow-sufferers from

your conduct, and that you did not think fit to favour them

with a reply.

I am, sir,

Your most obedient

Humble servant,

THOMAS ADDIS EMMET.

New-York, Jpril 4, 1807.

LETTER
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LETTER III,

to rufvs king, esq.

Sir,

From your silence on the subject of my letter of tlie 4-th

instant, I presume that I am not to be honoured with a reply.

Perhaps this may be owi.g to my temerity in addressing him

whom Mr. Coleman calls " the iirst man in the country." Of

the height to which your friends exalt, or wish to exalt you, I

confess I was not aware when I rashly ventured to question the

propriety of some part of your past conduct. I thought that,

in this country, you had many equals : and I protest I imagined

that Mr. Jefferson, for instance, was your superior. . You will,

sir, however, I hope, excuse my ignorance in this respect, and

attribute it to the circumstance of my being an alien, and of

courfie not yet sufficiently acquainted with the local politics of

this country.

Though you, sir, have not honoured me with your notice, I

have been abundantly honoured by your friends ; and yet extra-

ordinary as it may appear, I mean to pay little attention to their

assiduities, but to envelope myself in dignity like your own. As

far as they have attempted to attack my character, I shall leave

it to be defended by others, or rather to defend itself. Not

that I affect to be insensible of the value of public opinion,

but in truth, sir, in the present pressure of professional business,

I have not time to do justice both to you and to myself j and X

think it of infinitely more impo.tance to the community, in the

exiting crisis, to make known what you are, than what I am.

You are the candidate for public favour, and your conduct is the

proper subject of public enquiry. Permit me, however, sir,

k k 2 be fire
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before I enter upon that interesting topic, to make a few general

observations touching myself. Mr. Coleman lias brought for-

ward some extracts from the reports of the secret committee in

Ireland : I think it more than probable that he was not himself

in possession of these documents—from whom then did lie recei ve

them ? There is no person in this country more likely to have

tliem, than the gentleman who was at the time the resident minis-

ter at London.—When you hande.d them to him, perhaps your

memory might have served you to state, that as soon as those

reports appeared in the public prints, Dr. Mac Neven, Mr.

O'Connor, and myself, at that time state prisoners, by an adver-

tisement to which we subscribed our names, protested against the

falsehood and inaccuracy of those reports ; for which act we were

remitted to close custody in our rooms for upwards of three

months, and a proposal was made in the Irish house of commons,

by Mr. M'Naghten, an Orangeman, to take us out and hang us

wiihout trial! You might also, perhaps, have recollected (font

Has beer, published) that, while we were in this situation, other

state calumnies accidentally reached the ears of one of our fellow-

siifFerers in another prison, who wrote a letter to the editor of

the Courier in London, for the purpose of contradicting them,

and enclosed a copy of his letter to Lord Castlereagh. Upon

this Mr. Secretary Cooke was sent to inform him, that if he

published the contradiction, he should be hanged ; to that he

replied he was ready to meet the event
;
upon which Mr. Cooke

told him, that since he was indifferent about his own life, he must

know that, if he persevered, the whole system of courts martial,

massacre and horror, should be renewed throughout the country.

By tftial menace he was effectually restrained.

Had you thought of mentioning those things, you might

' have jocularly added that though these statements might serve

Rome present r^rty purposes, it was rather more unfair to

; c &f nr. by the caharrmies of the Irish government, than it

would be to i .idge of Mr. Jefferson and his friends by the edito*

rial
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rial articles in the Evening Post. The weapons you are using

have been tried in Ireland among my friends and my enemies,

wKete every thing was minutely known, and they failed of effect.

If I had c/er done any thing mean or dishonourable, if I had

:
':?.:.doned or compromised my character, my country or my

: I should not be esteemed and beloved in Ireland, as 3 am

proud to know I am ; I should not enjoy the affection and res-

pect of my republican countrymen in America, as you, sir, and

"your friends confess I do. It would not be in the power of one

\vh > had departed from the line of his duty in theirs and his com-

t ti country* by simply expressing to them his sentiments of

you, to do you such .an essential injury as I am accused of hav-

ing committed.

Another charge made against me, is that I am an alien, inter-

fering in the politics of this country. Be it so for a moment, and

let me ask why is it that I am an alien in th's my adopted coun-

try at this day ? Because, in consequence of your interference,

I wa3 prevented from coming to it in ] 798, and from being na-

tun'lized upwards of three years ago. Supposing then that I

should refrain from intermcdling with politics in every ether case,

where yen are concerned I feel myself authorised to exercise the

uts of a citizen as far as by law I may ; for you know it is

an established rule of equity and good sense, that no man shall

be benefitted by his own wrong. But how do I come forward ?

Not as a citizen, but as a witness. Allow me to ask ^yo.u, if

I possessed a knowledge of facts which could prove Mr. Jefferson

guilty of a robbery or a cheat, and unfit to be trusted with

power, would you think me culpable if, notwithstanding my
alienage, I made them known to the public, to prevent their

being deceived and misled ? And shall I not be permitted, be-

cause in consequence of your very misconduct I am not a citizen,

to testify to facts which will prove you unfit to be entrusted in

this country with any kind of delegated power ? Whether Peter

Porcupine or Mr. Carpenter ever went through the forms of

naturalization,
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naturalization, I know not ; but perhaps they might both be

safely considered as aliens ; and yet I have never heard anv of

your friends censure their interference in the politics of America.

1 do not mention those gentlemen as my models, nor propose

their example as my vindication, but I wish to shew the plia-

bility of those principles which are to be erected into a barrier

against me,

As a witness, then, sir, I come forward to testify, not to my
countrymen, but to the electors of this city, to the whole of

the United States, if you should ever aspire to govern them,

and I now present you with my evidence.

In the summer of 1798, after the attempt of the people of

Ireland for their emancipation had been completely defeated ; af-

ter every armed body had been dispersed or had surrendered, ex-

cept a few men that had taken refuge in the mountains of Wick-

low : while military tribunals, house-burnings, shootings, tor-

ture, and every kind of devastation were desolating and over-

whelming the defenceless inhabitants, some of the state prison-

ers then in confinement, entered into a negotiation with the Irish

ministers for effecting a general amnesty ; and as an inducement

of ered, among other things not necessary to the examination of

1 our conduct, to emigrate to such country as might be agreed

upon between them and the government. When I consented to

tihisofFer, for one, (and it was the case with the great majority)

I solemnly declare that I was perfectly apprised that there was no

legal grounds discovered upon, which to proceed against me.

—

I further knew that the crown solicitor had, in answer to the en-

quiries of my friends, informed them that there was no intention

of preferring a bill of indictment against me. So much for the

personal considerations by which I might have been actuated ;

and now, sir, to return.

The offer was accepted, the bloody system was stopped for

a time, and was not renewed until after your interference, and

after
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after the British ministry had resolved openly to break its faith

with us.—On our part, we performed our stipulations with the

most punctilious fidelity, but in such a manner as to preserve

to us the warmest approbation of our friends, and to excite the

greatest dissatisfaction in our enemies. Government soon per-

ceived, that on the score of interest, it had calculated badly,

and had gained nothing by the contract. It was afraid of let-

ting us go at large to devolope and detect the misrepresentations

and calumnies that were studiously set afloat, and had there-

fore, I am convinced, determined to violate its engagements by

keeping us prisoners as long as possible. Kow was this to be

done ? In the commencement of our negotiation, Lord Castle-

reagh declared, as a reason for our acceding to government's

possessing a negative on our choice, that it had no worse place

in view for our emigration than the United States of America.

We had made our election to go there, and called upon him to

have our agreement carried into execution. In that difficulty*

you, sir, afforded very effectual assistance to the faithlessness

of the British cabinet. On the 16th of September, Mr. Mars-

den, then under secretary, came to inform us that Mr. King

had remonstrated against our being permitted to emigrate to

America. This astonished us all, and Dr. Mic Neven very

plainly said that he considered this as a mere trick between Mr.

King and the British government. This Mr. Marsden denied,

and on being pressed to know what reason Mr. King could have

for preventing us, who were avowed republicans, from emigrat-

ing to America, he significantly answered, " perhaps Mr. King

does not desire to have republicans in America. yy Your inter-

ference was then, sir, made the pretext of detaining us for four

years in custody, by which very extensive and useful plans of

{settlement within these states were broken up. The misfor-

tunes which you brought upon the objects of your persecution

were incalculable. Almost all of us wasted four of the best

years of our lives in prison.
/

As to me, I should have brought

along with me my father and his family, including a brother,

whose
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whose name perhaps will you even not read without emotions of

sympathy and respect. Others nearly connected with me would

have come partners in my emigration. Bat all of them have

been torn from me. I have been prevented from saving a bro-

ther, from receiving the dying blessings of a father, mother and

sister, and from soothing their last agonies by my cares; and

this, sir, by your unwarrantable and unfeeling interference.

Your friends, when they accuse me of want of moderation in

my conduct towards you, are wonderfully mistaken. They do

not reflect, or know, that I have never spoken of you without sup-

pressing (as I do now) personal feelings that rise up within me,

and swell my heart with indignation and resentment. But I

mean to confine myself to an examination of your conduct, as far

as it is of public importance.

The step you took was unauthorized by your own govern-

merit. Our agreement with that of Ireland was entered into on

the 29th of July—your prohibition was notified to us on the

] 6th of September ; deduct seven days for the two communica-

tions between Dublin and London, and you had precisely forty-

two days, in the calms of summer, for transmitting your intelli-

gence to America and receiving an answer. As you had no

order then, what was the motive of your unauthorised act ? I

cannot positively say, but I will tell you my conviction. The

British ministry had resolved to detain us prisoners contrary to

their plighted honour ; and you, sir, I fear, lent your ministerial

character to enable them to commit an act of perfidy, which

..they would not otherwise have dared to perpetrate.—Whether

our conduct in Ireland was right or wrong, you have no justifi-

cation for yours—The constitution and laws of this country

gave you no power to require of the British government

that it should violate its faith, and withdraw from us its consent

to the place we had fixed upon for our voluntary emigration.

—

Neither the President nor you were warranted to prevent our

touching
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touching these shores; though the former might, under the

alien act, have afterwards sent us away if he had reason to think

we were plotting any thing against the United States. I have

heard something about the law of nations ; but you are too well

acquainted with that law not to know that it has no bearing on

this subject. Our emigration was voluntary, and the English

government had, in point of justice, no more to do with it than

i to signify that there was no objection to the place of residence

we had chosen.

Another circumstance which compels me to believe a collusive

league between you, in your capacity of resident minister from

America, and the cabinet of St. James's, is the very extravagant

and unwarrantable nature of your remonstrance, which had the

ministry been sincere towards us, they could not possibly have

overlooked. If they had intended to observe their conpact, you,

sir, would have been very quickly made to feel the futility of

your ill-timed application. You would have been taught that it

was a matter of mere private arrangement between government and

us, with which you had no more to do than the minister of Den-

mark, Sweden, Portugal, or any other neutral power. What infer-

ence ought fairly to be made from the facts I have stated, every

man must decide for himself. On me, they have forced a convic-

tion,which, if you can shake it, I shall much more gladly forego

than I state it here, than in the instance alluded to, you degra-

ded the dignity and independence of the country you repre-

sented, you abandonded the principles of its government and its

policy, and you became the tool of a foreign state, to give it

a colourable pretext for the commission of a crime. If so, is it

fit that you should hereafter be entrusted with any kind of dele-

gated authority ? What motives you may ha%Te had for that

conduct, if in truth it was yours, I cannot undertake to say.

Mr. Marsden seemed to doubt whether you wished for republi-

cans in America—and I shrewdly suspect he spoke what the

British ministry thought of your politics.

L 1 Perhaps
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Perhaps it may be said that you were yourself deceived by

those very clumnies of which I have complained. I sincerely

v/v '. I could brli^e that such were the fact—but observe this

rai ment. We contradicted the mistatements of the committees

of the lords and commons of Ireland, by an advertisement writ-

ten in prison, signed by our names, and published on the 27th of

August—it must have reached London, on the 1st or 2d of Sept.

you.- remonstrance muct have been msde on or before the 12th, for

it was communicated to us on the 16th. The effect produced by

cur advertisement was electrical, and the debate which it caused on

ine very evening of its appearance, in the Irish house ofcommons,

was remarkable. As you doubtless read the newspapers of the

clay, these facts could not have been unknown to you. Why then

should you be deceived by representations which we had recently

contradicted under circumstances so extraordinary ? Mr. King*

did you enter so deeply into the revolution of your country as

to implicate your life in the issue of its fortunes ? From the

strong attachment of your political friends, I presume you were

a distinguished leader in those eventful times ; if not, you had

certainly read their history. Did you remember the calumnies

which had been thrown out by British agents against the most

upright and- venerable patriots of America ? Did you call to

mind the treatment which had been given in South Carolina to

Gov. Gadsden, to Gen. Rutherford, Col. Isaacs, and a number

of others who had surrendered to that very Lord Corn-

wallis, with whom, through his ministers, we negotiated ; and

that those distinguished characters were, in violation of their

cat italation and the rights of parole, sent to St. Augustine, as

we were afterwards to Fort George ? How then is it possible

that you could have been a dupe to the misrepresentations of the

British government ?

These remarks I address, with all becoming respect, to " the

fust man in the country"—Yet in fact, sir, I do not clearly see

in what consists your superiority over myself. It is true you

have
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have been a resident minister at the court of St. JameG'j ; and if

what I have read in the public prints be true, and if you be ap-

prised of my near relationship and family connexion with the late

Sir John Temple, you must acknowledge that your interference

as resident minister at the court of St. James's, against my being-

permitted to emigrate to America, is a very curious instance of

the caprice of fortune. But let that pass. To what extent I

ought to yield to you for talents and information, is not for me

to decide. In no ether respect, however, do I feel your exces-

sive superiority. My private character and conduct are, I hope,

as fair as yours—and even in those matters which I consider as

trivial, but upon which aristocratic pride is accustomed to stamp

a value, I should not be inclined to shrink from competition.

My birth certainly will not humble me by the comparison
; my

paternal fortune was probably much greater than yours ; the

consideration in which the name I bear was held in my n itive

country, was as great as yours is ever likely to be, before I had

an opportunity of contributing to its celebrity* As to the

amount of what private fortune I have been able to save from

the wreck of calamity, it is unknown to you or to your friends

;

but two things I will tell you—I never was indebted, either in

the country from which I came, nor in any other in which I have

lived, to any man, further than the necesary credit for the cur-

rent expences of a family ; and am not so circumstanced chat I

should tremble "far my subsistence'
1
at the threatened displea-

sure of your friends. So much for the past and the present-

now for the future. Circumstances which cannot be controuled,

have decided that my name must be embodied into history. From

the manner in which even my political adversaries, and some of

my cotemporary historians, unequivocally hostile to my princi-

pies, already speak of me, I have the consolation of ^effecting,

that when the falsehoods of the day are withered and rotten, I

shall be respected and esteemed. You, sir, will probably be for-

gotten, when I shall be remembered with honour, or if, perad.
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venture, your name should descend to posterity, perhaps you will

be known only as the recorded instrument of part of my persecu-

tions, sufferings, and misfortunes.

I am, sir, &c.

THOMAS ADDIS EMMET.

New-York, April 9, 1807c

STATISTICAL



STATISTICAL ES£AY3

ON THE

POPULATION AND RESOURCES OF IRELAND,

BY WILLIAM J. MAC NEVEN.

I PUBLISHED the following Statistical Essay in the Pans

Argus of December the 17th, 1803, in order to prove how-

much the population and resources of Ireland exceeded the

usual estimate of persons otherwise well informed. It is repub-

lished here with some addition, because the facts it contains are

not perhaps better known in America than they were in the

capital of France, and in order to shew the folly, no less than

the injustice of the British government, which has been hazarding

every day for the last fifteen years, through the most

iniquitous treatment, the loss of so essential a member of

its empire.

PERSONS having expressed doubts as to the amount of the

population and other resources ascribed to Ireland, in the essay

copied from the Moniteur into the Argus of November the 16th,

the following details are offered in order to shew the grounds of

some of the opinions set forth in that paper.

The
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The tax imposed until lately in Ireland on everv hmrth, com-

monly known by the name of the hearth-money tax, gives very

correctly the number of inhabitytd houses, of which returns were

made to the commissioners of the revenue. One of these, 'Mr.

Jervis Bushe, found, by a calculation taken from the revenue

books, that the houses paying the duty amounted in 1788 to

650,000, without including barracks, hospitals, school-houses,

or public buildings. But as it was a common practice with col-

lectors to return houses as waste which- paid the duty, for the

purpose of sinking the money in their own pockets, Mr. Bushe,

aided by his official situation, instituted different other researches,

and these left him of opinion that 60,000 houses more should be

added to the official returns, making in all 710,000 inhabited

houses. From the mass of those, in which the inhabitants had

been counted, there were taken indiscriminately 14, 108, and the

population was 87,895 ; which gives somewhat more than 6 1-4

to each house. Consequently the population of the whole muct

by the same ratio have been in 1788, 4,437,506. The authors

of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, article Ireland, compute the

number of inhabitants to be 4,500,000. The interesting paper

of Mr. Bushe on this subject, is inserted in the 3d volume of

the transactions of the Irish Acndc*ny. The same gentleman

found by the revenue books that the increase of houses from

3777 to 1788, was 173,058. The increase of houses from

1788 to 1799, was greater still; but this result was not in

either case owing altogether to the building of new ones : it

is to be in part ascribed to a greater accuracy obtained in the

new returns. In order, however, to be within the most scru-

pulous bounds, we will take the increase of houses from 1 788

down to the present time to be no more tlian 173 058, what

it was found by enumeration to have been in the eleven years

preceding 1788. The amount of houses will be then 883,00;^

and this, multiplied by 6 1-4, gives 5,518,750 for the actual p > =

pulation of the whole island.

Another
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Another computation, though formed on different principles,

will be found to give a similar result. The superficial contents

of Ireland are to those of England and Wales as 27,457 is to

49,450 ; but the fanner country, on account of containing less

waste land in proportion to its area>* has a somewhat denser po-

pulation. Now, as that of England and Wales, according to the

las. enumeration made two years ago, is 9,444,950, Ireland

should have half that amount, and as much more as Ireland ex-

ceeds the one half of England and Wales in extent. This is

2,732 square miles, which, multiplied by 200, the population of

every Irish square mile gives 546,400 souls, and these, added to

4,722,475, the half of the population of England, make that

of Ireland equal to 5,268,375. The county of Wexford alone

furnished 40,000 fighting men in the insurrection of 1798, and

if the proportion of that county to the rest of the island be con-

sidered, the amount of the population resulting from this esti-

mate likewise cannot be less than 5,500,000.

There is so near a coincidence between all these results, that

we cannot reasonably deny their general correctness. As printed

authorities will, however, be required in a case of this kind by

strangers, much satisfaction will be received on the subject froaa

the calculations of Chalmers, and from an excellent essay pub-

lished by a member of the late Irish Parliament

.

As to the advantages which England derives from Ireland in

point of revenue, they were rated much too low in the essay

given to the Moniteur ; for their real amount would, it was

feared, seem almost incredible to those who had not attentively

considered that generally neglected country. Yet from cjjlcial

documents it appears that the amount of the receipts of the

treasury in Ireland for the year ending the 5th of January, 180J>

was £.9,435,896 lis. 8d.f

In

* Vide Arthur Young's Tour in Ireland.

+ Vide Monthly Magazine, for April, 1802,
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In the Committee of ways and means, Mr. Addington stated

the joint expences of England and Ireland for the year 1802, at

^31,259 209, the 2-17contributed by Irelandequal^'3,677,554;

to this must be added 2-17 of «s£ 1,1 74,401, for civil list and

other charges on the consolidated fund, not relating to the public

debt, equal for the share of Ireland to j£ 138,164, and making

altogether for her .£ 3,815,718 sterling.

The part contributed by Ireland to the joint charges of the

same year, as set forth by Mr. Corry, the Irish chancellor of

the Exchequer, was <i£3,769,000 sterling, and for the Irish army

on foreign service «j£360,000 more, amounting together to

i£4, 129,000 sterling. The separate expenses of Ireland, includ-

ing the interest of her debt contracted in support of England,

were at the same time stated by Mr. Corry at «s£3,298,000 more,

and the entire expenses of Ireland for that year at «s£7,427,000

sterling.

All this was four years ago, but I find in the elaborate work

of Mr. Jepson Oddy, the ordinary revenue and extraordinary re-

sources constituting the public income of Ireland stated as fol-

lows, for the year ending the 5th of January, 1805 :

Ordinary revenues, =£4,122,711 0 6|

Extraordinary revenues, 226,544 14 1^

Appropriate duties for

local objects, S5,012 10 5

Total, independent of

loans, =£4,374,268 5 Of

Loans paid into the ex-

chequer in the year

ending the 5th of Ja-

nuary, 1805, =£5,324,709 12 1!|

Grand total for that year, =£9,693,977 17 1 If

This large sum amounts in dollars and cents, to 43,1 06,56 i 35 ;

and is wrung from a wretched British province, without name

or
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or character abroad, without peace, liberty or happiness at

home, by a selfish oppressor that squanders her resources, and

consummates her degradation.

The ordinary revenue alone of Ireland amounted, it appears,

in the year ending the 5th of January, 1805, to 13,328,160

dollars 8 cents ; which is considerably higher than the whole

income of the general government of America in the same pe-

riod.

The total receipts of the treasury of the United States were

then 17,597,698 dollars 46 cents ; but of this sum, no more

was expended for the support cf the general government, than

13,598,309 dollars, 47 cents ; the expense cf all the state go-

vernments together is fully estimated at about 2,000,000 more.

Making in the entire, 15,598,309 dollars 47 cents.

That is, a country enjoying greater general happiness and a

more progressive prosperity than any other in the world, whose

commercial shipping averages 900,000 tons, whose flag is seen

on every sea, wliore industry is as unbounded as the globe,

whose inhabitants possess liberty, peace and self-government, is

not at this moment much more populous than Ireland, and pays

little more for those manifold blessings than one third of what

it costs the Irish people to live subject to ignominy, disquietude,

commercial restraints, and political slavery. Such are the advan-

tages on one side* of having shaken off the British yoke, and

such the wretchedness on the other of being under its control.

Mm CIRCULAR
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THE following Circular Letter was drawn up for the purpose

of making known in Ireland, and among the emigrant Irish in

America, the writer's intention of treating of the affairs of that

country. To shew that he has not relinquished his design in

consequence of the present publication, he reprints his prospectus

with, this work :

—

Sir,

Being now engaged, as far as my leisure will permit, in pre-

paring an account of Irish affairs for the last thirty years, I wish

to acquaint with my design those who feel any interest in such a

work, that they may communicate to me, if they please, the facts

and documents they possess, which their avocations or safety may

cot allow themselves to make public.

In speaking cf individuals yet alive, or of those departed lately,

whilst I attempt to record their actions and motives in such,

colours of applause or censure as may stigmatize vice and em-

blazon virtue, still, it is by the merit of impartiality to all con-

cerned, that I am most ambitious of distinguishing my perform-

ance. I write in a country where I have nothing to fear, and

nothing to hope, from any p^wer or party in Europe : The

interest of truth is that alone for which my thoughts can now

revert to the past ; and as far as I already know, or shall be

able to ascertain it, friends an* foes will meet with equal can-

dour.

Thi*
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This spirit of sincerity prompts to the acknowledgment,

that I should not engage in my present undertaking, unless I

thought, when honestly executed, it would redound to the ho-

nour of a country which will be ever dear to me ; of friends

whom I shall ever cherish ; of a cause I shall never abandon ;

and all of which, if virtue could ensure success, had found

another fate than what they now experience in the loss of.

liberty, and the extinction of independence.
s

Though the history of the period to which I now confine

myself, be most important to Irish readers, yet it is not to them

alone that it offers subjects of sympathy, instructive lessons, and

themes of meditation. The first spectacle it presents, is a gene-

rous and gallant people aiming at the best acquisition for which

a nation can contend ; but from jealousy and disunion, losing a

great opportunity, and the noblest prize. The corrupting, dis-

uniting, debilitating interference of a foreign enemy, blindly

deemed a friend, is at length universally felt ; the consequences

are generally deplored ; an earnest attempt is made to redress

the evil—and again the foreign foe labours with successful inve-

teracy to reduce the patriot by the bigot, and after immolating

what was good, and exposing what was vile, appropriates, with

stern indifference the profits of their animosities.

Public spirit, unrivalled eloquence, military ardour, integrity3

and patriotism, will balance the stain of venality, the baseness of

treason, the prostitution of talents, the abject surrender of na-

tional rights; and still uphold the Irish character as great and

good, amidst the vitiating taints that make inroads on it, from

a foreign shore.o

We shall see fortitude worthy of the most heroic ag;es; fidelity

that would honour the most virtuous ; benevolence of intention,

with philosophy of design, that wouid ensure the greatest

blessings ;—and by the side of these, an audacity in the com-

mission
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mission of crime, a maturity in corruption, a consummateness in

villainy, that will exhibit the Irish people frequently wise or

wicked, but never little—that will shew them to be whatever

they are with energy; and prove the noble materials they possess

for forming an independent state, if they should ever emerge

from the slavery that produces their worst vices, and be left to

foster the splendid qualities that belong to their own nature.

Of all that can affect, elevate or improve the heart and inform

the judgment, examples may be found in the history of these

thirty years. An Irishman of any party may well be desirous

that transactions which, after all, give a high idea of his country,

should not be lost to its fame. Though the conclusion com-

memorate no triumph to dwell on with pride or exultation, it

possesses, the interest of tragedy, and instructs by its catas-

trophe.

WILLIAM JAMES MAC NEVEN.

?7t"w-2~or&, 1806.

FINIS.














